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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION - PREFERRED DESIGNS
FOR THE 1969 TEST SPACECRAFT
INTRODUCTION
This volume contains a functional description of the 1969 Test Spacecraft to be launched
by Atlas/Centaur. It satisfies section (11) (1) (D) of the work statement, JPL Contract
951112. The body of the report contains the system description consisting of:
I Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
II Design Characteristics and Restraints
HI System Functional Descriptions
IV Subsystem Functional Descriptions
V Schedule and Implementation Plans.
The description of the spacecraft in this report is largely concerned with describing
the differences from the 1971 Flight Spacecraft. The equipment which is identical to
the 1971 design is not covered in detail to enable the reader to readily observe the
changes which must be made for this Test Flight.
Appendix I to this report describes the reasoning used in deriving the flight test mis-
sion described in the body of the report. Appendix II discusses briefly the implications
of using Saturn IB/Centaur rather than Atlas/Centaur as the launch vehicle in 1969.
v/vi
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1969 VOYAGER TEST OBJECTIVES AND
SPAC ECRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA
Index
Introduction
1969 Flight Test Objectives
Test Mission Description
Test Mission Restraints
Spacecraft Design Criteria
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1.0 INTRODUC TION
The purpose of a test flight of the Voyager spacecraft in 1969 is to increase the prob-
ability of successfully conducting the operational Voyager mission to Mars in 1971 as
described in Volume A of this report. This document was prepared to describe the
test objectives of a 1969 Voyager test flight, describe a mission concept that satisfies
those objectives and indicate the systems level design criteria for the 1969 flight
spacecraft used for the described mission.
The mission suggested in the report is an earth orbit to deep space flight: the Test
Spacecraft is launched by the Atlas-Centaur into an elliptical earth orbit, where it
remains to conduct various engineering tests for a period of up to two months. At the
end of this time, the spacecraft retropropulsion system is fired to place the spacecraft
on a heliocentric orbit to simulate the cruise operation of the spacecraft in the 1971
mission. Throughout most of the Phase IA study both this mission and another, identical
except that the deep space cruise resulted in a Mars flyby, were under consideration.
Careful attention was devoted to the technical merits, costs, and schedule effects of
these two missions before the final decision was made to propose the earth orbit todeep
space shot in preference to the earth orbit to Mars flight. The reasons for the final
decision are fully discussed in Appendix I of this volume.
The earth orbit to Mars flight is by far the most demanding in terms of the constraints
placed upon the orbital mechanics effort in trajectory design; in fact it was not clear
until late in the study that it was feasible to satisfy all of the detail orbital relationships,
although it was clear that the basic concept was generally sound. Hence, the orbit
design effort was focused entirely upon the consideration of an earth orbit to Mars
flight; both to show the feasibility of such an operation and to provide nominal trajectory
data for use by the subsystem design engineers. In essence, the only numerical data
presented in this report refers to the earth orbit to Mars flight, even though the text
of the System Requirement documents is oriented to the earth orbit to deep space flight
finally proposed by this Volume.
2.0 1969 FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES
2.1 SCOPE
The flight test objectives considered here are limited to those which are important to
the success of the flight spacecraft and its supporting equipment and procedures; gener-
ally, tests which would be desired by the spacecraft contractor. Test objectives for the
1971 flight capsule and 1971 experimental payload, both considered GFE by the space-
craft contractor, were not considered in selecting the mission concept described in this
report. The reasons for this, and the consequences to an overall program test
mission concept are discussed in Appendix I of this volume.
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2.2 GENERAL FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES
The general objectives of the 1969 spacecraft flight test are:
at To demonstrate specific '71 Voyager spacecraft components, subsystems and
system interactions in a flight test environment involving both planetary or-
biting and deep space cruise.
b. Verify the test, launch and operational procedures planned for the '71 Voyager
operational mission.
c. Demonstrate the adequacy of the Operational Support Equipment (OSE) to be
used in conjunction with the '71 flight.
do Exercise the interfaces within the program; for example, the interface between
the spacecraft and the DSN, or the interface between the spacecraft contractor
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
2.3 SPECIFIC ENGINEERING TEST OBJECTIVES
Objective a. described above can be further detailed by listing some specific engineering
tests for which a '69 test flight can increase the level of confidence in the probability of
a successful '71 mission° The major tests in this category are:
a. Telecommunications, Data Handling, Controller and Sequencer Test Objectives
1. Demonstrate compatibility of the '71 capsule radio-spacecraft relay link
2. Demonstrate successful long life operation in space; for example tape
recorder life.
3. Demonstrate system design adequacy, including demonstration of adequate
performance margin over interplanetary ranges at high data rates, etc.
b. Control and Guidance
1. Demonstrate the performance and stability margins of the spacecraft
autopilot with thrusting from either mid-course or main retro engines.
2. Demonstrate the ability of the spacecraft to make mid-course maneuvers
with the accuracy required for the '71 mission.
. Demonstrate the operation of the attitude control system in an orbital
mode, involving loss of celestial references, and including gyro life
and operating modes.
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4. Demonstratethe accuracy and space life of the articulation electronics
andgimbals.
5. Demonstratethe ability of the spacecraft control system to withstand the
dynamic transients associatedwith capsule separation distrubances without
loss of stabilization.
6. Demonstrate the operation and life of the attitude control system in deep
spacecruise.
7. Demonstrate the ability of the spacecraft to repeatedly execute maneuvers
to anarbitrary attitude and successfully return to the correct celestial
references.
c. Propulsion System
1. Demonstrate the effect of rocket engine plumes uponthe spacecraft in a
spaceenvironment.
2. Demonstrate successful operation of the main retro engine after a period
of spacestorage and under zero gravity conditions.
3. Demonstrate the capability of the mid-course engines to make repeated
starts, including someafter long storage in spacewith tanks nearly
empty.
3. Engineering Mechanics
1. Demonstrate the space operation of mechanisms, such as the spacecraft-
Centaur separation device, deployment mechanisms and articulated
joints.
2. Demonstrate that the performance of the thermal control system closely
conforms with the predictions resulting from ground based testing and
analysis.
3. Measure the structural response of the spacecraft in a zero-g (unres-
trained) environment under engine thrusting loads for analysis of auto-
pilot dynamic performance and verification of ground test results.
e. Power System
1. Demonstrate the life and performance of the power system electronics,
including transient response to load switching and solar occultations.
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3.0 TEST MISSION DESCRIPTION
The test mission proposed in complicance with the statement of work for JPL contract
No. 951112 (subcontract under NAS7-100) consists of a launch into a eccentric earth
orbit for a period of several weeks using the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle. After the
earth orbiting tests are complete, the spacecraft propulsion system will be operated
to eject the spacecraft from earth orbit into a heliocentric orbit which will cause the
spacecraft to achieve earth-vehicle and vehicle - sun ranges comparable to those
expected in the 1971 Voyager mission. This mission sequence is described in greater
detail in GE Document VA220SR101, "Design Characteristics". The basis for selecting
this mission concept is explained in GE Document, VA211AA101, Appendix I
to Volume D.
4.0 TEST MISSION Rr_SIR_L_T_
4.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
Two Atlas-Centaur launch vehicles are provided for the 1969 test flight. The launch
vehicle consists of an Atlas-Stub D booster, Centaur upper stage, and a launch vehicle
nose fairing of 123.2 D. ; similar to the one illustrated in Figure A-1 of JPL document
V-MA-004-002-14-03 (Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines) but having a cylinderical
extension of 40 inches added to the base of the illustrated fairing. In addition, the
mechanical interface at the space craft-Centaur field joint is at the 123 inch diameter,
so that the 1971 Voyager field joint, separation mechanism and lower spacecraft
structure can be maintained. This launch vehicle should have the capability of de-
livering a 5150 pound spacecraft (separated weight above adapter) into a 100 n. mile
parking orbit, and adding at least 5600 fps circular excess velocity to the spacecraft
in a second burn occuring not more than 25 minutes after the first is concluded.
4.2 LAUNCH PERIOD AND SITE
Launch operations will be conducted from AFETR complex 36A or 36B; only one launch
complex is committed to the 1969 test flight. The daily firing window is two hours.
The first launch is to be scheduled for early September, 1969. In the event of launch
vehicle failure to achieve orbit, a capability should be provided to make a second launch
within about a month. If the first launch is successful, the second flight will be post-
poned for several months, pending results of the first flight. If a spacecraft flight
failure occurs on the first spacecraft, a "fix" will be applied to the second and launch
made as quickly as possible thereafter, considering pad availability, and on pad op-
erations. If in-flight failure does not occur within the first few months of flight,
JPL and NASA program management may elect to either launch the second spacecraft
to obtain additional flight experience, or to cancel the launch and use the second
spacecraft for additional ground testing, and return the launch vehicle to inventory.
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4.3 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The design of the spacecraft shall be compatible with the DSIF stations operating at
S-band. All tracking, telemetry and command functions are conduct ed at S-band.
Ground stations at Goldstone, Cape Kennedy, Madrid, and one or both Australian sites
will be used during the earth orbit phase of the mission. In deep space, primary
communications are with the 85 foot DSIF antennas, although the 210 foot antenna at
Goldstone may be needed for conducting some tests at planetary ranges late in the
mission.
4.4 LAUNCH AZIMUTH
All launches are made from AFETR within launch azimuths of 90 to 114 degrees.
5.0 SPACECRAFT DESIGN CRITERIA
5.1 DESIGN APPROACH
The 1969 Voyager test spacecraft will be functionally very similar to the 1971 operational
Flight Spacecraft, except that the GFE Flight Capsule and Spacecraft Science payload
(including DAE) will not be carried. The basic '71 spacecraft equipment torus, '71
propulsion systems and planet scan platform will be flown essentially unmodified. The
solar array, planet scan platform and antennas will be stowed and deployed differently
because of the reduced diameter of the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle shroud. The
solar array and high gain antenna will be of a new design to meet the shroud restrictions
of the Atlas/Centaur.
The 1969 Test Spacecraft will contain the following elements:
a. A three axis control system.
b. Temperature control equipment.
c. Solar power panels, power storage, and conversion equipment.
d. Two way communications and command equipment based upon the use of fixed
low gain and steerable high gain antennas.
e. Capsule relay receiving equipment operating at VHF frequency.
f. Midcourse trajectory correction and main retro-propulsion systems.
g. On-board sequencing and logic equipment.
h. A scan platform for pointing the instrument package.
i. Instrumentation, data handling and storage equipment.
6 of 10
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jo Spacecraft diagnostic sensors and data handling equipment in excess of the
normal provisions of the '71 spacecraft, to permit acquisition of added
engineering data during the test flight.
k. Special test items to simulate or exercise spacecraft components not other-
wise adequately tested in the '69 flight.
. Provision in terms of weight, space, data, and power allocations for an
experiment payload that may be carried on non-interference basis at the
election of JPL and NASA.
5.2 RELIABILITY CRITERIA
One of the major benefits of a '69 Test Flight in the enhancement of long life reliability
of the Voyager Flight Spacecraft by discovery of design weakness or oversight,
failures of materials or workmanship, or unexpected failure mechanisms such as
unusual environments and interactions. Since most of the critical spacecraft functions
and events in the 1969 Test Flight will involve the use of 1971 Flight Spacecraft hard-
ware, the reliability program will place particular emphasis on the maintenance of
as much similarity as is reasonably possible between the flight hardware used in '69
Flight Test program in order to afford as much opportunity as possible for the dis-
covery of problems that could endanger the success of the '71 mission. Functional
redundancy shall be used in the same way as in '71 to provide full capability of cri-
tical spacecraft functions to the greatest extent possible, and useful but possibly
degraded performance for all critical spacecraft functions. Critical spacecraft
functions shall include but not necessarily be limited to, spacecraft-to-earth com-
munications, continuous sun line attitude control, continuous temperature control,
power conversion and regulation and operation of the earth-to-spacecraft commun-
ications and command link.
A major emphasis should be placed upon utilizing '71 articulation mechanisms in the
'69 Test Spacecraft, even if their use complicates the prob!em of stowing antennas,
planet scanners, etc. within the Centaur shroud and is the cause of a weight penalty
not be favored to the point where the flightreliabilityof the '69 flightis significantly
reduced, as by requiring complex additionaldeployment motions.
Any equipment required only for the '69 flight shall be designed using simple and
conservative methods, and testing should be thorough enough to assure failure of
'69 specific equipment will not jeopardize the test objectives. Redundancy should be
used for '69 critical functions whenever this results in increased reliability, even at
considerable weight penalty. Only parts from the '71 Voyager approved parts list
should be used in the design of '69 specific items.
Any experimental payload placed on board the '69 Test Spacecraft must draw power
through fused leads to assure that instrument failure does not jeopardize the test
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mission. In addition, each experiment is to be provided with series redundant off
switches so that any experiment may be turned off on ground command if any instrument
appears to be creating a hazard to the test flight.
5.3 SCHEDULE CRITERIA
The program plan for the 1969 Flight Test is optimized to:
a. Cause minimum penalty to the '71 Flight Spacecraft Program by forcing early
design releases, causing interference with facilities, or other diversion of
resources.
b. Provide flight test results early enough in the '71 Flight Spacecraft program
to permit changes to be incorporated without introducing schedule risks, re-
liability hazards, or excessive costs.
5.4 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT
The overall weight of the separated '69 Test Spacecraft should not exceed 5150 pounds.
5.5 EXPERIMENTS
Provision has been made in the spacecraft design for a nominal experimental load to be
included on a non-interference basis if this is desired by JPL and NASA management.
Fifty pounds of weight are allocated for this purpose, space is available in bays 8 and
10 and in the planet scan package. Sixteen watts of power are allocated during most of
the mission. Ten bits per second of channel capacity is available except during man-
uevers and special tests.
5.6 MAGNETIC C HAI:tAC TERISTIC
The spacecraft design shall be such that the spacecraft magnetic moment shall be highly
stable and the magnitude of the moment as low as possible consistent with reliability,
weight, and cost requirements. It is planned to achieve the same degree of magnetic
cleanliness as in the 1971 spacecraft in order: to demonstrate the necessary techniques,
but launch of the '69 Test Spacecraft will not be contingent upon the achievement of
desired magnetic characteristics.
5.7 SAFETY
The spacecraft design shall not require manufacturing or test conditions which are
potentially hazardous to equipment and/or personnel.
5.8 COMPETING CHARCTERISTICS
Where there are conflicting technical requirements, the following order of priority
relative to acceptable risks shall govern:
8 of 10
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a.
be
c.
do
e.
Continuous maintenance of the ability of the spacecraft to receive and execute
ground commands.
Proper operation of the telemetry and data handling system to transmit (at
least on command) sufficient diagnostic data about spacecraft operations to
indicate major failures, and localize them to the subsystem level.
Capability of the batteries and discharge regulator to supply essential loads in
an emergency situation.
Continuous capability to maintain and/or recover spacecraft orientation to the
sun.
Continuous proper thermal control of the spacecraft batteries, telecommuni-
cations equipment, and sun attitude stabilization equipment.
f. Proper operation of the spacecraft solar power system.
o
h.
i.
.
k.
1.
Continuous proper thermal control of all portions of the spacecraft.
Selection of mission modes and characteristics, within the basic mission con
cept, which provide maximum likelihood of receiving diagnostic telemetry
data even after "catastrophic" failures, adequate to permit failure localization
to the component level.
Use of '71 spacecraft design electronic equipment without significant mod-
ification.
Continuous capability to maintain and/or re-acquire celestial roll references.
Use of '71 spacecraft propulsion systems without significant modification.
Simulation by the '69 Test spacecraft of the mass properties characteristics
of the "71 Flight SpacecrafL a_e_' separation ULA_,_ L,__1:--_.,111_,_,_,_p_.'^
m. Maintenance of a capability by the spacecraft to permit proper ground tracking.
n. Use of the '71 spacecraft articulation mechanisms.
O.
pe
Selection of appropriate spacecraft system tests, with emphasis on achieving
maximum test usefulness early in the mission, and concentration of higher
risk tests (e. g. re-acquisition maneuver) during the earth orbiting mission
phase.
Reasonable simulation of the '71 solar pressure - center of gravity rela-
tionships.
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q. Development of the system contractor capability to successfully meet the
1971 mission objectives.
r. Use of the 1971 Flight spacecraft OSE with minimum modifications.
s. Exercise of all software and program interfaces essential to the '71 mission
succe ss •
t. Proper execution of spacecraft propulsion maneuvers.
u. Maintaining the spacecraft weight within the design goal corresponding to the
1971 spacecraft design.
v. Simulation of the conductive heat leaks and radiation view factor of the '71
spacecraft.
w. Operation of the data recording system.
x. Placement and operation of the 1969 experiment payload.
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1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The 1969 Voyager Test Spacecraft is intended to provide flight test verification of the
design adequacy of the 1971 Voyager Flight Spacecraft components, subsystems, and
system interactions; and to check-out test, launch and operational procedures and
equipment. To accomplish this end, the '69 Test Spacecraft is made as similar to the
1971 Flight Spacecraft as possible, within the weight and volume limitations imposed
by the requirement to launch the Test Spacecraft using the Atlas/Centaur launch
vehicle. This change of launch vehicle requires two fundamental types of change to
the spacecraft. First, the configuration must be different to permit the Test Space-
craft to be stowed within the Atlas/Centaur shroud. Second, the weight capability of
Atlas/Centaur will not permit injection of the complete Test Spacecraft including
retropropulsion system into a deep space trajectory, but only into an earth orbit.
Since so much of the value of the test involves systems interactions between space-
craft and retropropulsion system, this is the approach proposed here. The consequence
of this selection is that some further modification to the '71 spacecraft is needed to
permit operation during an earth orbiting phase. For example, data handling is
modified for earth orbital operation.
The '69 Test Spacecraft configuration is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The basic space-
craft bus and propulsion systems of the '71 Flight Spacecraft are retained intact, and
the planet scanner, high gain antenna, solar array and low gain antennas are rearranged
to permit the spacecraft to be stowed within the Atlas/Centaur shroud. The Test
Spacecraft is composed of all flight hardware located forward of the field joint between
the Spacecraft and the Launch Vehicle Adapters, excluding the nose fairing. The
Spacecraft Bus includes all elements of the Flight Spacecraft, except any science pay-
load, the Spacecraft Retropropulsion, and the Spacecraft Adapter. The Spacecraft
Adapter contains the separation joint between the Test Spacecraft and the Launch
Vehicle. The thermally controlled Test Spacecraft is fully attitude stabilized using the
sun and Canopus as references. It derives power from photovoltaic cells arranged on
panels deployed to a body-fixed orientation and batteries which are used during launch,
trajectory correction maneuvers, and orbit ejection maneuver, orbit trim maneuvers
and during sun occulation while in earth orbit. The batteries may also be utilized dur-
ing periods of emergency in which the power derived from the photovoltaic cells is
insufficient to fulfill the spacecraft demands.
The Test Spacecraft has a two-way communications system with earth which provides
a. telemetry to earth,
b. command capability to the spacecraft,
c. relay of simulated capsule data to earth,
d. angle tracking, doppler and ranging for orbit determinations.
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The Test Spacecraft has a guidance system permitting trajectory correction maneuvers;
this guidance system permits ejection of the spacecraft from earth orbit into a deep
space heliocentric orbit. The propulsion system has the capability of executing tra-
jectory correction maneuvers, orbit ejection and orbit trim maneuvers.
The Test Spacecraft has the capability of controlling itself by onboard sequencing and
logic as well as by ground command, and the capability to monitor and telemeter its
own operation and store and telemeter some scientific data on a minimum interference
basis.
The Test Spacecraft less all adapters weighs less than 5150 pounds for the 1969 test.
2.0 MISSION PROFILE
Launch of the 1969 Voyager Test Spacecraft will be from one pad at launch complex 36
of the AFETR. A capability of conducting a second launch within about a month after
the first is desirable. No launch period limitations exist for this mission since no
planetary target is involved. The first launch is planned for September 1969, and a
second after test results from the first flight are available. A daily launch window of
at least two hours would be available.
During the launch to injection phase AFETR tracking and telemetry coverage will be
provided for Launch Vehicle and spacecraft instrumentation and DSIF acquisition; the
telemetry rate is 106 2/3 bps. Environmental control of the Test Spacecraft is pro-
vided by the Launch Vehicle during this mission phase. Telemetry data from the Test
Spacecraft is also relayed by the Launch Vehicle during the boost phase. From lift-off
to fairing ejection, full spacecraft telemetry is transmitted using a parasitic antenna
located on the fairing; after fairing ejection, communication is from the launch antenna
radiating at 100 milliwatts. After ascent, the Space Vehicle is injected into a parking
orbit and coasts in this orbit up to 25 minutes after which the Test Spacecraft is ejected
into eccentric earth orbit by a second burn of the Centaur stage. The separation of the
Spacecraft from the Centaur is initiated from the Centaur. After separation the Cen-
taur is backed away from the spacecraft by employing a retro-rocket thrust of suf-
ficient magnitude to avoid collision with the spacecraft during sun acquisition or later
orbits.
Upon separation from the Centaur, the Controller and Sequencer, Attitude Control cold
gas system and Pyrotechnics are enabled by a separation switch. A separation initiated
timer backs up the enabling of the Controller and Sequencer and Pyrotechnics in addition
to initiating the deployment of the antenna, solar power array and planet scanner.
The communication link is switched to a low gain antenna radiating at 50 watts. Sun
acquisition is accomplished within 20 minutes after the enabling of the attitude control
and/or after the end of solar occultation. Spacecraft power is then derived from solar
energy rather than the on-board batteries. Canopus is acquired within 70 minutes after
sun acquisition. Upon acquisition, attitude control is switched to the normal mode.
4 of 15
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The earth orbiting phase of a 1969 test flight offers many possible options in terms of
orbital characteristics. For the weight of Test Spacecraft considered here and the
capability of the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle specified by JPL, orbital periods will
be about four hours. Some of the orbit options available are discussed in Standard
Trajectories, VA220F0101. Briefly, this reference indicates that orbits may be
selected which avoid Canopus occultations for periods of at least several weeks. In
similar fashion, the amount of dark time per orbit may be adjusted from zero to about
an hour maximum, although the combinations of sun and Canopus occultations are
dependant upon time of year of the launch, selection of orbit inclination, latitude of
initial perigee, etc. More detailed study of the combinations available, and a com-
parison with test goals to include or avoid such features as Canopus occultation, must
be made prior to a detail selection of earth orbit parameters.
During the earth orbiting phase of the mission, all spacecraft systems and functions
will be tested and/or exercised. In the first few days of orbital flight, emphasis will
be upon checkout of all systems in normal operation, and upon obtaining a good orbit
determination by radio tracking. After a good orbit is available, the mid-course
engines will fire to raise the altitude of perigee. This will reduce atmospheric dis-
turbance forces which the altitude stabilization system must counter, reduce ground
tracking antenna rates, increase station coverage, and demonstrate the manuver exe-
cution accuracy of the spacecraft system. After this maneuver, additional tests of the
spacecraft in normal, maneuver, and back-up modes will be made. Several examples
indicate the nature of special tests which may be conducted in earth orbit. A simulated
capsule separation sequence can be performed. In this test the spacecraft would be
commanded through attitude changes, pre-separation checkout events, separation dis-
turbances (simulated by firing a gas jet to provide tip-off impulses of the magnitude
expected from the '71 Flight Capsule) and return to normal "cruise". Tests of the
Capsule-Test Spacecraft radio relay link are planned, using a ground transmitter to
simulate capsule antenna patterns, doppler rates, range accelerations, attitude
motions, etc. This testing can be in conjunction with or independant of the
capsule separation tests. Other tests would be planned to demonstrate the maneuver
accuracy of the spacecraft, possibly using reception of signals from the high gain
antenna to verify proper orientation after maneuver.
After perhaps two months of orbitai testing, the spacecraft would be injected on a
heliocentric orbit to deep space, using the main propulsion system at perigee passage
to deliver the required impulse. A trajectory would be selected which would provide
trajectory characteristics comparable to those to be encountered in the 1971 mission
within cone and clock angles compatible with the pointing limits available in the antenna
and Canopus sensor gimbals.
Firing of the retro-propulsion engines will be a good test of the propulsion system,
controls, autopilot, and plume interactions. The deep space cruise phase will provide
additional test value for the thermal control system at reduced solar constant and in
the absence of earth albedo; test the attitude control system in the absence of gravity
gradient torques, etc.
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3.0 RELIABILITY
The reliability allocation for the test spacecraft is the same as for the 1971 spacecraft.
To obtain the high reliabilities required, failure sensing and majority logic voting
switching as well as operating redundancy methods are used extensively in the sub-
systems. In addition, events, functions and sequences which are critical to the success
of the mission can be initiated by alternate paths or accomplished by separate and
independent methods.
Failure mode redundancy switching is accomplished either internal to a subsystem or
by telemetry analysis and ground command. Within the Telecommunication System,
failure mode switching of the RF components is used. One operating receiver and
command detector is connected to each of three antennas continuously and the cap-
ability for switching between antennas is the same as the switching of power amplifiers
to antenna; in addition, one of the three detectors can be switched between the three
receivers by ground command. The three detectors are used to feed two continuously
operating Command Decoders which are selected by a command address which essen-
tially allows the decoders to be switched by ground choice. The capsule relay antenna
is fed to two continuously operating receivers by internal logic.
In the Data Handling and Storage Subsystem, AD converters, PN generators, and format
programmers are triply redundant and switching between redundant components is by
ground command; the logic has triple continuously operating redundancy. Redundancy
exists for the magnetic core memories during the orbit phase. Three magnetic tape
recorders are used and the failure of any one will cause only a decrease in capability
and not a failure of the function.
The main regulator 2,400 cps invertor, and the 400 cps 3q_ invertor of the Power Sub-
system are redundant. Switching between the components is accomplished by either
internal logic or by command. One of the two batteries with associated chargers can
supply adequate power to avoid mission failure when the spacecraft is off the sun; the
second operating battery and changer provides some redundancy capability.
Majority logic voting selects the output from each of three memories and address
registers of the Controller and Sequencer. For critical commands, the three
memories can be loaded separately by separate commands from the Command Decoder.
Reduced capability redundancy in the timers is possible by using the sequencer timer
for master timer commands. Each timer is triply redundant with majority logic
voting; dual oscillators are provided with switching between oscillators by internal
logic.
The cold gas system of the Attitude Control Subsystem is completely redundant; two
separate systems with tanks, solenoids, regulators, and jets operating in parallel are
used in each half of a thrusting couple for changing the spacecraft attitude. The dual
solenoid valves operating in series are provided to reduce gas leakage. The control
logic and electronics is triply redundant with majority voting logic.
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4.0 POWER SUBSYSTEM
Power for the spacecraft operation is nominally provided from photovoltaic cells by
conversion of solar energy. During periods when power from solar conversion is
insufficient to meet spacecraft needs, additional power is provided by silver-cadium
batteries. Battery power will be utilized during launch-to-Sun acquisition, maneuvers
and sun occultations, but will not be required during any other period except in an
emergency such as an unexpected loss of the sun reference; the batteries will be main-
tained in a fully charged state throughout the mission except during periods of usage
and the charging period thereafter.
Two 25 ampere hour, 760 watt hour batteries with separate chargers provide a high
reliability; either battery can supply sufficient power to continue spacecraft operation
in a degraded mode. The N/P photovo!taic cells are mounted on 8 panels deployed
from the lower support cone. The total solar panel area is 127 square feet. Thepower
available from the array is shown in Figure 4-1. All major components of the power
system are redundant with switching either by failure sensing or by command. A
combination of an out of voltage condition existing for a period of time will cause
automatic switching from one regulator or converter to another. A separate frequency
standard is maintained in the Power Subsystem as back up to the Controller and
Sequencer standard.
Power from the photovoltaic cells is either converted or supplied to heaters and radio
power amplifiers as unregulated D.C. The maximum voltage from the solar panels is
limited to 55 volts by Zener regulators giving an unregulated D.C. bus voltage of 30
to 55 volts which supplies all power requirements. The following power is available
from the Power Subsystem:
a. 50 VAC, ± 2%, 2400 cps, 1
b. 26 VAC, ± 2%, 400 cps, 3 o (Stepped square wave)
c. 30 to 55 VDC unregulated (battery, array bus)
d. 44 to 55 VDC unregulated (array bus)
Switches, if required, are located either in the user location or the power subsystem.
If the switching can be internal to a subsystem, the switch is located in the subsystem;
if the switching is by command only, stored or ground, the switch is located in the
Power Subsystem allowing the magnetic field from the switches to be more easily con-
trolled. Fusing, if used, will be limited to those power users which, if failures occurs,
will not cause mission failure, i. e., functions which are not critical or for which there
are a back-up, either redundancy or alternate methods, may be fused.
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5.0 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The Telecommunication System provides the capability for the following:
a. Determining the angular position, the doppler frequency shift, and the
range of the spacecraft for orbit determination.
b. Transmitting commands from the Earth for controlling the spacecraft
operation.
c. Collecting and encoding engineering data.
d. Telemetering engineering, scientific, and capsule relay link information
from the spacecraft.
e. Storing data for later transmission when the spacecraft is not in contact
with a ground station; e.g. during earth orbit when DSIF coverage of the
spacecraft position is not complete.
f. Receiving simulated capsule data for tests of the Relay Radio Subsystem.
To accomplish the above functions, the Telecommunication System consists of the
following:
a. Spacecraft Radio Subsystem
b. Flight Command Subsystem
c. Relay Radio Subsystem
d. Data Encoder Subsystem
e. Data Storage Subsystem
Each of these subsystems are the same as the corresponding 1971 subsystem described
in Volume A, with the following exceptions:
5.1 SPACECRAFT RADIO SUBSYSTEMS
The only changes in this subsystem are in the spacecraft antennas used. The high gain
antenna in the '69 Test Spacecraft is reduced to 45" D, because of packaging limitation,
and the deployment mechanism is different. However, the '69 high gain antenna is cap-
able of providing comparable coverage of the earth during interplanetary flight. It
may be driven by any of the three power amplifiers. The medium gain antenna of the
'71 spacecraft is not carried in '69, because of problems in stowing it, and also because
telemetry reception at low rate is possible throughout the mission without it. The
"science back-up" mode for which it is intended is not required in '69. The low gain
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antennas are deployed differently than in '71 both for packaging reasons and to provide
full coverage during the earth orbit phase of the mission.
5.2 DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE
There are some modifications in the use of the data handling subsystem in the 1969
Test Spacecraft for two reasons. First, for the time spent in earth orbit where DSIF
coverage is incomplete spacecraft diagnostic telemetry would be lost for about a
quarter of the total orbit time unless provisions were made to recover this data. This
has been done in the '69 shot by using the '71 data recording equipment to record
diagnostic data until a station pass where it is quickly played back. This assures
full recovery of all spacecraft diagnostic data, even if every station pass is not used
to recover stored data. The second modification made to the data handling subsystem
for '69 is to add extra sensors for use only in '69 to permit investigations outside the
scope of the '71 meastu'ements. This data is telemetered using channel capacity
made available because the Capsule and '71 Science Payload are not carried in '69.
The approach to implementing this additional diagnostic information is to add '69
specific components (such as commutators) in the bays normally allocated in 197 1 to
science, and keep the regular data handling subsystem basically identical.
6.0 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
The Guidance and Control System provides the capability for the following:
a. Acquiring and stabilizing the spacecraft to the celestial references Sun and
Canopus.
b. Orienting the spacecrzfft to a pre-determined attitude for trajectory
corrections, and ejection from earth orbit.
c. Maintaining the attitude of the spacecraft during velocity changes and
controlling the magnitude of the velocity change.
d. Pointing the high gain antenna as commanded.
e. Pointing the scan platform to demonstrate its performance in earth orbit.
The following subsystems are provided to fulfill the above functions:
a. Attitude Control
b. Approach Guidance
c. Autopilot
d. Antenna Control
e. Scan Platform Control
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The implementation of these subsystems remains unchanged from that described in
Volume A except, possibly, for different detail changes (control torques, etc) occasioned
by differences in the mass properties, solar pressure unbalance or gravity gradient
disturbance torques resulting from configuration differences between the '69 Test
Spacecraft and the '71 Voyager Flight Spacecraft; or differences required by the dif-
ferent IR properties between earth and Mars as seen by the planet scan sensor. A
summary description of these subsystems is provided in the following paragraphs.
6.1 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Since the attitude control function is the same as that required for Mariner C, the
VOYAGER Attitude Control Subsystem is similar to that of the Mariner C with differ-
ences primarily being in redundancy and choice of components. Provision is also
made for maintaining inertial control during sun and Canopus occu!tations.
Attitude during cruise is three axis stabilized by the processing of signals from the
fine sun sensors and the Canopus star sensor and the turning of the spacecraft by a
dual cold gas expulsion system. The spacecraft can be stabilized to the sun in less
than 20 minutes and to Canopus in less than 70 minutes; stabilization to the Sun is
required before Canopus acquisition can be accomplished. Reacquisition of the ref-
erences and normal spacecraft attitude is automatic whenever the spacecraft is in or
switched to normal control.
For maneuvers, the orientation of the spacecraft is obtained by placing the attitude
control in the inertial control mode and torquing the gyros at a fixed rate for a pre-
determined time. The cold gas expulsion system reacts to the artifical error signal
causing the spacecraft to turn.
6.2 AUTOPILOT SUBSYSTEM
The autopilot maintains the attitude of the spacecraft during trajectory correction and
orbit eject propulsion operation. By utilizing velocimeters, the magnitude of velocity
changes during propulsive maneuvers is controlled.
During orbit injection engine burning, the Autopilot sequences the mono-propellant and
bi-propellant engines so that the bi-propellant engine does not operate without thrust
vector control by the four mono-propellant engines. Error signals for control of thrust
vector are generated by the autopilot.
6.3 ANTENNA CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The antenna is capable of rotating in the XZ plane of the spacecraft and of nodding
about an axis parallel to the X axis. Both motions are driven by stepping motors hav-
ing the capability of moving the antenna through 0.25 degree steps in either direction.
The motion is controlled by start, stop and polarity signals and a one per second pulse
train from the Controller and Sequencer or a one increment stepping signal from either
the Controller and Sequencer or Command Decoder. For large motions of the antenna,
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a slew is used causing simultaneous movements in both directions and reducing the
total time to change the antenna orientation. Antenna position is determined from
magnetic pick-offs mounted on the gimbal shaft.
6.4 SCAN PLATFORM CONTROL
The scan platform control is similar to that described for antenna pointing except that
three gimbals are required instead of two. After initial orientation of the platform,
control about the third axis, which is erected perpendicular to the orbit plane by the
proper motion about the other two axis, normally is derived from the output of an IR
horizon sensor. This sensor maintains the line of sight to the local vertical. This
subsystem is provided in the '69 Test Spacecraft simply to provide a demonstration of
its performance. It may be used to contain and point '69 experiments on a non-
interference basis with spacecraft test objectives as described in Test Objectives and
Design Criteria, VA2 llSR101.
6.5 APPROACH GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEM
The Approach Guidance Subsystem described in Volume A will be retained on the '69
Test Spacecraft even though it is not required for any functional reason in the '69 test
flight, and it will be unable to sense Mars on the flight. It is included primarily to
demonstrate its operability and life in the space environment.
7.0 CONTROLLER AND SEQUENCER
This subsystem is identical in both '69 and '71. The function of the Controller and
Sequencer is to controll all spacecraft functions throughout the mission. To accom-
plish this function, the Controller and Sequencer issues commands at specific times
throughout the mission, issues cyclic type commands for spacecraft operations that
occur more than once in a fixed sequence, provides time duration control by start and
stop commands, and generates pulse trains for use with time duration commands.
The Controller and Sequencer has the capability for storing 255 commands in each of
three redundant magnetic core memories. The memories can be loaded one at a time
or in parallel by quantitative commands from the Command Decoder. Since the infor-
mation in the three memories is accepted by majority logic voting, individual loading
of the memories provides increased reliability for commanding critical functions.
The frequency standard, hence timing accuracy of both the master and sequence clock
and timing pulse trains is 0.01%. The interval between commands is limited to one
second or more.
Fixed spacecraft sequences are controlled by the sequence timer which is started by
a command controlled by the master clock. Sequences such as those required for
orbital operations may be cyclic; maneuver sequences stop after one cycle. Memory
addresses are re-usable by quantitative command from the Command Decoder re-
duci_g the storage requirement but allowing commands to be stored before initiation
thus decreasing dependency on the earth-to-spacecraft link and the Command Decoder.
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The Controller and Sequenceroutput is disabled before launch and enabledat separ-
ation by the separation switch and separation initiated timer. Ground commandback-
up for enabling the output is also provided.
8.0 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem is identical in both '69 and '71 spacecraft. The Propulsion Subsystem
consists of four mono-propellant engines and one bi-propellant engine. The mono-
propellant engines are used for trajectory corrections and thrust vector control during
bi-propellant engine burning. The vacuum thrust of the mono-propellant engines is
25 pounds per engine throttable to 55 pounds per engine. The throttable range is cap-
able of handling a 0.5 inch cg offset at the completion of the orbit injection propulsion
operation; roll axis thrust vector control is obtained by one jet vane capable of pro-
viding 3.4 pounds of side force for each mono-propellant engine. The vacuum thrust
of the bi-propellant engine is 2200 pounds. Control of all engines is by the Autopilot
with a back-up shut-off through the Controller and Sequencer.
One engine start is provided for the bi-propellant engine with the system pressurized
before burn. Parallel pyro start valves and series pyro stop valves are provided for
reliability. The mono-propellant engines have the capability for seven starts with
fuel flow controlled by a throttling valve and starting and stopping controlled by quad-
ruple solenoid valves. To protect against leakage, four parallel sets of pyro pres-
surization and isolation valves as well as four sets of pyro dual start and series stop
valves are provided for use during long periods of non-usage of the mono-propellant
e ng ine s.
9.0 sCIENCE SUBSYSTEM._
No scientific mission is planned for the 69 Test Spacecraft but provision has been
made in the spacecraft design for a nominal experiment payload to be included on a
non-interference basis if this is desired by JPL and NASA management. Fifty pounds
of weight are allocated for this purpose, space is available in bays 8 and 10 and in the
planet scan package, 16 watts of power are allocated during most of the mission, and
10 bits per second of telemetry channel capacity is available except during maneuvers
and special tests. Data handling functions are assumed to be within these a_ignments
of weight and power. No other definition of the '69 Science has been attempted.
10.0 CONFIGURATION AND PACKAGING
The configuration is shown in Figure 1-1 and consists of five basic elements:
a. A machined ring slightly less than ten feet in diameter which contains the
field joint and the spacecraft separation mechanism.
b. A semi-monocoque spacecraft support structure which is circular where
attached to the separation ring and transforms to a twelve sided configura-
tion for attachment to the base of the torus.
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c. A torus co_*.aining twelve integrated equipment modules. The cold gas tanks,
and propulsion systems are mounted off the torus and the semi-monoeoque
spacecraft support structure.
d. Eight solar panels hinged from the support structure.
Mounted on the basic structure are the following components:
a. A scan platform hinged from the upper ring of the torus and deployed after
orbit insertion along the -Y axis.
b. A 45" diameter high gain antenna at the end of a boom hinged to the upper
ring of the torus, and deployed after orbit injection with its nodding axis
parallel to the X axis and a second axis parallel to the Y axis when in the
zero nod position.
e. A primary low gain antenna mounted off the fixed solar panels on the -Y axis
so as to radiate a hemispherical pattern with the center approximately along
the - Z axis.
d. A fixed primary low gain antenna parallel to the -Z axis and mounted on the
deployable solar panel.
e. A 2.5 foot relay antenna (pair of crossed dipoles) mounted on the tip of the
solar panel on the +X axis.
f. A low gain launch antenna mounted on the spacecraft toms.
g. Dual cold gas reaction jets mounted on the tips of the solar panels.
h. A bi-propellant propulsion engine and tanks supported from the torus with
the thrust axis along the Z axis.
i. Four monopropellant engine and tanks supported from the spacecraft sup-
port structure with thrust axis parallel to the Z axis.
11.0 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
All electronic components, tanks, plumbing and structure will be thermally integrated
to the maximum extent possible within a superinsulation cocoon.
will be achieved by the use of:
a.
b.
C.
high emissivity surfaces,
an open type internal structure,
This thermal coupling
silicone grease I_tween heat dissipating components and their mounting plates.
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Excess heat will be released from within the superinsulated enclosure by means of
eleven sets of shutters which control the emittance of the heat rejection surfaces.
The normally illuminated surface of the superinsulation blanket will purposely be re-
duced in thickness (relative to the other superinsulated surfaces) to permit some
small amount of solar energy to aid in keeping the tanks warm during the transit
phase. All support structure for appendagessuch as solar arrays, antennas, the scan
platform, retro and mid-course enginesand booms will beconductively insulated
from the Bus structure. The various GuidanceandControl sensors will be mounted
in goodthermal contact with the Bus section and augmentedwith coatings and super-
insulation as appropriate.
12.0 PYROTECHNICS SUBSYSTEM
The function of the Pyrotechnics Subsystem is to fire squib actuated pin pullers,
latches and valves. The subsystem consists of redundant power supplies for charging
two parallel banks of capacitors. Each capacitor bank has the capacity for firing four
bridge wires when a series semiconductor power switch is turned on by command
from the Controller and Sequencer or Command Decoder. Each squib device contains
two single element bridgewires each of which is fired from one of the parallel capa-
citor banks. The capacitor charging current is limited to less than the minimum
holding current of the switch to ensure turnoff in the event of a hangfire. The power
to the power supplies is enabled at spacecraft separation by a parallel combination of
a separation switch and separation initiated timer. The separation initiated timer also
commands the deployment of the Solar array requirein a special timer in the Pyrotech-
nics Subsystem to delay this command until the capacitors become charged. A mini-
mum of three minutes charging time is required between firings of squib actuated
devices.
Each operation of the Pyrotechnics is indicated by an event counter on each capacitor
bank.
13.0 MEASUREMENT PHILOSOPHY
The criteria to be used for establishing telemetry measurements in order of priority
are as follows:
a. Measurements required for the performance of flight operations.
b. Measurements required to establish that specific spacecraft and subsystem
functions were performed.
c. Measurements required to relate the effect of space environment on the
spacecraft performance.
d. Measurements for providing data on the performance of components.
e. Measurements from the '69 cruise diagnostic system.
f. Measurements from the '69 maneuver diagnostic system.
g. Measurements of vibration data during propulsion system operation.
h. Measurements from the '69 experiment payload.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The 1969 Test Spacecraft overall design restraint is that the flight hardware be made
as similar to the 1971 Flight Spacecraft as possible within the limitations of the launch
vehicle shroud and weight limitations and the altered mission profile. Hence, the de-
sign restraints imposed by VB220SR102 in Volume A shall be applied to the design of
the 1969 Test Spacecraft, except as amended by this document.
2.0 WEIGHT
The weight of the separated 1969 Test Spacecraft shall not exceed 5150 pounds, in-
cluding 50 pounds assigned to '69 Experiments and related data processing and control
equipment. A detailed weight breakdown is given in VA220FD103, Spacecraft Com-
ponent Design Parameters.
3.0 EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
The 1971 Science and DAE are not included in the '69 spacecraft design. Up to 50
pounds of experiments may be carried on a minimum interference basis as described
in VA211SR101, Test Objectives and Design Criteria. Space, power, and data alloca-
tions are described in VA220FD102, Experiment Interfaces. The spacecraft will be
designed and tested to the '71 magnetic cleanliness standards, but failure to achieve
'71 requirements will not be cause for launch delay.
4.0 CAPSULE
No flight capsule is carried in the 1969 Test Spacecraft, so all sections of VB220SR102
relating to capsule support requirements are not applicable. However, the capsule re-
lay radio receivers will be carried on the 1969 Test Spacecraft and tested in conjunc-
tion with a ground transmitter simulating the '71 Flight Capsule.
5.0 TRAJECTORIES
The 1969 design trajectories shall consider these constraints:
a. Launch from AFETR, within azimuth limits of 90 ° - 114 °
b. A minimum daily firing window of two hours.
C. The spacecraft, including retropropulsion, is placed into an eccentric earth
orbit by the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle, utilizing the two burn capability
of the Centaur to establish the desired orbit parameters.
do The spacecraft mid-course system shall be operated at least once in earth
orbit, and at least four times during the mission to impart velocity changes
adequate to permit accurate measurement of the change achieved by the use
of earth-based radio tracking techniques.
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e. After several weeks in orbit the main retropropulsion engine is fired to eject
the spacecraft onto a heliocentric orbit, which shall be chosen to simulate
the most significant properties of the 1971 Mars transfer orbit.
f. Start of injection into heliocentric orbit shall occur within sight of a DSIF
ground station (preferably Goldstone) and the earth orbit parameters shall
be chosen to permit the spacecraft to permit the spacecraft to be in view of
a DSIF station prior to injection, and to permit continuous telemetry recep-
tion from the spacecraft throughout engine firing.
6.0 LAUNCH VEHICLE INTERFACE
The physical interface between the Launch Vehicle and the Test Spacecraft is to be at
the field joint at Centaur station 156.45. This interface shall consist of a mechanical
joint and electrical connectors, including connections for all functions between the
spacecraft and the Centaur stage and for the spacecraft umbilical connection to the
Launch Complex Equipment. The attachment of the spacecraft shall be to a cylindrical
adapter, 121.2 inches in diameter; the adapter shall be the responsibility of the Launch
Vehicle agency.
The Spacecraft Adapter shall have an in-flight mechanical disconnect system, a pull
apart electrical connector, and a pre-launch separated electrical connector, as well
as electrical cabling from the two connectors to connector at the field joint.
Additional Launch vehicle interface definition is contained in VA220FDI05, Launch
Vehicle Interface.
7.0 MASS PROPERTIES
The center of gravity of the spacecraft in launch configuration shall be a cylinder one
inch in radius with its center on the vehicle roll axis, and should lie between Centaur
station 95 and 150.
In order to avoid modification of the spacecraft autopilot and attitude control system,
the inertia about the three principal control axes should be with 10% of the 1971 space-
craft values, as a design goal. The differences in inertial around any two axes must
have the same sign, and should be within 25% of the value of the '71 spacecraft as a
design goal. (NOTE: The design presented in this volume does not quite satisfy these
design goals, but it is believed that these are realistic with further design effort. )
8.0 CONFIGURATION
The launch configuration of the '69 Test Spacecraft shall be contained in the envelope
defined in Figure 8-1. The basic spacecraft equipment module and retropropuision
system configuration shall be retained, and minimum modifications made to the struc-
tures to accommodate the loads from the different deployment arrangements.
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Figure 8-1. 1969 Test Spacecraft Envelope
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The high gain antennais to be mountedin a position similar to the '71 spacecraft and
must be provided with adequateunobstructed field of view to allow the antennato point
to the earth throughout the deepspace cruise phase of the '69 mission.
The scanplatform must be located such that it may operate its gimbal motions in the
samemanner as in the 1971mission. It is not necessary that all of these motions re-
sult in an unobstructed field of view, althoughit is obvious that the unobstructed view
shouldbe as large as possible, consistent with the achievement of other design goals,
suchas mass property simulation and retention of '71 gimbal mechanisms.
A minimum of 125 square feet of solar array shall be provided on eight deployable
panels. It is desirable that the eight panelsbe identical, but this is less important
than correct simulation of mass properties. Thesepanels shall contain provisions
for mountingcold gasjets at the proper moment arm andfor momlting low gainand cap-
sule relay antennas. The configuration shall also contain provisions for simulating
any offset betweenthe CG and center of solar pressure that exists in the '7 configura-
tion.
The structural designof the '69 appendagesshall simulate the dynamic responses of
the '71 design, to permit adequateverification of the autopilot performance under thrust-
ing loads. This is taken to mean that the structural resonant frequencies about each
of the three principal axes shall equal or exceedthe corresponding resonant frequen-
cies of the '71 spacecraft structure, as measured by ground tests in the structural
laboratory.
9.0 POWER
The power system shall be designed to provide the same voltage, frequency, and tol-
erances as in the 1971 spacecraft; i. e., the power system electronics are to be identi-
cal to the 1971 system, despite any weight penalty involved in the oversize of these
electronics in the '69 spacecraft. The solar array shall be designed to supply input
voltages to the power subsystem electronics within the same range expected during the
1971 mission.
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The maximum power to be supplied by the power subsystem during various mission
phasesshall be within the limits below:
Earth Orbit Deep Space
Day Night (200x 106 kmfrom sun)
a. Raw DC to power
am plifie rs 145W 57W 14 5W
b. 2400 cps to spacecraft
subsystems 140W 135W 130W
c. 400 cps to spacecraft
subsystems 14W 6W llW
d. Raw batter power to
spacecraft subsystems 7W 7W 7W
e. 2400 cps to experiment
payloads 10W 10W 10W
f. 400 cps to experiment
payloads 6W 0 6W
Two batteries shall be provided, each with a capacity of 760 ampere-hours.
10.0 TE LECOMMUNICATIONS
The command and radio subsystems of the 1969 Test Spacecraft shall be implemented
with the same equipment designed for the 1971 mission, except for the antennas re-
quired, and consequent changes in switching or operational sequences used. The mis-
sion is to be constrained to make this possible.
The data handling provisions of the 1969 Test Spacecraft are to use the same equip-
ment as designed for the 1971 mission, with modifications only as indicated below:
ao The data recording subsystem is used to record spacecraft diagnostic tele-
metry during blackout, using a '69 diagnostic buffer storage to match the
normal engineering mode output data rate to the recording speed of the data
recording subsystem. The recording is played back at normal '71 output
speeds, using the same data mode employed in Mars orbit to interweave scan
science and engineering data.
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b. The '71 cruise science input from the DAE is replaced in '69 by the input
from a '69 diagnostic subsystem, making engineering measurements outside
the scope of those normally made in '71.
c. The '71 capsule data channel is to be used in '69 in one of these ways:
. During maneuvers, special '69 diagnostic measurements are to be intro-
duced on this channel to measure events or data of particular interest
during propulsion system operation;
2. During tests of the capsule radio relay receiver, the output of this re-
ceiver is to be introduced into this channel;
3. During other portions of the spacecraft flight; data from any '69 experi-
ment payloads will supply this channel.
do During launch vehicle powered flight and spacecraft propulsive maneuvers,
the data recording subsystem is used to record the output of spacecraft vi-
bration monitoring instruments.
ii.0 PROPULSION
The propulsion system is to be the same in '69 as in '71; hence, the velocity change
requirements specified in VB220SR102 are altered in proportion to the relative space-
craft weights. Consideration may be given to offloading the propulsion systems if
this results in an overall improvement to the '69 mission.
12.0 DESIGN SIMILARITY
The guidance and control subsystem shall be designed to the same accuracy limits as
the 1971 spacecraft. The implementation is to be the same except as changes may be
required by mass property changes, or to accommodate different deployments imposed
by configuration changes.
The Controller and Sequencer is identical with the 1971 design.
The same packaging, circuit design, electrical interface, and alignment accuracy re-
straints imposed on the '71 design shall be used.
The temperature control shall be designed to provide the same temperature limits as
1971.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Early in the study it was concluded that the mission to be described in Volume D would
be either an earth orbit to Mars fly-by mission or an earth orbit to deep space mission.
The final decision to recommend the earth orbit to deep space mission concept was
made late in the study, after careful consideration of both the technical merit and sched-
ule aspects of these alternatives. A full discussion of this decision is contained in the
appendix to Volume D, G.E. Document VA 211AA101. Obviously, the discussion of
midcourse maneuver requirements only applies to the earth orbit to Mars fly-by mis-
sion concept. It is included here to indicate the nature of the requirements involved
ff the Mars fly-by alternative is adopted.
2.0 SCOPE
This specification discusses the nominal midcourse correction sequence, its timing,
the midcourse velocity requirements, the allowable midcourse guidance error, its
allocation between the two major sources, orbit determination and execution error and
biasing required for the quarantine constraint.
3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220FD101 Standard Trajectories
VB220AA102 Guidance Philosophy
4.0 MIDCOUBSE GUIDANCE AND PROPELLANT REQUIREMENTS
Considerations similar to those in VB220AA102 for the ' 71 mission apply to the t 69
mission with some significant differences. The injection into the heliocentric transfer
orbit will be done with an accuracy on the order of 25 meters per second instead of 15
meters per second (1 _ ). Due to tight fuel requirements, it is quite possible that sub-
sequent midcourse corrections cannot be made, so that biasing of the aim point at in-
Jection and first midcourse correction must be more conservative.
Choose a flight time of 14,000,000 seconds and assume that error in the impact para-
meter space is TAV or in other words a straight line extrapolation. Then the lu error
in the impact parameter space becomes 350,000 km. for the 25 meter per second in-
Jection error. For the ' 69 mission, the effective capture radius is taken as 5,800 km.
Then, the above erro_of 350,000 km is 60 capture radii and from Figure 3-4 VB220AA102,
the bias required is 45 capture radii or 260,000 km. Here the pyramiding of 1.4cr
errors will be used instead of the optimistic use of 1 u or pessimistic use of 3u errors.
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Then the first midcourse correction will be concerned with co_,_pensating for a bias of
at least 260,000 km and an injection error of (1.4) (350,000) or 490,000 km.
The combination of these values is certainly non-Gaussion, but as an approximation,
their RMS value is 550,000 km which will be taken as the size of the first correction.
Now, let 12 milliradians be the 1_ direction error and 1.2% be the magnitude error in
execution. If the correction is made when the DSIF and potential execution error are
approximately equal, the total first midcourse correction error becomes 1.7% (1.2%/-2)
or (. 017) (550,000) or 9350 km (1_). By figure 3-4 VB220AA102 a bias approximately
3.4 times that is required or 32,000 km. Then the first midcourse correction leaves
a residual of 32,000 km bias and 1.4_ error of (1.4) (9350) or 13,000 km. Again de-
termining the size of the second midcourse correction is difficult but the RMS of the
preceding bias and error is 34,500 km. Taking this as the size of the second mid-
course correction with a i. 7% (lff) error due to both DSIF and execution given an
error of 580 km (la) after the second midcourse correction.
This is small enough so that no bias over and above the nominal aim point is needed
for the second correction. The corresponding 3_ error of l740km may or maynot be
good enough. A third correction, subject to the overall DSIF capability and minimum
AV capability can bring the final error down to the order of 350 to 500 km.
It is to be emphasized that the preceding is in no way intended to indicate how an
in-flight analysis would proceed to accomplish simultaneously the guidance accuracy
objective and the contamination probability goal. Rather it is an attempt to show how
a midcourse correction sequence with appropriate bias can converge to the final de-
sired accuracy, and to put a reasonable bound on the number of corrections required.
Each subsequent midcourse correction tends to use only a small fraction of the fuel
required by the preceding one, unless the last one is made within the last couple of
weeks before Mars' encounter. In 1969, there would seem to be no urgent reason to
delay the last midcourse beyond this point, since there is no present requirement for
high arrival accuracy in the ' 69 flight. While the DSIF accuracy tends to increase
with time, it would not appear that a really significant improvement would occur in the
last two weeks. If such a requirement were imposed, the situation is different.
Any final correction based on approach guidance measurements must be performed
relatively near the time of encounter (for instance, 1 day). In this case then, the fuel
required for the final correction could rise sharply. It still would likely be smaller
than the first midcourse correction but could no longer be called negligible.
To test the approach guidance system, it is better that a correction based on it not be
made. A predicted impact error based on it can be compared to the impact error
measured by DSIF tracking which becomes more accurate during the areocentric
phase. This allows the best correlation between the approach guidance predicted error
and what actually results.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Early in the study it was concluded that the mission to be described in Volume D
would be either an earth orbit to Mars fly-by mission or an earth orbit to deep space
mission. The final decision to recommend the earth orbit to deep space mission
concept was made late in the study, after careful consideration of both the technical
merit and schedule aspects of these alternatives. A full discussion of this decision
is contained in the appendix to Volume D, G.E. Document VA 211AA101. Obviously,
the discussion of aim point selection only applies to the earth orbit to Mars fly-by
mission concept. It is included here to indicate the nature of the requirements
involved if the Mars fly-by alternative is adopted.
2.0 SCOPE
This specification describes criteria that apply to the selection of an "aiming point"
in the R-T plane and the time of periapsis passage at Mars for a ' 69 test flight involv-
ing an earth orbit to Mars fly-by mission concept. In addition, preliminary estimates
are given for the size, shape, and orientation of the dispersion elipse on the R-T
plane, and the consequent estimate of the minimum distance required to satisfy the
contamination constraint, and to optimize satisfaction of other selection criteria.
The capabilities imposed by the aiming point selection upon
a. the '69 Voyager spacecraft
b. the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle
c. the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
d. the Space Flight Operations Facility
are also indicated.
3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are relevant to this specification.
3.1 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY SPECIFICATIONS
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
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VA220SR103 Mid-Course Maneuver Accuracy and Propellant Requirements
VA220FD101 Standard Trajectories
VA220FD102 '69 Experiment Interface
VA220FD111 Maneuver Execution Accuracy
VA220FDl12 Flight Sequence
VA234FD106 Approach Guidance
VA234FD107 Planet Scan Platform Control Subsystem
VA239FD108 Antenna Orientation Subsystem
3.2 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY REPORTS
VA211AA101 ' 69 Mission Selection, Justification and Alternate Approaches
3.3 JET PROPULSION LABORATORY REPORTS
Tech. Report 32-77 Design Parameters for Ballistic Interplanetary
Trajectories
4.0 AIMING POINT DESCRIPTION
The aiming point is specified by two components of the impact parameter B. The
impact parameter is a vector perpendicular to the direction of _, the approach
asymptote to the planet, with a magnitude equal to the distance from the planet center
to the asymptote. The two components of B utilized to specify the aiming point are -,
the projections along the T and R unitvectors. T is a unit vector perpendicular to S
and parallel to the ecliptic ,_while R = S x T. The aiming,point is then specified by the
components B • T and B •R. or by the rn_nitud_ h = [ R I nnrlfht_rl_,-_flnnA _,rh_*-_
0 is the angle between T and B measured positive in the clockwise sense in R - T
plane (S into the R-T plane).
5.0 MISSION OBJECTIVES
The principle objectives of the ' 69 test flight is an engineering test of the spacecraft,
OSE, and procedures required to successfully perform an operational Voyager mission
in ' 71. A much less significant objective is the verification of the near Mars enviro-
ment predictions used in designing the ' 71 spacecraft. Hence, engineering test
objectives in t69 generally outweigh any experimental payload considerations of aim
point selection. Further discussion of the ' 69 mission objectives is contained in G. E.
specification VA211SR101 (Mission Objectives and Design Criteria).
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6.0 DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
The design characteristics of the '69 Voyager Spacecraft are detailed in
VA220SR101 and the design restraints are discussed in VA220SR102. The design
characteristics and constraints significantto the specificationof the aiming point are
covered below. The aim point selection constraints and criteria are listedbelow in
order of priority. Constraints are absolute and may not be violated by the aim point
selection; selection criteria are guidelines and may be traded-off to improve the
overall mission value.
6.1 SPACECRAFT
The spacecraft will not be sterilized, so the probability of the spacecraft impacting
the planet must be less than 10 -4 . This is an absolute constraint. Only one space-
craft launch toward Mars is planned for ' 69.
6.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
The Centaur launch vehicle will not be sterilized. Hence, the probability of the
Centaur impacting the planet must be less than 10 -4. This is an absolute constrain.
6.3 DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
The Mars encounter shall occur within the Goldstone viewing period in order to take
advantage of the receiving capability of the 210' antenna at the Goldstone Mars site.
In addition, this will provide additional margin for transmission of ground commands
through the Spacecraft omni-antenna by using the 100 kw transmitter in combination
with the 210' antenna before encounter.
6.4 SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS
The arrival at Mars encounter should be timed to occur while about seven hours of
usable visibility remain at Goldstone. This will provide a substantial period for
reception of data at maximum ' 69 encounter rate by the 210' antenna.
6.5 TRAJECTORY REQUIREMENTS
Type I trajectories shall be used for the heliocentric transfer orbit. Departure from
earth orbit is planned to occur between March 16, 1969 and March 31, 1969 using
launch energies not in excess of 15.0 x 108 m2/sec 2. Lower energy trips are to be
favored to allow greater margins for spacecraft weight growth, and/or launch vehicle
performance deficiencies. However, there is a constraint that the declination of the
geocentric asymptote on the launch data not exceed -36.56 ° in order to remain within
the AFETR range safety launch azimuth limits of 90 to 114 ° .
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Heliocentric trajectories with inclination of 1.0 degrees or more should be selected
in order to improve the orbit determination accuracy. Range and doppler tracking
should be provided throughout the mission, with particular emphasis on frequency of
measurements during the first 20 days after departure from earth orbit, and the last
30 days before Mars encounter.
Heliocentric transfer orbits that pass inside the earth' s orbit in the early phase of
the flight should be avoided, since this reduces communication link margins because
of the orientation of spacecraft antenna patterns.
6.6 TERMINAL GUIDANCE SENSORS
The Mars encounter geometry should be selected such that the terminal guidance
sensor package planned for the 1971 Voyager mission can be tested in the ' 69 flight
without requiring modifications to increase the range of the instrument or to require
its physical relocation on the spacecraft bus between the ' 69 and ' 71 missions.
Although the exact specifications for this instrument are not firmly established, it is
not expected to be a significant factor in determining '69 aim point.
6.7 MARS RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
The most significant environmental measurement to be made in the ' 69 Mars en-
counter is the determination of the intensity of magnetically trapped ionizing radiation,
if any. The significance of this measurement lies in the implications of radiation
damage to the solar cells and other electronic parts of the ' 71 Voyager spacecraft if
the radiation level is higher than the level for which the ' 71 design was calculated.
The aim point selection criteria strongly favors placing the periapsis passage on the
side of the Mars away from the sun, to enhance the probability that the spacecraft will
pass through the Martian magnetosphere, thus assuring measurement of any radiation
trapping that exists. Aiming points that cause the spacecraft to pass through the
Martian shadow should be favored over aim points that do not create this situation,
again to enhance the probability of penetrating the magnetosphere. However, the
ph bably .....magnetos ere is pro larger than .....................u_e_vl_rL _ul so criteria can '-
relaxed slightlyifother significantmission advantages result from doing so. This
criterion also leads to a preference for the smallest miss distance consistent with
contamination constraints.
6.8 TEST OF MARS IR SCAN PLATFORM CONTROL SENSOR
It would be desirable to be able to determine the bias error of the IR sensor planned
to supply error signals to ' 71 scan platform control subsystem. This test would
favor an encounter geometry which gave the sensor a view of a "half Mars" as
opposed to a full, dark, or highly crescent Mars. This view of Mars is desirably
available at a range of not more than 20000 km. This view requirement appears to
favor a day-light periapsis passage, both to improve the viewing range when a
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"half Mars" is available, and because of the viewing limitations imposed by the
planet scan platform placement and control freedoms. This latter limitation can be
circumvented readily by mounting the sensor fixed to the spacecraft bus body at the
position needed to see Mars at the appropriate time.
In any case, the desire for a test of this scanner should not be permitted to override
the criterion of 5.6 for a dark side periapsis unless very high confidence can be
obtained that the required miss distance will cause the spacecraft to penetrate the
magnetosphere ifpassage is on the sun lit side of Mars.
6.9 MARS OCCULTATION
It is desirable that the earth be occulted by Mars shortly after encounter to provide
this opportunity for additional atmospheric measurements to be made via radio
occultation experiments if this is later decided to be advisable. This criterion
slightly favors a dark side periapsis since the locus of aiming points which will pro-
duce occultations is larger for dark side passages than for light side passages.
6.10 NEAR MARS METEROID ENVIRONMENT
An additional environmental measurement desired during the '69 Mars encounter is
the local concentration of meteroids, to permit evaluation of any local concentration
of particles near Mars as compared with the interplanetary environment at Mars
orbit radius. This criterion does not appear to affect the selection of dark vs. light
side periapsis passage.
7.0 AIMING POINT AND ARRIVAL TIME SELECTION
The principle constraints on aiming point selection listed in section 5 requires that
the probability of the spacecraft impacting on Mars must be 10 -4 or less. This
constraint cannot be violated. The same constraint applies to the Centaur launch
vehicle. The other absolute constraint, imposed by the Space Flight Operations and
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility requires that the encounter take place within a
Goldstone viewing period.
The encounter geometry is selected to satisfy the following criteria:
a. the spacecraft should pass through the Martian shadow
b. there should be a period, shortly after encounter, of occultation of the earth
by Mars.
c. at some point, the view of Mars should present a half-crescent to the
spacecraft.
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7.1 ENCOUNTER TIME
The days for which an encounter is possible are determined by the launch vehicle
capability (C3) and the injection period (March 16 to March 31, 1969). The range of
encounter dates is from July 23 to September 20, 1969. For the March 31, 1969
injection date the arrival date is September 17, 1969. The encounter time during an
encounter day is determined by the DSIF requirement that the encounter should occur
while about seven hours of useable visibility remain at Goldstone. This will provide
a substantial period for the reception of data at maximum 1969 encounter rate by the
210 foot antenna. Commands to the spacecraft prior to encounter should be planned
for transmission through the Madrid station. Sufficient link margins exist that com-
mand transmission should be very reliable using a 10 kw transmitter and an 85'
antenna, if the spacecraft high gain antenna is operating properly to point to earth.
Further, command transmission can be expected - in a back-up mode - through the
spacecraft omni antenna by using the 100kw transmitter planned for Madrid in con-
junction with an 85' antenna. However, the arrival time should be planned to permit
the 100kw transmitter and 210' antenna combination available only at Goldstone to be
available for emergency command attempts for at least two hours before Mars
encounter.
7.2 TYPE 1 TRAJECTORIES
Type 1 trajectories have a heliocentric transfer angle less than 180 degrees. No
one particular arrival date has yet been selected. The example trajectory has for its
encounter date September 17, 1969. The criteria for the selection of the aim point
is based on the encounter geometry requirements listed in 7.0 above.
From the arrival geometry shown in Figure 7-1, it is seen that e should be around
180 degrees in order that the selection criteria be satisfied. The exact value of 8
depends on the orientation of the incoming aerocentric asymptote to the Mars - Sun
vector, and on the relative heliocentric coordinates of Earth and Mars on the partic-
ular arrival date.
The magnitude of b, the impact parameter must be sufficiently large to guarantee
the required probability of Mars impact miss. When the injection maneuver and
midcourse velocity corrections are made, the aimpoint must be biased in order to
reduce to 10 -4, the probability of Martian impact. Assuming a capability for at
least two midcourse velocity corrections, it is shown in section VA 220 SR 103,
Midcourse Maneuver Accuracy and Propellant Requirements that the 1 ff error in
aimpoint after the second correction is not greater than 580 km. With 3.75
representing a. 9999 probability, a bias on the impact parameter of 2175 km
(580 x 3.7) assures that the impact probability is 10 -4 or less.
With a critical aimpoint, which gives grazing trajectory of 5800 km, and a 2175 km
aimpoint error the actual impact parameter aim point should not be less than 7975 km.
With this impact parameter the altitude of closest approach is about 2030 km or 1100
n. mi.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Early in the study it was concluded that the mission to be described in Volume D
would be either on earth orbit to Mars fly-by mission or an earth orbit to deep space
mission. The Mars fly-by mission concept was considered to yield more test value
of benefit to the 1971 Voyager mission, but imposed an early launch constraint that
was of questionable acceptance. The final decision as to the mission concept to be
presented was made late in the study, after careful consideration of both the technical
merit and schedule aspects of these alternatives. A full discussion of this decision is
contained in the appendix to Volume D, G.E. Document VA211AA101. The final de-
cision was to describe the earth orbiting to deep space mission concept. In the mean-
while, it was necessary to concentrate flight mechanics attention on one or the other
concept in order to obtain adequate trajectory characteristics data. Hence it was de-
cided to select the earth orbit to Mars concept for detailed trajectory studies. This
was done because clearly this is a worst case design situation; there are many more
constraints to be satisfied for the Mars fly-by mission. If suitable trajectories can
be shown for this case, it would be a simple matter to devise suitable trajectories for
the deep space shot. Further, there were some questions about the basic feasibility
of the earth orbit to Mars fly-by that needed investigation; e.g., could suitable earth
orbits be devised that would satisfy hyperbolic departure requirements and still satisfy
such things as launch window requirements. After the decision was made to present
the earth orbit to deep space concept as the preferred design in Volume D it was too
late to generate new trajectory characteristics for inclusion in this report. In conse-
quence, the trajectory characteristics described in this section show launch times and
orbit parameters that would be appropriate to a Mars flyby concept.
The consequences of removing Mars flyby trajectory constraints is discussed briefly
in paragraph 8 of this section.
2.0 SCOPE
This document describes the trajectory design criteria imposed upon the 1969 Test
Flight, describes how these criteria design the orbits, and presents the trajectory
characteristics of both earth orbiting and interplanetary phases of an earth orbit to
Mars flyby 1969 Test Mission.
3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are relevant to this specification:
3.1 SPECIFICATIONS- GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
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VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD112 Flight Sequence
3.2 REPORTS - GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
VA211AA101 1969 Mission Selection, Justificationand Alternate Approaches
(Appendix Ito Volume D)
3.3 REPORTS - JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Tech. Report 32-77 Design Parameters for Ballistic Interplanetary Trajectories
4.0 TRAJECTORY DESIGN CRITERIA
System level considerations impose the following guidelines and constraints upon the
selection of trajectories for the 1969 Test Flight.
4.1 TYPE OF TRAJECTORY
Only type I trajectories are to be considered for the Test Flight. See VA211AA101 for
a full discussion of this subject.
4.2 ARRIVAL TIME
No constraints are placed upon arrival date; the encounter shall occur, however,
within a Goldstone viewing period. The encounter should be timed to occur while
about seven hours of useable visibility remains at Goldstone. Boundaries on trip
time are shown in Figure 4-1.
4.3 LAUNCH PERIOD
The launch period begins on January 16, 1969 and lasts to mid-March 1969. The in-
jection into the hyperbolic departure trajectory occurs between March 16, 1969 and
March 31, 1969. Note: For this document, "launch date" refers to the day of booster
lift-off from the earth and insertion of the spacecraft into the elliptical orbit. "Injec-
tion date" refers to the day of injection of the spacecraft onto the departure hyperbola
and into the heliocentric orbit.
4.4 LAUNCH WINDOW
The desired launch window is two hours; it is constrained to be at least one hour.
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4.5 LAUNCHAZIMUTH
The launch azimuth is constrained to lie between90 degrees and 114 degrees east of
due north.
4.6 CENTAURCOASTCAPABILITY
The large negativedeclinations associated with the 1969launch opportunity require
either that the launchazimuth constraint of 90° to 114° be eased, or else that the
parking orbit coasting capability of the Centaur launch vehicle be increased beyond
the present 25 minute limit. It was considered easier to maintain the launch azimuth
constraints and assume that the Centaur coast time capability could be increased to
as much as one orbit if required to support the 1969 Test Mission, so this is the
approach taken here.
4.7 INJECTION INTO THE DEPARTURE HYPERBOLA
The injection is constrained to
a. take place within view of the Goldstone Deep Space Instrumentation Facility,
b. occur at, or very near to perigee.
It is also desirable that these conditions be repeated on three to five consecutive days.
Injection energy, C3, varies between 15 km2/sec 2 and 12 km2/sec 2.
The nominal declination of the outgoing geocentric is -33 degrees, but can vary from
-31.5 to -35.3 degrees, by virtue of the injection period and C 3 considerations (See
Figure 4-2, and Section 5.1).
5.0 DESIGN OF EARTH ORBIT
In order to design the earth parking orbit it is first necessary to examine the condi-
tions imposed by the hyperbolic trajectory injection conditions, examine the effect on
the elliptic parking orbit at the injection time, and then work back to the launch date to
determine the requirements for establishing the elliptic orbit on the launch day.
5.1 INJECTION PERIOD SELECTION
As a worst case design condition, the original self-imposed ground rule was to provide
a 10 day injection period with a maximum C3 of 15 km2/sec 2 and determine the mini-
mum daily launch window. From the JPL Tech. Report 32-77 the period from
March 21 to March 31, 1969 is selected. The minimum declination of the outgoing
asymptote is -33 degrees. Although declinations can be as small as -31.5 degrees,
which provides maximum launch window durations, these larger launch windows cannot
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be guaranteed over the entire launch period. Thus a nominal declination of -33 de-
grees was chosen and the launch window for this declination determined.
The launch period was further extended back to March 16, 1969 with values of C 3 as
low as 12 km2/sec 2 being considered. On March 21, 1969, C 3 = 12 km/sec, the de-
clination of the outgoing asymptote is -35.3 degrees. This is a marginal case in
terms of launch window (1.13 hours, see section 5.3 and figure 8) but will provide
the maximum payload, or A V margin. For the period of injection dates between
March 16 and March 21, C 3 varies between 15 km2/sec 2 and 12 km2/sec 2 while the
declination of the geocentric asymptote is between -33 and -35.3 degrees.
5.2 HYPERBOLIC DEPARTURE TRAJECTORY REQUIREMENTS
The two basic departure requirements are:
a. The injection maneuver is to be controlled from, or at least monitored by,
the Goldstone DSIF.
b. The maneuver should occur at, or very near to, perigee of the elliptic orbit.
Thus the perigee point of the earth elliptical parking orbit on the day of injection
must occur in view of Goldstone. The hyperbolic asymptote will have a nominal de-
clination of -33 degrees. For a C 3 = 15 km2/sec 2 and perigee altitude of 370.6 km
(200 n.mi.) the limiting anomaly, p _, (angle between hyperbolic asymptote and
perigee) is 142.88 degrees. Thus the latitudes of injection can be computed. These
are shown in Figure 5-1, as a function of orbit inclination. The curve is double
valued since there are two points where the earth orbit crosses the -33 degrees
latitude. Perigee latitudes less than 20.7 degrees are not within view of Goldstone
if a minimum radar elevation angle of 5 degrees is assumed. The longitude of Gold-
stone used is 243 degrees West of the Greenwich Meridian. Thus the geocentric
location of perigee is defined as 243 degrees longitude and latitude as given in Figure
5-1. This occurs on the 75th day after launch which is also 75 days after injection
into the intermediate elliptic parking orbit of 6707 n. mi. apogee altitude and 100 n. mi.
perigee altitude. Note the 75 days of coast is not a constraint but simply the maxi-
mum coast time studied. Long coast times are desired in order to increase the
value of the parking orbit tests. In the description of the orbit design the 75 day coast
period is assumed.
5.3 DESIGN OF FINAL ELLIPTIC PARKING ORBIT
In the following discussion, a C 3 of 15 km2/sec 2 has been used as a base fox" all of
the calculations. For the departure window of interest, March 16 to March 31, 1969,
C 3 can range from 12 km2/sec 2 on March 16 to 15 km2/sec 2 on March 31. Thus
the information below is strictly applicable to the March 31 departure. This is in-
tentional. The March 31 departure date is used in presenting an example of the
feasibility of the '69 mission. It is recognized that more than one trajectory must
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be generated in order to show overall feasibility; however, time did not permit ex-
amination of any more of the launch period than this one trajectory.
In order to find the geocentric perigee location on day 0, it is necessary to work
back from day 75 taking into account the regression of the line of nodes and advance
of perigee due to the oblate earth. Figure 5-2 shows these rates in degrees/day
and also the accumulated perigee location shift after 75 days. Figure 5-3 shows the
latitudes and longitudes of perigee on day 0. These conditions apply only to the top
branch of the curve in Figure 5-1. The Goldstone DSIF view times are, for the most
part, too short for the bottom branch to be useful.
Since the final elliptic orbit (200 n. mi. perigee altitude by 6707 n. mi. apogee altitude)
has a period of 1/6 sidereal day, the ground traces would repeat were it not for the
oblate earth effects. However, over the course of one day, the longitudes of perigee,
or longitudes of ascending nodes for successive orbits, can be approximated as being
evenly spaced 60 degrees apart. Thus there are six latitude - longitude points at
which perigee can be located on day zero. The proper perigee latitude is obtained by
ejecting into the intermediate elliptical orbit from the 100 n. mi. altitude circular
orbit when at the latitude of perigee as given in Figure 5-3. The second Centaur burn
is used for this maneuver. It is unlikely, however, that the satellite will be at
exactly one of the longitudes given in Figure 5-3. The period of the intermediate
elliptic orbit is shorter than the 1/6 sidereal period by approximately 2. 615 minutes
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the provisions allowed in the current definition of the 1969
Test Spacecraft to permit the inclusion of GFE experiment payloads at the option of
JPL and NASA management.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following GE Specifications are relevant to this specification:
VA211SRI01 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD101 Standard Trajectories
VA220FD112 Flight Sequence
VA220FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
VA235FD106 Electronic Packaging
3.0 GENERAL REQUmEMENTS
The objective defined for the 1969 Flight Test is to improve the probability that space-
craft will perform successfully in the 1971 Mars launch opportunity. No scientific
mission objectives have been specified for the 1969 launch, so that the mission concept,
launch schedule, trajectory selection and test objectives are selected on the basis of
providing the best test of the spacecraft. However, some capability has been reserved
in the Test Spacecraft for experimental payloads, if it is elected to include them. It is
asstuned here that the inclusion of any such payloads would be contingent upon a
minimum interference basis, so that spacecraft test objectives would continue to con-
trol mission planning, spacecraft design, and program scheduling. It is further
assumed that inclusion of experiment payloads will not be permitted to jeopardize the
success of the test flight, and that failure of any experiment component to pass quality
assurance tests comparable to other '69 specific components will disqualify them from
inclusion in the flight vehicle. Within these limits, many possibilities exist for inclu-
sion of experiment payloads, without basic penalty to the test mission. Implicit in
this discussion is the assumption that the 1971 science payload will not be flight ready
before the test shot. It should be noted that the type of experiment payloads which
might be included in the 1969 Test Spacecraft could be either of scientific or engineer-
ing content. For example, advanced components proposed for future deep space missions
could be flown "open loop" on the '69 shot to demonstrate their ability to operate
successfully in the deep space environment for the durations involved in planetary
missiomm.
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and the longitude of ascending node now shifts by only 59.345 degrees per orbit. The
difference is .655 degs/orbit (or 3.93 degrees per day). The satellite stays in the
intermediate orbit until the longitude of perigee is within 0.328 degrees of one
of the nominals. The maximum stay inthe intermediate orbit is 15.2 days. There
is a minimum stay in the intermediate orbit of about two days during which time the
orbit is accurately determined via ground tracking in order that the simulated mid-
course maneuver may be accurately evaluated. Figure 5-4 shows the coast time in
the 100 n. mi. circular orbit before the second Centaur burn is made, as a function
of days from launch until injection into the hyperbola.
One purpose in raising the perigee altitude to 200 n. mi. is to reduce the effect of
drag in altering the orbit's characteristics as well as to improve radar tracking
conditions wheri the spacecraft is near perigee. Perigee altitudes of 100, 150 and
.,,gnn n. mi. wer,_._ ""'_'_,_----i''T'_d ..... The 150 n mi perigee altitude maximized space-
craft payload. Little payload penalty was paid, however, by going to a 200 n. mi.
perigee altitude, while tracking rates were reduced, station view times were ex-
tended and Centaur injection accuracy requirements reduced.
The Launch Azimuth is restricted to 90 to 114 degrees. However, with geocentric
asymptote declination of -33 degrees, the orbit inclination must be equal to or
greater than 33 degrees. Thus the useful range of azimuths is from 107 degrees
to 114 degrees. See Figure 5-5.
The principal advantage of the orbit period of 1/6 sidereal day is that injection into
interplanetary trajectory can take place on more than just one day. As was pointed
out earlier, it is desirable to inject into departure hyperbola while in view of the
Goldstone DSIF, and when at perigee. This condition can be adequately maintained
for at least three to five successive days; + 2 days about the nominal. Thus injec-
tion into the departure hyperbola could be accomplished on any of three to five
successive days. Small out-of plane velocity components may be required to com-
pensate for the day to day variation in the right ascension of the outgoing asymptote.
5.4 LAUNCH WINDOW
The maximum launch window is obtained by fixing the declination of the geoeentric
asymptote at -33 degrees. Then the full range of launch azimuths, 107 to 114 de-
grees is available. Only half of the absolute window is attainable since the latitudes
of injection into the hyperbola for the lower branch of Figure 5-1 are effectively
out-of-view of Goldstone. Taking the regression of the line-of-nodes into account,
it is possible to work back to Day 0 and find the launch conditions into the earth
parking orbit. For the seventy-five day parking orbit, the launch window is 1.95
hours. Minimum azimuth, 107 degrees, is required when entering the window and
azimuth increases to 114 at the end of the window. The window described here is
actually the second part of the absolute window which would be available if the lower
branch latitudes of Figure 5-1 are included. The azimuth variation with time into
the launch window is shown in Figure 5-6. The second part of the window, the part
corresponding to the upper branch of Figure 5-1, is the available window for the
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Figure 5-6. Variation of Launch Azimuth with Time into Launch Window
azimuth range 107 to 114 degrees, declination of -33 degrees and in-view of Gold-
stone at injection time.
The minimum launch window to be expected occurs when the declination of the out-
going asymptote is minimum (most negative). For C 3 = 12 km2/sec 2 and an injection
date of March 21, 1969, the declination is minimum, -35.3 degrees, see Figure 4-2.
Thus the inclination can vary from 35.3 degrees to 36.56 degrees, and, as seen in
Figure 5-5, the launch azimuth varies from 111.9 to 114 degrees. Again only the
upper branch of Figure 5-1 is used, although further study might show that some
_,_ of _" ' ...... _-.... _ _,, p,-_,,P_ lntit,,d_._ which are in view of Goldstone (at
injection) long enough to provide useful monitoring of the injection maneuver. The
azimuth variation with time for this case is also shown in Figure 5-6. Note that
the launch window is still greater than 1.0 hours.
5.5 LAUNCH WINDOW AND PERIOD FLEXIBILITY
Launch period variations can be attained by simply trading time in parking orbit for
time spent on the ground. Thus the launch period can start on January 16, 1969
and extend through to the middle of March.
The daily launch window can be enlarged through a number of methods. One is to
include launch inclinations less than the declination of the outgoing asymptotes.
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Then when the injection into _the intermediate ellipse from the 100 n. mi. circular
orbit is made, the thrust is directed out-of-plane to produce the required change
in inclination. For example, the March 31, 1969 launch date, C 3 = 15 km2/sec 2
case, a launch inclination of 32 ° adds 15 minutes to the launch window. Assuming
a 25571 fps circular orbit velocity and a desired velocity after 2nd Centaur burn
of 5577 fps, the nominal in-orbit velocity is 31148 fps. A one degree inclination
change is obtained by a 2nd Centaur burn of 5599 fps applied at an angle of 5.53 de-
grees to the circular velocity direction. Thus 22 fps of additional _ V capability
is required.
Alternately, a maximum inclination of 37.56 could be designed for by holding the
azimuth constant at 114 degrees at the very end of the launch window. After launch-
ing into the 100 n. mi. circular orbit increase the inclination to 37.56 when injecting
into the intermediate elliptic orbit. Thus the window is increased to approximately
2.15 hours from 1.95 hours {extrapolating Figures 5-5 and 5-6); an increase of 0.2
hours. The same 22 fps additional _V capability computed above can also be used
here. The total launch window increase is then a total of 0.45 hours, all for only
22 fps.
Note that the inclination change might also be made, in whole or in part, when in-
jecting into the departure hyperbola.
Flexibility in the day and time of injection into the departure hyperbola is available
for the comensurate type orbits. There are two causes of change in the right as-
cension of the outgoing asymptote:
a. Assuming injection does not occur on the nominal injection date, the regression
of line of nodes will not be as expected.
b. The required right ascension varies as injection date varies.
Also, launch delays greater than the allowable window will cause right ascension
errors even on the nominal injection date. Corrections for the right ascension
errors can be made by:
a. thrust at a small angle (assuming right ascension angle errors) to the
velocity vector (when at perigee) to effectively alter the limiting anomaly,
_£ ;or:
b. thrust when the right ascension conditions are nominal even though the
satellite is not right at perigee. This will require additional _ V, since
the in-orbit velocity is now less than when at perigee, and the altitude is
higher. Also, thrusting along the velocity vector may not be possible (for
attaining the proper right ascension as well as declination), thus also in-
creasing _ V requirements. The quantitative evaluation of launch period/
window gain versus additional velocity requirements has not yet been made.
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6.0 EARTH ORBIT TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS
As described in "Mission Objectives", (VA211SRI01) a parking orbit about the
earth is desired in order to permit the '71 propulsion system to be flown with the
Test Spacecraft. The orbit is made ellipticalso that the circular velocity excess
of the Centaur stage is conserved for the earth departure maneuver.
6.1 ORBIT PARAMETERS
The characteristics of the finalellipticorbit are given in table 6-1.
6.2 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
The sequence of events required to establish this orbit is given in table 6-2.
6.3 GROUND TRACES
Typical ground traces for the finalellipticorbit on days 0, 30, and 75 (afterlaunch)
are shown on Figures 6-1, 6-2, and 6-3, only for the 36.56 degree inclined orbit.
6.4 DSIF STATION COVERAGE
Radar coverage of the spacecraft by the Deep Space Instrumentation Facilities
located at Goldstone, Kennedy, Johannesburg, Madrid, Woomera, and Camberra
while in final elliptic orbit is summarized in Tables 6-3 through 6-12 for days 15,
30, 45, 60 and 75, for both the 33 and 36.56 degrees inclined orbits. On the top
half of each table is shown the time, in minutes, at which each station is entered
and left. A minimum antenna elevation angle of 5 degrees was used. The coverage
summary shows total tracking duration ("IN'5 and times when no station can see the
spacecraft ("OUT'5. The effective percentage of IN time and OUT time is also
shown, where visibility times less than 10 minutes are considered as being too short
and are included in the percentage of OUT time.
6.5 SUN AND CANOPUS OCCULTATIONS
The shadow history and Canopus occultation time were determined for the 36.56 de-
gree inclined orbit. The shadow durations are in Figure 6-4 show as a function of
days after launch. The minimum angle between the limb of the earth and Canopus,
_]min, as seen from satellite is also shown. When this angle is less than zero,
Canopus is occulted. As shown, Canopus is never occulted; however, the star
trackers field-of-view is such that this angle must be greater than about 35 degrees
in order that it not lock onto the earth when the limb toward Canopus is in sunlight.
Shading of the star tracker is one possible method for decreasing _min" During
occultation time Canopus cannot be used as an attitude reference.
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Table 6-1. Final Elliptic Orbit Characteristics
1. Apogee altitude - 6707 n.mi.
2. Perigee altitude - 200 n.mi.
3. Inclination -33 to 36.56 °
4. Eccentricity - .472
5. Latitude of perigee -12 to -8.3 ° on day 0 (for a 75 day stay in elliptical
parking orbit)
6. Latitude of perigee on injection day + 35.5 ° to 26.8 °
7. Longitude of perigee 346 to 332 ° W day 0, (for a 75 day stay in elliptical
parking orbit)
8. Longitude of perigee on injection day, 243 ° W. For the perigee's given on
day zero, the satellite is approaching the ascending node i.e., traveling
south to north.
Table 6-2. Sequence of Events in Establishing Final Elliptic Orbits
1. Launch into 100 n.mi. altitude orbit
2. Coast in this orbit from 42 minutes to 83 minutes. (See Figure 5-5)
3. Velocity addition when at the proper altitude raises apogee to 6706 n.mi.; tnus es-
tablishing an "intermediate" elliptical orbit. (See Figure 5-4)
4. Coast in this orbit from two to fifteen days.
5. After the proper ground trace is established via tne intermediate orbit coasting per-
iod, raise the perigee altitude to 200 n.mi. which establishes the "final" elliptic orbit.
This is accomplished by simulating a midcourse velocity eorrectionwhen at apogee
of the elliptic orbit.
5a. The orbit period is now 239.45 minutes which is ideally 1/6 of a sidereal day.
6. When the latitude of perigee is over Goldstone on the injection date, inject into the
hyperbolic departure trajectory for the interplanetary flight to Mars. This occurs
no later than 75 days after launch.
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Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 6-3. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 15, i = 33.0)
Madrid
25-161
964-976
1209-1285
Johannesburg
60-215
402-468
1234-1384
Woomera
221-232
762-896
1013-1170
1332-1423
Camberra
765-909
1025-1174
1357-1425
Goldstone
5-23
253-345
506-650
144 i-1459
Ke nnedy
9-62
261-404
528-668
1199-1204
1446-1497
Coverage Summary
A IN
210
11
215
162
147
12
161
5
216
IN
5-215
221-232
253 -468
506-668
762-909
964-976
1013 -1174
1199-1204
1209-1425
OUT
0-5
215-221
232-253
468-506
668-762
909-964
976-1013
1174-1199
1204-1209
1425-1441
AOUT
5
6
21
38
94
55
37
25
4
16
Total Effective IN
time: 1134 minutes
% IN time: 78.75%
% OUT time: 21.25%
1139 Totals 301
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Table 6-4. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 30, i = 33.0)
Orbit
Pass Madrid Johannesburg Woomera Camberra Goldstone Kennedy
1
2
3
4
5
6
720-729
967-1016
1220-1322
137-227
986-1136
1245-1409
510-648
762-926
1067-1182
1416-1419
513-662
770-931
1089-1182
11-74
265-383
1199-1212
1447-1509
18-139
296-415
955-963
1205-1240
1455-1573
Coverage Summary
A IN
• ) I_."
150
152
9
169
8
215
210
3
IN
11-227
265-415
510-662
720-729
762-931
955-963
967-1182
1199-1409
1416-1419
OUT
0-11
227-265
415-510
662-720
729-762
931-955
963-967
1182-1199
1409-1416
1419-1447
A OUT
11
38
95
58
33
24
4
17
7
20
Total Effective IN
time: 1112 minutes
% IN time: 77.2%
%OUTtime: 22.8%
1132 Totals 3 08
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Table 6-5. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day45, i -- 33.0)
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
478-486
727-759
983-1045
Johannesburg
741-886
999-1166
1311-1421
Woomera
264-396
516-683
809-940
Camberra
266-413
523-668
827-941
Goldstone
27-115
704-712
958-968
1207-1248
1465-1549
Kennedy
80-181
448-468
713-721
964-99O
1214-1308
1520-1620
Coverage Summary
AIN
154
149
20
8
167
8
8
214
208
101
110
IN
27-181
264-413
448-468
478-486
516-683
704-712
713 -721
727-941
958-1166
1207-1308
1311-1421
OUT
0-27
181-264
413-448
468-4 78
486-516
683-704
712-713
721-727
941-958
1166-1207
1308-1311
1421-1465
A OUT
27
83
35
10
30
21
1
6
17
41
3
44
Total Effective IN
time: 1123 minutes
% IN time: 77.98%
%OUT time: 22.02%
1147 Totals 293
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Table 6-6. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 60, i = 33.0)
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
236-242
488-500
1137-1170
1409-1430
]
Johannesburg
497-629
755-923
1050-1178
Woomera
18-137
271-438
552-696
1455-1573
Camberra
21-158
276-443
565-696
1458-1594
Goldstone
164-218
451-473
716-724
967-987
1298-1405
1598-1656
Kennedy
186-229
470-479
723-740
977-1031
1622-1666
I
Coverage Study
AIN
140
65
6
172
28
208
24
168
64
128
107
21
IN
18-158
164-229
236-242
2 71-443
451-479
488-696
716-740
755-923
967-1031
1050-1178
1298-1405
1409-1430
OUT
0-18
158-164
229-236
242-271
443-451
4 79-488
696-716
740-755
923 -967
1031-1050
1178-1298
1405-1409
143 0-1455
A OUT
18
6
7
29
8
9
20
15
44
19
120
4
6
Total Effective IN
time: 1108 minutes
% IN time: 76.95%
% OUT time: 23.05%
1131 Totals 3 09
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Table 6-7. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 75, i -- 33.0)
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
3 77-458
678-711
952-958
Johannesburg
34-201
319-454
975-980
1214-1335
Woomera
733-838
987-1152
1262-1409
Camberra
736-862
991-1156
1272-1407
Goldstone
2.4-29
847-946
1160-1191
1433-1440
Kennedy
4.6-14
565-692
885-948
1185-1197
1442-1451
Coverage Summary
&IN IN
27
167
139
146
215
6
5
169
37
195
7
2-29
34-201
319-458
565-711
733-948
952-958
975-980
987-1156
1160-1197
1214-1409
1433-1440
OUT
0-2
29-34
201-319
458-565
711-733
948-952
958-975
980-987
1156-1160
1197-1214
14 O9-1433
1440-1442
_OUT
2
5
118
107
22
4
17
7
4
17
24
12
Total Effective IN
time: 1095
%INtime" 76%
% OUT time: 24%
1113 Totals 327
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Table 6-8. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 15, i = 36.56)
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
22-159
289-398
965-971
10 O12u8-1_7o
Johannesburg
56.8-213.3
382-466
701-714
1 /Io 1912"_-±o75
Woomera
213.5-234
795-875
I
1013-1168
1Qll_ 1AoO
Camberra
221-233
781-902
1023-1172
1342-1424
Goldstone
5-18
251-330
503-648
779-879
144 !- 1454
Kennedy
8-48
259-398
518-668
1444-1483
Coverage Summary
208
20
215
165
13
123
6
159
216
5-213.3
213.5-234
251-466
503-668
701-714
779-902
965-971
1013-1172
1208-1424
OUT
0-5
213.3-213 5
234-251
466-503
668-701
714-779
902-965
971-1013
1172-1208
14 24-1441
I
AOUT
i
5
O
]_7
37
33
65
63
42
36
17
I
Total Effective IN
time: 1119 minutes
% IN time: 77.7%
%OUT time: 22.3%
1125 Totals 315
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Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Table 6-9. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day30, i = 36.56)
Madrid
70-95
721-728
967-1015
1217-1330
Johannesburg
125-226
457-471
991-1132
1244-1407
Woomera
523-641
763-925
1058-1181
1401-1427
Camberra
522-660
771-930
1082-1183
1413-1424
Goldstone
10.4-71
261-389
1199-1210
1447-1506
Kennedy
17-139
278-414
956-960
1204-1234
1453-1574
Coverage Summary
AIN IN
216
153
14
138
7
167
4
216
231
10-226
261-414
457-471
522-660
721-728
763 -930
956-960
967-1183
1199-1424
OUT
0-10
226-261
414-457
471-522
660-721
728-763
930-956
960-967
1183-1199
1424-1447
AOUT
10
35
43
51
61
35
26
7
16
14+
Total Effective IN
time: 1135 minutes
% IN time: 78.8%
%OUTtime: 21.2%
1146 Totals 294
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Table 6-10. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day45, i = 3656}
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
478-485
726-737
977-1054
Johannesburg
215-223
744-881
996-1163
1302-1420
Woomera
269-392
515-681
802-939
1150-1183
Camberra
270-410
522-686
820-940
Goldstone
20-116
957-966
1205-1246
1457-1556
Kennedy
44-154
711-719
963-985
1212-1305
1482-1590
Coverage Summary
AIN IN
134
8
141
7
171
8
ii
196
226
208
20-154
215-223
269-410
478-485
515-686
711-719
726-737
744-940
957-1183
1212-1420
OUT
0-20
154-215
223-269
410-478
485-515
686-711
719-726
73 7- 744
940-957
1183-1205
1420-1457
AOUT
20
61
46
68
30
25
7
7
17
22
20+
Total Effective IN
time: 1078 minutes
% IN time: 74.86%
% OUT time: 25.14%
iii0 Totals 330
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Table 6-11. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 60, i = 36.56)
Orbit
Pass Madrid
236-243
485-507
742-773
1415-1428
Johannesburg
499-629
753-922
1048-1179
Woomera
22-139
271-437
552-697
906-934
1458-1575
Camberra
24-160
276-443
565-698
Goldstone
456-472
716-723
965-993
1223-1271
Kennedy
196-228
469-4 78
722-741
972-1037
Coverage Summary
AIN
138
32
7
172
22
213
25
192
72
131
48
13
1065
IN
22-160
196-228
236-243
271-443
456-478
485-698
716-741
742-934
965-1037
1048-1179
1223-1271
1415-1428
Totals
OUT
0-22
160-196
228-236
243-271
443-456
478-485
698-716
741-742
934-965
1037-1048
1179-1223
1271-1415
1428-1454
/lOUT
22
36
8
28
13
7
18
1
31
ii
24
144
12+
Total Effective IN
time: 1042 minutes
% IN time: 72.4%
%OUT time: 27.6%
375
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Table 6-12. DSIF Radar Coverage (Day 75, i = 36.56)
Orbit
Pass
1
2
3
4
5
6
Madrid
420-451
686-711
952-960
1205-1214
I
Johannesburg
34-202
322-458
1214-1337
Woomera
736-845
987-1153
1264-1413
I
Camberra
738-860
992-1159
1274-1412
Goldstone
0-4
247-264
880-937
1165-1191
143_144_95
Kennedy
3-18
257-294
592-683
897-947
1186-1196
1440.5-1455.3
I
Coverage Summary
AIN
18
168
47
136
91
25
124
67
8
209
9
199
8
IN
0-18
34-202
247-294
322-458
592-683
686-711
736-860
880-947
952-960
987-1196
1205-1214
1214-1413
1432-1455
OUT
18-34
202-247
294-322
458-592
683-686
711-736
860-880
947-952
960-987
1196-1205
1214-1214
1413 - 1432
AOUT
16
45
28
34
3
25
20
5
27
9
19
Total Effective IN
time: 1093 minutes
% IN time: 75.9%
% OUT time: 24.1%
1109 Totals 331
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Figure 6-4. Shadow Duration/Orbit and Occulation Angle, _ Min for
Eliptical Orbit Around Earth
6.6 ANTENNA POINTING AT PERIGEE
The injection into the hyperbolic departure when over Goldstone imposes the most
severe requirements on the tracking capabilities of the DSIF. Figurc 6-5 and 6-6
show the azimuth and elevation time histories for the injection day pass over Gold-
stone, for both the 33 and 36.56 degree inclined orbits. Note from the figures that
for the 33 degree inclined orbit the maximum rates are about . 722 and . 091 degrees/
sec while for the 36.56 degree inclined they are 5.44 and 1.25 deg/sec, for the
azimuth and elevation angles respectively.
The 33 degree inclined orbit's angular rates can be met by the Goldstone Venus site
DSIF antennas. However, the tracking rates for the 36.56 degree inclined orbit
cannot be met by any of the stations at Goldstone.
As a rule of thumb, if the minimum radar range during a given pass is greater than
500 n.mi. the tracking rates will not exceed the capability of the normal DSIF 85 foot
polar mount antenna, (.7 degs/sec).
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Examination of the data from which tables 6-3 to 6-12 were generated shows that
there are twelve times (on these 10 days) when the radar range is less than 500 n.mi.
In every instance the pass is either shortly preceded, or followed, by a long dura-
tion tracking period at one of the other DSIF locations. Thus there is little loss in
effective tracking time.
7.0 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
The data presented in this section applies to March 31, 1969 injection date, Septem-
ber 17, 1969 arrival date (171 day trip time), and a C 3 of 15 km2/sec 2.
7.1 NEAR EARTH PHASE
The ground trace of the departure trajectory is shown in Figure 7-1. The tracking
information for the four DSIF which see the spacecraft (Madrid, Johannesburg,
Cape Kennedy and Goldstone) are shown in Figures 7-2, 7-3, 7-4, and 7-5. The
near earth trajectory was run out to a spacecraft distance of 20 earth radii, which
takes approximately 6.5 hours after injection.
7.2 HELIOCENTRIC PHASE
The important information from the heliocentric phase is summarized in Figures
7-6 through 7-12. The spacecraft trajectory plane is inclined at 2.22 degrees to
the ecliptic. Figure 7-6 shows the heliocentric trajectory as seen in the ecliptic
plane. Figure 7-7 shows the earth cone and clock angles and time ticks where
"TM" is the time, in days, after injection into the heliocentric trajectory. The
earth cone and clock angle histories are shown in Figures 7-8 and 7-9. The Canopus
cone angle time history is shown in Figure 7-10. The communication range and
distance from sun time histories are shown in Figures 7-11 and 7-12 respectively.
7.3 NEAR MARS PHASE
The Mars approach geometry is shown in Figure 7-13. Further details of the Mars
approach are given in appendix III to Volume D (VA220SR104).
8.0 STANDARD TRAJECTORY CHANGES IF MARS ENCOUNTER REQUIREMENT
IS E LIMINATED
If it is desired to select a launch date after the closing of the Mars launch period,
significant test data can still be obtained via an earth-orbit to deep-space (1.5 AU's)
mission. See volume D Appendix I for further discussion of the merits of such
a mission.
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The following items represent modifications to the orbit design that should be studied
for the earth orbit to deep space mission:
a. Higher perigee altitude of the elliptic parking orbit to reduce radar antenna
tracking rates and increase radar view times.
b. Optimize the parking orbit for desired Canopus and sun occultations.
c. Observe the twenty-five minute maximum coast time requirement between
Centuar burns.
d. Orient orbit with respect to the ecliptic so as to be compatible with the
planet scan package gimbal angle limits.
e. Choose the heliocentric trajectory to produce earth-probe and sun-probe
distances comparable to those for the 1971 Voyager mission.
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4.0 WEIGHT, POWER, AND SPACE ALLOCATIONS
The allocations described herein are not only preliminary, but also rather arbitrary.
No fundamental spacecraft limitation prevents the weight and power allocation from
being enlarged, although this would naturally increase the spacecraft weight. More
detailed study would be required to identify more precisely what increases could be
accomodated by the spacecraft before the flight test objectives or system margins
were compromised.
4.1 WEIGHT ALLOCATION
The weight of experimental payload shown in the current spacecraft weight descrip-
tion (VA220FD103) is 50.0 pounds. This includes experimental sensors, data commu-
tation and formatting equipment, harnessing, support brackets, booms, antermas, etc.;
but does not include payload heaters, temperature sensors, or thermal control devices.
For the earth orbit to deep space mission described in this volume, some increase in
experiment payload above the 50 pounds assigned could be accommodated with little
effect upon the mission; for the alternate mission concept of earth orbit to Mars fly by
the weight capability is already somewhat marginal as discussed in Appendix I. For
this alternate mission any increase in payload capability could be a substantial com-
promise of the basic test mission if the launch vehicle is limited to the Atlas/Centaur.
However, the use of the uprated Atlas/Centaur, the SLV-3X, would alleviate this prob-
lem and permit greater experiment payload weights to be accomodated. Further,
there is presently more weight margin for acheiving the desired earth orbit than for
injection into the heliocentric orbit; presumably greater payloads could be carried
into the earth orbit phase of the mission if they were jettisoned before leaving earth
orbit. This is not recommended from the spacecraft test point of view, since the
additional separation involved would degrade the test mission reliability. However, if
this were desirable from an overall program point of view, it could be accomplished,
although the logical place to accommodate such severable payloads, the top of the space-
craft in launch position, is now occupied by relocated spacecraft components; these
might have to be moved in order to accomodate separable earth orbit payloads.
Specifically, entry capsules to test heat shield materials during earth entry could be
considered. Such an experiment payload is not included here because this is beyond
the scope of the spacecraft contractor's concern.
4.2 POWER ALLOCATION
The power allocated to the experiment payload in the current spacecraft definition is
10.0 watts of regulated 2.4 kc, available at all times including earth orbit night; except
during spacecraft maneuvers. An additional 6.0 watts of regulated 400 cps power is
available during sunlight; i.e. not normally available during maneuvers. The power
system is sized (for normal sun-pointing operations) for supplying all spacecraft loads
in earth orbit. These include experiment power and simultaneous high power spacecraft
transmitter operation. At other times in the flight additional power could be supplied
from the 2.4 kc invertor during sun-pointing orientation without penalty to the
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spacecraft designdefined in this volume. The night power available in earth orbit is
limited by peakbattery charge current; increases in the amount of night power
demandedmight require an increase in the size of the solar array unless limits were
placed uponthe duty cycle of the high power spacecraft transmitter and the battery
charge rate adjustedaccordingly.
4.3 SPACEAVAILABILITY
Spaceto accommodatea '69 science system is made available by the absenceof the
'71 science equipment. Specifically, spaceavailability for '69 science is:
i. Bay # 8, 1830 cubic inches available
2. Bay #i0, 2400 cubic inches available
3. Scan Platform, 8640 cubic inches available
However, it should be noted that the use of the available volume is constrained by two
spacecraft considerations. The first is that any equipment mounted within Bays 8 or
10 must comply with the modular packaging concept employed in the design of these
bays. (See Document VA235FD106) The second is that the use of the available
volume must be compatible with spacecraft mass property requirements. For
example, the present configuration requires that 25 pounds of science equipment be
located in the planet scan package to achieve acceptable simulation of the '71 space-
craft inertias by the Test Spacecraft during main engine firing.
5.0 PAYLOAD DATA HANDLING
The design presented in Volume D for the '69 Test Spacecraft utilizes the 25 bps
channel capacity used in '71 for cruise science to permit additional diagnostic engineer-
ing measurements of spacecraft performance. However, the 10 bps channel allocated
for Flight Capsule diagnostic telemetry in '71 is not required for that purpose in the
'69 Test Spacecraft. It is plannod to utilize this capacity for additional diagnostic
engineering measurements during all spacecraft thrusting maneuvers, and to return
simulated Flight Capsule measurements during tests of the Capsule - spacecraft
radio relay link. At other times, embracing most of the flight duration, this channel
capacity could be made available to '69 experiments.
The '69 experiment payload is assumed to provide its own commutating, formating,
buffering, control, and synchronization functions; so that the interface between the
science and the spacecraft would be a stream of digital bits compatable with and in
synchronism with the output of the engineering diagnostic sensors. Synchronization
signals, of course, would be supplied to the '69 experiment data handling by the space-
craft data handling system. It should be noted that, on occasion, the spacecraft data
handling system will be accelerated in sampling rate to 8533 1/3 bps total. During
such intervals, 800 bps of science data could be accepted if the experiment data en-
coder has a similar capability for high rate sampling and processing. If desired, it
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would be acceptable to the flight spacecraft to schedule occasional use of the space-
craft data system, on a non-conflicting basis, to permit more rapid observation of
experiment data. Suchoperation is only possible, however, whenthe spacecraft is in
normal communication with an earth tracking station.
It should also be noted that while in earth orbit, but not in radio contact with the ground,
the engineering and science data is recorded by the spacecraft for playback on the next
station pass. However, only the 106 2/3 bps overall rate (10bps science) is recorded
during absenceof ground contact.
6.0 ENVIRONMENT
The '69 science payload must be designed to the environmental requirements of
VA220SR102, Design Restraints. In addition, two additional restraints apply to design
of the '69 science payload.
6.1 MAGNETIC MOMENTS
One goal of the Test Spacecraft will be to achieve magnetic cleanliness comparable to
the '71 spacecraft, but this will not be made a condition of flight acceptance, so that
very low spacecraft magnetic moments should not be considered assured for experiment
planning purposes.
6.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
The thermal design goal of the space allocated to '69 science is maintenance of temp-
eratures between 40°F and 80 ° F.
7.0 OTHER PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
Additional requirements on the '69 science payload include:
7.1 SAFETY OF TEST SPACECRAFT
The design of experiments must provide excellent assurance of non-interference of
the experiments, even after failure, with the spacecraft test objectives or flight opera-
tions. Thus, all power supplied shall be delivered through fuses, to protect the space-
craft power system. Also, all experiments shall be provided with series redundant
switches to open the power circuits upon command from the spacecraft.
7.2 DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
In order to permit orderly development of the 1969 Test Spacecraft the following items
of equipment will be needed at various phases of the program to accommodate system
testing and development. The dates on which these items are needed in support of
systems development are to be established by the spacecraft contractor, with JPL
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approval; current plans are indicated in section V of this volume: Implementation
Plans. The items required are:
a. A configuration mockup,with connectors and sufficient detail to permit
developmentof spacecraft harnesses.
b. An experiment thermal model, simulating power dissipation, thermal inertia,
and radiant andconductive interfaces, for use in early thermal testing.
Cm An experiment mechanically equivalent model for use in structural dynamics
testing; it must simulate experiment mass properties, mounting provisions
and structural response.
d. An engineering prototype for use in the engineering development spacecraft
for both functional and environmental testing.
_. Two articles of flight hardware plus suitable spares, assumed to be furnished
GFE after type approval testing is complete.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document defines the modifications to the weight, the electrical power require-
ments, and the temperature environment of 1971 Voyager spacecraft components for
the 1969 spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB220FD103 Spacecraft Components Design Parameters (1971)
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD104 Element Identification
VA236FD101 Spacecraft Power Subsystem
VA235FD101 Temperature Control Subsystem
3.0 GENERAL MODIFICATIONS
A comparison of the equipment used for the 1969 and the 1971 spacecrafts is shown in
Table 3-1. Each equipment grouping is listed by the number and name defined in the
1971 design parameter description, VB220FD103. Column 1 of Table 3-1 lists the
equipment groups used in both 1969 and 1971 Spacecraft. Modification of these equip-
merits for 1969, if needed, are listed in Column 2. Columns 3 and 4 list those equip-
ments used only for 1971 or 1969 respectively. As shown in Table 3-1, the 1969
Spacecraft differs from the 1971 Spacecraft in the following areas:
a. No Capsule, Bio-Barrier or Lander Support Cone.
b. Eight deployable solar panels rather than 22 fixed panels.
c. A 3'9" High Gain Antenna rather than a 7'6" Antenna. The antenna deploy-
ment is modified also. No Medium Gain Antenna is used.
d. Less Science Payload. This includes the body mounted sensors, the scan
platform sensors, and the electronics in Bay 8 and 10.
e. Added diagnostic telemetry. This includes diagnostic electronics in Bay 8,
diagnostic harness, and a number of diagnostic sensors.
f. Different mounting provisions for the High Gain Antenna, the Scan Platform,
and the Solar Panels.
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Table 3-1. Equipment Comparison for 1969 and 1971 Spacecraft
Equipment Common to Both
Name
02 - Equipment Module Framing
03 - Spacecraft Support Cone
04 - Scan Platform
05 - Power Subsystem Assembly 1, Bay i
06 - Power Subsystem Assembly 3, Bay 2
07 - Radio Subsystem Assembly 2, Bay 3
08 - Radio Subsystem Assembly 1, Bay 4
09 - Power Subsystem Assembly 2, Bay 5
10 - Tape Recorder Subsystem Assem-
bly, Bay 6
11 - Data Encoder Subsystem Assembly,
Bay 7
12 - Data Automation Equipment Assem-
bly, Bay 8
13 - Spare Electronic Assembly, Bay 9
14 - Science Remote Hardware Assem-
bly, Bay 10
15 - Command Subsystem Assembly,
Bay ii
16 - Guidance and Control Assembly,
Bay 12
18 - Attitude Control Cold Gas Jet
Assemblies
19 - Attitude Control Independently
Mounted Sensors
22 - Thermal Control
23 - Pyrotechnic Devices
24 - Harness
25 - Retropropulsion
26 - Mid course Propulsion
30 - Spacecraft Adapter
Modification
Delete Science Payload;
Change Support
Delete Battery and
Charge Regulator
Delete Science Payload;
Add Diagnostic Elec.
Delete Science Payload
Delete Separation _V
Motor; Add Pivots &
Tip-off System
Add Solar Panel De-
ployment Squibs
Add Diagnostic harness
Equipment Used
for 1971 Only
01 - Capsule Support
Cone
17 - Solar Panel Assem-
blies (fixed - 22)
20 - Science Body
Mounted Sensors
21 - Antenna Assemblies
27 - Capsule
28 - Bio-Barrier (upper
portion)
29 - Bio-Barrier (lower
portion)
Equipment Used
for 1969 Only
01 - Support Cone
17 - Solar Panel
Assy.(deployed-8)
20 - Science and
Diagnostic Sensors
21 - Antenna Assem-
blies (3.75'diam)
/ i
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g. Two batteries rather than 3. The battery in Bay 1 was chosen for removal
since this Bay is identical to Bay 5. The 1971 Bay design will, therefore, be
flight tested.
h. Delete the spacecraft _V motor, and add tip-off motor in order to perform
tipoff rate tests.
i. Add 4 Pivot Joints to the Altitude Control Propulsion lines to nozzle assemblies
located at the ends of the Solar Panels.
4.0 DESIGN PARAMETERS
Table 4-1 includes only those pages of Design Parameters, VB220FD103, that list new
equipment or modified equipment for the 1969 Spacecraft. The new or modified items
are identified by an asterisk. Table 4-1 lists the assigned drawing number, CII num-
ber, reference designation, weight, and power parameters of all applicable spacecraft
components. Components listed are subassemblies unless otherwise indicated and are
identified by drawing numbers, configuration Identification Index, and reference de-
signation number. The weights shown in Column 5 represent allocated weights for
subassemblies making up the spacecraft configuration. Allocated weights es 'tablish
the maximum permissible values for each component. Weights shown in Column 6
represent current weights for the subassemblies as of the date in the upper right hand
corner of Table 4-1.
The input power, power dissipation, and duty cycle are given for the periods the com-
ponent is in operation. The power source is identified by its reference designation.
Table 4-2 lists the average power parameters for the subsystems as a function of the
flight sequence. It is identical to the Energy Balance Sheet discussed in VA236FD101.
Under each event in the flight sequence the average power is listed for those com-
ponents and subsystems which are drawing power during that phase.
A listing of the thermal parameter is not included in this document. For this informa-
tion see the Thermal Balance Drawing of VA235FD101.
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SYSTEM LEVEL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
ELEMENT IDENTIFICATION
Element Identification for the 1969 Test Flight Spacecraft will be
accomplished in an identical manner to that used for the 1971Space-
craft. Therefore, the applicable document for this Functional De-
scription is Element Identiflcation_VB220FD104, Volume A.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document specifies the constraints placed on the spacecraft by the Launch Vehicle
and the requirements placed on the Launch Vehicle by the 1969 Test Spacecraft. For
this document the Launch Vehicle includes all its stages, the nose fairing and the
lower shroud.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
a. VA220SR101 1969 Test Spacecraft Design Characteristics
b. VA220SR102 1969 Test Spacecraft Design Restraints
c. VA211SR101 Voyager '69 Test Objectives and Spacecraft Design Criteria
3.0 DESCRIPTIONS
The total interface between the Spacecraft and the Launch Vehicle is composed of the
following sub-interfaces: functional, mechanical, electrical, telecommunication,
separation, and environmental. The functional interface includes all the functions
performed on or for the Spacecraft by the Launch Vehicle. The mechanical interface
consists of all the common mechanical hardware. The electrical interface identifies
the electrical exchanges between the Spacecraft and the Launch Vehicle and the
umbilical signals carried through the Launch Vehicle from the Launch Complex. The
telecommunications interface includes the Spacecraft radio signals carried by the
Launch Vehicle. The environmental interface includes all the Launch Vehicle elements
that influence the environment experienced by the Spacecraft.
4.0 FI_NCTIONAL INTERFACE
The Spacecraft is lifted into a 100-mile circular orbit by the Atlas Centaur launch
vehicle. The separated weight of the Spacecraft will be 5150 pounds. The second burn
of the Centaur takes place within 25 minutes after first burn and increases the
Spacecraft velocity 5600 • 25 fps. This increases the orbit period to almost four
hours. After separation, the Spacecraft adjusts its orbit to four hours with a 200 mile
perigee. The launch azimuth shall be between 90 and 114 ° , with a preference toward
114 ° . During ascent through the atmosphere, the Spacecraft shall be enclosed in a nose
fairing which shall be jettisoned after atmospheric heating is negligible.
One launch vehicle shall be prepared for the '69 test flight scheduled for early
September, with a daily launch window of two hours. In the event of failure to achieve
a satisfactory orbit, a second launch should be made within one month.
5.0 MECHANICAL INTERFACE
The mechanical interface between the Spacecraft and the Launch Vehicle is the field
Joint formed by the bottom ring of the Spacecraft and the top ring of the Launch Vehicle
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adapter. Within the ring and approximately in the mating plane are the interface electri-
cal connectors (Figure 5-1). This interface is the only structural support for the
Spacecraft.
No structural connection is made between the nose fairing and the Spacecraft. The
nose fairing is structurally supported by the Launch Vehicle to which it is mated
during launch preparation after the Spacecraft has been mated. Before mating, the
Spacecraft and the nose fairing are supported and handled together by the Assembly,
Handling and Shipping Equipment (AHSE). Clearance between the Spacecraft and the
Nose Fairing is maintained by their both being fastened to the common AHSE Structure.
The interface plane shall be the upper surface of the Launch Vehicle adapter, Launch
Vehicle Station 156.45. This shall be Station 0.0 of the Spacecraft. The mating elements
are annular rings 10 feet (nominal) in diameter. The Spacecraft is fastened by means
of 48 shear and tension bolts inserted from the launch vehicle side of the interface.
Structural members will be sized to meet bending, vibration, torsional, acceleration
and fastener loads. The environmental levels tabulated in "Preliminary Voyager 1971
Mission Specification" section F, Paragraph 3, shall be considered to be the require-
ment on the Launch Vehicle.
Alignment between the Spacecraft and Launch Vehicle is achieved by settling the Space-
craft adapter onto the Launch Vehicle adapter using unsymmetrically placed guide
pins in the Spacecraft adapter which penetrate the launch vehicle adapter. With the
fastening screws torqued to specification, the surfaces of the mated rings are separated
no more than 0. 010" at any point and concentric to within 0. 050". The longitudinal axis
of the Spacecraft is parallel with that of the Launch Vehicle to within 10 minutes of arc
and colinear within 0.15".
The Launch Vehicle provides Launch Complex umbilical connections for the Spacecraft.
Electrical connections at the Spacecraft to Launch Vehicle interface are made with the
Spacecraft adapter immediately above the mating plane. The Spacecraft portion of
each connector is rigidly attached to the Spacecraft adapter. The Launch Vehicle
provides mating connectors. Design of the in-flight disconnect hardware is the
responsibility of the Spacecraft contractor. The connectors are individually mated
and inspected after mechanical mating. Access for com-_ector mating shall be provided
in the Launch Vehicle adapter.
6.0 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
The electrical interface between the Spacecraft and the Launch Vehicle includes the
following functions: ground power, launch monitor, and control and Spacecraft telemetry
backup. Ground power is supplied from the launch complex via the launch vehicle
umbilical to the spacecraft. The maximum power required is 1000 watts @ 50 _rDC.
Launch monitor and control signals are exchanged by the Spacecraft and the Launch
Complex. These signals are carried from the Spacecraft thru the Launch Vehicle to
the Launch Complex umbilical cable. The Launch Vehicle shall supply the cabling for
100 functions including power between the Spacecraft interface connector and the
Launch Complex umbilical cable. The Spacecraft shall not be damaged by failure of
the Launch Complex umbilical, control or monitoring cables and connectors.
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The Launch Vehicle supplies in-flight radio telemetry to AFETR as back-up for Space-
craft telemetry. The Spacecraft delivers these signals to the interface connector. The
Launch Vehicle provides the necessary wiring to deliver the signals to the telemetry
system.
7.0 TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
During launch operations the input and output signals of the Spacecraft telecommunications
system pass thru the Launch Vehicle. The input is carried through six coaxial cables
within the Launch Vehicle umbilical cable. The input signal for the Spacecraft Tele-
communication Subsystem is picked up by means of a relay antenna mounted on the
umbilical tower, directed toward the DSIF Station Cape 71 and the SCF at Hangar AO.
The LCE relay antenna is connected through the Launch Vehicle umbilical cables to
the Spacecraft. The Launch Vehicle provides the cabling between the main Spacecr_._ft
connector and the Launch Complex umbilical connectors.
The output telecommunication signal from the spacecraft is picked up by means of a
parasitic antenna coupler mounted inside the nose fairing. The signal is carried to an
antenna in the exterior surface of the fairing where it is radiated in the direction of the
Cape 71 DSIF Station.
8.0 SEPARATION INTERFACE
Separation of the Spacecraft from the Launch Vehicle is accomplished by rupturing the
Spacecraft adapter circumferentially at Station 3.5, using a confined linear detonating
cord. The Launch Vehicle shall initiate the ignition of the Spacecraft pyro separation
charge by supplying 5 amperes DC for 50 ms to each of eight bridge wires. The Space-
craft will provide the ignitor wiring, safe-arm devices and connectors on its side of
the interface. The Launch Vehicle determines the proper time of separation, provides
the required Launch Vehicle cabling, and supplies ignition energy. After mating, tests
from the Launch Complex determines the safe-arm condition and arms the separation
mechanism. The Launch Vehicle supplies the circuits for the safe-arm function. Retro-
maneuvering of the Launch Vehicle shall not damage the Spacecraft.
When the environmental protection provided by the Shroud is no longer needed, the entire
Shroud is separated along a plane containing the Launch Vehicle longitudinal axis. At
no time in the separation sequence shall the clearance between Shroud and Spacecraft
be reduced. Separation of the nose fairing and the parasitic antenna from the Space-
craft shall not require action by the Spacecraft. No event in the separation sequence
shall cause particle contamination of any part of the Spacecraft.
9.0 ENVIRONMENTAL
The thermal environment for the Spacecraft is established by the nose fairing and the
Launch Vehicle. Ten pounds per minute of clean cooling air at 40°F and 50% relative
humidity for temperature control is provided by the Launch Complex through an um-
bilical hose connected to the Nose Fairing. Exhaust of cooling air is thru the in-flight
depressurization ports.
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The electromagnetic environment of the Spacecraft and Capsule is modified by the
opaqueNose Fairing andShroud, andthe LaunchVehicle. While the Spacecraft is
enclosed in the Shroudand attachedto the LaunchVehicle, it is sensitive to EMI
generatedwithin the Shroud. The LaunchVehicle shall reduce, as much as feasible,
electromagnetic energy radiated within the Shroud.
The magnetic environment of the spacecraft is a function of the magnetic characteristics
of the Launch Vehicle, the shroud andthe LaunchComplex. The LaunchVehicle should
avoid, as muchas feasible, producing magnetic fields that can alter the permanent
field of the Spacecraft.
The Spacecraftwill be delivered to the LaunchComplex for mating enclosed in the
Nose Fairing andattached to its handling and mating AHSE. It is lifted and matedby
the LaunchVehicle contractor. The mating crew shall have been familiarized with the
AHSEOperation, Spacecraft handling and AHSEremoval after mating. Final mating
control is achieved by three-dimensional vernier positioning. From the time
the Spacecraft leavesthe ESF in fueled andready condition, it remains encapsulated
within the Nose Fairing. No access is required inside the encapsulation for Launch
Padoperations. The Spacecraft shall be protected from accessby unathorized personnel.
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
The selected 1969 Test Flight mission does not include simulation of a Flight Capsule.
A valuable el_eerl_ _rformanoe test however, can be l_rformed on the relay
telecommunications _alb_stem by simulating the capsule with ground based equipment.
This document contains information relating to a description of the interface between
the Flight Spacecraft and the associated ground based telecommunications equipment
and the necessary interface requirements.
2. O INTERFACE DEFINITION
2.1 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The Spacecraft relay receiver will be tested by simulating the expected Capsule radia-
tion for both nominal and off nominal performance. A ground based unit will generate
a signal which will duplicate the actual signal received in power level, frequency, and
rate of change of frequency.
On a given earth orbital station pass of the Spacecraft, the capsule simulation system
(CSS), provided with a power transmission profile versus time will commence trans-
mission to the Spacecraft. Initial acquisition of the simulated Capsule signal and other
performance parameters will be received on the Spacecraft telemetry link. The power
density of the signal from the CSS, measured at the Spacecraft, will decrease in ac-
cordance with the 1971 spacecraft capsule separation trajectory. The rate of separa-
tion will govern the magnitude of frequency shift of the carrier and, the relative accel-
eration will be simulated by the rate at which the carrier frequency is changed.
2.2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
The equipment necessary for the CSS is given below:
b.
a. Transmitter - Power output must be capable of being varied by 100db. The
freqdency of the output shall be capable of being changed *20kc/s from the
nominal center frequency.
Programmer - This unit will accept in the form of punched tape the various
parameters which vary with time and by varying the transmitter frequency
duplicate the capsule radiation.
c. Antenna System - This unit will be a steerable low-gain antenna, which can
be moved by a drive mechanism controlled by punched tape.
2 of 2
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1.0 SCOPE
This document specifies the restraints placed upon the Spacecraft by the Deep Space
Net and requirements placed on the DSN by the Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
a. EPD - 283 The Deep Space Network
b. VA220SR101 1969 Test Spacecraft Design Characteristics
c. VA220SRI02 1969 Test Spacecraft Design Restraints
d. VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
3.0 DESCRIPTION
The direct interface of the Spacecraft with the Deep Space Net (DSN) is the telecom-
munication link between the radio subsystem aboard the Spacecraft and the stations
of the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The Spacecraft and DSN interface also
includes the operational interface with the Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF).
In establishing the restraints and requirements stated below, the configuration and
capability of the DSN have been assumed to be identified in V-MA-004-002-14-03,
"Voyager 1971 Mission Guidelines", and further described in EPD 283, "The Deep
Space Network".
4.0 CHANGES FOR 1969
The requirements and restraints placed on the Spacecraft DSN interface for 1969 are
the same as for 1971 with the following exceptions:
a. Continuous coverage of the spacecraft in earth orbit is not required. The
spacecraft shall maintain two-way communication for tracking and command
during all the times that it is in view of the DSN.
be Calculations on the ground are not necessary for Mars orbit parameters.
Calculations will be made on the ground for earth orbit correction and for
ejection from earth orbit. Commands for these functions shall be trans-
mitted to the spacecraft for later execution.
el Launch of a second 1969 spacecraft is dependant on effective performance
of the first. The second spacecraft shall not take place closer than 30 days
after launch of the first.
dt No PTM spacecraft is planned. Therefore no PTM cycle of launch testing
and no PTM telecommunications testing at Goldstone is required. At AFETR
a proofing cycle of launch preparations shall be run using the back-up flight
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e.
f.
spacecraft. At Goldstone a series of operations and proofing tests shall be
run using an updated RF model of the spacecraft.
Ejection from earth orbit shall take place within the coverage area of the
Goldstone station.
DSIF Station Cape 71 shall provide tracking and telemetry coverage during
the period planned for earth orbit ejection, and may be required to provide
command, tracking and/or telemetry coverage occasionally during earth orbit.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the collection and processing of the telemetry data on the
1969 Voyager Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FD110
VA233FD101
VA233FD105
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Telemetry Channel Assignment
Telecommunication Subsystem
Data Handling and Storage
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The 1969 Voyager Spacecraft is capable of collecting telemetry data during all
mission phases, from launch to end of mission, for transmission when in view of the
DSIF. Spacecraft data is of three major types: engineering data, simulated capsule
relay data, and low rate experiment data.
The engineering channels sampled are expanded from those in 1971 in order to pro-
vide increased diagnostic information in addition to the information required for the
execution of normal spacecraft operation. Engineering channels in general are
sampled at a faster rate than required for normal operation in order to obtain
dynamic diagnostic data.
3.2 DATA HANDLING
A basic block diagram of the data handling function is given in Figure 3-1. The 1969 data
handling function is basically the 1971 data handling function augmented with addi-
tional diagnostic measurement collection capability in place of 1971 science and
capsule data.
Four types of analog engineering data are collected. They are:
a. Basic '71 data
b. Supplemental '69 diagnostic data in place of '71 non-scanned science data
c. High rate vibration data during powered flight for '69 structure analysis
d. Supplemental maneuver diagnostic data in place of '71 capsule data.
All engineering analog inputs are presented to the commutators in one of three
ranges: 0-3.2v * 1.6v, 0-100 my. The capability to handle low level, high level
2of8
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and bi-polar signals minimizes signal conversion equipment. The analog signals
are time multiplexed and encoded in a 7 bit binary word with overall accuracy of _-3%
for the bi-polar and hi-level signals and _:5% for the low level signals. Subcommu-
ration is provided permitting sampling rate ratios of 1, 10, and 200. A detailed
commutator assignment is given in Telemetry Channel Assignment VA220FD110.
Digital engineering data (pulses, serial data, parallel data) is conditioned and time
multiplexed with the encoded analog signals.
Simulated capsule data is presented during relay tests at 10 bps as a serial binary bit
stream. Low rate experiment data is clocked out of the '69 DAE as a serial bit stream
during cruise at an average data rate of 10 bps. The simulated capsule data, experi-
ment data, and maneuver diagnostic data time share the '71 capsule data channel.
During powered flight phases, the high rate (50,000 bps) vibration data is stored on a
tape recorder. During earth orbit, when the spacecraft is not in view of the DSIF, all
data being collected is stored on a tape recorder. During the time stored data is
being played back, engineering data is buffered in memory for playback between
stored data blocks.
3.3 DATA MODES
In order to provide high transmission efficiency by deleting unwanted channels as
appropriate and to obtain the maximum sampling rate on particular measurements
during selected mission phases, the six data modes defined for '71 are used.
Table 3-1 defines the collection rates, transmission rates, sampling rates and number
of channels available pet- mode.
The six data modes defined for the '71 Voyager with a summary of their use in '69 are:
a. Data Mode 1
4of8
1. Interplanetary Maneuvers - only selected '71 engineering channels
are transmitted.
b. Data Mode 2
2A. Spacecraft Cruise- '71 engineering, '69 diagnostic engineering, '69
experiments are time multiplexed for transmission at 106 bps.
2B. Earth Orbit Maneuver - '71 diagnostic engineering, '69 diagnostic en-
gineering and '69 Maneuver diagnostic data are time multiplexed for
transmission at 8533, 4267, 2133, 533, or 106 bps.
2C. Earth Orbit Relay Tests - '71 engineering, '69 diagnostic engineering
and simulated capsule data are time multiplexed for transmission at
106 bps.
CII - VA220FD109
c. Data Mode 3
. Earth Orbit - Engineering data stored on the tape recorded is trans-
mitted in blocks of either 106 bits or 30 K bits. Real-time data collected
during tape playback is buffered and transmitted in bursts between tape
blocks. Transmission rate is 8533 bps.
. Encounter Test - Simulated planet scan data stored on the tape recorder
is transmitted in blocks of 106 bits. Engineering data collected during
the tape playback is buffered and transmitted in bursts between blocks.
d. Data Mode 4
1. Memory Readout - All b-_fered data accumulated during interplanetary
maneuver turns is readout of memory in this mode.
e. Data Mode 5
. Non-scanned Science Orbit - During Encounter range test operations
when all stored test scan data has been played back, engineering data
is collected and transmitted at a high data rate. The collection rate is
increased by a factor of 20 over the collection rate in the normal mode 3.
f. Data Mode 6
. Approach Guidance Mode - In the '71 mission prior to capsule separation
and again prior to orbit injection when the approach guidance is operating,
approach guidance data is inserted into the normal cruise format of
engineering, capsule, and interplanetary science data. Thirty-eight
additional channels are provided for the approach guidance data. This
mode will be exercised in the '69 mission as part of the test operations.
3.4 DATA RATES
Six transmission data rates are available. The six rates are:
106 2/3
3 1/3
8533 1/3
4266 2/3
2133 1/3
533 1/3
Cruise
Interplanetary Maneuvers and Emergency
Earth Orbit Cruise and Encounter Range Tests
Alternates to 8533 1/3 (as Spacecraft-Earth range increases)
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Table 3-1. Collection, Transmission, and Sampling Rates
and Number of Channels Available Per Mode
Mode 1 - Eng.
Mode 2
Normal Eng.
Maneuver Diagnos-
tic Eng. (Note 3)
Diag. Eng.
Mode 3
Normal Eng.
Diagnostic Eng.
Tape Recorded Dat_
Mode 4 (Buffer Readout)
Collection
Rate
bps
3 1/3 (Note 1)
106 2/3
Number
Deck
Channels
46 HD
70 MD
Transmission Sampling
Rate Period
bps Sec.
3 1/3(Note 1) 96.6
966.0
106 2/3 (Note 2)
7O HD
110 MD
100 LD
10 HD
60 MD
25 HD
6.9
69.0
1380
6.9
69.0
6.9
426 2/3 (Note 6)
(Note 4)
None
90 HD
110 MD
100 LD
30 HD
106 bit blocks
or
30Kbit blocks
8533 1/3 (Note 6)
_533 1/3 (Note 5)
]2133 1/3 (Buffer
3.0
30.0
6OO
3.0
Mode 5 - Eng.
Diag. Eng.
Mode 6 - Eng.
Science
Diag. Eng.
Approach Guidance
8533 1/3 (Note 6)
106 2/3
90 HD
110 MD
100 LD
30
(Note 4)
70 HD
110 MD
100 LD
14
25
38
HD
contents are
dumped)
8533 1/3 (Note 6)
106 2//3
0.150
1.50
30.0
0.150
(Note 4)
9.65
96.5
1920
9.65
9.65
9.65
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Table 3-1. (Continued)
Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
Note 4
Note 5
Note 6
During interplanetary engine burn the collection and transmission rates are
increased to 106 2/3 bps with the resulting 1/32 decrease in sampling periods.
While in Earth orbit, the Mode 2 collection and transmission rate is increased
to 8533 bps, during maneuvers and engine burn. This results in a decrease
in the sampling periods by a factor of 80.
Mode 2 during relay tests contains 10 channels of simulated capsule data
instead of maneuver diagnostic data. During spacecraft cruise, it con-
tains 10 channels of '69 experiment data instead of maneuver diagnostic data.
90 channels are provided by the '71 Mode 3. The 30, '69 diagnostic channels
are scanned consecutively three times during each Mode 3 minor frame.
Stored data is transmitted in blocks. Real time Engineering data is buffered
during stored data readout and are readout in bursts between tape data blocks.
As the transmission range increases the transmission rate may be decreased
by a factor of 2 to 4266 2/3 and 2133 1/3. The collection rate is decreased
proportionately, as well as the sampling periods being increased
proportionally.
3.5 MISSION PHASE REQUIREMENTS
During the launch phase telemetry is transmitted in Mode 2 at 106 2/3 bps through
the launch vehicle and the parasitic launch antenna. Vibration data is recorded at
50,000 bps.
The acquisition phase is treated as part of the overall cruise phase following playback
of the vibration data.
During the earth orbit phase, Mode 2 data at 106 2/3 bps or any of the higher rates is
collected and transmitted while in view of the DSIF. Between DSIF station passes,
Mode 2 data at 106 2/3 bps is stored on the tape recorder. Following a blackout, upon
DSIF reacquisition, this data is played back using Mode 3 at 8533 bps. This procedure
provides coverage for 99% of the time spent in earth orbit.
During earth orbit maneuvers and engine burn, Mode 2 data at 8533 bps is transmitted.
Also, during the engine burn periods of these maneuvers, the vibration data at 50,000
bps is stored on the tape recorder.
During spacecraft cruise, 10 bps of '69 experiment data transmitted in Mode 2
(106 2/3 bps) instead of the maneuver diagnostic data.
7 of 8
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In the interplanetary maneuver phase,while turning, selected engineering channels
are transmitted in Mode 1 at 3 1/3 bps. In addition this data is placed in memory as
a backupfor readout at the completion of the maneuver turn {Mode4). Maneuver
diagnostic data is also stored during the maneuver turn and read out with the other
maneuverdata at the completion of the turn at 21331/3 bps. After the memory dump
and before engineburn, data is again transmitted in Mode 2 to allow all engineering
channels to be monitored before engine burn.
During interplanetary engineburn periods Mode 1 data of selected engineering
channels is transmitted at 106 2/3 bps, to permit engine burn phenomenato be
monitored.
In Earth orbit operations and Encounter test operations (Mode 3) the data stored on
the tape recorder is played back at the high data rates. During stored data play-
back, real-time engineering data is buffered for burst readout betweenstored data
blocks. Thebuffered engineering data provides a monitoring of the spacecraft status
at all time.
During Encounter RangeTest operations, simulated planet scandata is generated and
handledusing Mode3 at all high rates to exercise the '71 orbital procedures. Backup
and alternate modes for '71 orbital operations are also exercised.
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I.0 SCOPE
This document describes the 69 telemetry measurements and their channel assignment
in the engineering telemetry format.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA 220 FD 109 Telemetry Criteria
VA 220 SR 101 Design Characteristics
VA 220 SR 102 Design Restraints
VB 220 FD 110 Telemetry Channel Assignment
3.0 DESCRIPTION
3.1 CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT
Table 3-1 presents the telemetry measurements and their respective channel assign-
ments. The measurements are grouped with respect to their associated sub-system.
In addition to containing the measurement and channel assignment, the table describes,
in engineering units, the range of the measurement and the voltage range of the analog
signal into the commutator (0-3.2 volts, * 1.6 volts, 0-100 millivolts).
The modes are described in detail in VA220FO109. Briefly, they are defined as fol-
OWS"
Mode 1
Mode 2
Interplanetary maneuvers
Earth orbit maneuver and cruise or Earth Orbit relay tests or inter-
planetary cruise depending on commanded configuration.
Mode 3 Earth Orbit or encounter range tests.
Mode 4 Not shown in table - memory readout.
Mode 5 Earth Orbit or encounter range tests without scanned data.
Mode 6 Approach Guidance mode.
The time between samples of each measurement varies with the particular mode of
operation, eg, during the interplanetary maneuver mode, sampling will occur rela-
tively infrequently due to communication constraints.
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3.2 COMMUTATOR FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
Figure 3- 1 illustrates the commutator sub-system. The portion enclosed by the dotted
line has been added to the '71 commutator sub-system. This augmented sub-system
provides an additional 112 data channels as compared to the'71 system. The '71 com-
mutator arrangement is carried over intact in order to determine any problem areas
such as in operations, sampling rates, selection of data as a function of mission pro-
file and the reliability of the '71 engineering telemetry sub-system.
The chart below shows which commutators are being utilized during the various modes.
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
A
X
X
X
X
X
B
X
X
X
X
X
Commutator
C D E
X --
X X -
X X -
X - X
V
X
X
X
X
X
X
W
X
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.SYSTEMLEVEL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
MANEUVER EXECUTION ACCURACY
Index
1
2
3
Scope
Applicable Documents
Mission Maneuver Accuracy
1 of 2
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the differences between the 1969 Test Spacecraft and the
1971 Flight Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are relevant to this specification.
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VB220FDlll Maneuver Accuracy
3.0 MISSION MANEUVER ACCURACY
Maneuver accuracy is essentially the same as for '71, with the exception of the orbit
ejection maneuver. During descent from apogee, where the maneuver attitude was
set up, disturbance torques are considerably higher and ccnt_-cl angular acceleration
considerably lower than in the '71 orbit injection at Mars. This tends to force the
vehicle control to stay close to one of the deadband limits. Since the deadband error
is now more nearly a constant than a uniform distribution, additional error would be
anticipated. However, the direction of the disturbance torques is known and a history
of ACS operation under these conditions will have been compiled during the orbit
phase. These errors can thus be factored into the aim point bias for the ejection
maneuver thus providing a possible improvement in overall accuracy.
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1
2
3
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Applicable Documents
Format Description
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CII - VA220FD112
i.0 SCOPE
This specification covers in detail the sequence of operations performed by the space-
craft from the period immediately preceding launch until completion of the mission.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA22SR202 Design Restraints
VA220FD101 Standard Trajectories
VB220FD112 Flight Sequence
3.0 FORMAT DESCRIPTION
3.1 FLIGHT SEQUENCE FORMAT COLUMNS
Six columns are used in the Flight Sequence format.
3.1.1 COLUMN 1, MISSION PHASE
For a nominal mission profile, the specific Mission Phases in effect are listed in
order of occurrence. See Table 3-1 for detailed definitions of the various Mission
Phases.
3.1.2 COLUMN 2, EVENTS
Events are listed alpha-numerically in order of occurrence. Each event consists
of one or more simultaneous operations.
3.1.3 COLUMN 3, TIME
The time at which a given event occurs. See Table 3-2 for definition of Time-Base
abbreviations used.
3.1.4 COLUMN 4, SOURCE
The subsystem or stimulus initiating the event. See Table 3-3 for source definitions,
Table 3-4 for command definitions, and Table 3-5 for command numbers.
3.1.5 COLUMN 5, DESTINATION
The subsystem executing the particular operation or operations. See Table 3-3 for
definition of abbreviations used.
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Table 3-1. Mission Phases
Mission Phases
i. Pre-launch
2. Launch and Injection
3. Acquisition
4. Orbit Determination
. Orbit Correction
(Apogee Burn)
6. Orbital Test
7. Orbit Ejection
(Perigee Burn)
8. Interplanetary
Cruise
o
10.
Interplanetary
Trajectory
Corrections
Interplanetary
C ruis e
--All final assembly, checkout and test procedures
and activities resulting in a commitment to launch.
--Final space vehicle countdown, launch, parking
orbit, insertion into elliptical earth orbit, separa-
tion from Centaur, and initial deployment of solar
array, antennas, etc..
--Acquisition by the spacecraft of external attitude
references. This phase is repeated after each
spacecraft maneuver.
--Ground tracking of spacecraft to determine precise
orbit achieved. Recover vibration data, and check
out S/C systems.
--All events required to adjust the orbital parameters
to the desired value and test mid-course propulsion
operation and accuracy.
--Earth orbit tests of flight spacecraft systems,
maneuvers, and operating procedures.
--Firing of the main retro-propulsion system to trans-
fer spacecraft from eccentric earth orbit to inter-
planetary cruise trajectory.
--All events, sequences and procedures (including tests)
during transit when the spacecraft is on external
references.
--All events and sequences used to discard external
references, reorient to commanded direction, execute
velocity changes, and reorient to the celestial
references.
--Continuation of interplanetary cruise until all data
taken during transit are recovered, or end of mission
is declared based upon reaching pre-determined
duration, low power, communication range, etc..
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Table 3-2. Time BaseAbbreviations
M1 -
M2 -
M3 -
M4 -
S -
EO -
SO -
T -
EX--
Start of Orbit Correction (ApogeeBurn)
Start of Orbit Ejection (Perigee Burn)
Start of First Interplanetary Traj. Correction
Start of SecondInterplanetary Traj. Correction
Spacecraft Separation from Centaur
Earth Occultation
SunOccultation
Lift - Off
Time of Orbital Test
Table 3-3. Source/Destination Nomenclature
LV
LCE
G&C
Radio
DH&S
Command
C&S
Power
Prop
Pyro
s/c
- Launch Vehicle
- Launch Checkout Equipment
- Guidance and Control
Composed of five major components.
(a) Attitude Control
(b) Autopilot
(c) High Gain Antenna Control
(d) Scan Platform Control
(e) Approach Guidance
- Receivers, Transmitters, Exciters, etc.
- Data, Handling and Storage
- Command Decoder Equipment, real-time commands
- Controller and Sequencer, stored program commands
- Electrical Power
- Propulsion
- Pyrotechnics
- Spacecraft
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Table 3-4. CommandDefinitions
DC; Discrete Command;received from Earth and decodedby the CommandDe-
coder. Execute signal sent to the addressedS/S whendecoded.
QC; Quantitative Command; received from Earth and decodedby the Command
Decoder. Alert pulse, synepulses, and information pulses sent to the
addressed S/S.
SC; Stored Command;pad loaded or received from Earth via the CommandDecoder
as a QC for delayed executionwhendecodedby the C & S. An Execute signal is
sent to the addressedS/S whenthe SCtime tag matches Vehicle Timer.
Either Command;can be executedas a Discrete Commandor a Stored Command.EC;
A/D; Analog to Digital
MCM;
PN; Pseudo-Noise
RCVR; Receiver
T/M; Telemetry
Gimbals A & B;
Magnetic Core Memory
High GainAntennaGimbals
Gimbals C & D & E; ScanPlatform Gimbals
Sep. SW; Separation Switch
BPS; Bits per Second
KBPS; Kilo Bits per Second
Radio Launch Mode; Exciter #1 with Parasitic Antenna
Radio Early Cruise Exciter #1, Power Amp. #1, Primary Low Gain Antenna
and/or; Exciter #3, Power Amp. #3, Secondary Low Gain Antenna
Radio Cruise Mode; Exciter #2, Power Amp. #2, High Gain Ant.
Radio Maneuver Mode; Exciter #3, Power Amp. #3, Secondary Low Gain Antenna
T/M; Telemetry
T/M Data Mode #1;
T/M Data Mode #2;
T/M Data Mode #2A;
T/M Data Mode #2B;
T/M Data Mode #2C;
T/M Data Mode #3;
T/M Data Mode #4;
T/M Data Mode #5;
T/M Data Mode #6;
Maneuver
Cruise
'69 Experiment Data is Being Sampled
' 69 Maneuver Data is Being Sampled
Capsule Relay Radio Data Telemetered
Orbit
MCM Read-Out
Non-Recorded Science
C ruise/Approach Guidance
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Table 3-5. Command List
QC
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EC DC SC
_o
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 1 _ Unassigned
thru
5
Step Canopus Sensor Cone Angle (+)
Step Canopus Sensor Cone Angle (-)
Change Gyro and Aceelerometer Heater
Auto Mode (on/off)
Change Gyro and Accelerometer Heater
Auto Bypass Mode (on/off)
Change Gyros (all axes) Gyro Electronics
Auto Mode (on/off)
Change Gyros (all axes) Gyro Eleetronies
Auto Bypass Mode (on/off)
Change Spacecraft Control Mode (inertial/
cruise) (all axes)
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUB-SYSTEMS:
ATTITUDE CONTROL
Change Attitude Control State (inhibit/enable)
(cold gas nozzle control)
Change Canopus High Gate State (override/
normal)
Change Canopus Low Gate State (override/
normal)
Change Roll Search Auto Mode (on/off)
Change Roll Search Auto Bypass Mode (on/off)
Change Canopus Sensor Auto Mode (on/off)
Change Canopus Sensor Auto Bypass Mode
(on/off)
Roll Override
9
ii
12
i0
3
ii
4
5
Spares
Load Canopus Sensor Cone Angle Register and
Execute
Primary
Sep. SW/
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
C&S
CD
C&S
CD
C&S
c &s/
G&C
Source
Baek-ul
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CII - VA220FD112
QC EC DC SC
12
6
7
9
8
13
14
10
11
12
7
8
9
10
15
16
17
13 18 13
Thru
19 19 17
Table 3-5. Command List (Continued}
Change Spacecraft Control Mode (inertial/
cruise) (Pitch and Yaw Axes)
Load Turn Register
Initiate Maneuver Register Turns
Initiate Positive Pitch Turn
Lnitiate Negative Pitch Turn
Initiate Negative Roll Turn
Initiate Positive Roll Turn
Roll Negative Increment
Roll Positive Increment
Initiate Positive Yaw Turn
Initiate Negative Yaw Turn
Stop Pitch, Roll and/or Yaw Turns
Change Derived rate State (cruise/orbit)
Unassigned Spare
Change Sun Sensor Amplifier Gain State
(high/med.)
Set Sun Sensor Amplifier Gain State to Low
Change Yaw Lead Network State (derived
rate/network)
Change Pitch Lead Network State {derived
rate/network)
Change Roll Lead Network State (derived
rate/network)
Unassigned Spares
Primary
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
CD
CD
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
CD
CD
CD
Source
Back-up
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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QC EC
20
21
22
23
3O
24
25
26
27
37
DC SC
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
28
34
II,
Table 3-5. Command List (Continued}
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM:
ARTICULATION
Gimbal A Start Positive Slew
Gimbal A Start Negative Slew
Gimbal A. Step (i) Positive
Gimbal A Step (I) Negative
Gimbal B Start Positive Slew
Gimbal B Start Negative Slew
Gimbal B Step (i) Positive
Gimbal B Step (i) Negative
Stop Gimbal A & B Slew
Change Mars Vertical Sensor Mode (inhibit/
enable)
Gimbal C Start Positive Slew
Gimbal C Start Negative Slew
Gimbal C Step (i) Positive
Gimbal C Step (i) Negative
Gimbal D Start Positive Slew
Gimbal D Start Negative Slew
Gimbal D Step (i) Positive
Gimbal D Step (i} Negative
Gimbal E Start Positive Slew
Gimbal E Start Negative Slew
Stop Gimbal C/D/E/ Slew
*Initiate Engine Burn (Antenna Control, Scan
Platform Control}
*Stop Mono-Propellant Engine Burn (Antenna
Control, Scan Platform Control)
Pmma_
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
G&C
G&C
C&S
C&S
C&S
Source
Back-up
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
C&S
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. CommandList (Continued)
QC EC
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
DC SC
20
21
22
24
3O
34
Unassigned Spares
HI. GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUB-SYSTEM:
AUTO-PILOT
Disable Velocimeter
Stop Engine Burn, Gimbal Controls Unlocked
Load Velocimeter Register (implicit enable)
Autopilot to Orbit Injection Mode
Autopilot to Mid-Course Mode
*Initiate Engine Burn
*Stop Engine Burn, Gimbels Unlocked
IV. PYROTECHNIC SUB-SYSTEM
Initiate Mono-propellant Pressurization Pyro
#1
Initiate Mono-propellant Isolation Pyro #1
Initiate Mono-propellant Pressurization
Pyro #2
Initiate Mono-propellant Isolation Pyro #2
Initiate Mono-propeiiant Pressurization Pyro
#3
Initiate Mono-propellant Isolation Pyro #3
Initiate Mono-propellant Pressurization
Pyro #4
Initiate Mono-propellant Isolation Pyro #4
Open Mono-propellant Flow Valve #1
Close Mono-propellant Flow Valve #1
Open Mono-propellant Flow Valve #2
Prima_
CD
C&S
CD
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
Source
Back-up
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. Command List (Continued)
QC EC
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
7O
71
74
DC SC
31
25
26 32
?hru
28 33
Primary
Close Mono-propellant Flow Valve #2
Open Mono-propellant Flow Valve #3
Close Mono-propellant Flow Valve #3
Open Mono-propellant Flow Valve #4
Close Mono-propellant Flow Valve #4
InitiateBi-propellant Engine Upstream Stop
Pyro
InitiateBi-propellant Engine Downstream Stop
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
Autopilot
C&S
Pyro
Start Bi-propellant Engine
Unlatch Planet Scanner Platform
Deploy Four Solar Panels
Pressurize Bi-propellant
Autopilot
C&S
C&S
C&S
InitiateBackup Mono-propellant Regulator
Pyro
Remove experiment Covers
Unassigned Spare
Separate Capsule
Unassigned Spares
Jettison Approach Guidance Covers
> Unassigned Spares
Deploy Four Solar Panels
Deploy Antenna
Unassigned Spares
Prop.
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
Source
Back-up
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. Command List (Continued)
QC EC
76
77
DC
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
SC
V. PROPULSION S/S
Initiate Engine Burn (Solenoid)
Stop Mono-propellant Engine Burn, Solenoid
VI. ELECTRICAL POWER S/S
Set Limit A Charge Regulator #i
Set Limit B Charge Regulator 41
Unassigned Spare
Set Limit A Charge Regulator #2
Set Limit B Charge Regulator #2
Unassigned Spares
Turn off Charge Regulator #1
Turn off Charge Regulator #2
Unassig_ned Spare
Turn on 3 @ , 400 cps Inverter #1; Turn off #2
•Turn on 3 ¢ , 400 cps Inverter #2; Turn off #1
Turn on 2.4 Kc Inverter #2; turn off 41
Turn on 2.4 Kc Inverter #1, turn off #2
Turn on Buck Regulator #1; turn off #2
Turn on Buck Regulator 42; turn off #1
Unassigned Spare
Change Environmental Power State (on/off)
Unassigned Spare
Change Antenna Gimbal Power State (on/off)
Primary
Autopilot
Autopilot
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
E1)
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
CD
C&S
Source
Back-up
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. CommandList (Continued)
Source
Primary Back-upQC EC DC
78
79
8O
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
94
SC
50 35
Thru
37
54
55
56
57
58
ChangeScanPlatform Power State (on/off}
ChangeApproach GuidancePower State (on/off)
ChangeAutopilot Power State (on/off)
ChangeCapsule Relay Power State (on/off)
ChangeState (on/off} of Experiment 2.4 kc
power
ChangeState (on/off) on experiment 400 cps
power
>
J
VII.
Unassigned Spares
DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE
Select Data Mode #1 (3.3 BPS)
Select Data Mode #2B (106.7 BPS)
Select Data Mode #3 (8. 533 KBPS)
Select Data Mode #4 (2. 133 KBPS)
Select Data Mode #5 (8. 533 KBPS)
Select Data Mode #6 (106.7 BPS)
Decrease High Data Rate (-2) (4.267; 2. 133
KBPS)
Switch to Back-up (533 BPS)
Switch to Cruise Data Rate (106.7 BPS)
Exchange MCM #1 and #2
Switch to Data Mode #2B (8. 533 Kbps)
Switch to Data Mode #2A (106.7 bps)
Switch to Data Mode #2C (106.7 bps)
Exchange MCM #1 and #3
Exchange MCM #2 and #3
Change MCM Storage State (enable/inhibit)
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
CD
C&S
CD
C&S
C&S
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. Command List (Continued)
Source
Primary
Back -up
QC EC
95
96
97
98
100
DC
51
52
53
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
Th___,
71
72
SC
38
39
40
41
VIII.
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
Switch to
A/D Converter #i
A/D Converter #2
A/D Converter #3
PN Generator #1
PN Generator #2
PN Generator #3
Programmer #i
Programmer #2
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
Switch to Programmer #3
Remove Mag. Tape Rec. #1
Remove Mag. Tape Rec. #2
Remove Mag. Tape Rec. #3
Exchange Capsule Relay Buffers #1 and #2
Exchange Capsule Relay Buffers #1 and #3
Exchange Capsule Relay Buffers #2 and #3
Store Capsule Data in MCM
Start Vibration Data Record
Stop Vibration Data Record
Unassigned Spares
RADIO
Select Radio Early Cruise Mode
Select Radio Cruise Mode
Select Radio Maneuver Mode
Turn Power Amplifier #1 on and #2 and
#3 off
Turn Power Amplifier #2 on and #1 and
#3 off
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
C&S
Radio
Radio
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. CommandList (Continued)
QC EC
i01
102
103
iii
112
DC
73
81
82
83
74
75
76
77
78
79
8O
84
Thru
85
SC
42
43
44
45
46
Turn Power Amplifier #3 on and #1 and
#2 off
Turn Exciter #1 on and #2 and #3 off
Turn Exciter #2 on and #3 and #1 off
Turn Exciter #3 on and #1 and #2 off
Change Ranging State (on/off)
Change Transfer Switch #1 State
(norm/rev)
Change Transfer Switch #2 State
(norm/rev)
Unassigned Spare
Switch Launch Antenna (on/off)
Change Power Amp. #i Level (20w/50w)
Change Recvr. #i State (on/off)
Change Recvr. #2 State (on/off)
Change Recvr. #3 State (on/off)
IX. COMMAND S/S
Change Detector B Switch State
(i Bps/30 Bps)
>
J
X.
Unassigned Spares
CONTROLLER AND SEQUENCER
Change C & S Execute State (inhibit/enable)
Select Memory Scan Mode
Inhibit C & S Execute
Start Sequence Timer/Disable Engine Burn
Reset/Stop Sequence Time r
Reset/Continue Sequence Timer
Primary
Radio
Radio
Radio
Radio
C&S
CD
CD
CD
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
Sep. SW
C&S
C&S
C&S
Source
Back-up
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
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Table 3-5. Command List (Continued)
QC EC DC SC
86
113 87
Thru
115 88
116
117
89
119
122
123
Thru
125
123
!
Thra
159]
47
48
49
>
XI.
Receive Memory Command
Enable Engine Burn
Change State (on/off) Tip-off motor
Unassigned Spares
CAPSULE SIMULATION
Select T/M State 1
Select T/M State 2
Unassigned Spare
Enable Capsule Separation Sequencer
Initiate Capsule Separation Sequencer
t Unassigned Spares
XII. GUIDANCE & CONTROL SUBSYSTEM:
APPROACH GUIDANCE
Change Approach Guidance Sensor Gain State
(ni/Lo)
XIII. EXPERIMENTS
Unassigned
Source
Primary
Back-up
CD
CD
C&S
C&S
C&S
CD
C&S
C&S
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
*Same Command delivered to Autopi!ot S/S, and Articulation S/S.
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3.1.6 COLUMN 6, COMMENTS
3.2 FLIGHT SEQUENCEFORMAT
3.2.1 PRELAUNCH ADDENDUM
In general, the initialization of spacecraft subsystemsprior to lfftoff is straight-
forward. However, the following condition is required and will be given special notice:
D H & S: Recorders to Launch Mode - This initiates the following recorder modes:
Two recorders playing back prerecorded data and onerecording vibration data, thus
satisfying the requirement that all recorders be operating during launch.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications to the layout and configuration of the 1971
Voyager spacecraft to make it compatible with the 1969 test mission. Some of the
incorporated alterations are shroud envelope imposed while others are necessitated
as a result of the nature of the test mission. The basic design of the spacecraft,
however, is consistent with the intent to simulate as closely as possible the condi-
tions which will be encountered by the 1971 spacecraft.
2.0 APPUCABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents have a direct effect on the layout and configuration of the
1969 spacecraft:
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
3.0 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION
3.1 CONFIGURATION ELEMENTS
This section describes briefly the major configuration elements and their locations
on the 1969 Test Spacecraft. Where these elements and locations are identical to those
of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft, reference should be made to Volume A, Document
VB220FD113. Where the elements are not basically identical, the differences are
described.
Figure 3-1 portrays the 1969 Test Spacecraft in the boost configuration, and Figure 3-2
is a detailed layout and configuration drawing showing the location of major subsystem
elements as well as the overall geometry. The following discussion refers to Figure
3-2 when locations and views are mentioned.
Table 3-1 presents a detailed weights summary for the 1969 spacecraft while Table
3-2 presents additional weight, center-of-gravity, and inertia information. A center-
of-gravity location uncertainty in the boost mode of _-0.2 inches radially is expected
with the given alignment as well as measurement and location tolerances; and, referring
to Table 3-2 as well as the above uncertainty, it is noted that the center-of-gravity
restraint in the boost mode (a 1 inch radius cylinder with the Centerline on the vehicle
roll axis and the ends of the cylinder at Launch Vehicle stations 95 and 156) is satisfied.
The 1969 Test Spacecraft consists of the same basic subsystems as described in para-
graph 3.1 of VB220FDl13 for the 1971 Flight Spacecraft. Specific departures from the
1971 configuration are described in the following paragraphs.
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Table 3-1. 1969 Test Spacecraft Weight Summary
Group No. De scription Pre sent Wt.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Component Support Structure
Equipment Module Structure
Spacecraft Support Structure
Planet Scan Package
Bay No. 1 Power
Bay No. 2 Power
Bay No. 3 Radio
Bay No. 4 Radio
Bay No. 5 Power
Bay No. 6 Tape Recorders
Bay No. 7 Data Handling
Bay No. 8 Data Automation Equipment
Bay No. 9 Planet Scan Platform Structure
Bay No. 10 Science Remote Hardware
Bay No. 11 Command
Bay No. 12 Attitude Control
Solar Array (No Gas System)
Attitude Control Gas System
A/C Independently Mounted Sensors
Science- and Diagnostic Sensors
Antenna Assemblies
Thermal Control
Pyrotechnics
Harness
SPACECRAFT BUS AND PAYLOAD
SPACECRAFT BUS AND PAYLOAD MARGIN
TOTAL SPACECRAFT BUS AND PAYLOAD
30.5
100.7
119.8
76.1
27.8
63.0
56.1
48.5
68.4
54.4
58.2
28.4
4.9
10.3
38.2
60.4
184.4
132.0
30.2
20.9
53.3
120.2
9.9
65.0
1461.6
188.4
1650.0
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Table 3- i.
Group No.
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
1969 Test Spacecraft Weight Summary (Continued
De scription
Retro Propulsion Hardware
Midcourse Propulsion Hardware
Propulsion Dry Weight
Propulsion Hardware Margin
Propellant
TOTAL SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
TOTAL FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
Flight Capsule
BIO-Barrier (Upper Portion)
BIO-Barrier (Lower Portion)
TOTAL FLIGHT CAPSULE
SEPARATED OVERALL FLIGHT S/C WEIGHT
Spacecraft Adapter (Separation Plane to
Field Joint Plane)
Spacecraft Adapter Margin
TOTAL SPACECRAFT ADAPTER
OVERALL FLIGHT SPACECII.&FT WEIGHT
TOTAL SPACECRAFT DRY WT. WITHOUT MARGIN
TOTAL SPACECRAFT MARGIN
TOTAL MARGIN %
Present Wt.
463.4
233.6
697.0
31.0
2772.0
3500.0
5150.0
5150.0
74.8
175.2
250.0
5400.0
2233.4
394.6
17.0%
3.1.1 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
As for the 1971 spacecraft, the major elements of the Telecommunications Subsystem
are the antennas and the associated electronics.
3.1.1.1 ANTENNAS
a. High Gain Antenna - The physical characteristics of this antenna are similar
to those of the high gain antenna utilized on the 1971 spacecraft with the ex-
ception of its 45 inch diameter and deployment technique. It is stowed as
shown in Figure 3-1 and is deployed by pivoting about an axis parallel to the
spacecraft X axis.
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Table 3-2. Detailed Weight -- Center-of-Gravity -- Inertia Summary
Condition
1 Launch
2 Following deployment
of solar array, high
gain antenna, planet
scan platform.
3 Following final
engine activation
Weight
Lbs.
5018.8
4944.6
2209.6
*Spacecraft station numbers
Center of Gravity
X
Pitch
0.08
0.00
0.00
Y *Z
Yaw Roll
-. 46 34.6
0.00 32.2
0.00 30.8
Moments of Inertia
IX IY IZ
O O o
Pitch Yaw Roll
1058
1343
1003
1089
1136
892
1359
1906
1475
Inertias expressed in slug-ft 2
b. Medium Gain Antenna - Deleted for the 1969 test mission.
Co Primary Low Gain Antenna - Identical to the antenna on the 1971 spacecraft
with the exception that it is mounted on the outer edge of the deployable solar
array midway between the -X and +Y axes.
do Secondary Low Gain Antenna - Identical to the antenna on the 1971 spacecraft
and mounted on the outer edge of the deployable solar array which is parallel
to and points in the direction of the -Y axes.
e. VHF Relay Antenna - This antenna is utilized to receive signals from a Flight
Capsule simulator on earth. It is mounted on the outer edge of the solar
panel aligned with the +X axis.
f. Launch Antenna - This antenna is identical with that utilized on the 1971 space-
craft. It is mounted on the top of Bay No. 1 of the Equipment Module.
3.1.1.2 ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS
The equipment locations are the same as on the 1971 spacecraft. The high gain antenna
coaxial cable enters Bay No. 3 at station 46.0.
3. i.2 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The 1969 Test Spacecraft Guidance and Control Subsystem is essentially identical to
that of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft with the exception of the location of the secondary
acquisition sun sensors and the attitude control nozzles.
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3.1.2.1 POSITIONSENSORS
a. The cruise sun sensor assembly (containing the sun gate sensor, primary
acquisition sun sensors, and cruise sun sensors) is identical in composition
and location to that of the 1971 spacecraft.
Do The four secondary acquisition sun sensors are located on the +Z side of the
solar array panels at a radial displacement of 100 inches from the Z axis
and at station 3.50. One sensor is located on each of the _-X and ±Y axes.
Co TheCanopus star sensor is located on the upper ring of the Equipment Module
with the sensor electronics contained within a controlled environment area
formed by the thermal insulation cover. The tracker optical axis points in
the -Y direction.
d. The approach guidance sensor unit is identical to and located in the same
position as on the 1971 Flight Spacecraft.
3.1.2.2 INTEGRATING GYRO PACKAGE
The gyro package utilized on the 1969 Test Spacecraft is the same in both composition
and location to that of the 1971 vehicle.
3.1.2.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL PNEUMATICS SUBSYSTEM
This subsystem is physically identical to that of the 1971 spacecraft with the exception
of the attitude control nozzles. These are located at the outer edge of the deployable
solar panels on the 4-X and ±Y axes and have a smaller thrust level. Mariner C type
flexible lines are provided at the solar panel hinge points.
3.1.3 POWER SUBSYSTEM
The shroud envelope of the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle necessitates the use of deploy-
able solar panels in lieu of the fixed array of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft. The photo-
voltaic cells are mounted on eight rectangular panels (six of which are of the same size
while the remaining two are of different lengths to provide proper soIar pressure bal-
ance to the spacecraft). The solar panels are canted at a radial distance of 85.5 inches
from the spacecraft roll (Z) axis such that the outer and major portions of the panels
(when deployed) are parallel to the spacecraft-Centaur field joint plane (primary refer-
ence plane A).
3.1.4 CONTROLLER AND SEQUENCER
The Controller and Sequencer proposed for the 1969 Test Spacecraft is identical with
that of the 1971 vehicle.
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3.1.5 PROPULSIONSUBSYSTEM
The Propulsion Subsystemutilized on the 1969Test Spacecraft is the sameas that on
the 1971vehicle.
3.1.6 ENGINEERINGMECHANICS
3.1.6.1 THERMAL CONTROL
The Thermal Control Subsystemconsists of the same concepts as on the 1971Flight
Spacecraft.
3. i. 6.2 SEPARATIONSAND DEPLOYMENTS
Table 3-3 summarizes the pertinent details of the Separationsand DeploymentsSub-
system for the 1969Test Spacecraft.
3.1.6.3 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
For the 1969configuration, the spacecraft primary structure includes three basic
sections:
a. SpacecraftSupport structure
b. EquipmentModule structure
c. ComponentSupport section.
Table 3-3. Separationsand Deployments Summary
Component
Booster - Spacecraft
Adapter
High Gain Antenna
High Gain Antenna
Solar Array Panels
Planet Scan
Platform
Type
Mechanism
Separation
Unlocking
Deployment
Unlocking
Deployment
Unlocking
Deployment
No. of
Items
4
Type of
Initiator
Squib
Squib
Squib
Squib
Type of
Actuation
EncapsulatedMDF
Pin-Puller:
Spring-Damper Motor,
Electric DeploymentMotor
Pin-Puller.
Spring-Damper
4 Pin-Pullers,
Linear Actuators
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As for the 1971configuration, a Propulsion Module structure and a Planet ScanPlat-
form structure are also provided. Materials and fabrication techniques are the same
as for the 1971vehicle, and the structural design of '69 specific structure simulates
the dynamic responsesof the 1971spacecraft.
a. Bus Structure
io Spacecraft Support Structure (Station 3.50 to 20.00) - This structure is
basically a truncated conical shell which provides a transition from the
separation plane to the Equipment Module structure. The dimensions are
the same as for the 1971 spacecraft, and the cone serves as the mounting
base for the support hinges of the solar array panels. As in the 1971
configuration, the Spacecraft Support structure houses the cold gas sys-
tem tanks, electrical harnesses, meteoroid bumper, midcourse engines,
and other components. The structure from the separation plane to the
field joint is the spacecraft adapter which is identical to that of the 1971
vehicle.
. Equipment Module Structure - This structure is identical with the 1971
spacecraft Equipment Module structure with the exception that the top
ring serves as a mount for items such as the high gain antenna and the
planet scan platform
. Component Support Structure - On the 1969 Test Spacecraft, the Flight
Capsule Support structure (1971 vehicle) is replaced by the Component
Support structure. This structure is a truncated conical shell mounted
on top of the Equipment Module to support the solar panels, high gain
antenna, and planet scan platform primarily during launch. A meteoroid
bumper covers the top of the Component Support structure to protect any
exposed equipment within the Equipment Module and Spacecraft Support
structure. Thermal insulation blanketing serves as the insulating means
for the Component Support section.
b. Propulsion Module Structure - The Propulsion Module structure is the same
as that of the 1971 Flight Spacecraft.
c. Planet Scan Platform Structure - Details must await definition of any experi-
ment equipment.
4.0 STRUCTURAL REFERENCES AND ALIGNMENTS
4.1 SPACECRAFT COORDINATE SYSTEM
The coordinate system for the 1969 Voyager spacecraft is identical with that of the
1971 vehicle; and it is defined in Volume A, Document VB220FDl13. The autopilot
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coordinate system adopted is also the same, but the plannedutilization of the Atlas/
Centaur booster necessitates the inclusion of Figure 4-1 to portray the details of the
coordinate system adopted for the booster.
4.2 SPACECRAFT REFERENCE LOCATIONSAND STATION NUMBERS
The primary (A) and secondary (B) reference planes defined for the 1971spacecraft
are utilized for reference purposes on the 1969vehicle aswell. The spacecraft station
numbering system is identical with the exception that spacecraft station 0.00 is defined
as the Atlas/Centaur LaunchVehicle station 156.45 (which is the spacecraft-Centaur
field joint plane).
4.3 DETAILED STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENTS AND ALIGNMENT TOLERANCES
The mechanical alignments and alignment tolerances for the 1969Test Spacecraft are
identical with those of the 1971vehicle VB220FDl13, Volume A -with the exception
of the additions and deviations listed in Table 4-1. All alignments specified are 3
sigma (normal distribution) values unless otherwise specified; and, as for the 1971
spacecraft, the effects of structural and thermal deformations have generally not been
included.
Sincethe mission phasesequencefor the 1969test mission is altered considerably,
Table 4-1 presents the required additional alignments andalignment deviations from
the 1971mission allotments under the mission phaselistings of Launchand Acquisition,
Earth Orbiting, and Interplanetary Cruise. All subsystemson the spacecraft are
demonstrated or tested during these mission phases.
5.0 SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
The System Functional Block Diagram (Figure 5-1) portrays the relationship between
the various subsystems of the Voyager 1969 Test Spacecraft. It is basically the same
as that of the 1971 spacecraft VB220FDl13, Volume A with the major deviations being
the .......ue,v_lu, of _.e Data Automation Equipment and the Flight Capsule. The nomen-
clature used on this drawing is the same as that utilized for the 1971 ;'chicle, and
reference should be made to VA220FD112 for details of the Flight Sequence (which
depicts the subsystem interrelationships at specific times throughout the mission).
6.0 PACKAGING OF ELECTRONIC BAYS
The packaging of the individual electronic bays on the 1969 spacecraft is identical with
that of the 1971 vehicle VB220FD113, Volume A with the exception that some of the
packaged equipment has been tentatively deleted. The Telecommunications Subsystem
(including command) packaged components are again located in Bay No. 3, 4, 6, 7,
and 11; the Guidance and Control Subsystem components are found in Bay No. 12; the
Power Subsystem packaged components are located in Bay No. 1, 2, and 5; and Bay
No. 8, 9, and 10 allow space for the inclusion of a science experiment payload if so
desired.
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1.0 _COPE
This document describes the 1969 Voyager Flight Spacecraft Telecommunication Sys-
tem. It includes the description of the ground and spacecraft functions required for
tracking, telemetering, and commanding of the spacecraft by the DSN.
The 1969 is the 1971 system modified only insofar as is required by the con-
straints of the 1969 mission. Principally, the changes are in the antennas and
the data handling areas. In the following sections, where no modification is re-
quired or where the description is the same as that of the 1971 system, reference
is made to the corresponding sections of VB233FD101, Volume A which describes the
1971 system.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents contain information which apply to the 1969 Voyager Telecom-
munication System.
2.1 GE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FD107
VA220FD109
VA220FD110
VA220FD112
VA220FD113
VB233FD101
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
DSN Interface
Telemetry Criteria
Telemetry Channel Assignment
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
Telecommunication Subsystem
2.2 JPL DOCUMENTS
"Contractor Performance Measures of the
Telecommunication System," letter from
A. Gluckson, 17 May 1965.
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
This section is the same as VB233FD101, Volume A except that a 45 inch diameter
parabolic antenna is used.
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3.2 COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
3.2.1 GENERAL
This section is the same as in VB233FD101 except that no flight capsule is included.
3.2.2 MISSION PHASE
The general requirements of 3.2.1 above may be expanded by mission phase to delin-
eate the requirements imposed on the communication system by the mission.
3.2.2.1 PRELAUNCH PHASE
The Prelaunch phase is the same as in VB233FD001.
3.2.2.2 LAUNCH AND INJECTION PHASE
Shortly after launch (_ 1 hour) the spacecraft is inserted into an elliptical orbit having
100 n.m. perigee and 6700 n.m. apogee. No requirement exists for command, Dop-
pler tracking or ranging. Telemetry data must be stored in the spacecraft tape rec-
order for subsequent playback. Real-time telemetry is also required in the "normal"
mode at 106-2/3-bps, for use by the first acquiring station.
3.2.2.3 ACQUISTION PHASE
During the acquisition phase the spacecraft may be in a position to be tracked by a
DSIF station. Telemetry is required to be both stored and transmitted at 106 bps
until acquisition by the first station. After acquisition and during orbit determination
the stored data is required to be played back at the high rate (8533-1/3). After data
dump, real-time telemetry is required at 106-2/3-bit per second.
Command capability is required as well as Doppler tracking and ranging. The space-
craft locks to the Sun and rolls to acquire Canopus. In the event of a false Canopus
lock, the spacecraft must be capable of being commanded from r_a,_11. _nl_ }_,,_
requirement on the low gain antenna for a wide angular coverage.
3.2.2.4 EARTH ORBIT PHASE
There are two Earth orbit phases. The first, with a 100 n.m. perigee, lasts two to
fifteen days. The second, with a 200 n.m. perigee, lasts up to 75 days. Most of the
orbital operation is performed with the spacecraft stabilized to Sun-Canopus on the day
side of Earth, and gyro-stabilized on the night side. Mission tests concerning opera-
tion in Mars orbit are performed in Earth orbit. These include trim of orbit period
and inclination and simulation of capsule data relay, using a ground-based capsule
relay simulator.
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Real-time telemetry at a 106-2//3-bps rate is required. Transmission of stored telem-
etry accumulatedbetween readout periods by DSIF stations is required at the ,_533-1/3-
bps, rate. Rangingand two-way Doppler tracking are also required. Commandis re-
quired at a 30 sbps rate. Maintaining two-way lock at low orbital altitudes is not fea-
sible without modification of the deep-spacetransponder unless provison is made
for the ground station to compensatefor the high Doppler rates by programming its
transmission frequency. Use of the ground receiver phase lock loop bandwidthof 152
cps enables the reception of telemetry° The amount of DSIF coverage time at low
orbital altitudes is very limited, so little is lost by not being able to maintain taro-way
lock. Critical commands can be loaded while the spacecraft is higher in its elliptic
orbit and executed by C & S if required.
3.2.3.5 ORBIT ADJUSTMENT MANUEVER PHASE
The spacecraft performs selected maneuvers while in Earth orbit. There are three
distinct parts to the maneuver; the turn to the maneuver attitude before burn, the sta-
bilized attitude during bun_, and the return to cruise attitude after burn.
As the spacecraft turns to the maneuver attitude, telemetry is required at 106 bps.
During engine burn, vibration data is recorded, and at the same time telemetts_ data
is transmitted at 8533-1/3-bps. Upon command, following engine burn, the recorded
data transmission, engineering data is again transmitted at 106-2/3-bps.
3.2.2.6 ORBIT EJECTION PtIASE
On the last pass over Goldstone, the spacecraft is ejected from its elliptic Earth orbit
into an Earth escape trajectory. The Earth orbit is so constrained that the last Gold-
stone pass occurs at perigee. The spacecraft assumes firing attitude on the last orbit
and the firing command is loaded with time of execution prior to the G_)ldstone pass.
During the pass over Goldstone, stored and real-time telemetry at the 8533-1/3-bps
rate is required in the non-coherent mode of transmission, utilizing the spacecraft
auxiliary oscillator.
3.2.2.7 DEEP SPACE OPERATIONS PHASES
The remainder of the mission requirements are essentially the same as in paragraphs
3.2.2.4 through 3.2.2.7, VB233FD101.
3.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This paragraph is the same as VB233FD101, except that the flight capsule relay radio
is replaced by a ground transmitter.
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3.3.1 GENERAL
A block diagram of the 1969SpacecraftTelecommunication System is shownin Figure3-1.
3.3. i. 1 RADIO SUBSYSTEM
This paragraph is the same as VB233FD101except that the '69 high gain antennais
45 inches in diameter, no medium gain antenna is employed, and the spacecraft will
be in a deep-spacetrajectory rather than in Mars orbit.
3.3.1.2 COMMANDSUBSYSTEM
This paragraph is the sameas VB233FD101, except that some of the commandout-
puts may be put to different use. This would require only harness changeswith no
modification to the subsystem.
3.3.1.3 DATA HANDLING & STORAGESUBSYSTEM
In 1969, the 1971DH & S Subsystemwill beused as the basic 1969DH & S Subsystem.
It will be unchangedin its design in order to allow a valid test and exercise of the 1971
DH & S design in 1969. To provide the additional data handling and storage functions
required in the 1969mission in support of other subsystemtests and overall spacecraft
tests, additional DH & S functional elementshave beenadded to the 1971DH & S sys-
tem. In general, theseunique 1969elements interface with the DH & S subsystemas
replacements for the 1971DAE and Capsule. The major 1969elements consist of:
a. Commutators and A/D convertors to provide additional diagnostic data.
b. A memory control to permit engineering data to be stored in the tape record-
ers during earth orbit blackout periods.
e, A data selector to permit vibration data to be stored in the tape recorders
during engine burn.
d. A data selector to permit either maneuver diagnostic data, relay radio data,
or 69 science data to be monitered in place of the 1971capsuledata.
e. A bit generator to test the performance of the tape recorder during deep-
spaceoperation.
3.3. i. 4 RELAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
This paragraph is the same as in VB233FD101except that a ground transmitter is
used to simulate the capsule for purposes of checkingout the relay subsystem.
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3.3.2 MISSIONPHASEDESCRIPTION
The following description indicates two the telecommunication system meets the Mis-
sion Phase requirements of paragraph 3.2.2.
3.3.2.1 PRELAUNCHPHASE
This paragraph is the same as in VB233FD101.
3.3.2.2 LAUNCItAND INJECTION PHASE
During the injection phase, the spacecraft continues to transmit normal rate telemetry
(106bps) at a 100mw level through the launch antenna. Telemetry is also stored in
the spacecraft tape recorder for playback to the first acquiring station.
3.3.2.3 ACQUISITIONPHASE
After insertion into the elliptical orbit, solar panels andlow gain antennasare de-
ployed and the acquisition of attitude references begins. The 100 mnlaunch beacon is
shut off, not to beused again. Another exciter now drives a 20-watt power amplifier
which radiates from the secondary low gain antenna. Telemetry continues to be trans-
mitted at the 106-2/3-bps rate and stored in the tape recorder for subsequentplayback.
During the acquisition phase, the spacecraft is ascendingtoward apogeeof the first
Earth Orbit. The first acquiring station performs two-way lock-up of the spacecraft
transponder. The spacecraft normal rate telemetry is acquired and commandsare
sent. After acquisition and during orbit determination, the telemetry is commanded
from the normal modeto the dump modeand all telemetry stored since launch is re-
covered. Fmngingand doppler track are also initiated at this time. After retrieval of
the dumpedtelemetry (8533-1/3-bps), the telemetry mode is commandedback to nor-
mal (106-2/3-bps).
3.3.2.4 EARTHORBIT PAHSE
During Earth orbit, normal rate telemetry, dump rate telemetry, high rate command,
ranging and Doppler tracking using the 20-watt power amplifier and secondary low gain
antennaprovide theprimary operational mode. The primary low-gain antenna, 50-watt
power amplifier andother commandand telemetry rates are also checkedout during
Earth orbit. Also, the relay radio subsystem is checkedout using a simulated capsule
subsystemat one of the ground stations.
It shouldbe noted that the 50-watt amplifier may be used only on the daylight side of
the planet si_ce battellepower considerations limit transmission power to 20-watts
on the night side. Telemetry in the non-coherent transmission mode is normally moni-
tored at low altitude. The high gain antennais deployed in Earth orbit but is only used
for antennapointing tests.
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3.3.2.5 ORBIT ADJUSTMENT MANEUVER PHASE
In Earth orbit the spacecraft, when attitude stabilized, is constantly changing relative
attitude, referenced to a ground station. Therefore, in a communication sense, a
maneuver in orbit places little extra stress on the communication link. However, to
insure no loss of data, maneuvers are controlled so that no loss of data results from
antenna nulls. During engine burn, vibration data is recorded in the tape recorder
and dumped only when the spacecraft is in view of a DSIF station. The telemetry
dump is at the 8533-1/3-bps rate.
Telemetry at 8533-1/3-bps is transmitted during the maneuver using the 20-watt power
amplifier and secondary low-gain antenna. Transmission is in the coherent mode, if
transponder lock is maintained during the maneuver; otherwise, transmission is in the
non-coherent mode, using the auxiliary oscillator.
3.3.2.6 ORBIT EJECTION PHASE
During the last Earth orbit prior to ejection into the Earth-escape trajectory, two-way
lock-up is established at the last tracking station before Goldstone. Normal mode
telemetry at 106-2/3-bps is transmitted using the 20-watt amplifier and secondary
low-gain antenna. The command link is established at the 30 sbps rate. Commands
are loaded into the C & S as required to control the ejection. Then the spacecraft is
commanded to ejection attitude. During the maneuver to assume ejection attitude,
telemetry is both stored and transmitted in real-time at the 106 bps rate. After atti-
tude stabilization, stored telemetry is dumped and attitude is confirmed via normal
rate telemetry. If the proper attitude is attained the spacecraft is committed to ejec-
tion at this time. The spacecraft passes out of line of sight of the last tracking station
prior to Goldstone in ejection attitude.
When the spacecraft comes into view at Goldstone, real-time telemetry is acquired in
the ejection transmission mode (8533-1/3-bps). A wide tracking loop bandwidth will
be employed to accomodate the high doppler rate at perigee over Goldstone. Trans-
mission is via the non-coherent mode, using the auxiliary oscillator, 20-watt power
n__1_._-.... A ..... ,_T lnw-g_in antenna. Durin_ ejection burn over Goldstone,
telemetry is monitored insofar as visibilityconditions permit. Telemetry is also
stored during ejection burn for subsequent playback.
When the spacecraft comes into view at Cape Kennedy real time telemetry is acquired
and monitored as at Goldstone. After ejection, two-way lock-up is established at Cape
Kennedy. The stored telemetry is dumped at the high rate and ranging and Doppler
tracking performed. The command link is also established if needed at this time.
3.3.2.7 DEEP SPACE OPERATIONS PHASES
The remainder of the mission is performed essentially as described in sections 3.3.2.4
through 3.3.2.7 VB233FD101.
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3.4 DETAILI,:D DESCRIPTION
3.4.1 SPACt':CIL4FTRADIO SUBSYSTEM
3.4. i. 1 REQUIREMENTS
This paragraph is the sameas VB233FD101
3.4.1.2 DESCRIPTION- BLOCK DIAGRAMAND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
This paragraph is the sameas in VB233FD101except that the fixed Mariner C medium
gain antennaand switch number 4 are deleted. Also the steerable high gain antennahas
a diameter of only 45 inches.
3.4.2 SPACECRAFTCOMMANDSUBSYSTEM
3.4.2.1 REQUIREMENTS
This paragraph is essentially the sameas in VB233FD101. The commandcapability of
the '71 system is more than sufficient to handle the '69 mission requirements for dis-
crete and quantitative commands.
3.4.2.2 DESCRIPTION
This paragraph is the sameas in VB233FD101.
3.4.3 SPACECRAFTREI,AY TELECOMMUNICATIONSSYSTEM
3.4.3.1 REQUiliEMENTS
This paragraph is the sameas in VB233FD101except that a ground capsule simulator
is used.
3.4.3.2 SUBSYSTEMDESCRIPTION
This paragraph is the same as in VB233FD101except that a ground capsule simulator
is used.
3.4.4 SPACI,:CRAFTDATA HANDLING AND STORAGESUBSYSTEM
3.4.4.1 DATA ENCODER
The functions of the 1969data encoder are basically the same as for the 1971data
encoder. Th(_'69 transmission modes have the samebasic format with the capsule
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and non-scan science data replaced with '69 unique diagnostic functions. A summary
of the data modes is shownbelow, and a description of the commutators addedfor
69 test mission purposes is thengiven.
MANEUVER MODE (MODEI) - Nocapsule data; otherwise sameas '71.
CRUISEMODE{MODEII) 90%engineering data. 10%science or
maneuveror relay data. Data rate = 106-2/3-
to 8533-1/3-bps.
ORBIT MODE (MODE II1) Playback of buffered and recorded Mode II data
or vibration data. Data rate = 533-1/3,
2133-1/3, 4266-2/3, 8533-1/3 bps.
CORE MEMORY DUMP MODE - No capsule data; otherwise same as '71.
(MODE IV)
NON-SCAN ORBITAL MODE
(MODE V)
- No non-scan science; otherwise same as '71.
APPROACH GUIDANCE MODE
(MODE VI) - No capsule data; otherwise same as '71.
The 1969 diagnostic engineering commutator is a data source which replaces the 1971
non-scan science data. In Mode II, 25 words are read into the format from this source.
The Mode III format contains 90 words of data from the diagnostic engineering com-
mutator. In switching from Mode III to Mode II the high deck of the commutator will
be shortened from 30 to 25 positions. In Mode III the 30 positions will be cycled 3
times. If necessary the commutator will contain medium decks subcommutated through
the 30 high speed positions. The commutator switches, A/D converter, and program-
mer logic design will utilize the same basic hardware and design philosophy as the 71
subsystem.
A high rate vibration data commutator is added to collect vibration data during maneu-
vers. These data are stored on the tape recorder at 50 kps. The commutator will
contain 20 positions (18 data channels plus 2 sync channels) arranged in a single deck.
Due to the speed of operation {357. 143 samples per second per channel), some re-
design will be necessary in the basic commutator switch and the ADC. A serial ADC.
A serial ADC digitizing at the bit rate should be considered for this application. This
would result in a unique ADC for this function. ADC and commutator switch designs
for operation at this speed will not impose design problems which are beyond the state
of the art.
The '69 maneuver diagnostic commutator is a data source which replaces the '71 cap-
sule data. The data from this commutator will be processed through the capsule relay
buffers in the same manner as the '71 capsule data is processed. The commutator
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will contain a 10position high deck of which 6 positions will be used for subcommuta-
tion of 10-position medium speeddecks. The remaining 4 high speed positions will
be available for synchronization. The commutator switches, A/D converter, and
programmer logic design will utilize the same basic hardware and design phil-
osphyas the '71 subsystem.
3.4.4.2 DATA STORAGE
A summary of the basic operation of the '69 D/S subsystem is given here, in relation
to the mission sequencerequirements developedin Volume VA233FD105- Data Hand-
ling and Storage.
a. Capsule Relay Buffer Functions: The Capsule Relay Buffer Section functions
as a formatting rate buffer basically as described in Volume A, with the ex-
ception that no capsule umbilical data is received in the '69 system. The
umbilical input line accepts, instead, inputs from the CRB Data Selector
Switch consisting of either '69 maneuver diagnostic or '69 science data. This
data may be received at various rates, as discussed in Volume VA233FD105.
Inaddition to the CRB Data/Selector Switch, which functions on C&S or command
signal, the CRB Control also contains a command actuated switch which allows the
selection of the capsule radio relay as the CRB input.
Do Magnetic Core Memory (MCM) Functions: As in the '71 system, the MCM
section consists of an MCM control and 3 MCM units. The primary function
of the MCM Storage is the buffering of data for multiplexing with the playback
of recorded data. The data buffered in this fashion is the combination of '71
cruise engineering and '69 diagnostic engineering generated in earth orbital
operations and received from the Data Encoder.
A secondary function of the MCM section is the storage of '71 maneuver
engineering data and '69 maneuver diagnostic data during transmission inter-
ruptions due to spacecraft maneuvers. This maneuver data is stored as de-
scribed in VB233FD107 with the 10.16 bps '69 maneuver dignostic data re-
placing the '71 capsule data.
MCM dump operations are the same as in the '71 system.
Co Magnetic Recording Functions: The internal functioning of the r71 Magnetic
Tape Recorder (MTR) Section is as described in VB233FD107. The '69
unique components consisting of the '69 MTR Data Input Selector; MTR Test
Data PN Generator, '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control, MCM (4), and MCM
(5), function to select the appropriate '69 data input channel and to format the
data for insertion to the '71 MTR section.
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Launchand engineburn vibration data is recorded on one Magnetic Tape Recorder
(MTR) at a fixed 50 kbps rate in 106bit blocks, separted by 1 secondgaps. The
'69 MTR Data Input Selector controls the length of the recorded data blocks.
Combined '71Cruise Engineering, '69 Diagnostic Engineering, and '69 Maneuver
Diagnostic Engineering data is collected at 106bps by the '69 Earth Orbit Memory
Control and its associatedunits MCM4and MCM5 during earth orbit station black-
outs. As each MCM is filled, its 28,665 bit contents are transferred to the MTR
Section for storage at 50kbps. TheMTR units are stoppedand started as in the
storage of '71 orbital data.
During the deepspacetransmission tests, the MTR Test Data PN Generator gen-
erates 106bit PN sequencesto simulate planet scandata for storage in MTR units.
This data is then replayed as in the '71 orbital mode.
3.4.5 LANDER RELAY TELECOMMUNICATIONSYSTEM(SIMULATOR)
This paragraph is the same as VA285 Section 5.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The detailed boundary definitions and interface characteristics between the telecommun-
ication subsystems and other spacecraft systems are specified in the individual sub-
system functional descriptions.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
This section lists the overall performance of the telecommunication system. The
"Contractor Performance Measures of the Telecommunication System" document is-
sued by JPL has been used as a guide in preparation of this section.
5.1 SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Specific parameters of the telemetry, command _t_,u---_ranging _,._....._.__. lo _._,_ t_h,11_t_d............ in
VB233FD101, with the exception that the number of measurements have been increased
as shown in VA220FDl10.
5.2 PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Telecommunications design control tables (Tables 5-1 through 5-4) and graph of cir-
cuit performance margin (Figure 5-1} have been prepared for certain specific commun-
ication links and transmission modes. The link parameters are the same as those
shown in VB233FD101 with the following exceptions:
a. Secondary Low-gain Antenna - A nominal gain of -3 db at 2295 mc and -3.5
db at 2113 mc with a sphere coverage of 80 percent is taken.
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Table 5-2. Telecommunication Design Control Table 1
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE :
Voyager '69 DATE 7/22/65
8.533 KBS TM PAGE 1 of 2
Secondary Low-Gain Antenna - 20w/10 DSIF Antenna
No.
1
2
3
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Parameter Value Tolerance
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±1.0
Transmitting Circuit Loss 2.46 + . 37
Transmitting Antenna Gain
f_ +4.0
(Includes Pointing Loss)k_ -3.0 - . 5
Transmitting Antenna Pointing
Loss
Space Loss
,2295 MC. R =2.33x 104KM 186.8 +0.18
-0.05
Polarization Loss 0.05
Receiving Antenna Gain 34.6 +1.0
(Includes Pointing Loss} - .5
Receiving Antenna Pointing
Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss .5 :e .1
+1.65
Net Circuit Loss 158.3
-5.52
Total Received Power -115.3 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral
Density (N/B)
+1200
T System 4500°K
-1050
Carrier Modulation I_0ss
-162.1 dbm
eps
+6.52
-2.65
±1.1
5.38 ±1.4
Received Carrier Power -120.7 dbm +7, 92
-4.05
, i
+0
Carrier APC Noise BW 16.9
-1.0
(2BLO 48 eps)
CARRIER PERFORMANC E-
TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
0
-145.1 dbm
24.4
+I. I
-2. I
+10.02
- 5.15
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Table 5-2. Telecommunication Design Control Table 1 (Continued)
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE:
Voyager '69 DATE 7/22/65
8.533 KBS TM PAGE 2 of 2
Secondary Low-Gain Antenna - 20w/10 DSIF Antenna
No.
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
Parameter Value Tolerance
Threshold SNRin 2BLo 2.0 +I. 0
Threshold Carrier Power -143.1 dbm +2.1
-3.]
Performance Margin 22.4 +11.02
-6.15
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 6.0 -
Threshold Carrier Power -139.1 dbm + 1.1
-2.1
Performance Margin 18.4 +10.02
- 5.15
DATA C HANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5 ± .5
Received Data Subcarrier -116.8 dbm +7.02
-3.15
Power
Bit Rate (I/T) 39.4 -
Required ST/N/B 5.9 ± .5
Threshold Subcarrier -116.8 dbm ±1.6
Power
Performance Margin 0 +8.62
-4.75
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5 ± .5
Receiver _YNC 8ubcarrier -116.8 dbm +7.02
Power -3.15
SYNC APC Noise BW (2BLo- 9.0 ± .4
8 cps)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 24 _1.0
Threshold Subcarrier Power -129.1 dbm ±2.5
Performance Margin 12.3 +9.52
-5.65
COMMENTS:
A Corresponds to 80% Total Sphere Coverage
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Table 5-3. Telecommunication Design Control Table 2
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE :
No.
1
2
3
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Voyager '69
30 SBPS Command
I0' DSIF Antenna - 25w/Secondary Low-Gain Antenna
Parameter
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain
(Includes Pointing Loss)
Transmitting Antenna Pointing
Loss
Space Loss
• 2113 MC. R = 2.53x105
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
(Includes Pointing Loss)
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Value
44 dbm
.4
34.1
2O5.6
0.05
- 3.5
3.34
178.8
DATE 7/22/65
PAGE 1 of 2
Total Received Power -134.8 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral
Density (N/B)
+450
T System = 1750°K -425
dbm
-166.2--
cps
Carrier Modulation Loss 4.7
Received Carrier Power -139.5 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW
12.6
(2BLO = 18 eps)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrior Power
Performance Margin
Tolerance
±1.0
± .1
+1.0
-- .5
_-0.18
-0.05
+3.5
-1.0
i .75
+2.55
-3.53
±1.1
±I. 0
+7.40
-4.53
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Table 5-3. Telecommunication Design Control Table 2 (Continued}
PROJECT: Voyager '69 DATE 7/22/65
CHANNEL: 30 SBPS Command PAGE 2 of 2
MODE: 10' DSIF Antenna -25w/Secondary Low-Gain Antenna
No.
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Parameter
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
Value
3.8
-149.8 dbm
10.3
Tolerance
±i. 1
+8.50
-4.63
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 8.0 ±1.0
Threshold Carrier Power -145.6 dbm ±2.1
+9.50
Performance Margin 6.1
-6.63
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
6.4 + .3
-- .2
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier
Power
-141.2 dbm
14.8
10.2
-141.2 dbm ±1.1
+7.70
0
--4.93
+ .2
6.1
.1
+6.50
-141.2 dbm
-3.73
SYNC APC Noise BW
4.8 ± .8(2BLO = 3 cps)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 20.2 ±1.0
Threshold Subcarrier Power -141.2 dbm ±2.8
+7.90
Performance Margin .3
-5.63
COMMENTS:
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Table 5-4. Telecommunication Design Control Table 3
PROJECT:
CHANNE L:
MODE:
F
i No.
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Voyager '69 DATE: 7/22/65
Ranging PAGE 1 of 2
Secondary Low-Gain Antenna -20w/10' DSIF Antenna -25w
Parameter Value Tolerance
Total Transmitter 43 dbm +1.0
Transmitting Circuit Loss 2.46 ± . 37
Transmitting Antenna Gain - 3.0 +4.0
(Includes Pointing Loss) - . 5
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss -
Space Loss 194.24 -
• 2295 MC. R = 5.4 x 104 KM
+0AS
Polarization Loss 0.05
-0.5
Receiving Antenna Gain +1.034.6
{Includes Pointing Loss) - . 5
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss - -
Receiving Circuit Loss .5 :e .1
Lel.65
Net Circuit Loss 165.6
-5.52
+6.52
Total Received Power -127.6 dbm
-2.65
Receiver Noise SpectralDensity (N/B) -162.1 dbm _=1.1
cps
+1200
TSystem =4500°K -1050
Carrier Modulation Loss 5.38 +1.4
+7.92
Received Carrier Power -128 dbm
-4.05
Carrier APC Noise BW + 0
16.9
(2BLO = 48 cps) -1.0
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
+i.i
Threshold Carrier Power -145.1 dbm
-2.1
+10.02
Performance Margin 17.1
- 5.15
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Table 5-4. Telecommunication Design Control Table 3 (Continued)
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE:
No.
19
2O
21
22
23
24
Voyager '69 DATE: 7/22/65
Ranging PAGE 2 of 2
Secondary Low-Gain Antenna -20w/10' DSIF Antenna -25w
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Parameter Value Tolerance
CARRIER PERFROMANCE-
TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0 _1.0
+2.1
Threshold Carrier Power -143.1 dbm
-3.1
+11.02
Performance Margin 15.1
- 6.15
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 6.0 -
+l. 1
Threshold Carrier Power -139.1 dbm
-2.1
+10.02
Performance Margin 11. i
- 5.15
PRN CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5 + . 5
+7.02
Received Ranging Power -124.1 dbm
-3.15
Bit Rate (l/T) NA
Required Ranging Power/N/B 38 i . 5
Threshold Ranging Power -124.1 dbm ±1.6
+8.62
Performance Margin 0
-4.75
SYNC C H_a_NNE L
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW
(2BLo = )
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Subearrier Power
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
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b. High-gain SteerableAntenna - A nominal gain of 26.5 db at 2295mc and
24.3 db at 2113mc is taken.
c. Mobile Tracking Station - A mobile tracking station is postulated having the
samecharacteristics taken in VB233FD101for the DSIF-17 station plus the
ability to transmit at a 25-watt power level.
d. Earth Orbit Slant Range- The slant ranges considered for Earth orbit op-
eration lie between185km and 17,100 km which are the values for an over-
headpass at perigee and maximum range with 5° elevation at apogee.
Tolerances on the various parameters and the nominal values are given explicity in
the design control tables.
It shouldbe notedthat the link calculations and graphs for the launch phaseare the
same as for the '71 mission as shownin VB233FD101. Table 5-5 is a summary of the
selected communication link performances for earth orbital conditions. For deep-
space operation, the blackout and greyout ranges for the high-gain antennaare approx-
imately one-half the values given in Table V-2, VB233FD101. This results from the
replacement of the 7.5 ft high-gain antennawith a 45 inch antenna. For the low-gain
antennas, the performance is the same as given in Table 5-2, VB233FD101.
5.3 PERFORMANCEDEFINITIONS
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Same as in VB233FD101.
6.2 CONSTRAINTS
Same as in VB233FD101.
6.2.1 WEIGHT
Same as in VB233FD101.
6.2.2 POWER
Same as in VB233FD101.
6.2.3 HI-GAIN ANTENNA DIMENSION
The maximum dimension of the reflector of the high-gain antenna shall be 45 inches.
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Table 5-5. Telecommunications Design Control Table 4
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE :
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
*o
16
17
18
19
20
21
Voyager '69
2-Way Track
14' DSIF Antenna - 25 W/Secondary Lo-Gain
Parameter Tolerance
Total Transmitter Power 44 dbm _1.0
Transmitting Circuit I__ss .4 • . 1
+1.0
Transmitting Antenna Gain 34.1
-- .5
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss -
Space Loss 220.6
• 2213 MC. R = 1.13 x 106 KM
+0.18
Polarization Loss 0.05
-0.05
_3.5
Receiving Antenna Gain - 3.5
-1.0
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss - -
Receiving Circuit Loss 3.34 • .75
Net Circuit Loss 193.8
+6.40
Total Received Power -149.8 dbm
-3.53
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (N/B)
+450
T System = 1750°K -425
Carrier Modulation Loss
Value
dbm
-166.2 _
cps
_-1.1
+6.40
Received Carrier Power -149.8 dbm
-3.53
Carrier APC Noise BW
12.6
(2BLO - 18 cps)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TRACKING (two-way)
3.8
Threshold Carrier Power -149.8 dbm +1.1
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
DATE 7/22/65
PAGE 1 of 3
Performance Margin +7.40
-4.53
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Table 5-5. Telecommunication Design Control Table 4
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE :
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
Voyager '69
2-Way Track
14' DSIF Antenna - 25 W/Secondary Lo-Gain
DATE 7/22/65
PAGE 2 of 3
Parameter
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain
(Including Pointing Loss)
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Value
43 dbm
2.46
- 3.0
Receiving Antenna Gain
(Includes Pointing Loss)
Space Loss 214.8
• 2295 MC. R = 5.9 x 105 KM
Polarization Loss 0.05
34.6
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (N/B)
+1200
T System = 4500°K -1050
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier
Carrier APC Noise BW
(2BLO = 48 cps)
.5
186.4
-143.4 dbm
dbm
-162.2
cps
-143.4 dbm
16.8
Tolerance
±i.0
± . 37
+4.0
-- .5
+0.18
-0.05
+1.0
-- .5
± .I
+1.65
-5.52
±i. I
+0
-1
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Table 5-5. Telecommunication DesignControl Table 4 (Continued)
PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE:
Voyager '69
2-Way Track
14' DSIFAntenna - 25 W/Secondary Lo-Gain
DATE 7/22/65
PAGE 3 of 3
No. Parameter Value Tolerance
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
TI_JkC KING (one-way)
16 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
17 Threshold Carrier Power
18 Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-
19
2O
21
tracking (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
2.0
-143.4
il. 0
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
It is not anticipated that any part of the telecommunication system will present any
real potential hazard to personnel and/or any other equipment in the handling, use or
testing thereof.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The value of the '69 test flightfrom a telecommunications standpoint is two-fold.
First, it is desirable to fly the '71 equipment under stress conditions identical to those
encountered in the '71 mission, to test the durability and the reliability of the '71 equip-
ment. Stress can be simulated on Earth to a certain extent in vacuum chambers and
on shake tables, but final proof of the equipment can only be obtained in space flight.
The vibrations and accelerations of actual powered space flight are required for final
proof as are the temperature, pressure, and radiation environments encountered in
actual flight. The accumulation of operational time on the equipment under actual
space-flight conditions is also the real proof of theoretical reliability computations.
It is desirable to do all this well before an operational mission to Mars, so that any
unexpected consequences of operation in space may be rectified before the '71 mission.
Secondly, it is desirable to obtain mission operational experience with the equipment
in space to determine the exact operation of all the various channels and modes of trans-
mission. Again, unexpected difficulties encountered in using the equipment to obtain
scientific data may be examined and rectified well in advance of the '71 operational
mission.
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TELECOMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM LEVEL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
SPACECRAFT RADIO
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Scope
Applicable Documents
FUnctional Description
Interface Definitions
Performance Parameters
Physical Characteristics and Constraints
Safety Consider atlons
Test Flight Value
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i.0 SCOPE
This document covers the functional requirements for the Voyager 1969 spacecraft
subsystem.
The 1969 subsystem is the 1971 subsystem modified only insofar as is required by the
physical constraints of the 1969 mission. In the following sections, where no modifi-
cation is required or where the description is the same as that of the 1971 subsystem,
reference is made to the corresponding sections of the Functional Description Radio
Subsystem VB233FD102, which describes the 1971 subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents contain information which apply to the 1969 Voyager radio
subsystem:
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD107 DSN Interface
VA223FD101 Telecommunication System
VA220FD112 Flight Sequence
VA220FD113 Layout and Configuration
VB223FD102 Spacecraft Radio
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.i GENERAL
3.1.1 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
See VB223FD102
3.1.2 COMPETING CHARACTERISTICS
See VB233FD102.
3.1.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM
The radio subsystem for the 1969 spacecraft is the same as that for the 1971 space-
craft shown in Figure 3-1 of VB233FD102 except that the backup medium gain
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(Mariner C) antenna has been deleted along with its antenna switch. Also, due to re-
strictions imposed by the 69 launch vehicle, the size of the high gain antenna has been
reduced to 3-3/4 feet in diameter.
The secondary low gain antenna provides excellent coverage during Earth orbit and
is used for all normal Earth orbital communications. Since it is still desirable to
use a 20-watt power amplifier, transfer switch #1 is switched to connect power
amplifier #2 to the secondary low gain antenna. After ejection into a heliocentric
orbit, the switch is returned to its normal (1971) position, connecting power ampli-
fier #2 to the high gain antenna.
3.1.4 MODES OF OPERATION BY MISSION PHASE
The following discussions summarize normal and backup modes of the radio sub-
system by mission phase.
3.1.4.1 PRELAUNCH - 45 to 60 DAYS
See VB233FD102.
3.1.4.2 LAUNCH AND INJECTION
3.1.4.2.1 LAUNCH TO SHROUD SEPARATION -- 0 _< T < 255 SEC
Exciter 1 is on. 100 BPS telemetry is transmitted through the launch antenna via a
parasitic antenna located on the shroud. The transmitted power is 100 mw minimum.
One hundred milliwatts will support 100 BPS telemetry to an approximate range of
10,000 km with a ground station having a 10-foot antenna and a 12 db noise figure.
The equipment status is as follows:
a. Exciter 1 is on
b. All three receivers are on
c. Exciters 2 and 3 are off
d. All power amplifiers are off
e. All switches are in the positions shown in Figure 3-1.
3.1.4.2.2. SHROUD SEPARATION TO ORBIT INJECTION- 225 sec <T <76 min
Exciter i on and transmitting 100 BPS telemetry via the launch antenna direct. The
parasitic antenna is ejected with the shroud. The transmitted power is 100 mw. The
equipment status remains as above.
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During the time the spacecraft is in low orbit, all tracking from Earth will be by
means of C-band radar with a transponder on the Centaur. Since neither the DSIF
stations nor the Voyager spacecraft S-band equipment is designed for tracking in
low orbit, this equipment will not be used.
3. i.4.3 ACQUISITION
During the deployment portion of acquisition, telemetry continues to be transmitted
through the launch antenna from exciter #1. After deployment of the secondary low-
gain antenna, exciter #2 and power amplifier #2 are turned on and exciter #1 is shut
off. The launch antenna is also disconnected from exciter #1 by actuating antenna
switch #3. Transmission of telemetry is now through exciter #2, power amplifier
#2, and the secondary low-gain antenna.
The spacecraft may now receive commands on either of the two low-gain antennas.
3.1.4.4 ORBIT DETERMINATION
During this phase, the radio subsystem operation is the same as during the later
phases of the acquisition phase. Tracking will be available only when visible to DSIF
and when the spacecraft is at altitudes where angle rates and range rates are tolerable.
3.1.4.5 ORBIT ADJUSTMENT MANEUVER
The operation is the same as the previous phase.
3.1.4.6 ORBITAL TEST
During this test phase, all sequences and operational modes of the spacecraft will be
tested. Each transponder, power amplifier, and antenna system will be checked.
3.1.4.7 ORBIT EJECTION
The operation is the same as the acquisition phase.
3.1.4.8 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE - (Before ist maneuver)
Same as VB233FD102 except that the high-gain antenna is a 3 3/4-foot parabola with
a gain of 26.5 db and 8-degree 3db beamwidth.
The rest of paragraph 3.1 is the same as VB233FD102, Volume A, except for "COM-
PONENTS". "COMPONENTS is the same as Volume A except that the backup medium-
gain antenna has been deleted and the diameter of the high-gain antenna has been
reduced from 7 1/2 feet to 3 3//4 feet. Also, since the medium-gain antenna has
been deleted, the backup antenna switch has been deleted.
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3.2 ANTENNAS
Four antennas will be carried on the 1969 Voyager test spacecraft. These are a
high-gain antenna, primary and secondary low-gain antennas, and a launch antenna.
All antenna components will be identical to hardware designed for the 1971 spacecraft
with the exception of the high-gain antenna.
Antenna functions during prelaunch and launch phases will be the same as for the
1971 mission, with telemetry being transmitted through the launch antenna to a
coupling probe and parasitic antenna on the shroud. The launch antenna will also be
used directly during orbital injection. For operations in Earth orbit, the secondary
low-gain antenna with its toroidal pattern provides continuous coverage of the Earth.
The primary low-gain will also be usable during much of this period. After injec-
tion of the spacecraft on an interplanetary trajectory, the high-gain and primary
low-gain antennas will serve as the principal means of communication.
3.2.1 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
Because of its size, the 7.5-foot diameter high-gain antenna for the 1971 spacecraft
cannot be utilized on the 1969 test vehicle. Instead, a 45-inch diameter paraboloid
will be used. This antenna will be a scaled-down model of the 1971 hardware. The
f/D ratio will be the same and thus 1971 feed components may be employed. In
addition, the structural design of the reflector will utilize the same techniques as
the 7.5-foot diameter paraboloid to evaluate the design approach.
3.2.2 PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
The primary low-gain antenna will be identical to that for the 1971 spacecraft
(see VB233FD102). For the 1969 vehicle, this antenna will be installed on a de-
ployable solar panel. In its deployed position, the antenna radiation pattern and
performance will be essentially the same as for the 1971 mission (approximately
hemispherical coverage centered on the -Z axis).
3.2.3 SECONDARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
The secondary low-gain antenna will consist of an assembly of four skewed dipoles
identical to that planned for the 1971 spacecraft (see VB233FD102). The antenna
will be mounted on a mast attached to a deployable solar panel and located at a
sufficient distance from the spacecraft to minimize pattern distortion and blockage
by the vehicle.
3.2.4 LAUNCH ANTENNA
The launch antenna will be the same as the 1971 hardware (see VB233FD102). Be-
cause of the smaller shroud configuration, the launch antenna installation must be
modified. As nearly as possible, the same physical relationship will be maintained
between the launch antenna and the shroud-mounted coupling probe.
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3.2.5 ANTENNARF TRANSMISSIONLINE
(SeeVB233FD102).
3.2.6 RF TESTPROBESAND CABLES
RF test probes will be provided for the high-gain and two low-gain antennasfor
prelaunch checkoutof the complete radio subsystem. These will be small eoaxially-
fed stub-type elements of the samedesign as for the 1971spacecraft. The probes
will be loosely coupled to the stowed antennasand connectedto the spacecraft
umbilical through RG-188 coaxial cable.
The remainder of paragraph 3.0 is identical to VB233FD102, Volume A.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
Paragraph 4 is the same as VB233FD102, Volume A, except for "ANTENNAS".
The antennas and their respective cables are the only portions of the radio sub-
system located external to the equipment bays. Suitable clamps and mounting
fixtures for these components shall be provided on the spacecraft structure. Four
antennas are used. They are:
a. Launch Antenna
b. Primary Low-Gain Antenna
c. High-Gain Antenna
d. Secondary Low-GainAntenna
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 ANTENNAS
5.1.1 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
Type
Gain {relative to
circular isotropic )
Polarization
Ellipticity on Axis
Non Deployed
Deployed Fixed
Deployed Steerable
Deployed Fixed
45-inch diameter paraboloid
26.5 + 0.5 db at 2295 mc
24.3 ± 1.0 db at 2113 mc
Righthand circular
1.0+ 1.0db at 2295 mc
4°0 + 2.0 db at 2113 mc
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VSWR (maximum)
Beamwidth (3 db)
Beamshape
Boresight Error
Weight
1.2 at 2295 mc
1.5 at 2113 mc
8.0 degrees at 2295 mc
Figure 5-1 shows beamshape
(Gain versus Pointing Error)
+0.40
0.30 -0.30 degrees
ii.0 ± 2.0 pounds
The remainder of paragraph 5.1 is the same as VB233FD102 except for antenna
cables. Although their composition will be somewhat different, the overall perform-
ance parameters and weights for the transmission lines have been assumed to be
within the accuracy of the estimates for 1971 components (See VB233FD102).
Paragraphs 5.2 through 5.6 are the same as VB233FD102, Volume A.
5.7 RADIO SUBSYSTEM CIRCUIT LOSSES
Same as VB233FD102, Volume A, except that tables referring to backup medium-
gain antenna are deleted.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
See VB233FD102.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
See VB233FD102
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
See VB233FD101.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document covers the functional requirements for the Voyager 1969 spacecraft
subsystem including detection, synchronization, and decoding necessary to determine
the presence of commands at the output of the spacecraft radio receiver and to route
the commands to the recipient spacecraft subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD107 DSN Interface
VA223FD101 Telecommunication System
VA220FD113 Layout and Configuration
GMG 50109 DSN Design Specification, Telecommunications Development,
GSDS Command System, Ground Subsystem, (Command
Verification Equipment)
VB233FD103 Flight Command Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
See par. 3.1, VB223FD103.
3.1.1 BASIC SUBSYSTEM
See par. 3.1.1, VB233FD103.
3.1.2 COMMAND TYPES
There are two types of commands:
a. Discrete commands - (DC)
Commands which result in a single momentary closure of an isolated switch.
b. Quantitative Commands - (QC)
Commands which result in the transfer of binary information to the space-
craft user through isolated switches.
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The decoder shall have a capability of 246 separate command outputs. Any break-
down between DC and QC commands if feasible. The estimated number of DC com-
mands is 190. The estimated number of QC commands is 6. Therefore, there are
50 unassigned commands which represent a growth potential of either QC or DC com-
mands to the maximum total of 246 commands. Command addresses (9 bits) shall
be selected from an address structure containing 3, 5, and 7 ones. This guarantees
a code distance of two between command addresses.
The remaining sections of this document are identical to VB233FD103.
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1.0 SCOPE
The Voyager 1969 relay radio subsystem is identical to the 1971 subsystem described
in VB233FD104.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA223FD101
VA220FD113
VA280FD117
VB233FD104
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Telecommunication System
Layout and Configuration
Functional Description, 1969 Capsule Radio Simulator
Functional Description, Voyager Relay Radio Sub-
system
2 of 2
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the functions and operation of the 1969 Voyager data handling
and storage subsystem. A brief functional description is given of the subsystem, which
identifies the differences between the 1969 and 1971 data handling and storage subsys-
tem (DH & S) design. This is followed by a description of the mission sequence of
operations of the DH & S, which also serves to define the mission sequence of opera-
tion of the 1969 data encoder subsystem and 1969 data storage subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220SR106 Capsule Interface
VA220FD102 1969 Experiment Interface
VA220FD109 Telemetry Criteria
VA220FD112 Flight Sequence
VA233FD101 Telecommunication Subsystem
VA233FD106 Data Encoder Subsystem
VA233FD107 Data Storage Subsystem
VB233FD105 1971 Data Handling and Storage
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 FUNCTIONS
a. Collect and condition engineering data from all spacecraft subsystems in
support of 1969 test mission operation, diagnosis of failures, and verification
of 1971 spacecraft design in support of 1969 test objectives. Convert engi-
neering data samples to 7-bit digital words and commutate in accordance
with fixed frame formats to allow unambiguous sample identification.
b. Collect digital scientific data from the 1969 experiments.
c. Collect simulated capsule data during relay tests.
do Store and play back digital engineering, 1969 experiments, and simulated
capsule data as required to achieve essentially continuous coverage (greater
than 99%) throughout the 1969 mission.
e. Time-multiplex stored and real-time data for transmission to earth.
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f. Modulate a single subcarrier with the time multiplexed digital data and with
bit, word, and frame synchronization information.
g. Provide a PSK modulated telemetry signal which phase modulates the RF
carrier of the prime S-band link to earth.
hJ Provide suitable control and timing signals to execute these functions in
accordance with one of a set of operational modes. Modes are selected by
either the C & S subsystem or by ground commands.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF D H & S SUBSYSTEM
3.2.1 GENERAL
In 1969, the 1971 D H & S subsystem will be used as the basic 1969 D H & S subsys-
tem. It will be unchanged in its design in order to allow a valid test and exercise of
the 1971 D H & S design in 1969. To provide the additional data handling and storage
functions required in the 1969 mission in support of other subsystem tests and overall
spacecraft tests, additional D H & S functional elements have been added to the 1971
D H & S system. In general, these unique 1969 elements interface with the D H & S
subsystem as replacements for the 1971 DAE and Capsule.
The basic operation of the data handling and storage subsystem is described below and
is shown on the simplified block diagram of Figure 3-1. The diagram shows data
flow by continuous lines and control signal flow by dashed lines. In this description,
redundant elements are omitted and in general, detail is omitted in the interest of
clarity. The additions to the 1971 D H & S, comprising the differences between the
1969 and 1971 D H & S subsystem, are shown with dash-dot lines.
3.2.2 TIMING SIGNAL GENERATION
The frequency divider receives a 153.6 kc clock signal from the spacecraft C & S
clock. This signal is divided down to give the appropriate telemetry subcarrier fre-
quencies (2fs) corresponding to the six command selected _ansmission bit rates.
The bit rates are: 8533 bps, 4267 bps, 2133 bps, 533 bps, 106.66 bps, and 3.33 bps.
A 10.16 bps clock signal used in 1969 for the 1969 experiments and 1969 maneuver
diagnostic commutator is also generated. The 2f s output from the frequency divider
drives a pseudonoise (PN) generator which generates a continuously repeating 63-bit
pseudo random code. (The 63-bit code is equal in time duration to a 7-bit telemetry
work, giving nine PN bits to one data bit.) Data handling timing signals (bit sync,
word sync, interrogate, and dump) are derived from the PN code sequence and sent
to the '71 format programmer, '69 diagnostic commutator programmer and '69
maneuver diagnostic commutator programmer.
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The '71 format programmer also receives modecommandsignals from either the
C & S or commandsubsystems. It also receives signals from the tape recorder con-
trol unit andcore memory control unit. From the tape recorder control unit are
received two signals which indicate:
a. that valid playback data is present, or
b. the end of the tape stored data.
From the core memory control unit are received two signals which indicate:
a. that 39 minor frames (49,140 bits) of orbital mode engineering and non-scan
DAE datahave been stored, or
b. that the datahas been playedback three times.
The format programmer generates and/or distributes the timing and control signals
which:
a. determine the format of the '71 engineering data
b. determine the format of the transmitted data
The format programmer controls the commutator (described below) by generating the
high-speed deckaddress, thereby determining which portion of the commutator will be
used, and henceestablishes the engineering data format. Similiar format programmers
are used for control of the additonal '69 commutators.
3.2.3 DATA COLLECTIONAND STORAGE
The '71 commutator is a multispeed, multiposition device which time division multi-
plexes analog engineering measurements into the analog-to-digital converter. It con-
sists of a 90-position high-speeddeck, eleven 10-position medium-speed decks, and
five 20-position low-speed decks. The medium- and low-speed deck rates are 1/10
and 1/200 respectively, of the high speeddeck rate.
The A/D converter connectedto the '71 commutator digitally encodeseach commutated
analog input sample into a seven-bit binary word. This word is transferred, in parallel,
from the A/D converter to the transfer register. The event counters receive event
pulse engineeringdata from various subsystemsand encodethis data into binary words
by suitable counting logic. The event counters' contents are transferred, in parallel,
to the transfer register.
The transfer register is a parallel-input, serial-output device. Seven-bit input words
are received from the '71 A/D converter and event counters, and from registers in
other subsystems. The seven-bit word is shifted out serially, by the bit sync signal,
into the data selector.
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The output of the 1969 diagnostic engineering commutator and ADC replaces the 1971
non-scan DAE output in the '69 D H & S. This commutator has a high-speed deck with
30 positions which time-multiplexes additional '69 diagnostic signals into an associated
ADC. The ADC output is transferred serially to the data selector. Its format pro-
grammer allows the effective length of the high deck to be varied in a manner similar
to the '71 commutator. It receives timing signals and format commands from the '71
PNG and mode control. The commutator switches, ADC, and programmer utilize the
same basic hardware used in the corresponding '71 elements.
During the capsule relay test, simulated capsule data is received by the capsule relay
buffer (CRB) control. The CRB control routes the serial 10.16 bps simulated capsule
data into a capsule relay buffer. In the 1969 mission, the '71 capsule umbilical input
to the CRB control is used for two types of unique 1969 data (since no capsule is in-
cluded in 1 ,__1_o9) These are selected by command from the C & S. The first is "_-• l,ll_
data from the 1969 experiments. The second source is the 1969 maneuver diagnostic
commutator and ADC. The 1969 maneuver diagnostic commutator is a 10-position
high-speed deck of which 6 positions are used for the subcommutation inputs from six
10-position medium-speed decks. The commutator switches, A/D converter, and
programmer logic use the same hardware and design philosophy as the corresponding
'71 functional elements.
The capsule relay buffers are 99-bit shift registers which are loaded by bit sync re-
ceived from the data source. They are unloaded by bit sync from the '71 format
programmer into the data selector. The CRB control selects a pair of CRB's and
alternates their inputs, which are simultaneously inserted into the transmission format.
In the 1969 mission, no planet scan data is generated for storage. However, high-rate
engineering data requiring bulk storage is generated. The tape recorders and their
control are identical with those used in 1971.
The magnetic tape recorder (MTR) control receives data from the 1969 tape recorder
data selector. A command from the '69 tape data selector to record a fixed length
frame of data is alSo received. This command causes the MTR control to select one
of three MTR's and enables it to record the data. The MTR control causes the MTR's
to be consecutively loaded.
Each magnetic tape recorder (MTR) has a storage capacity of 200 frames (106 bits
per frame). They record at a single rate of 50 Kbps with a start/stop interval of 1
second or a one-second blank record interval between frames. They are played back
synchronously with bit and word sync received from the format programmer at one
of four command-selected rates 8533 bps, 4267 bps 2133 or 533 bps). During playback, they
generate serial data and a "data present" signal. This signal is used by the format
programmer to distinguish the playback of valid data from the playback of the tape
interval between frames. The MTR control commands the loaded MTR's to play back
consecutively. The playback data is sent to the data selector• The 1969 tape recorder
data selector receives commands from either the C & S or Command Subsystem to
select one of three high-rate sources. It routes the data to the MTR control for stor-
age after generating a "record" command and receiving a "recorder ready" signal
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from the MTR control. The three '69 high-rate data sources are as follows. First,
during engine burn intervals, 50,000 bps data from 18 vibration sensors is sampled
and digitized by the vibration data commutator and ADC.
This commutator is a 20-position single deck, providing 357 samples per second per
channel. The commutator is inhibited for 1-second intervals after each block of 106
bits.
The second high-rate source is the MTR test data PN generator. It generates a 106
bit PN sequence at 50,000 bps for storage on the tape recorder. This is used to simu-
late 1971 planet scan data in order to exercise and test the tape recorders.
The third high-rate source is the '69 earth orbit memory control. In the earth orbit
mission phases, data collected during the occultation of the DSIF is formatted into
28,665 bit blocks and stored by the tape recorders. This formatting is done by two
28,665-bit magnetic core memories identical to the core memories used in the 1971
D H & S described above. They are loaded at 106.66 bps and unloaded at 50,000 bps.
During the playback and transmission of a tape recorder data frame, minor frames of
'71 engineering data and '69 diagnostic data are collected at a total rate of 1/20 of
the transmission rate. This data is received from the '71 Data Selector by the '71
magnetic core memory (MCM) control and sent to a magnetic core memory, for
temporary storage. It is played back and transmitted during the interval between tape
data frames.
In addition, the MCM control receives 1971 maneuver engineering data at 3.33 bps
from the '71 Data Selector, during interplanetory spacecraft maneuvers, for storage
in a MCM as a backup to the simultaneous 3.33 bps transmission. The MCM control
also receives '69 maneuver diagnostic data at 10.1 bps for storage in an MCM. (This
is identical to the storage of capsule data in '71.)
Three magnetic core memories are provided in the basic '71 design, each having a
nominal store capacity of 28,665 bits. They may be serially loaded or unloaded at any
rate less than 100 Kbps. The MCM control selects and sequences the loading and
unloading of the MCM's in such a way as to functionally provide one 57.3-Kbit memory
and one 28.6-Kbit memory, to meet the functional requirements discussed above.
During the storage of data, the MCM control generates and inserts appropriate ground
synchronization preambles. Upon a memory dump command from C & S or the command
system, it causes the MCM's to be played back completely three times at 2133 bps.
Upon command from the '71 format programmer during playback of 106-bit tape frames,
it causes 39 minor frames of buffered real-time data to be played back once at the
transmission rate.
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3.2.4 TELEMETRY SIGNAL GENERATION
The '71 Data Selector receives the following serial data inputs:
a. Engineering data from the '71 transfer register
b. '69 diagnostic data from the '69 diagnostic commutator/ADC.
c. Approach guidance data from the G & C subsystem
d. Playback data from the magnetic tape recorder control
e. Temporarily stored data from the '71 magnetic core memory control
fo Simulated capsule data, "69 experiment data, or '69 maneuver diagnostic
data from the capsule relay buffer control
The data selector uses gate signals received from the format programmer to select
data inputs in the sequences and combinations required by the various mission phases.
The sequences and combinations available (transmission modes) are the same as
those defined for 1971. Two output serial PCM data streams are generated by the
data selector. The first is data for transmission which is sent to the MCM control or
the earth orbit memory control. When active, this output differs from the first to the
extent that it never contains storage playback data.
The subcarrier modulator PSK modulates a single square wave subcarrier received
from the frequency divider with the composite PCM data signal received from the data
selector and the PN code received from the PN generator. This single channel modu-
lator, identical with the '71 modulator, generates a telemetry signal containing both data
and synchronization information which is sent to the radio subsystem. This signal
phase-modulates the RF carrier of the prime S-band link to earth.
3.3 NORMAL MISSION SEQUENCE OF DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE
SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS
The description of how the data handling and storage subsystem will operate through
the 1969 mission is given in Table 3-1 by mission phase.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications to the 1971 data encoder necessary to meet
the test objectives of the Voyager 1969 test flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FDl10
VA233FD105
VD233FD106
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Telemetry Channel Assignment
Data Handling and Storage
Data Encoder Volume A
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
This section contains a functional description of the 1969 data encoder subsystem.
The 1969 flight test objectives are followed by a description of the differences be-
tween the 1969 and 1971 subsystems.
3.1.1 1969 FLIGHT TEST OBJECTIVES
The main objective of the data encoder subsystem in the 1969 test flight is to support
the data handling requirement of the various subsystems. The '69 test flight will
allow the data encoder to demonstrate successful long-life operation in the environ-
ment of space.
3.1.2 FUNCTIONS
The functions of the 1969 data encoder are basically the same as for the 1971 data
encoder. The '69 transmission modes have the same basic format with the capsule
and non-scan science data replaced with '69 unique diagnostic functions.
MANEUVER MODE (MODE I) - No capsule data; otherwise same as '71.
CRUISE MODE (MODE II) 90% engineering data. 10% science or
maneuver or relay data. Data rate = 106-2/3
to 8533 bps.
ORBIT MODE (MODE III) Playback of buffered and recorded Mode II
data or vibration data. Data rate = 533, 2133,
4267, 8533 bps.
CORE MEMORY DUMP MODE - No capsule data; otherwise same as '71.
(MODE IV)
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Diagram for 1969 Test Flight
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NON-SCANORBITAL MODE
(MODEV)
- No non-scan science; otherwise same as '71.
APPROACHGUIDANCEMODE - No capsuledata; otherwise same as '71.
(MODEVI)
3.1.3 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION AND '69 UNIQUE MAJOR
PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
The basic operation of the '69 data encoder is the same as the '71 encoder with the
additional functions as shown in Figure 3-1. These functional elements are physically
located in electronic bay 8, used in '71 for the DAE subsystem. This scheme allows
the '71 data encoder to be flown in its complete form with plug-in type units for the
additional elements required in the '69 test flight.
The 1969 diagnostic engineering commutator is a data source which replaces the 1971
non-scan science data. In Mode II, 25 words are read into the format from this source.
The Mode III format contains 90 words of data from the diagnostic engineering com-
mutator. In switching from Mode IH to Mode II the high deck of the commutator is
shortened from 30 to 25 positions. In Mode IH the 30 positions are cycled 3 times.
If necessary the commutator will contain medium decks subcommutated through the
30 high-speed positions. The commutator switches, A/D converter, and program-
mer logic design utilize the same basic hardware and design philosophy as the 71
subsystem.
A high-rate vibration data commutator is added to collectvibration data at a high rate
during engine burn. These data are stored on the tape recorder at 50 kbps. The
commutator contains 20 positions (18 data channels plus 2 sync channels) arranged in
a single deck. Due to the speed of operation (357.143 samples per second per chan-
nel), some redesign is necessary in the basic commutator switch and the ADC. A
serial ADC digitizingat the bit rate will be considered for this application. This
would result in a unique ADC for thisfunction. ADC and commutator switch designs
for operation at this speed willnot impose design problems which are beyond the
state oi the art.
The '69 maneuver diagnostic commutator is a data source which replaces the '71
capsule data. The data from this commutator is processed through the capsule relay
buffers in the same manner as the '71 capsule data is processed. The commutator
contains a 10-position high-deck of which 6 positions are used for subcommutation of
10-position medium-speed decks. The remaining 4 high-speed positions are available
for synchronization. The commutator switches, A/D converter, and programmer
logic design utilize the same basic hardware and design philosophy as the '71 sub-
system.
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4.0 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
The number and character of the '69 interfaces are the same as those for '71 with the
following additions:
INPUTS
Engineering Data 1969 engineering diagnostic data to the unique
commutators. The analog signal levels and
characteristics are the same as specified in
Volume A (VB233FD106).
Command-Control Increase data rate to 8533-1/3 (prime C&S,
backup CD)
OUTPUTS
HIGH-RATE VIBRATION DATA NRZ data to storage MTR from the high-rate
vibration data commutator.
MANEUVER DIAGNOSTIC DATA NRZ data to storage CRB from the '69
maneuver diagnostic commutator.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 RELIABILITY
The reliability of that part of the data encoder which is identical to the '71 data en-
coder is as given in Volume A (VB233FD106).
functions are as follows:
MANEUVER DIAGNOSTIC COMMUTATOR,
ADC, AND PROGRAMMER
ENGINEERING DIAGNOSTIC COMMUTATOR,
ADC AND PROGRAMMER
VIBRATION COMMUTATOR, ADC, AND
PROGRAMMER
The failure rates of the '69 unique
6.80/106 hr.
8.80/106 hr.
7.80/106 hr.
5.2 TRANSMISSION RATES
The '69 transmission rates are the same as given in Volume A for the 71 missions.
These rates are as follows:
8. 533 Kbps
4. 267 Kbps
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2.133 Kbps
533 - bps
106.66 - bps
3.33 - bps
In Mode HI, the real-time data is collected at 1/20 of the transmission rate.
5.3 TRANSMISSION MODES
The data format for each mode is given for the '71 mission in Volume A (VB233FD106).
The formats for the '69 test flight are the same with the capsule data replaced with
'69 maneuver diagnostic data, '69 experiment data, or relay data and the non-scan
science data replaced with the '69 engineering diagnostic data.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The size, weight, and power dissipation of that part of the subsystem which is identical
to the '71 data encoder are as given in Volume A (VB233FD106). The '69 unique ele-
ments will be packaged in the spacecraft bay reserved for the '71 DAE. Size, weight,
and power estimates for the unique elements are as follows:
SIZE .... 284 IN 3
WEIGHT .... 4.5 lbs.
PRIMARY POWER .... 3.5 WATTS of 2.4 Kc power.
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I.0 SCOPE
| I
This document describes the modifications and additions to the 1971 Data Storage Sub-
system required to meet the 1969 test flightobjectives.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB233FD107 Data Storage
VA233FD105 Data Handling and Storage
VA220SR101 Deisgn Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
VA220FD102 '69 Experiment Interface
VA220FD106 Capsule Interface
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The primary function of the 1969 Data Storage (D/S} Subsystem is the storage of binary
digital data as required by the '69 mission data handling requirements. A secondary
function is the testing of the '71 D/S Subsystem under mission conditions. The '69
D/S configuration is composed of a complete '71 subsystem plus the peripheral equip-
ment required to adapt it to the '69 functional requirements. It consists of magnetic
tape recorders (MTR's), magnetic core memories (MCM's), shift register buffers
{CRB's), and the controls and power supplies required for their operation. The '71
D/S subsystem is described in VB233FD107, Volume A.
3.1.1 FUNCTIONS
The '69 D/S Subsystem performs the functions listed below:
a. Storage of Spacecraft vibration data during launch and succeeding engine
burn intervals.
b. Storage of combined '71 cruise engineering, '69 diagnostic engineering, and
'69 low/rate experiment data during earth orbit transmission blackouts.
c. Buffering of '71 cruise and '69 diagnostic engineering data to allow multi-
plexing with playback of data stored.
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d. Rate buffering of '69 Maneuverdiagnostic or '69 experiment data to allow
their insertion into transmission formats.
e. Buffering of simulated capsule relay data for insertion into transmission
format.
f. Storage and replay of PN simulated scan data for magnetic tape recorder
(MTR) tests.
g. Generation of the MTR simulated scan data for MTR testing.
h. Generation of identifying preambles for identification of stored data blocks
during decommutation.
i. Generation of control and status signals to allow proper sequencing of stored
data into transmission formats.
3.1.2 BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The simplified block diagram of the '69 Data Storage Subsystem, Figure 3-1, shows
its basic functional elements and interface connections. The components to the right
of the dashed line constitute a '71 D/S subsystem, while the '69 unique components are
shown to the left of the line. The '71 system input lines are shown in the '69 configuration
connections, but are also identified b_ tbc_" function in the '71 system. A summary
of the basic operation of the '69 D/S subsystem is given in the following section, where
it is related to the mission sequence requirements developed in VA233FD105. Detailed
descriptions of the major physical elements are contained in the succeeding paragraphs.
3.1.2.1 CAPSULE RELAY BUFFER FUNCTIONS
The Capsule Relay Buffer Section functions as a formatting rate buffer basically as
described in Volume A, with the exception that no capsule umbilical data is received
in the '69 system. The umbilical input line accepts, instead, inputs from the CRB Data
Selector Switch consisting of either '69 maneuver diagnostic or '69 experiment data.
This data may be recieved at various rates, as discussed in VA233FD105.
In addition to the CRB Data Selector Switch, which functions on C & S or command
signal, the CRB Control also contains a command actuated switch which allows the
selection of the capsule radio relay as the CRB input.
3.1.2.2 MAGNETIC CORE MEMORY (MCM) FUNCTIONS
As in the '71 system, the MCM section consists of an MCM control and 3 MCM units.
The primary function of the MCM Storage is the buffering of data for multiplexing with
the playback of recorded data. The data buffered in this fashion is the combination
of '71 cruise engineering and '69 diagnostic engineering generated in earth orbital
operations and received from the Data Encoder.
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A secondary function of the MCM section is the storage of '71 maneuver engineering
data and '69 maneuver diagnostic data during transmission interruptions due to space-
craft maneuvers. This maneuver data is stored as described in Volume A, with the
10.16 bps '69 maneuver diagnostic data replacing the '71 cpausle data.
MCM dump operations are the same as in the '71 system.
3.1.2.2 MAGNETIC RECORDING FUNCTIONS
The internal functioning of the '71 Maglletic Tape Recorder (MTR) Section is as de-
scribed in Volume A. The '69 unique components consiting of the '69 MTR Data
Input Selector, MTR Test Data PN Generator, '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control, MCM
(4), and MCM (5) function to select the appropriate '69 data input channel and to format
the data for insertion to the '71 MTR section.
Launch and engine burn vibration data is recorded on one Magnetic Tape Recorder (MTR)
at a fixed 50 kbps rate in 106 bit blocks, separated by 1 second gaps. The '69 MTR
Data Input Selector controls the length of the recorded data blocks.
Combined '71 Cruise Engineering, '69 Diagnostic Engineering, and '69 low rate ex-
periment data is collected at 106 bps by the '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control and its
associated units MCM4 and MCM5 during earth orbit station blackouts. As each MCM
is filled,its 28,665 bit contents are transferred to the MTR Section for storage at
50 kpbs. The MTR units are stopped and started as in the storage of '71 orbital data.
During the deep space transmission tests, the MTR Test Data PN Generator generates
106 bit PN sequences to simulate planet scan data for storage in MTR units. This
data is then replayed as in the '71 orbital mode.
3.2 MAJOR PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
The major physical characteristics of the '71 section components of the '69 D/S sub-
system are as described in Volume A. The '69 unique elements are described in the
following sections.
3.2.1 '69 CRB DATA SELECTOR SWITCH
This element, on command or C & S signal, toggles the input of the '71 capsule um-
bilical line between the '69 Maneuver Diagnostic Commutator and the '69 Science En-
coder outputs. It is composed entirely of SIC elements.
3.2.2 '69 EARTH ORBIT MEMORY CONTROL
This element controls the formatting of blackout engineering data into 28,665 bit blocks
in its associated MCM units, and its subsequent transfer to the '69 MTR Data Input
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Selector. It togglesboth theinput and output lines uponreceipt of "memory filled"
signals, andprovides control signals to the '69 MTR Data Input selector. It is com-
pletely composedof SIC elements.
3.2.3 MCM (4} AND MCM (5)
The MCM units are identical to the '71 MCM units.
3.2.4 '69 MTR DATA INPUT SELECTOR
This element selects either '69 vibration data, block formatted engineering data, or
MTR PN test data on command. It also generates the timing for 106 bit vibration data
blocks, andthe control signals for its input units.
3.2.5 MTR TEST DATA PN GENERATOR
The MTR test data is generated as a 106bit PN sequenceuponrequest from the MTR
Data Input Selector. The generator is a 20 stageSIC PN generator.
3.2.6 '69 D/S POWERSUPPLY
This supply is identical to the '71 D/S Power supply.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The interface definitions for the '69 D/S system are the same as given in volume
VB233FD107, Section 4., with the exceptions noted below. Reference should be made
to Figure 3-1 of this volume.
4.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
The '71 interfaces are altered in that the '71 DAE and Capsule Umbilical input con-
nections are transferred to other '69 D/S components; which in turn interface with the
'69 Maneuver Data Commutator, the '69 Vibration Data Commutator, the '69 experiment
Encoder, and the '71 Data Encoder. In addition, the '69 D/S components require a
C & S Command interface for their operation. These altered and additional interfaces
are detailed below. The input and signal characteristics are as in the '71 system.
Names of '69 D/S components are underlined.
4.1.1 SIGNAL INPUTS TO THE D/S SUBSYSTEM
4.1.1.1 ALTERATIONS OF '71 DEFINTIONS: See Table in Volume A.
a. The '71 MCM Flare Data, Flare Data Sync, and Store Flare Signal lines
are permanetly tied to signal ground in the '69 system.
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Figure 3-1. Data Storage Subsystem-1969 Modification
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b. The '71 MTR Scan Data, Scan Data Sync, MTR start, Scan Frame End Signal,
and Scan Data Gap Signal are received from the '69 MTR Data Input Selector.
c. The '71 Capsule Umbilical Data and Sync lines are connected to the '69 CRB
Data Selector Switch.
4.1.1.2 ADDITIONS TO '71 DEFINITIONS:
a. The '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control receives '69 Blackout Engineering Data
and Bit Sync from the D/E.
b. The '69 MTR Data Input Selector receives Vibration Data and Bit Sync from the
'69 Vibration Data Commutator.
c. The '69 CRB Data Selector Switch receives Data Bit Sync from the '69
Maneuver Diagnostic Commutator and from the '69 Science Encoder.
d. The '69 C & S and Command Systems furnish the following additional inputs
to the '69 D/S subsystem:
1. "CRB Select Maneuver Data" signal to the '69 CRB Data Selector Switch.
2. "MTR Select Vibration Data", "MTR Select PN Test Data", and MTR
Select Engineering Data" signals to the '69 MTR Data Input Selector.
3. "Format Blackout Data" signal to the '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control.
4.1.2 SIGNAL OUTPUTS FROM THE D/S SUBSYSTEM
See Table in Volume A
4.1.2.1 ALTERATIONS OF '71 DEFINITIONS
The Flare Data Present MCM Control engineering u_,__ ...... ,,_,_.,*_"'+I_" deleted in _9.
4.1.2.2 ADDITIONS TO '71 DEFINTIONS
The following nine engineering data outputs are provided for the '69 mission:
a. "Tape Motion Indication" analog signal from each MTR. (3)
b. "Powe." Amplifier Supply Voltage" analog signal from each MTR. (3)
c. "+3.5, -3.0, +28.v Levels" Analog signals from D/S power supply. (3)
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4.1.3 POWERINPUTS TO THE D/S SUBSYSTEM
The '69 D/S equipmentrequires a maximum additional 3.5 w of 2400 cy power at the
tranformer primary of the '69 D/S power supply.
4.2 MECHANICAL INTERFACE
The '69 D/S equipment is located in Bay 8.
4.3 THERMAL INTERFACE
The '69 D/S equipmentwill require the dissipation of 3.5w.
4.4 UMBILICAL INTERFACE
There is no alteration of the '71 definition.
4.5 DIRECT ACCESSINTERFACE
In addition to the direct accesspoints provided for the '71 system, the following points
are required by the '69 system.
a. +3.5v, -3.0v, and +28v. voltage waveforms from the '69 D/S power supply.
b. OutputNREdata and bit sync from '69 MTR Data Input Selector.
5_0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 '71 SECTION
The performance parameters for the '71 section of the D/S subsystem are the same as
given in Volume A.
5.2 MCM(4) AND MCM(5)
The performance parameters for MCM(4) and MCM(5) are identical to those for the
' 71 Me M units.
5.3 RELIABILITY
5.3.1 '71 SECTION
The reliability analysis of the '71 section is presented in Volume A.
5.3.2 MCM(4) AND MCM(5)
The MTBF of the MCM units are the same as those for the '71 MCM units.
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5.3.3 '69 D/S POWERSUPPLY
The failure rate is the sameas that of the '71 D/S supply.
5.3.4 '69 COMPONENTS
The following are the estimated failure rates of the '69 uniqueD/S components.
a. '69 CRB Data Selector Switch: 0. 075%/103hrs.
b. '69 Earth Orbit Memory Control: 0.250%/103hrs.
c. '69 MTR Data Input Selector: 0.250%/103hrs.
d. MTR Test Data PN Generator: 0. 125%/103hrs.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
6. i. 1 SIZE, WEIGHT AND LOCATION
The '71 section is identical to that described in Volume A. The '69 unique equipment
is physically located in Bay 8. Its volume is two trays (284 in3) and its weight is
10 lbs.
6.1.2 PAC KAGING
The packaging is identical to that employed in the '71 system.
6.1.3 POWER
The _69 unique equipment requires a maxLmum of 4.5 w of 2400 cy during 50KC MCM
dump operations. Its standby power is 500 mw. The '71 section requires the power
levels detailed in Volume A, except that the 8.25 w. 100 KC MCM flare data load
operations are not required.
6.2 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
The operational characteristics are identical to those of the '71 system.
7.0 VALUE OF '69 TEST TO '71 MISSION
The '69 test flight will serve to confirm that the '71 D/S Subsystem will operate in a
deep space environment. In particular, the effect of the environment and long periods
of inactivity on the magnetic tape recorders may be determined.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document summarizes the operation of the Guidance and Control System of the
1969 Voyager mission. The several subsystem comprising the Guidance and Control
System are defined and their relation to one another is described. This description of
the Guidance and Control subsystems is done in relation to the 1971 Voyager mission,
and only differences are defined herein.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA2 llSR101
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VB234FD101
VB234FD102
VA234FD104
VB234FD105
VB234FD106
VA234FD108
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Guidance and Control Subsystem
Attitude Control Subsystem
Attitude Control Cold Gas Jet Subsystem
Autopilot
Approach Guidance
Articulation
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The 1969 Voyager Guidance and Control System is comprised of five subsystems:
a. Attitude Control
b. Attitude Control Cold Gas Jet
c. Autopilot
d. Approach Guidance
e. Articulation
These subsystems are essentially the same as those of the 1971 Voyager; only the
differences are described in this document. The relation between these subsystems is
identical to that which exists in the 1971 system described in VB234FD101.
The approach guidance subsystem and autopilot subsystem are not described in the
subsequent subsystem descriptions in Volume D. The approach guidance subsystem
is identical to that of the 1971 mission but a complete test of the subsystem in con-
junction with the orbit determination system is probably not possible since an approach
of Mars will not take place. After a final, reasonably precise orbit selection has been
made there is some possibility that a sufficiently bright celestial body will be located
in the proper direction, at some point in the orbit, to represent Mars. In such an
event, a complete test of the approach guidance equipment is possible. However, the
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likely hood of a celestial body being at an appropriate location of the proper magnitude
is not known. In any event the sun and Canopus portions of the guidance sensor will
provide outputs which will be telemetered to Earth to test the system,
The autopilot subsystem can probablybe identicalto the 1971 design if the 1969 space-
craft mass properties can be kept within the bounds specified in VA220SR102. De-
tailed autopilot design will define the degree of tolerance to mass property changes.
At most it may dictate a minor gain and compensation change. The specific degree
of change, however, is not known at this time since neither the autopilot nor the
structure has been designed in sufficient detail. It is expected that these changes will
be small since the 1969 spacecraft dynamics are being designed for similarity to the
1971 spacecraft.
Since a valid, dynamic autopilot test is very difficult to perform in the one 'g' field
which exists on earth, the 1969 test shot can be very significant for the autopilot
evaluation. In view of this the mass properties of the 1969 vehicle at main engine
operation were made as close as possible to the 1971 spacecraft properties at injec-
tion into Mars orbit. The change in mass properties of the vehicle also affect the
limit cycle operation of the attitude control system for a constant torquing system
which is the concept used. In 1969, the attitude control subsystem control accelera-
tions in Earth orbit are made equal to those in cruise of the 1971 mission. The 1969
space cruise control accelerations are then equivalent to the Mars orbit control
accelerations of the 1971 spacecraft.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications of the Attitude Control Sub-system required
to provide desired performance for the Voyager '69 mission, and identifies those tests
which would be desirable.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220FB 101
VB234FD102
VA211SR 101
VA220SR 101
VA220SR 102
VA234FD101
Standard Trajectories
(Volume A) Attitude Control Subsystem
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Guidance and Control Subsystems
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The ACS for the '69 mission is the same as that of the '71 mission, defined in VB234FD102,
with several minor exceptions. Changes in the Cold Gas Jet Subsystem are required for
desired attitude control performance. These changes, detailed in VA234FD104, Cold
Gas Jet Subsystem, include lower thrust nozzles to adjust the earth orbit control angular
accelerations to nominal '71 interplanetary cruise values. Minor changes in ACS include
a. Telemetry conversion to provide high resolution of attitude error signals (for
accuracy in testing maneuver modes)
bo Switching to provide simulation of a failed cold gas solenoid valve (this change
might be made in CGJS by inserting a latching shut-off valve in one of the
redundant systems).
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
See VB234FD102, Volume A.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The performance parameters of the ACS are identical to those of the '71 mission with
the exception that control acceleration does not increase significantly since the large
change in inertia associated with capsule separation does not occur in '69. Control
acceleration during earth orbit is therefore set at the low (nominal) value during orbit
mode, whereas during Mars orbit mode of the '71 mission the control acceleration is
at its maximum value. The supporting calculations are shown on section 9.0.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
See VB234FD102, Volume A.
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7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
See VB234FD102, Volume A.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The 1969 test mission provides an opportunity to test a number of capabilities of the
ACS on a configuration which is relatively unchanged from the 1971 mission configuration.
The primary areas of interest for ACS testing are listed below; followed by a discussion
of method and results to be obtained.
a. Maneuver and inertial mode accuracy.
b. Orbit mode performance under various disturbance torque conditions, includ-
ing control during reference occultations.
c. Performance in cruise mode, including demonstration of long life capability.
d. Performance during recovery from Lander separation transient.
e. Demonstrate back-up capabilities.
8.1 MANEUVER AND INERTIAL MODE ACCURACY
It is desirable to determine that attitude maneuvers can indeed be made within the
specified accuracy requirements since both trajectory corrections, lander impact,
orbit insertion, and orbit correction all depend on this maneuver. In particular lander
separation and orbit insertion is accomplished only once per mission; errors cannot
be corrected by repeated maneuvers.
It is planned that five maneuvers will be made during the earth-orbital phase for the
specific purpose of determining accuracy. Each would consist of a pair of "out-and-
back" maneuvers, terminating nominally at the re[erence null a_itude. Errors will be
measured by telemetry of the attitude error signals of each reference sensor. Com-
parison of terminal error with initial error (deadband position) will indicate maneuver
accuracy. Initial maneuvers will be small, such that the celestial bodies will be within
the field of view of the sensor when the reverse maneuver is complete. Magnitude of
maneuvers will then be increased until a magnitude is possibly attained when errors
result in this condition not being met. Analysis of data will provide a basis for con-
fidence in the '71 mission maneuver success, or indicate areas where improvement
may be necessary. These maneuvers will also provide a basis for prediction of ac-
curacy of '69 mission insertion and correction maneuvers.
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8.2 ORBIT MODEPERFORMANCE
The earth orbit parameters specified indicate gravity gradient and aerodynamic dis-
turbance torques on the order of 4 x 10-3 and 7 x 10-3 peak foot lbs respectively
which are considerably higher than those anticipated in Mars orbit. The minimum
torques encounteredat apogeeare more nearly equal to those anticipated in Mars
orbit. Thus, the ACSoperation in this disturbance torque environment will demon-
strate its capability over a muchwider range of torques than will be required of it in
the '71 mission lending confidence in the prime mission performance. According to
VA220FB101,StandardTrajectories, occultation of the Sunwill occur during every
orbit, providing ample test of holding in inertial mode. Occultation time will be on the
order of 40 minutes. While occultation of Canopusis not anticipated, the Canopus-
spacecraft - earth tangentangle is less than 35° for periods of time up to 37 minutes,
after the fifteenth day. In general, the small Canopus-Earth angle occurs immediately
after Sunoccultation. If the tracker as implemented for Voyager does not have capa-
bility to track this close to earth, either additional shielding may be used or roll
inertial control must be commandedduring suchperiods. (The '71 ACSdoes not re-
quire automatic indication of approaching loss of track due to planetary interference
since the angleof concern in the selected Mars orbit assumes that this angle is al-
ways greater than35°).
8.3 CRUISEMODEPERFORMANCE
Of interest here is the demonstration of gas consumption rate to be expectedin the
long - term low disturbance condition andthe long life capability of the ACS. These
demonstrations are of particular interest since voyager will not carry a passive con-
trol system suchas solar vanes.
Additional instrumentation to indicate the number of valve operations may be
desirable.
8.4 LANDER SEPARATION
While the response of the ACS to lander separation transients should be known with
good confidence, this test will be included as a demonstration using various magni-
tudes of impulse to demonstrate the limits of capability. Angular impulses of various
magnitudes will be imparted, by using pneumatic equipment and controlling the valve
on periods for predetermined lengths of time. Overshoots approaching undesirable
magnitude will be detected by readout of the gyro gimbal angles. It is planned to pro-
vide for three values of angular impulse - that which represents a maximum ACS re-
covery capability, that which represents maximum ACS capability with a failed jet
(capability to simulate a failed jet may be built into the '69 mission ACS), and a value
corresponding to roughly one-half the latter value. Since the least complex mechaniza-
tion of variable impulse insertion is based on variable time of jet operation, and since
the C & S time resolution is one second, the minimum impulse would require one second
and the other values two and three seconds respectively. The actual impulses must be
changed from projected '71 values to be consistent with '69 mission angular acceleration
{which will be lower since no capsule is carried.)
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8.5 BACK-UP MODES
Several operational modesare included in the '71 ACS to provide operational (func-
tional) reliability including:
a. CommandDecoder control of maneuvers
b. Roll gyro increment commandcapability
c. Leadnetwork compensationin caseof rate gyro failure
d. Loss of gas jet
e. Roll search inhibit integrator
The first three of these can and will be demonstrated in the '69 test mission, in order
to determine that each is functionally capable of providing back-up control, and to de-
termine the extent of system operational capability when they are in use. Simulation
of loss of a gas jet would require modification of the ACS or the Cold Gas Jet sub-
system. One latching shut-off valve controlling gas from one of the redundant tanks
would accomplish this. Electronic circuitry to control the valve would be required.
This would be useful also in the tests of paragraph 8.4. Demonstration of the roll
search inhibit integrator is not judged to be important in flight test since it can be
easily demonstrated in the laboratory.
9.0 SUPPORTING ANALYSIS
9.1 EFFECT OF EXTERNAL DISTURBANCE TORQUES
The most significant external disturbance torques are those due to gravity gradient,
aerodynamic drag, interaction of the satellite magnetic moment with the geomagnetic
field, and solar pressure. The first three will generally occur at the same point in
orbit, that is, at perigee.
9.2 GRAVITY GRADIENT
One of the largest external torques for the earth-orbiting phase of the 1969 test vehicle
will be that due to the gravity gradient. A computer program used to obtain the time
history of the angular momentum gives the following values of rectified angular
momentum:
H = 2.413 ft. lb. sec./orbit
X
H = 1,496 ft. lb. sec./orbit
Y
H = .564 ft. lb. sec./orbit
Z
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A rectified value must be used since any changefrom a given condition must be com-
pensatedfor regardless of the algebraic sign of the change. To obtain the rectified
value, then, all changesare addedarithmetically. This is because in a mass expulsion
control system, no advantagecanbe taken of the cyclic nature of the torque. Thetotal
vehicle momentumper day, due to gravity gradient is then:
6 (2.413+ 1.496+ .564) = 27.2 ft.lb.sec./day
The largest disturbance torque occurs about the pitch axis and is approximately
4 x 10 -3 ft.lbs. A plot of the angular momentum about each axis is given in figures
9-1 through 9-3. The system and orbit parameters are noted on the curve for the
pitch axis.
9.3 MAGNETIC TORQUE
The geomagnetic field will interact with the satellite magnetic moment to produce an
external torque on the vehicle. A design criterion is that each of the assemblies and
components may have a magnetic field not to exceed one gamma as measured at three
times the average dimension from the surface. A reasonable limit on the magnetic
field of the spacecraft may be assumed to be 5 gammas. For an average component
dimension of 20"x 6" x 1.25", the magnetic moment is calculated to be 17.8 pole-cm,
or .0178 amp-meter2.
If the geomagnetic field is assumed to be due to an earth-centered dipole, the equation
of the flux density is:
--B = R3m -3r (r •
where
K
m
1015= 8.06 x weber-meter
R = distance to spacecraft from geocenter, meters
."7-
1
m
= unit vector in direction of geomagnetic moment
."7-
1
r
= unit vector in direction of spacecraft position
Peak torque will occur at that position in orbit where the longitude of the spacecraft
is the same as that of the geomagnetic moment. If we assume an earth-centered co-
ordinate system such that +x is a unit vector in the equatorial plane at the longitude
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of the geomagneticmoment, and + y is a unit vector in the direction of the North
geographic pole, then the expression for the desired unit vectors are:
1 = sin 11.7 ° x + cos 11.7 ° y
m
1 = cos 36.6 ° x+ sin 36.6 ° y
r
where the inclination of the orbit plane is given as 36.6 ° for a perigee of 200 nautical
miles, the value of B is given by:
]BI = 4.26 x 10 -5 webers/meter 2
The peak torque is then
T = .737 M x IBI
-2 -5 -7
T = .737 x 1.78 x 10 x 4.26 x 10 = 5.6 x 10 ft. lbs.
This peak will occur at the same point in orbit as the gravity gradient torque. Since
it is approximately four orders of magnitude below that due to gravity gradient its
effect may be neglected.
9.4 ATMOSPHERIC DRAG
The disturbing torque on the vehicle is greatest during perigee passage. For the case
where the vehicle angle of attack is 45 ° with respect to its velocity vector, the atmos-
pheric drag torque is maximum. This case is shown in Figure 9-4. The atmospheric
forces acting upon the spacecraft are essentially zero 10 minutes before perigee
passage and 10 minutes after perigee passage. From the curve, the rise in the atmos-
pheric disturbing torque is shown as a function of time rising to a peak of 6.8 x 10 -3
foot pounds at perigee passage. The total integrated torque due to atmospheric drag
is then the area under the curve which amounts to approximately 2.1 foot pound
seconds per revolution of the spacecraft about the earth.
9.5 SOLAR PRESSURE TORQUE
Since the spacecraft will be placed in earth orbit, the solar pressure torque is es-
sentially constant during the 4 hour period of revolution of the spacecraft about the
earth. Naturally the solar pressure torque goes to zero if the spacecraft should enter
the earth's shadow. The magnitude of the solar pressure force acting upon 196 feet2
of spacecraft surface area is 2.4 x 10-5 pounds. If the exposed area of the vehicle is
symmetrical about the centerline, the force will act through the centerline. The offset
of the center of gravity is .067 feet. The torque then becomes 1.6 x 10 -6 foot pounds.
A more reasonable assumption is that the total resultant solar force vector will not
10 of 13
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pass through the spacecraft centerline. More probably, it will not pass parallel to
the vehicle centerline but as much as 1 foot away from it. The resultant torque due
to solar pressure, is then 2.4 x 10 -5 foot pounds and the total integrated torque per
revolution of the spacecraft about the earth is 0.35 foot pound seconds. The total
momentum imparted to the vehicle by the disturbance torques is then 27.2 + 12.8
+ 2.1 = 42.1 ft lb sec/day.
9.6 ESTIMATE OF VOYAGER 1969 ATTITUDE CONTROL IMPULSE REQUIREMENT
An estimate of the impulse requirements of the Voyager 1969 vehicle has been made.
The results may be summarized as follows:
Source
Initial acquisition
Attitude Control Check Maneuvers (]0)
Midcourse Maneuvers (5)
Reacquisitions (5)
Limit cycle in transit
Gravity gradient in orbit
Aerodynamic drag in orbit
Solar Pressure Torque
Limit cycle in orbit
Accumulated Momentum
696
310
155
8O8
97
1632
780
375
16
4869 ft lb sec
The results are based on the following parameters and assumptions.
1969 Earth orbit 6700 x 200 nm
Orbit time - 60 days
Transit Time - 180 days
Control Acceleration - .225 mr/sec 2
Jet minimum on-time - 30 ms
Position deadbands _: 8 mr
12 of 13
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Momentsof Inertia
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Initial rates - 50 mr/sec
Maneuver rate - 3 mr/sec
Roll search rate - 1.7mr/sec
IZ - 1906slug-ft 2
IX - 1343 slug-ft 2
Iy - 1136 slug-ft 2
Orbit inclination 36.6 °
S/C assumed to be in worst attitude for aerodynamic drag
Efficiency of gas usage assumed to be 33%
Since the impulse requirement for the 1971 spacecraft is 7595 ft-lb-sec, and the
moment arms are essentially identical, a wide margin is available in the storage
capacity for the 1969 spacecraft.
13 of 13
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications to the Voyager '71 Cold Gas Jet Subsystem
to meet the Voyager '69 requirements and constraints.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA234FD101 Guidance and Control Subsystem
VA234FD102 Spacecraft Attitude Control Subsystem
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VB234FD104 _ Cold Gas Jet Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The Cold Gas Jet Subsystem will perform the following functions:
a. Apply torques to the spacecraft upon receipt of electrical signals
b. Simulate capsule separation angular impulse
3.1 ATTITUDE CONTROL COLD GAS JET SUBSYSTEM
Refer to Paragraph 3.1, VB234FD104, Volume A.
3.2 CAPSULE SEPARATION IMPULSE SIMULATOR
The simulator, upon appUcation of electrical signal, will apply a nominal impulse of
8 * 4 ft-lb-sec, to the vehicle. Enough gas will be provided for repeated operations.
Impulse variation will be accomplished by changing thrusting time.
The simulator will consist of a gas storage reservoir, fill valve, filter, pressure
transducer, pressure regulator, two solenoid valve in parallel, and one nozzle.
3.3 COMPONENT DESIGN
This paragraph is the same as Paragraph 3.3, VB234FD104 except explosive valves
will not be utilized.
3.4 ASSEMBLY CONSIDERATION
This paragraph is the same as Paragraph 3.4, VB234FD104, except flexible tubing will
be utilized to allow flexing at the solar paddle hinges.
2 of 4
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 MECHANICAL
Nozzle alignment with spacecraft structure.
4.2 ELECTRICAL
4.2.1 SOLENOID VALVES - INPUT
30 to 45 V power from attitude control electronics.
4.2.2 PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
a. Input: 3.2V from attitude control electronics.
b. Output: 0 - 3.2V to data handling and storage.
4.3 THERMAL
Strip heaters - power from Temperature Control Subsystem
4.4 OSE
Charging Attitude Control Cold Gas Jet Subsystem gas reservoir to required pressure
- Freon - 14 @ 2500 psia and 70 ° F.
Impulse simulator - gaseous nitrogen @ 500 psi and 70 ° F.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5. i ATTITUDE CONTROL COLD GAS JET SUBSYSTEM
The attitude control cold gas jet subsystem will impart an angular acceleration of. 225
m rad/sec 2 to the spacecraft in earth orbit configuration, i.e., no capsule and full
main propulsion tanks. This corresponds to the accelerations used in '71 cruise con-
figuration; i. e., with '71 capsule aboard. Thus, it is desired to reduce the torque level
on the '69 test spacecraft. The change will be accomplished by changing the nozzle
throat diameter and re-setting pressure regulators. Other components wo uld remain
unchanged between the '69 and '71 spacecraft. Other considerations discussed in
Paragraph 5.0 of VB234FD104 apply.
5.2 IMPULSE SIMULATOR NOZZLE
The impulse simulator nozzle generating a thrust of 1 pound will be located on a 4 ft.
moment arm. A firingduration of 2 seconds will impart an angular impulse of 8 ft-lb-
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secondsto the vehicle. Thrust duration will be varied between i and3 secondscor-
responding to an impulse variation of 4 to 12 ft-lb-seconds. Thrust level will be held
constant by using a regulated gas pressure.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 WEIGHT
Same as Paragraph 6.1 of VB234FD104 except weight shown for Separation Propulsion
Unit is replaced by weight of impulse simulator of 5 lbs.
6.2 POWER CONSUMPTION
Peak power consumption will be 60 watts with negligible average power demand.
Other considerations (Leakage, Volume, Cleanliness) same as Paragraph 6.0 of
VB234 FD 104.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Refer to VB234FD104.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The value of flying cold gas jet hardware on the '69 vehicle is in acquiring experience
with the '71 hardware, finding weak or marginal components or processes, subjecting
hardware to flight conditions, and gaining performance and reliability data.
The contribution of the impulse simulator is in testing with the disturbance impulse
that is generated by capsule separation.
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM LEVEL FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
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*These sections not included; t_y are identical to corresponding sections of
VB234FD108 except as noted in Section 3.0.
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1.0 SCOPE
The following is a description of articulation subsystem operation during the 1969 test
flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB234FD108
VA211SR101
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA234FD101
Articulation Subsystem Functional Description
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Guidance and Control Subsystem
3.0 ARTICULATION SUBSYSTEM- 1969 MISSION
The articulation subsystem for the 1969 mission will be essentially the same as that
used for v71 and v73. A detailed description of this subsystem will be found in
VB234FD108.
3.1 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 69 CONFIGURATION AND vT1, AND v73
CONFIGURATIONS
In the v71, 173 configurations, the Planet Scan Platform (PSP) is not deployed until
after all engine firings have been executed; therefore, in that design, there is no
provision for preventing PSP gimbal motion due to thrust induced torque. However,
the High Gain Antenna (HGA) is deployed during engine firings. There is provision
for "stalling" the HGA gimbal motors, so as to prevent gimbal motion. The "stalling"
feature is inherently available in all of the gimbal motors. This feature will be made
use of in the PSP motors as well as the HGA motors for the 169 configuration. Suit-
able signals for energizing the motors in the "stalled" mode are available in the HGA
igimbal control. These same signals will be used for energizing the PSP gimbal motors.
3.2 OPERATION IN EARTH ORBIT
The Planet Scan Platform (PSP) will be deployed during the Earth orbit phase of the
mission.
The gimbal arrangement for the PSP is such that for most of the orbit phase the in-
struments of the PSP can be operated much the same as in orbit about Mars. (i.e.
The instruments can be oriented to the local vertical for that portion of the orbit
where the subspacecraft point is anywhere on the sunlit side, and within 10 o of the
terminators on the night side of the earth.)
At all times when the gimbal angles permit articulation to the local vertical, the PSP
will be operated in its primary as well as its backup mode. When gimbal angle ranges
do not permit orientation to the local vertical, the PSP gimbals will be exercised in
their backup modes.
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The High Gain Antenna (HGA) is not normally deployed until after the spacecraft is in
its heliocentric projectory° However, in the 1969 mission it must be deployed during
the oribting phase (about the Earth) because of center of mass considerations. After
deployment, the antenna gimbals will be exercised so as to accumulate running time
experience in a space environment. During exercise maneuvers of the spacecraft,
the High Gain Antenna will be used to confirm proper execution of the maneuver. This
will be accomplished by orienting the antenna such that in the proper maneuver attitude
the antenna main lobe will sweep through a DSIF station at a particular time in the
orbit. This procedure is also planned to verify spacecraft attitude before engine firing
to leave earth orbit.
3.3 OPERATION DURING CRUISE PHASE
During the cruise phase (heliocentric projectory) PSP gimbals will be exercised so as
to accumulate running time experience in a space environment. In this phase of the
mission, there will be no operational function for the PSP gimbals.
The High Gain Antenna gimbals will be used operationally in the same way as they will
be used in the '71 and '73 missions.
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1.0 SCOPE
This functional description pertains to the 1969 Voyager spacecraft power subsystem.
Where the functional description is identical to that contained in VB236FD101, Volume A,
reference is made to Volume A.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA211SR101
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VB236FD101
Mission Objectives and
Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
1971 Voyager Power Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 REQUIREMENTS
Load requirements for each mission phase are presented in Table 3-1.
3.2 POWER FLOW
The power system block diagram is similar to that described in Volume A with the
following exceptions:
a. Only two of the three batteries and associated charge regulators are used. The
number of related telemetry and command channels are adjusted accordingly.
b. The solar array takes the form of eight deployable panels. These are described
later.
c. Power control switching to the Capsule payload is deleted. Substitute "1969
Experiments" for the Science payload.
3.3 BATTERY CHARGING
Similar to Volume A except the charger current limit is set at 1.1 amperes for each
battery. With the removal of charge to one battery by command, the current limit on
the second battery automatically readjusts to 2.2 amperes.
3.4 through 3.6 same as Volume A.
3.7 OPERATIONAL MODES
Similar to Volume A. Prolonged operation occurs near-earth with possible occultations.
Battery load sharing is avoided by excess array capability initially and by proper load
sequencing during later cruise phases if required.
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3.8 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
3.8.1 SOLAR ARRAY
Six of the eight deployable panels each contair six solar cell strings consisting of a ma-
trix of 2 X 2 centimeter cells arranged with 5-cell submodules and 108 submodules in
series. Each string is divided into 3 transverse rows containing 36 submodules each.
The arrangement is shown in Figure 3-1. The seventh panel is shorter by 3 rows
(5 strings total);the eighth panel is longer by 3 rows (7 strings total). This is done to
permit solar pressure balance with the large dish antenna deployed.
The total number of 2 X 2 centimeter cells used is 25,920.
In other respects the solar array is similar to that described in Volume A.
3.8.2 ZENERREGULATORS
The approach is similar to that described in Volume A. A separate zener regulator is
used for each solar string resulting in 48 monoblocks. Only two strings of 7.0 volt
zeners are used in each monoblock along with solar string isolation diodes. The mono-
blocks are mounted on the back panel face in regions close to associated solar strings.
3.8.3 BATTERIES
Same as Volume A. Only two batteries are used.
3.8.4 CHARGE REGULATOR
Same as Volume A except current limit is 1.1 amperes for both regulators operating
and 2.2 amperes for one regulator operating.
3.8.5 through 3.8.11 same as Volume A.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
4.1 TELEMETRY MEASUREMENTS
Same as Volume A except delete:
Item No.
8
12
15
18
25
26
41 - 44
Measurement
Capsule Current
Battery 3 Voltage Coarse
Battery 3 Voltage Fine
Battery 3 Current
Battery 3 Temp.
Battery 3 Temp.
Charge Regulator #3 State
4 of 15
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% Boo, PANEL DEPLOYED
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(-)
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DELETE FOR PANEL #7
NOTES:
1. 5 - 2 x 2 CM CELLS PER SUBMODULE
Figure 3-1. Panel Cell Arrangement
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4.2 COMMANDREQUIREMENTS
Sameas Volume A except delete:
Item No.
9
10
11
12
K2
K2
Also, substitute "1969 Experiments" for Science.
4.3 UMBILICAL DISCONNECTREQUIREMENTS
Sameas Volume A except delete:
Item No.
10
13
4.4 DIRECT ACCESSREQUIREMENTS
Sameas Volume A except delete:
Item No.
8
12
24
49 - 57
4.5 through 4.7 same as Volume A.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 SIZING ANALYSIS
Function
Turn off Charge Regulator #3
Setting A " " "
Setting B " " "
Setting C " " "
on - Power to Capsule
off - " " "
Function
Battery #3 Voltage
Battery #3 Temperature
Function
Battery #3 Current
Charge Regulator #3 - off,
A, B, or C setting
K2 switch monitor
Battery #3 cell voltage monitors
The method of calculating the required battery and array capacity are tile same as those
used for the 1971 power supply. The loads and array power requirements are sum-
marized in the Energa2 Balance Table, Table 5-1. The battery charging power was cal-
culated using an orbit period of 4 hours, and a maximum shadow time of 42.8 minutes.
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Table 5-1. Energy Balance Table
Mission Phase
I 24OO cpsInverter
I 400 pps, 2_Inverter
L BuckRe_|ator
_ Bat tarT
l BatteryChar_er
Earth orbit
Launch Test
To Solar Spacecraft Spacecraft Orbit orbit Early
Acqatsltlon Day Night Adjure P_laYLtnk Eject Crmse
2400 cps Inverter Loads:
Science I0.0
Radlo 29. S 26.8
l_lay
Dzga Haadlmg 22.5 23.9
Guidance _d Control 17.6 24.2
Command 2O,2 2O.2
Contrvllerl sr.d Sequeacer 20, 0 2O. 0
l_rotvchatc Control 2, 0 2. O
Power 6ynchro_zer 5, 0 5. O
Thermal Coat rvl I0.0
_ Inverter Load Subtotal 117,1 144.7
Harr_ss Lo_s I 2 1.4
TUlLI Inverter Output 118.3 144. I
_._.___4 E[fictency .96 .97Therm_ Lc_s 19.2 20, 8
Tc4al 2400 cps Invert_ _ut 137.6 1_.9
4OO cpa, 3_0 Inverter Loads.
Guidance _d Control 9.0 9.0
Data Haadlmg 5.0
Science _. 0
)-'--'-- Inverter Lobar Sub_ot_ 9.6 20.0
Harness Loas . I .2
)------- To,at Inverter Oatpta 9.1 2O. 2
__.__4 E fflclency .72 . S0Tbe_at Loss 3.6 5.O
Total 4OO cps, 3 o Inverter Input 12.7 25.2
Total Buck Regulator Output 150.3 190. l
_.__4 Efflclency .85 .66ThemaJ LOs8 22.9 2_. 1
Total Buck I_ogtfl_aor Input 174.2 21_. 2
-- Unregulated D.C. Loads:
P.adlo 57.O 14S.0
I
_------ Unre_ D_ C* Load 6ubtoCal 37.0 145, 0
_ Harnes_ toss ._ 1.3
Un_gulatad D.C. Loads 57.6 146.0
Un egulated D.C. Bua Req't 231.8 362.7
Unregtdatod Battery Loads:
Buck Regul_or Fault Detector 1.0 1.0
Gym Heaters 6.0 6. O
That vector Coutml EDgl_ Comrols
Antenna Gymbal Drive 6 _tm_tes M_.
Scan Platform Gymbld Dr_
i
_I _ unreg. Battery Load S_ot_ 7.0 7.0
( _ 236.8
"_ _ The_zl LOSS 2.4
I
Battery Output 241.2
i
--4_ The_a/ Loss zO.
_ _att_vy INmt 93,8Charger Oulput 100.8
_4 :fficleaCy 44.2/49. oTherm_ Loss 4. I
Cin_ger Input 104.9
_ _my _ power 4_7.6
H_raess LOSS 4.7
] _ Thermal L_es 0.2
(9----- Ar_y Power Outp_ 460.5
Army Po_r Available 610.
10.0 10.0
29.9 _._ 29.8 29.8 _.6
11.2
23.5 23.5 23,5 23,9 20.3
21.6 29.8 24.2 29.8 9.6
20.2 20.2 20.2 20.2 20.2
20.0 20.0 2U.O 20.0 20.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
0.o 5.0 5.o 5.0 5.0
5.0 9.0 9.0 5.0 10,0
137.1 135.3 140.9 139.3 127.1
1,4 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.3
13G.5 134.0 140.9 134a 120.4
_7 ._7 ._7 .87 .86
20,3 20,2 20.5 20.2 19.8
_.o 9.0 9.0 9.0
j 0o
9.0
.[ .l .1 ,1 .1
6.1 9.1 9.1 9,1 II.I
.65 .72 _72 .72 .74
3,3 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.9
9,4 12.7 12.7 12.7 15.0
166.2 167,5 173.5 167.5 16L,2
57 .57 ._7 _7 _7
24.6 24.8 25.2 24.8 24.5
191.0 192.3 196.7 192.3 185.7
57.0 145.0 145.0 145.0 140.0
57.0 145.0 145.0 145._ 145.0
.6 1.5 1.5 1,5 _,5
57.6 146.9 146.5 146.5 146.5
246,6 338.b _5.2 338.8 332.2
1.o 1.0 1.o 1.o 1.o
_.o _.o 6.0 6._
18.0 18.0
_o,o 60.0
90.0 ,_.o
7.0 175.0 7.0 175.0 7.0
255.6 bl_.0 513.8
2.8 5,2 5.2
I
259.2 519.0 519.0
22. 43. 0 43,
0- 93,8 0-_9.9
7.0-100.9 1.0-100.8
44.2/46.0 _.2/46,0
1,o-4.1 l.O-4.1
8,0-1_.9 2.0-104.9
353.2_50.1 334.2_37. I
3.6- 4.5 3.4- 4,4
6.2- 7.9 9.9- 7.7
363.0-462.5 _3.5-449, 2
61Q. 727.
L_te Mld-Ccsl r_e Simula&ed
C_Ise Maneuver Mars
Approach
lO.O 1o,o
2g.6 29.8
20.5 20.5 90,5
10.9 29.6 21.0
20.2 20.2 20,2
20.0 20.0 20.0
2.0 2.0 2.0
5.0 5.0 5.0
lO.0 5.0 5.0
128.4 ] 132.3 134.1
1.3 ] 1.3 1.3127.7 131.6 133.4
.87 .87 .97
19.9 20.1 20.2
4_._ 151.7 _3.6
9.0 _.0
5.0 5.0
_.o 6.0
II.O 9._ _.O
.l l .2
11.1 9.1 17.2
,74 .72 .79
3.9 3.6 4.6
15.0 12.7 21.9
lf_2.6 164.4 175.4
.67 87 .07
24.6 26.7 25.3
187.2 191.1 200.7
57,0 145.0 145.0
,37.0 145.0 145.0
6 1.5 1.5
57.6 146.5 146.6
244.6 377.5 347.
10 1.o 1.0
6.0 5.0
18.0
60. o
90.0
7.0 175.0 7.0
512.6
5.,2
517.8
43.
o- 99.8 0
1.0-100.9 7,0
44.2/46.0
l.O- 4.1 1.0
2.O-lO4.9 6.0
_46.8-349.7 355.2
2.5- 3.5 3.6
4.3_ 6.1 6.2
293.6 _359.2 369. O
480. 475.
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In this case, it was assumedthat the battery would not degrade in recharge performance
during the two months in orbit, and there would be no 15percent overcharge current
requirement.
The midcourse maneuver energy requirements were assumedto be the same as those
for the 1971mission.
Figure 5-1 showsthe utilization of battery capacity and battery recharge time. It is
evident that the midcourse maneuver loads determine the requirement for two batteries.
The minimum time required betweenmidcourse maneuverswill be 11.5 hours.
5.2 SOLARARRAY PERFORMANCE
The performance of the solar array for the 1969flight was determined using the same
techniques as described for the 1971mission in Appendix A of VB236FD101. The
changes for the 1969array are noted here.
The inner third of each of the panelsof the array is inclined to the sun, with an angle
of solar incidence of 16.5 degrees. The outer two-thirds of the panels is normal to
the sun. The angle of incidence correction factor noted in the reference Appendix was
used to account for the effect on the non-normal sections of the panels.
Thermal analysis indicates the maximum average temperature of the solar panels to be
128 F in earth orbit, at perigee on the sun-side of the orbit. The thermal gradient in
the panel is very small becausethere is no capsule to block radiation from the rear of
the panels, thus, special cell arrangements were not necessary. This worst-case
temperature was usedto size the panels for orbital operation.
The temperature of the solar array out of earth orbit, but near the earth, is 88 F.
The temperatures of the panel during interplanetary cruise were derived from the
88 F temperature, using a temperature dependenceof (sun-spacecraft distance)-1/2.
The temperature calculated for earth orbit operation is higher due to earth albedo and
thermal radiation effects.
The radiation damageto the 1969solar array is greater than for the 1971array, "-_I, ll_
residual power fraction being 0.77 after two months in earth orbit, decreasing to
0. 725 after six months' cruise.
The filter and cover glass thickness are the same as for the 1971 mission.
The calculated solar array output is shown as a function of sun-spacecraft distance in
Figure 5-2. Note that the power available in earth orbit is considerably less than that
available just out of orbit. This difference may be understood more readily by exami-
ning the voltage-current curves in Figure 5-3. The in-orbit curve is the lower one in
the figure. The short-circuit current output of the array is about the same for the two
temperatures, the voltage of the array being effected by the temperature difference.
Because the 46-volt operating point is far above the knee of the curve, a relatively
9 of 15
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Figure 5-3. Current Curves Near Earth
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small change in temperature will result ill a large change in the power output. Thus,
40-degree decrease in panel temperature on leaving orbit results in the large increase
in power output at 46 volts.
The power output of the solar array is shownas a function of time for a nominal mission
trajectory in Figure 5-4. The power fall-off while in earth orbit is caused by radiation
damage. The fall-off in interplanetary cruise is causedby both radiation and the in-
creasing sun_pacecraft distance. Also notedis the fact that, as for the 1971mission,
array-battery load sharing becomesa problem only late in the mission, and if there
are no midcourse maneuvers late in the flight, load sharing will not be a problem at
all.
5.3 REGULATION
Sameas Volume A.
5.4 LIMITS OF CAPABILITY
Sameas Volume A except raw buspower limit is reducedby 33 percent.
5.5 RELIABILITY
Sameas Volume A.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1 SOLARARRAY
The principal physical characteristics are described below:
a. Form - 8 deployable panels
b. Panel Configuration & Cell Layout - See para. 3.8.1
c. Total array area - 127 square feet
d. Effective cell area - 106 square feet
e. Solar Cell Packing Factor - 83.5c/c
f. Weight - 120.2 lbs. (panels only, not including hinges and deployment hard-
ware)
g. Attachment - Deployable through hinges.
h. Electrical Mating - Connector on panel
i. Zener Regulators - See Para. 3.8.2
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6.2 ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT
Same as Volume A except one battery and charge regulator are removed from elec-
tronic assembly bay No. 1.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Same as Volume A.
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i.0 SCOPE
Differences between 1969 Test Mission and 1971 Mission requirements placed on the
Controller and Sequencer are described in this document.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are applicable to the Controller and Sequencer.
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FDl12
VA233FD103
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Flight Sequence
Flight Command Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Paragraph 3 (Controller and Sequencer Functional Description), VB234FD107, Volume
A, is applicable to the 1969 Test Mission. The Controller & Sequencer (C&S) Sub-
system receives command data from the Flight Command Subsystem, stores the data
in an erasable magnetic-core memory and reads out at times specified by the data
commands to other subsystems on the spacecraft, and provides cyclic timing and con-
trol signals to other spacecraft subsystems. As many as 255 commands can be stored
in the memory. Command execution times are determined by comparing time labels
contained in the stored command data words with one or the other of two timers.
Command timing resolution is one second.
4.0 INTERFACES
Paragraph 4 (Interfaces), VB234FD107, Volume A, is applicable with the following
exceptions.
a. Discrete commands to the other spacecraft subsystems are listed in
VA220FDl12, Volume D (instead of VB220FD112, Volume A).
b6 The inclusion of a Flight Capsule or Data Automation Equipment is not con-
templated for the 1969 Test Mission. References to C&S commands to these
subsystems are, therefore, not applicable.
The Controller and Sequencer employed in the 1969 Test Mission will be identical to
that of the 1971 Mission. Memory and command output capability not required for
Flight Capsule or Data Automation Equipment commanding in the 1969 Mission, will
be partially utilized to command events peculiar to the mission.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Paragraph 5 (Performance Parameters), VB234FD107, Volume A, is applicable to the
1969 Test Mission.
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS
Paragraph 6 (Physical Characteristics and Restraints), VB234FDI07, Volume A, is
applicable to the 1969 Test Mission.
7.0 FLIGHT TEST VALUE
Flight testing of the Controller and Sequencer will demonstrate long life capability in
a space environment.
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i.0 SCOPE
This section describes the Temperature Control Subsystem differences between the 1971
Spacecraft and the 1969 Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are relevant to this section:
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
VB235FD101 Temperature Control Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The 1969 Spacecraft Temperature Control Subsystem is identical to that described in
VB235FD101, Volume A for the 1971 Spacecraft except that 28 additional temperature
sensors are added to obtain Propulsion Subsystem data. These are listed in the 1969
Spacecraft Thermal Balance drawing (Figure 3-1).
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
The 1969 Spacecraft thermal interfaces are identical to those of the 1971 Spacecraft
listed in VB235FD101, Volume A except for any reference to the Bio-barrier and to
the membrane at the Spacecraft/Adapter interface which should be deleted.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 TEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS
5.1.1 BUS SECTION
Assembly temperatures for the 1969 Spacecraft are based on the dissipations and sub-
assembly locations as shown in Figure 3-1. The earth parking orbit albedo and earth
I.R. fluxes employed in the analysis were based on an ellipse having a 200 n. mi perigee
with a 6700 n. mi. apogee with perigee occurring at local noon. The resulting tempera-
tures are listed in Figure 3-1. A comparison of assembly temperature differences
between the 1969 and 1971 Spacecraft is presented in Table 5-1 for normal mission
conditions and in Table 5-9 for conditions of shutter failure (failedclosed on one equlp-
merit bay at a time) and equipment shutdown in bays 2, 3, and 9.
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Table 5-2.
Bay No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Comparison of Failure Mode Temperatures (° F),
1969 Spacecraft vs. 1971 Spacecraft
Shutter Failed Closed Bays 2, 3 & 9 Turned Off
Subsystem
Command
Radio
Radio
Power
Power
Power
G&C
C&S
Science
DAS & Science
DH &S
DH & S, Relay
Tankage
(On One Node at a Time)
' 69 ' 71
s/c s/c
63 N/A
65 N/A
66 102
59 82
60 75
78 92
70 77
N/A N/A
43 79
48 71
55 N/A
55 71
N/A N/A
'69
s/c
48
30
29
42
41
51
40
35
30
38
45
44
40
'71
s/c
31
4
23
46
40
50
36
33
30
46
35
31
40*
*' 69 tankage requires 5.5 w less heater power to maintain
40F than does '71 tankage.
5. i. 2 SOLAR ARRAY
The difference in the geometry of the 1969 spacecraft solar array from that of the 1971
spacecraft results in different array temperatures. The "gull wing" 1969 array design
provides a view factor between the inboard nodes on the sun facing side of the array
and the Bus section. In addition, allthe backside view factors to space are increased
(compared to those of the 1971 design) due to the absence of the biobarrier. Figure 5-1
shows the predicted radial temperature distributionat various times of the mission.
An estimated maximum of 45 minutes can be spent in the earth' s shadow during earth
orbit. The transient cooling curve shown in Figure 5-2 was calculated for node 6 in
the lowest heat flux situation(near apogee).
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Comparison of the 1971array temperatures with those presented herein showsthat
the 1969spacecraft solar array will be 57°F cooler than the 1971array in the hottest
situation andwill be 103°F warmer than the 1971array in the coldest situation. Thus
the 1969test flight will not provide as severe a thermal environment for the solar
arrays as will the 1971mission.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 THERMAL BALANCE DRAWING
Figure 3-1 is a complete description of the temperature control subsystem. It includes
subassembly locations, dissipations and temperatures vs. mission phase, temperature
limits, heater requirements and locations, telemetry, sensor information, coating re-
quirements, superinsulation blanket locations and compositions, shutter sizes and _lews
of the spacecraft configuration.
6.2 SUPERINSULATION CHARACTERISTICS
The 1969 spacecraft superinsulation characteristics are identical to those described
in VB235FD101, Volume A except that the composition of the blankets covering the
forward or top surface of the Bus will be different. This surface must be protected
against the high external temperatures which will occur during ascent subsequent to
shroud jettison. Without the biobarrier to act as a heat shield, this top surface re-
ceives stagnation point free molecule heating large enough to melt any unprotected
aluminized mylar superinsulation blankets. Thus the outermost layers of the blanket
will consist of 8 pairs of 1 rail aluminum foil/2 mil Tissuglas to provide high temper-
ature resistance for the aluminized mylar blanket.
6.3 OTHER ITEMS
See VB235FD101, Volume A for a description of the physical characteristics and con-
straints of other items in the temperature control subsystem.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
These are identical to those in VB235FD101, Volume A.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The 1969 test flight can contribute to the enhancement of the 1971 spacecraft tempera-
ture control subsystem in the following manner:
a. Determine realistic values for coating degradation
b. Determine sub-assembly temperature rises during midcourse maneuvers
11 of 12
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C.
do
Evaluate dependability of heater thermoswitches and shutters from viewpoint
of long life operation.
Verify adequacy of flight temperature sensor locations, data rates and readout
priority allocations.
e. Discover any "overlooked" thermal interface problems.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes in detail the modifications and changes necessary to make the
structure of the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft compatible with the 1969 test mission. The
structural subsystem comprises the complete flight spacecraft structure which includes
the Spacecraft Bus Structure, Spacecraft Planet Scan Platform Structure, the Space-
craft Retro Propulsion Structure and the Spacecraft Adapter Structure.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
VA220FD113
VA220SR 101
VA220SR 102
VA220FD103
VA220FD105
VA235FD103
VA235FD106
VB235FD102
Layout and Configuration
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
Launch Vehicle Interface Requirements and Restraints
Structural Design Criteria
Electronic Packaging
Spacecraft Structure
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The 1969 Voyager Spacecraft Structural Subsystem is essentially similar to the 1971
Voyager Spacecraft Structural Subsystem described in VB235FD102, Volume A with
changes to the various components outlined in the following text.
3.1 SPACECRAFT BUS STRUCTURE (See Figure 3-1)
The spacecraft Bus Structure comprises:
a. the Component Support Structure,
b. the Equipment Module Structure and
c. the Spacecraft Support Structure including Spacecraft Adapter Structure.
3.1.1 COMPONENT SUPPORT STRUCTURE
This Structure provides mountings for the Planet Scan Platform and high gain antenna
during boost and also provides a mounting surface for the thermal insulation. It is a
conical frustrum shaped semi-monocoque structure with flat top comprising upper and
lower closing rings, 12 longerons and skin panels, of which six (6) are removable for
access and a top skin which also serves as a micrometeoroid bumper. The high gain
antenna support structure tie down fittings are bolted to a pair of truss beams attached
to the top ring. Antenna loads imposed during boost are transferred by these beams to
the top ring thence into the semi-monocoque structure below. Boost loads from the
Planet Scan Platform are introduced at four (4) clevis fittings - two on the top ring and
2 of 7
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two on an intercostal attachedto the two aforementionedantennamounting truss
beams. Loadpaths are similar to those for the antenna. The structure is basically
similar to the capsule support for the 1971Spacecraft; however, the loads imposed
on it are much lower, and the requirement for axial load redistribution does not exist.
Therefore a light weight magnesiumrib-stiffened shell will suffice.
3.1.2 EQUIPMENT MODULE
The EquipmentModule is identical to the componentemployedon the 1971Spacecraft
described in VB235FD102with the addition of Hinge fittings on the upper ring for the
attachment and deployment of the Planet ScanPlatform and high gain antennasupport
structure. Negligible orbital loads from these componentsare introduced to the Space-
craft at these locations, therefore, no local reinforcements to the upper ring are
necessary. The basic structure has beendesignedfor the high loads imposedby the
1971Flight Capsuleand Booster Environment; significant weight saving could be ob-
tained by•
a. Maintaining all geometry and simply substituting magnesiumfor construction
b. Or in a more sophisticated manner, by reducing section properties and design
details of the longerons and frames to suit the 1969load criteria.
The high gain antennais necessarily located at a large distance (171.6") from the Space-
craft centerline in order to provide similar moments of inertia to the 1971Spacecraft,
and also to minimize blockage to its field of view. To obtain a natural frequency for a
cantilever of this length that is compatible with the requirements of the attitude control
sub-system a stiff truss structure is provided. This same structure supports the
antennaagainst boost loads. It is hinged from the equipment moduleupper ring,
folded upand bolted to the truss beams mentioned aboveandseparated for deployment
by expolsive nuts. A linear actuator is used to deploy the antenna.
The orbital loads imposedby the planet scanplatform are introduced to the Equipment
_-_'"_ a+_ hinge fitting; the support structure is a short stiff beam which differs from
that on the 1971Spacecraft by having its hinge point adjacent to the bus structure. The
samenatural frequency requirements dictated by the attitude control system apply.
Deployment of the scanner is by linear actuator in a similar manner to that of the
antenna. Separationfrom the componentsupport structure is accomplishedby releas-
ing the shear pins in the clevis tie downfittings by explosive pin pullers; exactly the
same system as for the 1971Spacecraft.
3.1.3 SPACECRAFTSUPPORTSTRUCTURE
This basic structure is similar to that used on the 1971Spacecraft, but modifications
are required to mount the completely different deployable solar array panels. The
basic semi-monocoquestructure differs only in reduced skin thicknesses and section
properties for longerons and rings, dueto the less severe loading. However, the hinge
fittings for the solar panels and solar panel support arms are added, introducing the
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lateral loads from the panels during boost and orbit at concentrated points rather than
uniformly as on the 1971 Spacecraft. Attitude control tanks, midcourse engines, and
the various sensors are mounted in exactly the same way as on the 1971 Spacecraft;
the attitude control jets and relay antenna are necessarily mounted on the tips of the
Solar Panels. Flexible gas lines, similar to those successfully employed on Mariner
4, will be used around the hinge points for the jets. The solar panel structure consists
of an aluminum alloy honeycomb substrate attached to an aluminum alloy two spar
support, which is angled in order to provide a deployed location for the array which is
similar to the 1971 array. This was desired in order to provide the same degree of
solar pressure stability as that existing for the 1971 spacecraft. Spring damper motors
are provided similar to those employed on the solar vane on the '71 Spacecraft for deploy-
ment. The panels are folded up to fit within the confines of the Surveyor type shroud extended
40". Adequate clearance is allowed for panel deflections during the dynamic boost environ-
ment, and the tips of the panel are tied together with pins to provide a shear tie for
lateral loading. These pins are pulled out explosively for deployment by the same pin
puller used for the planet scanner deployment and various tie downs on 1971 Spacecraft.
When deployed, the Solar Array is subjected to the similar natural frequency require-
ments mentioned earlier for the high gain antenna and is designed accordingly. The
1969 Spacecraft Adapter is identical to the Adapter used on the 1971 Spacecraft, de-
scribed in Paragraph 3.1.3 VB235FD102.
3.2 PROPULSION MODULE
The 1969 Spacecraft Propulsion Module is identical to the 1971 Spacecraft Propulsion
Module described in Paragraph 3.2 VB235FD102.
3.3 EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD
3.3.1 PLANET SCAN PLATFORM
The Planet Scan Platform has an interface identical with that used on the 1971 Space-
craft. For discussion of the Support Structure, see Paragraph 3.1.2.
3.3.2 INSTRUMENT MOUNTING
Body mounted scientific instruments cannot conveniently be mounted on the large solar
array structure as in the 1971 Vehicle. However, instruments may be mounted on the
Spacecraft Bus in exactly the same manner as for the 1971 Spacecraft.
3.4 FLIGHT SPACECRAFT/LAUNCH VEHICLE SEPARATION SYSTEM
The Flight Spacecraft/Launch Vehicle Separation System is identical to the 1971 System
described in Paragraph 3.4 VB235FD102.
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4.0 INTERFACES
4.1 OPTICAL
The Optical Interface for the 1971 Spacecraft is shown in the field view drawing in
VB220SR 102, Fig 9-1 and generally applies for the 1969 Spacecraft. The Secondary
Acquisition Sun Sensors are necessarily relocated and their fields of view are shown
on the Spacecraft general arrangement drawing, Figure 3-1.
4.2 MECHANICAL
The Mechanical Interface is described in VA220FD105.
4.3 ELECTRICAL
The Electrical Interface consists of 18 vibration pick-ups in the same manner as for
1971 Spacecraft.
4.4 THERMAL
The Thermal Interface (ref VA235FD101 Fig 3-1) is similar to the 1971 Thermal Inter-
face with the exception of the attachment of the thermal insulation to the component
support structure. Also interaction between the equipment module and the solar array
is changed and potential heat leaks to the solar panels are sealed by the insertion of
insulation under their hinge and attachment fittings.
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1.0 SCOPE
This specification presents the requirements and environmental conditions governing
the structural design of the 1969 Test Spacecraft, which differ significantly from
those governing the design of the 1971 spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA211SR101 Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
VA220SR101 Design 'Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
3.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS
Same as for VB235FD103
4.0 REQUIREMENTS
Same as VB235FD103
4.1 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The objectives of the 1969 Engineering test mission are to flight prove the various
Voyager components in simulated mission operations. For the structural subsystem,
a re-creation of 1971 mission environmental loads and loading parameters is not
realistic.
Atlas/Centaur induced launch loads differ to a certain degree from Saturn/Centaur
launch loads. Of greater significance, however, is the difference in design loading
between the 1969 test spacecraft and subsequent mission spacecraft. The significant
design loads in the 1971 primary structure occur during the most adverse inertia
loading of the flight capsule, which will not be flown in the 1969 mission.
This leads to flight tests only of structure designed for interplanetary conditions.
Therefore, the philosophy applied to the structural design is to use the 1971 design
where the item is subjected to nearly identical loads and environmental conditions.
Other structure will be similar conceptually but could be constructed utilizing gages
and materials tailored to the 1969 mission. Thiswould result in a much lighter
structure, and should be done if weight limitations are a problem in '69. The struc-
tural elements which will be the same as the 1971 design are:
a. The meteoroid bumper and external structure serving as penetration pro-
tection to propellant tankage and components. This includes the propellant
tanks themselves.
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b. The propulsion system support structure.
c. Structural design which is governed by another subsystem requirement
(e. g., the thermal control panels and electronic subassemblies)
do Mounting structure of critically aligned components that are subjected to
extreme temperature variations in going from manufacturing alignment
phase to interplanetary operational phase.
e. Structure for which the trade-off of cost savings obtained using the same
design versus weight saved for a new design would be favorable.
Other design goals as specified in Volumes A and B, such as low cost, state of the
art practices, high reliability, and high stiffness and strength efficiency will be ap-
plicable to the 1969 design.
4.2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Same as VB235FD103
4.3 LOAD FACTORS AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
4.3.1 PRE-LAUNCH (SHIPPING, HANDLING AND STORAGE)
Same as VB235FD103
4.3.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE BOOST FLIGHT
4.3.2.1 STEADY STATE AND SINUSOIDAL VIBRATIONS
The environmental load factors applied at the booster-spacecraft interface will be
obtained by iterative analysis of the loads applied to the composite spacecraft-launch
vehicle st__,ch,ral system. As a design starting point, the load factors given in
Table 4-1 are applicable.
4.3.2.2 OTHER LAUNCH ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
The random vibration, shock loads and acoustical noise environments given in
VB235FD103 are all considered applicable to this spacecraft since Centaur induced
loads of this nature are usually limiting.
The pressure and temperature design conditions are also similar.
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Table 4-i. Design Load Factors - Limit
Design Steady State g's Sinusoidal Vibration - 0 to Peak g's
Loading Longitudinal Lateral Longitudinal Lateral Torsional
Conditions (-Z axis) XY plane ±Z axis XY plane Rad/sec 2
about Z axis
1
2
3
2.3
6.2
1.5
1.6
0.1
0.5
1.0
1.0
2.5
0.8
1.0
1.0
0
0
15"
*The torsional environment includes one pulse at Atlas cut-off of .20 seconds dur-
ation at approximately 70 cps for 14 cycles, amplitude modulated with a 2.5 cps
sine wave whose maximum angular amplitude is 123 rad/sec 2.
NOTE : a. The combined longitudinal and lateral steady state loads are to be
combined with the vibration acting in one most critical direction.
b. Lateral loads are considered acting along any vector in the XY plane.
c. Loads are considered acting at the spacecraft adapter-launch
vehicle adapter mechanical interface.
d. Vibration inputs are taken as discrete transients which may occur
at any frequency critical for structural design (usually below 100 cps)
for a sufficient duration to obtain a steady state response.
4.3.3 PLANETARY TRANSIT AND ORBIT
The environmental loads and conditions given in VB235FDI03 are applicable.
While the meteoroid fluxes given for the 1971 mission are applicable, the time "near
Earth" will belonger. Also, if a Mars flyby trajectory is planned the Martian elliptic
orbit environment will not be applicable for the 1969 mission. In view of the fact that
Martial elliptic orbit fluxes are somewhat greater than near Earth, and longer times
are contemplated for a 1971 Martian orbit than for a 1969 Earth orbit, the meteoroid
design for the 1969 spacecraft will be based on a 1971 trajectory and fluxes.
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i. 0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications to the '71 Pyrotechnic Subsystem to adapt
it to the 1969 Flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB235FD104 Functional Description Pyrotechnic Subsystem
VA235FD101 Temperature Control Subsystem
VA235FD103 Structural Design Criteria
VA220SR 101 Design Characteristic s
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The principal difference between the '71 subsystem and the '69 subsystem is the im-
plementation of different numbers and sequences of events and bridge wires because
of the different spacecraft configuration. The same basic circuitry is used and the
same standard actuators as shown in VB235FD104, Volume A.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Interface Definition is similar to VB235FD104, Volume A, with the following exception.
4.1 COMMAND SIGNALS
The Command Signal list for '71 is modified for '69 as follows:
Back- Actua-
Number Phase Description Source up BW tor Event
Delete
EC 57 1
EC 65 2
EC 60 2
Deploy Solar Pressure
Balance Vane, Antennas
(2) and Magnetometer
Remove Science Covers
Initiate Lower Bio-
Barrier Electrical
Disconnect
Pyro-
Technic
Timer
CD 6 3 PP
C &S CD 6 3 PP
C &S CD 2 1 ED
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Back- Actua-
Number Phase Source up BW tor Event
Delete
EC 67 2 Initiate Cold Gas Separa- C&S CD 2 2 NCV
tion Velocity Increment
Pyro
EC 68 2 Jettison Lower Bio- C&S CD 2 2 EN
Barrier
EC 56 3 Unlatch Planet Scanner C&S CD 2 1 PP
Platform
EC 66 3 Jettison Approach Guid- C&S CD 4 2 PP
ance Covers
EC 59 4 Remove Instrument C&S CD 6 3 PP
Covers
Add
EC 70 1 Deploy Antenna Pyro- CD 2 1 PP
Technic
Timer
EC 57 1 Deploy Four Solar C&S CD 8 4 PP
Panels
EC 69 1 Deploy Four Solar C&S CD 8 4 PP
Panels
EC 56 1 Unlatch Planet Scanner C&S CD 2 1 PP
Platform
EC 66q 1 Jettison Approach Guid- C&S CD 4 2 PP
ance Covers
EC 59 1 Remove Instrument C&S CD 6 3 PP
Covers
5.0 THROUGH 7.0 Paragraphs 5 through 7 are identical to information provided in
VB235FD104, Volume A.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The 1969 test flight allows full performance testing of the elements of the 1971 Pyro-
technic Subsystem under the actual powered flight and space environment for functional
demonstration of capability of the design to meet the actual operational requirements
of the 1971 mission. Earth simulation would not allow the same level of confidence
as will exist with a 1969 test flight.
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1.0 SCOPE.
This specification covers the following items:
a. Functional requirements for design control of rigid-body mass properties of
Voyager 69.
b. General method for determination of mass properties of each flight article.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following specifications form a part of this document:
2.1 GENERAL ELECTRIC
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FD103
VA220FD112
2.2 NASA
M-DE-8000.006
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
Layout and Configuration, Voyager 69
Mass Properties Standard - reference only
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Spacecraft weight control during design is essential to the realization and potential
up-grading of mission objectives. Accurate knowledge of the actual weight of each
flight article is essential to mission operations analysis.
The requirements for spacecraft attitude control, in general, and for guidance and con-
trol during maneuvers, in particular, impose design constraints upon center-of-gravity
location and upon mass products of inertia in relation to corresponding moments of
inertia.
In the launch configuration a knowledge of mass parameters, to an accuracy commen-
surate with stated requirements, is necessary to an evaluation of dynamic loads within
the spacecraft and to dynamic loads imposed on the launch vehicle.
The '71 specification VB235FD105 which will be followed for '69, defines the detailed
requirements for mass parameter control and determination. The reference to the
spacecraft capsule will not apply to the '69 test shot.
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i.0 sCOPE
This section describes the packaging philosophy used in the assembly of the electronic
equipment for the 1969 Flight Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101 - Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 - Design Restraints
VA220FD113 - Layout and Configuration
VB235FD106 - Electronic Packaging '71 Design
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
As the system philosophy is directed toward the use of common electronic components
for 1969 and 1971 Spacecraft, the packaging techniques remain the same for both
designs. See VB235FD106, Volume A.
The flexibility and growth capability inherent in the standard modular design may be
utilized to accommodate component change made necessary by revisions in system
requirement. In the event that components are deleted, standard stiffeners will be
installed to maintain structural integrity.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Identical to VB235FD106, Volume A.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Identical to VB235FD106, Volume A.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Identical to VB235FD106, Volume A.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Identical to VB235FD106, Volume A.
8.0 TEST FLIGHT VALI[_
There are several ways in which the '69 test flight experience can contribute to the
enhancement of packaging reliability for the '71 mission.
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!
a. Improvements in packaging design resulting from development of '69 hardware
can be incorporated in '71.
b. Communication channels with other subsystems and subcontractors which were
developed during '69 design are firm for '71.
c. Design and Manufacturing standards which were developed for '69 hardware
will be proven for '71.
d. Manufacturing problems encountered in development of '69 hardware can be
avoided in '71.
e. Field failure experience from '69 components can be used to improve component
packaging designs for '71.
f. Operational data from flightcomponents in actual space environment can be
used to evaluate packaging designs for '71 hardware.
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i.0 SCOPE
,|,
This section describes the electrical harnessing and cables for the 1969 Voyager
Flight Spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 GENERAL ELECTRIC
VA220SR101 Design Restraints
VA220SR102 Design Characteristics
VA220FD105 Launch Vehicle Interface
VA220FDl13 Layout and Configuration
VB235FD107 Electrical Harnessing
$30109 Harness Design Requirements Standard
$30028 Wiring Harness Fabrication and Installation Standard
$30011 Acceptance Criteria for Soldered Corrections
$30100 MSD Design Requirements for the Soldering of Electrical
Corrections
$30027 Soldered Corrections, Shielding Teminations, and Wire
Dress - Requirements for
Identification Marking
2.2
118A1526
NASA
NPC 200-4 Quality requirements for Hand Soldering of Electrical
Connections
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The electrical harnesses for the Voyager Spacecraft Bus consists of a main ring har-
ness assembly of many individual cables, six separate system interconnecting cables
not part of the main harness, individual bay harnesses for each of the eleven elec-
tronics assemblies,and an in-flight disconnecting cable to the Launch Vehicle.
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b
O
The primary objective of the Voyager system interconnections is reliability of opera-
tion i. e., the transportation of electrical energy without degradation, through test and
launch and throughout the mission lifetime in space.
The harnessing for the 1969 Test Spacecraft Will employ the same principles as the
1971 Flight Spacecraft. The same design, manufacturing and quality control processes
will be observed, and the wire and connectors used will be the same as '71. An effort
will be made to use as many of the '71 harnesses as possible in the '69 Test Spacecraft.
In particular, many of the subsystem harnesses should be identical. However, the
change in experiment complement, removal of the Flight Capsule, addition of extra
'69 diagnostic sensors and data handling equipments, and relocation of low gain antenna
cables will require some alterations in the '71 harnessing to make it applicable to the
'69 flight. The preferred approach will be to use as much '71 harnessing as possible,
adding small separate harness's to handle the added diagnostic functions. This will
provide a flight test of much of the actual '71 harness, as well as minimize the design
cost of new harnessing.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Refer to VB235FD107, Volume A for details except there is no capsule IFD.
5.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
See VB235FD107, Volume A.
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the modifications necessary to the Voyager 1971 planet scan
package deployment and gimbaling mechanisms in order to adopt it to the 1969 flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101 Design Characteristics
VA220SR102 Design Restraints
VA220FD101 Standard Trajectories
VA220FD103 Articulation Subsystem
VA220FD113 Layout and Configuration
VA235FD108 Planet Scan Package Deployment Gimbaling
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The principal difference in the 1969 subsystemand the 1971 subsystem is the location
of the planet scan platform in the stowed position and the location of the tie down points.
The deployment mechanism is similar to that of the 1971 spacecraR, and the gimbal
mechanism is identical. See VB235FD108, Volume A
3.1 STOWED POSITION
The planet scan platform is mounted on the upper surface of the 1969 spacecraft rather
than on the structure at bay 9. Four tie down points are provided. However, these
locations are at the side of the scan package rather than the face of the package as in
the 1971 design.
3.2 DEPLOYMENT
Same as VB235FD108.
3.3 ! ACTUATION
Same as VB235FD108.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Same as VB235FD108.
,I
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5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Refer to Volume A document VB235FD108.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Refer to Volume A document VB235FD108.
7.0 TEST FLIGHT VALUE
The 1969 flight test allows testing under the actual environment expected for Voyager
1971. Review of diagnostic data from the 1969 flight would confirm _e design, or
point out potential trouble areas.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document enumerates the changes necessary to the 1971 high gain antenna deployment
mechanism and gimbaling mechanism arrangement to make it compatible with the 1969
test flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FD101
VA220FDl13
VA234FD108
VB235FD109
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Standard Trajectories
Layout & Configuration
Articulation Subsystem
Antenna Deployment and Gimbal
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The operation of the high gain antenna in the deployed portion is similiar to that in-
dicated in VB235FD109, Volume A.
The differences are in the size of the antenna and in the deployment mechanism. The
parobolic reflector is 45 inches in diameter for the 1969 flight.
Deployment is by means of a linear actuator similiar to that used for the 1971 space-
craft. The deployment mechanism positions the antenna at the outboard edge of a
truss which is supported by a telescoping tube damper (Refer to VA220FDl13 for the
drawing which shows the high gain antenna in the stowed and deployed positions. )
In this deployed position, the antenna mechanism for the B axis is similiar to that of
the 1971 spacecraft. Motion about the "A" axis is provided by a rotary actuator
driving a gear mechanism to give +20 ° , -10 ° motion about an axis parallel to the X
axis.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITION
Same as VB235FD109 except the location of the stowed position.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Same as VB235FD109 except:
Angle
A
B
Motion
-10 ° to + 20 °
-50 ° to + 206 °
Rate
• 25 °/sec
• 25 °/sec
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Same as VB235FD109 except the weight of gimbal structure and deployment truss is
15 pounds.
7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
Same as VB235FD109°
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i.0 SCOPE
This document describes the application of the Propulsion Subsystem to the 1969 Test
Flight.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION
VB238FD101
VA2 llSR101
VA220SR101
VA220SR102
VA220FD101
VA220FD111
VA220FD112
VA220FD113
Propulsion Subsystem
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Standard Trajectories
Maneuver Execution Accuracy
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The propulsion subsystem is identical to that described in detail in VB238FD101.
Briefly, it consists of four (4) monopropellant hydrazine thrust chambers which pro-
vide mid-course corrections, thrust vector control during mid-course and retro
maneuvers, and propellant settling for the retropropulsion subsystem. The retro-
propulsion subsystem is a pressure fed bi-propellant design.
3.2 1969 TEST FLIGHT OPERATION
The 1969 Flight Spacecraft is injected into an earth orbit. After several days of
tracking in earth orbit, the mid-course subsystem is fired to provide a velocity incre-
ment of 35 meters per second to a 5150 pound spacecraft. This will raise the orbit
perigee from 100 n.m. to 200 n: m. This operation is in complete accordance with
the intended use of the mid-course correction subsystem. The burn time for this
maneuver is 183 seconds and uses 79 pounds of hydrazine.
After several months in the higher orbit, the mid-course subsystem is ignited five (5)
seconds prior to ignition of the retro subsystem. This is done to provide propellant
settling for the retro propellant tanks. The retropropulsion motor burns for 316 sec-
onds, with thrust vector control provided by throttling the monopropeUant motors.
Roll control is provided by a jet vane in one of the small motors. The mid-course
units fire for five seconds after shutdown of the retro subsystem to compensate for
disturbances which may be induced by the retro thrust chamber. The mid-course
subsystem thus operates for 326 seconds during this maneuver. A velocity incre-
ment of 1925 meters per second is imparted to the spacecraft with the consumption
of 167 pounds of hydrazine and 2260 pounds of retro propellant (N204 + 50% UDMH,
50% N2H4).
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Several days after firing of the retro propulsion subsystem, the mid-course subsys-
tem is again fired to impart a velocity increment of up to 50 meters per second.
The burn time is 134 seconds, and 58 pounds of hydrazine are consumed.
After several additional months of flight, the mid-course propulsion subsystem is
fired for the final time. A velocity increment of up to 11 meters per second will be
imparted to the vehicle. Approximately 12 pounds of hydrazine will be consumed
during the 28 seconds required to accomplish this maneuver.
If a velocity increment in excess of 1925 meters per second is deemed necessary
during the retropropulsion firing, the monopropellant chambers can burn for longer
time periods after shutdown of the retro unit. The velocity capability is shown in
Figure 3-1. The lower curve is the velocity increment obtained during the firing of
the retropropulsion subsystem. The upper curve is the sum of retro AV and the
velocity increment available by using the remaining hydrazine. The data is predi-
cated upon having supplied the required 35 meters per second velocity, to adjust the
initial earth orbit.
The maximum acceleration imparted to the vehicle occurs at the end of retro firing
and is equal to 0.87 g. This acceleration is not a significant factor, since it is well
within the vehicle structural capability. Accuracy of retro velocity increments and
midcourse correction are not significantly degraded compared to the 1971 Flight
Spacecraft.
3.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF 1969 TEST FLIGHT
The proposed flight provides a meaningful test for the propulsion subsystem. Among
the items which will bear significant relationship to the 1971 and 1973 flights are
those given below:
a. Multiple starts will be made with the midcourse subsystem over the approxi-
mate time spans of the 1971 and 1973 flights. This will check out the lock-
up and restart capability.
b. The thrust vector control technique will be demonstrated during midcourse
and retro firing. This will provide a check which is considerably more sig-
nificant than can be obtained with a ground test.
Co Although the retropropulsion subsystem will only be stored for several
months compared to the six months for the 1971 and 1973 mission, it will
add to the confidence that the subsystem will perform the later missions.
d. Bladder lifefor the mid-course correction subsystem should be amply
demonstrated for the time requirements of 1971 and 1973 flights.
e. Overall operation and sequence of operation of propulsion subsystem will be
demonstrated.
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SCHEDULE AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
PROJEC T MANAGEMENT
The Schedule and Implementation Plan presented in Volume A presents the schedules
and plans that will be implemented starting with Phase lB. Each plan was prepared in
consideration of the total project requirements for both '69 and '71 Spacecraft and OSE
and their relationships and interactions.
The information provided in this volume does not repeat material already covered in
Volume A. Only the significant differences between the '69 and '71 approaches are
presented.
The Project Management plan presented in VB100VP, Volume A is applicable in all
respects to the '69 Spacecraft and OSE and will be implemented accordingly.
lof 1
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SCHEDULEAND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
PROJECT PLANS
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1969/1971 Voyager Spacecraft and OSE Schedules
Integrated Test Plan
Design and Development
Type Approval (T/A) Test Plan
Assembly and Checkout
Launch Operations Plan
Space Flight Operations
Special Test Plans
Reliability Assurance
Quality Assurance
Safety
Procurement and Fabrication
Magnetic Cleanliness
EMI
Pasadena Engineering Office
Facilities
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1.0 1969/1971 VOYAGER SPACECRAFT AND OSE SCHEDULES
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Voyager Spacecraft and OSE schedules, developed to meet the 71 launch period
and the 69 test flight objectives, were evolved in the following sequence:
ao Determine the key project events and each of their event networks, including
timing (both optimum and latest possible) of critical interface decisions re-
quired for spacecraft and OSE system development,
Do Perform schedule studies and tradeoffs to establish optimum time intervals
for the various activities, including reasonable time for updating, rework
and retest in the various assembly and test cycles,
el Time phase the key events and tasks into an optimum base line schedule
for the 71 launch, which provides for assurance of meeting the launch date
and incorporates a "safety factor" for planned slack time at the launch pad,
do Superimpose schedule requirements for the various 69 flight test approaches
on the 71 schedule to evaluate the effect on the 71 schedule of each, and,
based on these studies and other 69 test flight objectives studies, determine
the optimum 69 schedule approach.
e. Identify potential problem areas, both internal and external to the project
which may critically influence the "base line" schedule.
f • Determine alternatives to the assumptions used in the '%ase line" schedule
in order to accommodate problem areas without compromising overall
project objectives,
g. Analyze potential alternative mission objectives to be used - in the event of
emergency schedule developments.
1.2 BASE LINE SCHEDULES
The summary base line schedules for the Spacecraft and OSE are presented in
Figures 1-1 and 1-2.
1.3 SCHEDULE ANALYSIS
Thirty key elements of the S/C schedule identified in Figure 1-1 are analyzed in
Table 1-1. Twelve key schedule elements of the OSE schedule identified in
Figure 1-2 are analyzed in Table 1-2.
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1.4 SUPPORTING SCHEDULES
More detailed schedules in support of Figures 1-1 and 1-2 are presented as follows:
2.0
Guidance and Control
Controller & Sequencer
Power
Structural
Pyrotechnics
Thermal
Telecommunications
Propulsion (Liquid)
Propulsion (Solid)
OSE
Development Spacecraft
Assembly and C/O 69 S/C
69 Launch Operations Schedule
INTEGRATED TEST PLAN
Figure 1-3
Figure 1-4
Figure 1-5
Figure 1-6
Figure 1-7
Figure 1-8
Figure 1-9
Figure 1-10
Figure 1-11
Figure 1-12
Figure 1-13
Figure 1-14
Figure 1-15
The Integrated Test Plan (ITP) presented in VB 110 VP 002, Volume A includes tests
p_al,l_e_ for _._,h th_ '69 and '71 Spacecraft and OSE.
The ITP serves to provide a balanced test program through integration and trade-offs
of the individual test programs described in separate plans, such as Design and De-
velopment, T/A and PTM, Assembly and Checkout, Life Testing, etc. The significant
differences between the '69 and '71 test program are described herein under each of
the individual test plan headings.
3.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
The design and development of the 1969 Test Spacecraft will follow a plan generally
similar to that shown for the 1971 Spacecraft in VB 110 VP 003, Volume A. Engineer-
ing activities required to develop the 1969 Test Spacecraft can be divided into two
categories.
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ASSEMBLY & C/O - "1'
ITEM
S/C SUPPORT STRUCTURE
INSTALL SOLAR CELL SUPPORTS HARDWARE & DEPLOYMENT ACTUATORS
INSTALL A/C TANKS. NOZZLES, VALVES, & TUBING • •
MECHANICAL ALIGNMENTS & PNEUDtATIC CHECKS •
INSTALL HARNESS & THERMAL SENSORS
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Figure 1-14.
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3.1 TASKSCOMMONTO 1969and 1971DESIGNS
The design anddevelopmentphase of many componentsandsubsystems will be com-
mon to both the r69 and '71 Spacecraft, as component designs will be identical in many
cases. Functional sequences, interfaces, environments, operating times and other
operational parameters may change slightly, however, for many of these components
due to the differences in mission objectives and profile. This will necessitate some
differences in specifications and test requirements although a single hardware design
may satisfy both the '69 and '71 requirements. The power subsystem design is an ex-
ception to this category due to major differences in solar and load profiles between
'69 and '71. However, the sequence of design and development will be similar to '71.
3.2 TASKS PECULIAR TO 1969 AND 1971 DESIGNS
System and vehicle design analyses, sequence of events, power and thermal profiles,
interfaces, vehicle design and integration tasks are of generally similar types but
involve different parameters and requirements for the 1969 and 1971 spacecraft. In
many cases engineering model hardware used for development of the 1969 design will
be modified, updated, retested and used in development of the 1971 vehicle.
Project plans and schedules have been formulated to generally perform tasks in this
category concurrently for the two spacecraft types, with initiation and completion of
the 1969 design effort preceding comparable points for 1971 in most cases by one to
three months. Common responsibility for both 1969 and 1971 subsystem engineering
will be held by the same key engineers with added support to cover tasks peculiar to
'69. Basic system analyses and design concepts for 1971, however, will precede
the comparable analyses and concepts for 1969.
The relationship of 1969 to 1971 spacecraft design and development activity is illus-
trated by the 1969 Test Spacecraft Design and Development Activities Flow Diagram,
Figure 3-1. Tasks in category 1, above, which are common to 1969 and 1971 designs
are indicated by shading. The unshaded activity blocks on the diagram constitute
tasks in category 2, above, which are peculiar to 1969 and 1971 designs.
Capsule interface activities have been deleted for 1969.
For a detailed explanation of the activities shown, and for general design and develop-
ment approach and test plans, refer to Volume A.
4.0 TYPE APPROVAL (T/A) TEST PLAN
The approach that will be taken to develop the required assurance relative to the design
adequacy of the components and assemblies comprising the '69 Spacecraft will be simi-
lar in most respects to that planned for the '71 Spacecraft (T/A and PTM Test Plan
VB 110 VP 004, Volume A).
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Equipmentcapability will bedemonstrated under environmental stresses exceeding
those which it is anticipated may be encounteredby the hardware during shipping,
handling, test andflight. The test conditions will be made intentionally more severe
than actual conditions to demonstrate an inherent margin of safety.
The requirements for these tests will be defined in a general environmental specifica-
tion for T/A testing which will be prepared to serve as the basis for all individual
hardware test specifications. Test to be included are listed as follows:
Temperature-Hum idity
Vibration EMI
Shock High and Low Temperature
Acoustic Noise Corona and Arcing
Acceleration Thermal Vacuum
The primary difference betweenthe '69 and '71 T/A test efforts will be in the test
levels. Sincethe booster andthe mission profile for the '69 flight will be different
than for the '71 flights, somewhatdifferent environmental levels are expected. If
the expectedlevels are less than those anticipated for the '71 flight, the test levels
which will be employedfor the '71 T/A testing will be applied to those items which
will be commonto both '69 and '71. The hardware peculiar to the '69 flight will be
tested to meet '69 requirements only.
The approachtaken for '71 will also apply to '69; relative to the number of samples
of each design, unless otherwise agreed to with JPL.
Evaluation of the results pertaining to the various tests, as well as the overall control
of the T/A test program, will be a function of the Integrated Test Board.
5.0 ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This Assembly and Checkout Plm_ will define implementation requirements for the 1969
Spacecraft and identify relationships between 1969 and 1971 sequences.
The 1969 Spacecraft will provide an initial opportunity to apply the implementation
approach described in VB ii0 VP 005, Volume A. Only those significant variations
from the '71 Plan will be discussed.
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5.2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives for assembly and checkout of the 1969 spacecraft are essentially the
same as stated in Volume A.
An additional objective is to verify and improve assembly and checkout methods and
provide optimized procedures and techniques for application during '71 S/C processing.
5.3 APPROACH
The approach to the Assembly and Checkout of the '69 S/C has been developed to be
consistent with that of '71 to provide a baseline for the development and utilization of
system information throughout the project. The first '69 FLT. S/C will be processed by
application of methods and data derived from the '69 S/C Development T_Un_ to
establish and perfect the plan elements. Elements of Assembly and Checkout common
to '71 are:
a. Integrated central assembly and test complex
b. Complete OSE support for each spacecraft
c. Assembly practices and test methods
d. Bonded Stock, Toll-gate, and configuration controls
e. Workmanship methods and Quality controls
f. Spacecraft Test Director and Acceptance Team concepts
g. Acceptance Criteria and test procedures
h. Data acquisition, handling, and control
i Scheduli,ig a_]d work _1_.._._ _,ida.q
j. Dynamic Mission Equivalent Concepts
k. Parallel manufacturing operations
As shown in Figure 5-1 (69 Assembly and Test Flow), the assembly and test of the '69
spacecraft is accomplished in a flow of events which closely parallel that of the '71
spacecraft. Beginning with a number of parallel assembly and test operations on the
Support Shell and the Equipment Module, parallel integrated assembly and test opera-
tions are performed until the Equipment Module and Support Shell (with attitude control
pneumatics installed) are mated to establish a serial spacecraft; from this point on,
the assembled spacecraft undergoes a series of integrated assemblies and tests.
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5.4 '69/'71 RELATIONSHIPS
The '69/'71 Assembly andTest Flow Comparison Chart illustrated in Figure 5-2 is a
modified '71 flow diagram which permits comparison betweenthe '69 and '71 major
events.
During the processing of the '69 spacecraft, schedule, test, and manufacturing sequences
will differ somewhatfrom those for '71 due to configuration, however, these differences
will not cause significant perturbations in test content. Significant differences in the
flow are discussed in the following paragraphs.
5.4.1 ASSEMBLY
a. The four Solar Panel Support Frames on the '71 spacecraft will be replaced
by the assembly of Solar Panel Supports and Deployment mechanisms for the
'69 spacecraft. Different tooling will be required to handle the deployment
mechanisms, (deployment exercises; however, will require at least the same
basic floor space as allocated in the '71 facilities plan).
be Following assembly of the Equipment Module to the Support Shell, the spacecraft
flow diagram shows the point of Flight Capsule support structure. The '69
configuration provides a cover in place of the '71 Capsule support structure.
5.4.1.1 TEST
The absence of a flight capsule simplifies and shortens the test cycle. System tests
after retropropulsion mating are shortened considerably due to the significant differ-
ence of electrical interface. For the '71 configuration considerable testing is per-
formed prior to mating the capsule to demonstrate operation of the spacecraft prior
to completing overall spacecraft assembly and test.
5.4.2 SHIPPING
A different shipping container will be required due to the smaller size of the '69 space-
craft and the transportation method will be considerably less complex.
5.5 SCHEDULE
Although the "launch period" is not as stringent a requirement for '69 as '71, the
same approach to hardware schedule compliance will be invoked to assure timely
delivery of both spacecraft.
The back-up spacecraft/experienced spares approach will be employed, except where
schedule committment may be jeapordized: in this event the use of F/A - Bonded
Stock-direct replacement will be evaluated and decision rendered via acceptance
team analyses.
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The '69 Assembly and Checkout schedule shown in Figure 5-3 defines elapsed time
for each event and the total time allocated. This schedule indicates that the space-
craft will require less time to process (in the order of one month) than the '71
spacecraft: this reduction in time is possible because of the reduction in interface
testing made possible through the elimination of the Flight Capsule.
6.0 LAUNCH OPERATIONS PLAN
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The Launch Operations Plan for the '69 Spacecraft and OSE is similar in most respects
to the '71 plan presented in VB 110 VP 006, Volume A. The differences in scheduling,
processing and facilities due to the '69 configuration and mission are described below.
6.2 LAUNCH OPERATIONS AND TESTS
6.2.1 OVERALL PLAN
The overall plan is to provide two flight qualified S/C for launch in September 1969,
and launch one on a test mission. Following launch of the first S/C, the second one
will be prepared for launch as a back up. The second S/C may be launched in the
event of early failure of the first S/C, or held and used for other test purposes.
Neither a capsule nor a full science payload are being planned for the 1969 launch.
Specific objectives are:
a. Prepare two S/C for flight and launch one or both successfully.
b. Demonstrate functional performance capability and operability of all ele-
ments of the overall flight S/C prior to launch.
c. Demonstrate design compatibility with the MOS, DSN, Cape DSIF Station,
LOS, LC, LV, SCF, ESF, AND AFETR Supporting functions prior to launch.
d. Identify and resolve any degradation in performance capability resulting
from shipment to AFETR.
6.2.2 APPROACH
The approach for the 1969 Mission is much the same as that for the 1971 mission, the
significant elements of which follow. Additional details are included in the 1971 plan
in Volume A.
a. The launch operation system (LOS), directed by JPL and supported by the
various contractors, is responsible for all AFETR operations through
injection.
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b. The OSEto S/C hardware andprocedural interfaces are tested and
exercised at the factory to minimize problems at the launch site.
C. Tests are run at Subsystems and higher levels only and problems are
corrected by replacement of entire bays. End to end testing and a building
block test policy is followed identical to the 1971 plan.
The following are differences in approach from the 1971 plan:
a. S/C #1 will arrive at the launch site early for dry run processing through
the launch cycle to check procedures and interfaces and will then be reprocessed
and prepared for flight as a back up to S/C #2. During Phase IB, detailed
cost effectiveness studies and schedule evaluations are planned for using the
1969 Development Vehicles for an earlier first dry run through the Launch Site.
b. S/C #2 will arrive after S/C #1 and will be processed through the launch
cycle without a "Dry Run". S/C #2 will be the primary flight S/C, with
S/C #1 as back up.
c. Atlas- Centaur is the planned launch vehicle and only one launch pad will be
used for both spacecraft.
6.2.3 LAUNCH WINDOW CONSTRAINT PROVISIONS
The launch is plamled for September 1969. Since this period precludes a trajectory
to Mars, the exact launch time is not as rigidly defined. The launch will be completed
as soon as possible to provide design information for the 1971 mission and to prevent
tie-up of the launch facilities. The use of one launch pad restricts the minimum
interval between launches to about four weeks. Additionally, the second S/C will not
be placed on the pad for launch until a decision to launch it has been made.
6.2.4 LAUNCH OPERATIONS AND TESTS SUMMARY
Launch operations and tests at KSC/AFETR require approximately six months if both
spacecraft are launched. Operations are performed at three locations, the SCF, the
ESF, and the LC, in a malmer almost identical to the 1971 plan. After OSE is installed
and checked out, S/C #I is dry run through the SCF, the ESF, and the LC to establish
compatibility told operability. S/C #I is then returned to the SCF for the start of its
final processing cycle. S/C #2 is processed through the launch cycle only once. This
occurs on a schedule that lags the dry run of S/C #I by one month. S/C #2 experiment
calibration told system test is done in the SCF and it is then processed through the ESF
where the pyrotechnics, gases, and propellants are loaded. Next the S/C is encapsulated
in the payload fairing and transported to the pad at the LC where it is mated with the
L/V. Final S/C pad tests are run, followed by a J-FACT demonstrating compatibility
of all S/V systems. This is followed by the countdown and launch. The spacecraft
Monitoring Station of the DSIF ties the S/C into the SFOF during launch operations and
tracks the S/C to horizon after lift off.
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Figure 5-3. v69 Flight Spacecraft
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6.2.5 FLOW CHART
A Launch Operations and Tests Flow Chart is presented in Figure 6-1. It illustrates
the steps performed in processing the two spacecraft through the SCF, E SF, and LC,
for both "dry run" and actual launch.
6.2.6 SCHEDULE
The Launch Operations and Tests Schedule in Figure 6-2 shows in detail the nominal
time for each step, and shows how the two 1969 flight S/C are phased at AFETR.
Both S/C, together with the OSE, arrive at the SCF and are received and inspected
in sequence within a four week period. Two teams of test personnel arrive with the
hardware. The Spacecraft are processed almost in parallel with one lagging the other
by about four weeks, until after the launch -,'hen the decision to launch the second
S/C must be made. The Facility Utilization Schedule of Figure 6-3 shows the time
phasing for processing the two spacecraft at the launch site.
6.2.7 LAUNCH OPERATIONS AND TESTS
The descriptions for the steps shown in the Flow Plan and schedules are identical to
those for the 1971 mission Launch Operations Plan as presented in Volume A. The
differences in plans are as follows:
a. No capsule for the 1969 mission and therefore all capsule activities are
deleted.
b. The 1969 S/C is smaller than the 1971 S/C making the existing SCF and ESF
adequate for launch site processing.
c. An Atlas Centaur Launch Vehicle is planned requiring different procedures
and less time on the launch pad than for the Saturn LV.
d. Magnetic mapping is not required in the field unless a science magnetometer
• --_n,l_A Th_ plan assumes that it is not installed.
e. Propellant loading is done prior to PAD mating because of the shorter
pad cycle.
f , A '_Dry Run" of both S/C through the launch cycle is not scheduled. Only S/C
#1 will have a dry run and its purpose will be to check compatibility of S/C,
facilities and procedures and to train personnel.
g. A PTM cycle at ETR prior to S/C arrival is not scheduled, pending further
studies on the use of the 1969 Development System for this purpose.
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6.2.8 LAUNCH ABORT AND LAUNCH HOLD CRITERIA
Abort m_drecycle considerations and plans are identical to those stated for the 1971
mission with the following exceptions:
a. S/C #I may not have finished its processing at the time of abort on S/C #2 and,
therefore, may not be ready for immediate mating at the pad.
b. Ifa Pad Abort occurs, a decision on which S/C to prepare for the next launch
attempt will be made.
c. Due to the use of only one pad, additionaltime may be necessary for LV
recycling.
Launch hold criteria will be documented in a manner identical to that for the 1971
mission.
6.2.9 FORMAL ACCEPTANCE FOR FLIGHT
Formal data reviews and acceptances will be conducted as for the 1971 mission.
consist of the following:
a. Final Systems Flight Acceptance
b. Toll Gate Buy off
c. Running Buy off
6.3 KEY OPERATING PROCEDURES
The key operating procedures that govern the manner in which launch operations and
tests are executed for the'69 mission are identical to those stated in some detail for
the 1971 mission. These procedures define the methods and controls for operating
at AFETR.
A procedures difference does exist in two areas. They are:
a. Logistics (Spares) - Only two spacecraft are available at the launch site and
factory tested spares will be used rather than spares removed from the third
s/c.
b. Sterility - Unnecessary for 1969 mission because a sterile capsule will not
be flown.
These
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Figure 6-1. 1969 Launch Operations and
Tests Flow Chart
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OPERATIONS AND TESTS
1. Receiving, Inspection & Installation
2. STC Checkout
3. S/C INCOMING CONFIDENCE TEST
4. ELECTRICALLY MATED SYSTEM TEST
5. OSE CHECKOUT AT ESF
6. Transport to ESF
7. Press. Test Prop. Load & Gas Press. Dry Run
8. S/C Hazardous Preparations Dry Run
9. S/C - ESF COMPATIBILITY TEST
10. Overall S/C Assembly
"11. POST-ASS'Y CONF. TEST & FAIRING INSTALL.
12. Transport to LC
13. Mating with LV at Pad
14. LCE CHECKOUT
15. S/C - LC COMPATIBILITY TESTS
"16. LC FINAL CONFIDENCE TESTS
"17. COMBINED SYSTEM TEST
18. Demate and Transport to SCF
19. Remove Payload Fairing
20. SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS CALEB & ASS'Y.
"21. FINAL SYSTEMS FLIGHT ACCEPT. TEST
22. Load on Transporter'
23. Transport to ESF
24. Disassemble Overall S/C
25. Pressure Test S/C # 2 Only
26. S/C Hazardous Preparations
27. S/C EXPLOSIVES CONFIDENCE TEST
28. Overall S/C Assembly, Alignment & CG.
*29, POST-ASS'Y CONF. TEST & ...... _ t_t_TAt t
Propellant Load & Cold Gas Top-Off
31. Transport to LC
32. Mate with LV at Pad
33. S/C-LC COMPAT. TEST - ELECT/MECH.
34. LC FINAL CONFIDENCE TESTS
*35. J-FACT
36. Conf. Test and Final Launch Preparations
37. COUNTDOWN & LAUNCH
FORM 9479V REV. (10--6t)
WEEKS FROM LAUNCH
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s/c# 1
Y///////_ S/ C # 2
Figure 6-2. 1969 Launch Operations and
Test Schedule
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6.4 FACILITIES AND OSE
6.4.1 GENERAL
Facilities and OSE required at KSC/AFETR to prepare the site and support the test,
service and launch operations during the 1969 launch opportunity will be as outlined in
the 1971 plan, with the exceptions discussed below.
6.4.2 FACILITIES
The facilities required to support OSE installations and Spacecraft testing at
KSD/AFETR will be the Spacecraft Checkout Facility (SCF), the Explosive Safe
Facility (ESF), and one launch emplacement (pad) at Launch Complex 36.
The present SCF in Hangar AO is adequate to support 1969 S/C processing and test.
Minor facility modifications will be necessary to provide for OSE installation.
The present ESF, with Instrument Lab, Assembly and Sterilization Lab and Propellant
Lab, is adequate to support 1969 S/C test and servicing tasks. Minor facilities
modifications will be required to provide for LCE Installation.
Launch Complex 36 is an Atlas-Centaur launch emplacement located about three miles
SE of the SCF and about four miles SE of the ESF. The blockhouse has adequate floor
space for required Voyager LCE. Adequate space is available within the Launch and
Service Building for Required Voyager cable termination and power LCE.
6.4.3 OPERATIONAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Operational Support Equipment (OSE) required at KSC/AFETR to support Voyager
1969 test, service and launch tasks will be similar to the OSE required in 1971. There
is a requirement for only two sets of OSE, with sufficient AHSE for only two S/C.
6.4.4 LAUNCH SITE PREPARATION AND OSE INSTALLATION
Launch site preparation will consist of those tasks required to prepare the SCF, ESF
and LC-36 for installation of 1969 OSE. Included will be facility modifications, long
run (between facility) cable installation and checkout, and antenna and RF equipment
installation.
OSE installation will be the tasks required to install all LCE and AHSE in the facilities.
The LCE and most of the AHSE will be shipped to KSC/AFETR prior to shipment of the
two S/C's. The two STC's required at the SCF will be shipped with their respective S/C.
Figure 6-4 shows the schedule and tasks for Launch Site Preparation and OSE In-
stallation. Facility Schematics and Layouts are shown in the 1971 LOP in Volume A.
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6.5 PERSONNEL PLAN
A team conceptidentical to 1971is planned. Two processing teams will be sent to the
launch site, oneteam for each spacecraft. These teams will process the two S/C in
a parallel flow. The functional skills listing for the launch site given in the 1971plan
applies also to the 1969plan.
6.6 DESIGNREQUIREMENTSFROM LOP
The purpose of the LOP as presented here is not only to describe the LaunchOpera-
tions but also to determine the requirements made necessary by the LaunchOperations.
These requirements include SpacecraftDesign, facilities and schedules. The require-
ments for 1969are similar to 1971with the following exceptions.
6.6.1 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The design requirements arc similar to the 1971requirements with the following
exceptions-"
a. Since no capsule is installed, sterilization and the bio barrier are not
required.
6.6.2 FACILITIES
The present facilities used on the Mariner Program are generally adequate, for
support of the 1969 mission. The enlarged ESF and magnetic mapping area are not
required at this time.
6.6.3 SCHEDULES
Figure 6-5 shows anticipated completion dates for work related to the Launch Operations
Plan.
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7.0 SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS
The Voyager '69 mission presents a profile considerably different from the '71 flight.
Consequently, the conjunctive MOS operations will not duplicate those of the latter
mission. Since the implications of the '69 operations are of no less significance to
the mission success, GE-SD plans an active operational system engineering support
effort. The objectives and scope of this plan are the same as those stated for the
Voyager '71 SFO Implementation Plan described in Volume A (VB110VP007).
The GE-SD support in the implementation of '69 SFO will provide a continuous, smooth
transition through the '71 activities. For this reason, the schedule and task statements
are presented jointly in the '71 plan. This plan is addressed to the significant differ-
ences between the missions and is presented as a delta to the '71 plan.
7.1 OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING IMPLEMENTATION
The Voyager '69 mission is a test flight wherein total emphasis is upon spacecraft per-
formance rather than shared with the retrieval of specific scientific data. The ' 71
mission requires maintainance of a close tolerance interplanetary trajectory and remote
orbital operations as included in the '71 flight plan. Both the '69 and '71 missions
present complex operational problems. The broad implications of the mission differ-
ences are presented in Figure 7-1. From this summarization, the major '69 SFO
implementation deltas can be determined.
The support tasks and schedule have been previously described in the '71 plan. This
unified description was presented therein to provide a coordinated '69/'71 plan keyed
to the project master milestone schedule.
The project organization will be that described in the '71 Plan (VB110VP007). The sup-
port organization and liaison activity will be maintained as required throughout the
completion of post flight evaluation of the Voyager '71 spacecraft performance.
An analysis of the "MOS Support" tasks indicates that the intense test activity of the
'69 flight would approximately offset the added activity imposed by the SSAT interface
during the '71 operations. Therefore, a nearly uniform support team size would be
maintained by GE for the SFOF throughout the '69 and '71 missions. The re-training
required for '71 would be associated with the SSAT interfaces and the flight spacecraft
differences.
As stated in the '71 plan, other project personnel will be on-call for peak operations
activity.
The MDE required for '69 is expected to be the same design as the '71 flight. The
computer programs will require updating for '71. It is also re-stated that the '71 MDE
must accommodate a dual flight mission which is not the case in '69. Therefore, MDE
in lesser quantity will be satisfactory for the '69 flight. Additional MDE of a different
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CHARACTERISTICS
SAME BASIC S/C SUBSYSTEMS
DIFFERENCES:
u
REDUCED EP S/S ----.----
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MOS/DSN IMPLICATIONS
MDE
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I
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SA ME DISPLAY __._.........._....._ SAME
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=:=:_ANALYSIS _ STRIP-OUT/NO i = _ONE/NOSSATINTERFACE
PROGRAMS VIDEO PROCESSING [
[ I t
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o
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_PERFORMANCE -- ! _ COMMAND/
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*AVAIL @GOLDSTONE (MARS)IN '66 AND @
CANBERRA & MADRID IN '71-USE OF THE
GOLDSTONE DISH RECOMMENDED FOR
ACCURACY COMPARISON AND COMPATIBILITY
TESTS.
Figure 7-1. Operational Implications
69 System Deltas (from '71)
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type will be required in '69 to provide the capsule data r-f link simulation. A data up-
link is plannedusing a ground transmitted VHF signal. The associated MDE equip-
ment must provide the versatility to simulate doppler excursions, signal fades/inter-
ruptions andother characteristics necessary to evaluate the capsule-S/C post separa-
tion interface. If computer sequencingis used, the MDE will include the operational
program s.
7.2 TECHNICAL TASKDESCRIPTIONS
The task descriptions presented in the '71 plan apply equally to the '69 SFO implemen-
tation. Several examples were provided in the '71 plan for reasons of clarification,
which will be translated into unique '69 situations as applicable. However, to provide
a better understanding of the tasks in relation to '69 SFO, somebasic information has
beenrevised and is presented herein. Theseare provided according to the following
schedule:
Figure/Table
Title No.
Replaces Figure/
Table No. in
VB110VP007
SFOF, DSIF and ETR Activities Table 7-1 Table 3-1
DSNCapabilitie s Table 7-2 Table 3-2
Voyager Interfaces Figure 7-2 Figure 3-2
Electrical Interfaces Table 7-3 Table 3-3
SFOMission Profile Figure 7-3 Figure 3-4
Operational Descriptions
Flight System Functions Table 7-4 Table 3-4
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Latitude & Longitude
H.S. Data Link to SFOF
Data Bps. SFOF
Voice Circuits SFOF
Duplex TTY (30 bps) SFOF
1970-1979 Data Link SFOF
Wide Band Analog (6 mc)
RT Data Displays (Chan)
Commands - Radio
- Storage
T/M Recorder-Magnetic
Pen and Oscil. Channels
Wideband Record BW (MC)
Computer System
On/Line T/M Handling
Time Format
Antenna Gains
Tracking (transmit)
Telemetry (receive)
Command (transmit)
Rec IF Bandwidth
Tracking
Telemetry
Rec Sensor or NF
Tracking & Telemetry
Wide Band (video)
Nominal Freq. (mc)
Tracking
Telemetry
Command
Wideband (video)
Transmitter Power
Tracking
Command
Cape Kennedy
DSIF 71
28.5 ° 279.4°E
1
2400 1200
1 min 2
1 min
> 10K bps >
1970
Madrid
DSIF 61
40.4°N 356.3°F
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
Real Time
Ascension
ICommand & Guido
7.9 °S 345.6 °E
1
600
2
2
> 10K bps
X
Real Time
NASA 36-bit,
28 bit & 20
bit codes, WWV
10 ft. (min)
2115(up) 2295 -
(down)
2295
2115
2295
1-FR100 (0.3mc)
2-FR1400 (1.5mc
44 Chan.
FR 700 (5 mc)
or FR 800
SDS 900 series
Quick Look
NASA 36-bit,
28 bit & 20
bit codes, WWV
85 ft. 210 ft.
51db. 60.3db.
53 db. 61 db.
51db. 60.3db.
10 mc max
i0 m_ max
-163 dbm
-163 dbm
30 ft.
Joburg
DSIF 51
25.9°S 27.7°E
1
1200
2
3
> 10K bps
1970
8
X
Real Time
1-FR100 (0.3mc) -
2-FR1400 (1.5mc)-
44 Chart.
FR 700 (5 mc)
or FR 800
SDS 900 series
Quick Look
NASA 36-bit
28 bit & 20
bit codes, WWV
85 ft.
51db.
53 db.
51 db.
10 mc max
10 mc max
-163 dbm
-163 dbm
Woomer_
DSIF 41
31.4°S 136.
1
1200
2
3
> 10K bp
1970
8
X
Real T
FR700 (5:
or FR 800
85 ft.
51db.
53 db.
51db.
25 watt
25 watt
2295
2115
2295
10 KW/100 KW
10 KW/100 KW
I
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
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Table 7-2. DSN Capabilities
Canberra
DSIF 42
35.4 ° 149.0°E
1
1200
2
>
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
Echo
DSIF 12
35.3°N 243.2°E
i
4
4400, 1200
7
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
Mars
DSIF 14
35.4°N 243. I°E
4
4400, 1200
Venus
DSIF 13
35.2 ° N 243.2 ° E
4
4400, 1200
Pioneer
DSrF 11
35.4°N 243.2°E
4
4400, 1200
7
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
7
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
7
3
10K bps
1970
8
X
Real Time Real Time Real Time
FR 700 (5 mc) FR 700 (5 mc) FR 700 (5 mc)
or FR 800 or FR 800 or FR 800
85 ft. 210 ft.
51 db. 60.3db.
53 db. 61 db.
51 db. 60.3db.
85 ft.
51 db.
61 db.
51 db.
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW/100 KW
10 KW/100 KW
210 ft.
60.3 db.
61 db.
60.3 db.
10 KW/100 KW
10 KW/100 KW
Real Time
FR 700 (5 mc)
or FR 800
85 ft. 30 ft.
51 db.
53 db.
51 db.
10 KW
10 KW
Real Time
FR 700 (5 mc)
or FR 800
85 ft.
51db.
53 db.
51 db.
10 KW
10 KW
NOTE :
D-
p-
D-
h-
The 210 Ft. Antenna
are expected to be
operational as
follows:
Mars - 1966
Canberra - 1971
Madrid - 1971
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• MISSION SUB-PHASE
_,,
• CALENDAR DATE
• TIME AFTER LAUNCH
CONE (DEG} _ _ _
• CLOCK (DEG)
COMMUNIC. RANGE !
• LAUNCH VEH. OPS.
• CENTAUR INERT. GUIDANCE !
• CENTAUR C-BAND TRK'G BEACON I
• FLIGHT S/C OPER. CONFIG.
• S/C BUS
COMMUNICATION MODE
ANTENNA PARASITIC II
XMTR. POWER
RADIO XMISSION MODE
DATA MODE 2
DATA RATE (BPS} i06.7_
PERF. DATA COLLECTION
G & C ORIENT. MODE
TRANSITION
STABILIZED
PROP. BURN MODE
MIDCOURSE
• RETRO
E.P. MODE
PARK
I
LOW
OMNI
4 ORBITAL TEST --
[-' 0
0
_ _ o_ m _ o
I
I EARTH ORBIT
I
ooo :_ < < <
i
I 370 KM to 1140 KM
4
.I
l
¢ _ LOW GAIN
I t ,P t LOW _ '['
2 NOTE
106.7 "8.533 KBPS
'.1 % = =: % :', 4' :: =:
SOLAR ARRAY GND PWR
INTERNAL BATTERY
PYROTECHNIC
FLIGHT CAP. RADIO SIM. VHF, GROUND SIMULATION
DSN AC TIVITIES _:
• SFO REHEARSALS
• SFOF COMM. WITH ETR (VIA NASCOM)
S/C STATUS INFO; CAPE TO SFOF
S/C CMD. LOADING INSTNS TO CAPE............_ MISTRAM BACKUP TO RANGE SAFETY
X-BAND & C-BAND
TRKG & TM DATA; AFETR TO SFOF ,,I
• DSIF REC. TRKG & TM DATA (APOLLO "UNIFIED S-BAND TRK_,,]_'
SITES SUPPORT POSSIBLE) I
FROM FLT. S/C (CAP. SIM RELAYED} t "_
FROM FLT. CAP. SIM (DIRECT} !
• MOS ANALYSIS (ON LINE/OFF LINE PROCESSING SUPPORT AS REQ'D.) I
EPAT II
SPAT ISSAT
• DSIF TRANSMIT COMMANDS M B
XP, A "
5
, %
"-t,
II I
INTERMITTENT$LINE-OF-SIGHT} BELOW _ 104 MI.
4
i I _ I I ,_
MBy s m By s,
TC
/
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Z
o 0
Z
0
o
$g
0
o
0
o
Z
0
DI SOLAR ORBIT
I
i
27.55 (106) KM 160 (106) KM
NOTES:
1 DSN COMMAND SYMBOLS:
M MANEUVER (INCLUDES HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
GIMBALLING STORED PARAMETERS & TMIDATA
STORAGE MANEUVER DATA & INITIATE COMMAND
TC INITIATE TM MODE CHANGE
A INITIATE ANTENNA MODE CHANGE
XP INITIATE X_MTR IK)WER CHANGE
V REMOVE BURN/SEP. INHIBIT
(ATTITUDE VERIFICATION)
B BACKUP ATTITUDE CONT., ETC.
2 TLM DATA SYMBOLS
S STORED
P PLAYBACK
3 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA MAY BE TESTED IN EARTH ORBIT
4 PRESSURE 104 TORR, ACTIVATE HIGH VOLTAGE
5 THE MANEUVER SEQUENCE IS DEFINED ON FIGURE 3-4
OF DOCUMENT VBll0VP007
•"l'= HIGH GAIN
LH
id _ LOW _ _ IHII I L ,_
LH
"_'NOTE (5) 2 . ,2, , , 2 , NOTE (5} 2,
_, ', 106.7 ; NOTE(51lo4.7NOTE (5) 106 7 "106.7: "
II
D
D
_OTE(512
_OTE_5__o6.7:
II II
II
II
-$ t I t ? ,1' I I
M V A M V
,,''B', B ;t _ I I t t--q BLANK ; ¢", BI B :
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Figure 7-3. SFO Mission Profile No
Contingencies Type I Trajectory '69
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Table 7-4.
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Operational Description Flight System Functions
LAUNCH VFHICLE
Pre- Launch Phase
Subsystem
EoCo
R
Com
E.P.
Function
Instrument unit contains GN 2 cooler/circulator
Shroud confines and directs GN 2 flow
Parasitic antenna transmits. On 120" shroud.
Umbilical connection
Umbilical connection to ground power
Launch Phase
E°C° Shroud protects S/C from airflow
Shroud vents pressure as required
DH & S, R Shroud parasitic antenna transmits; Centaur C-
band transponder. Vibration data relayed
through launch vehicle telemetry.
G & C Centaur inertial unit controls both stages
Pyro Atlas Booster separation
120" shroud separation
Atlas separation
Centaur ullage motor start
Centaur separation
Prop Atlas Burn
Sustained Burn
retro
Centaur 1st burn
2nd burn
retro
Tracking data acquired through ETR facilities
System is expended after Phase 2.
Telemetry Data
C ategories
D
D
D, E
E
D
D
D
D, E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
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Table 7-4. Operational Description Flight System Functions (Continued)
Dataanalysis category symbols:
C - Computer analysis and plot
D - Digital conversion andprintout
E - Eventand commandverification
V - Video
OVERALL FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
Pre-launch Phase
Complete system checkout, propellant load, mate to Centaur, enshroud. Access
limited to umbilical and R.
Telemetry Data
Subsystem Function Categories
EP Condition ground power. D
DH & S, R Data format and transmit at low power via shroud D, E
parasite antenna.
Launch
DH& S, R Data format and transmission. Change to omni D, E
antenna at shroud separation. Change to
high power at separation. Vibration data relayed
to launch vehicle telemetry.
EC Assume control at shroud separation. Maintain D
temp.
EP Condition internal battery power. D, E
C & S Activate Hp transmitter at separation. E
Initiate antenna change at shroud separation.
Warm up G&C. Initiate orientation Canopus
sensor, open cover, extension booms, after
separation.
Initiate separation from Centaur. E
Pyro Separation and extension-explosive bolts, etc. E
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Operational Description Flignt System Functions (Continued)
Subsystem
Sci
G&C
Function
Calibrate
Control boom extension, canopus sensor orienta-
tion.
Acquisition Phase
G & C Perform orientation maneuver using inertial
reference. Acquire Sun and Canopus. Activate
attitude control; inertial off.
EP Switch to solar batteries when E S > E B. Charge
internal batteries. Condition power.
EC Maintain temperature
C & S Initiate maneuver sequence after activating G&C
DH & S, R Data format and transmission on omni antenna.
Sci Gather data and automate
Com Be prepared to "fly by wire" if Canopus sensor
inoperative
Apogee Firing
Com
C&S
G&C
Prop
Pyro
Start Maneuver sequence. Instruct C & S
Remove engine inhibit.
Store maneuver command. Change to inertial ref-
erence and initiate maneuver. On attitude verifi-
cation, sequence engine, initiate acquisition.
On inertial reference, perform maneuver, act as
autopilot reference source during burn; perform
acquisition sequence.
Midcourse burn
Explosive valves
Telemetry Data
Categories
D, E
D, E
C, D, E
D, E
D
E
C, D, E
D, E
E
E
C, D,E
D, E
E
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Table 7-4. Operational Description Flight System Functions (Continued)
Subsystem Function
Telemetry Data
Categories
EP Condition power. Switch to and from internal D, E
batteries as required.
Sci Data gathering and automation. D, E
DH & S, R Data format and transmission. C,D, E
EC Maintain temperature D
Maneuver
Sequence:
Roll-to align pitch axis
Pitch-to align thrust axis (roll axis)
Roll-to align high-gain antenna Reverse Sequence
to return-
Orbit Operation Phase
Com Instruct C & S for orbital operation; START/STOP
TRANSMISSION, change bit rate, etc.
E
C&S Switch G & C to inertial sun/canopus occult. E
Pyro Explosive bolts, etc. E
G&C Maintain attitude in sensor/inertial control as
required. For occultation, change sensor posi-
tion as required. Control instrument gimbals as
required.
D, E, C
Sci Non-video data. Video simulated by high-speed trans-
mission of stored data.
(V), E, D
DH & S, R Data format and transmission. Store 100 bps Data
in 1st half of buffer. Read out into recorder at 50K
bps, continue by alternate halves of buffer playback
recorder and transmit at 8K bps rate on command.
START/STOP transmission, change bit rate as re-
quired.
V, D, E, C
EP Condition power. Change to and from internal
batteries as required. Charge batteries as re-
quired.
D, E
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Table 7-4. Operational Description Flight System Functions (Continued)
Subsystem
EC Control temperature.
Escape Orbit Phase
Com
C&S
G&C
Prop
Pyro
EP
Sei
EC
T_TT
_*, & S, R
Function
 raa e_2ha  
Sci
C&S
Com
Start maneuver sequence. Instruct C & S. Re-
move engine inhibit.
EP
Store maneuver command. Change to inertial
reference and initiate maneuver. On attitude
verification, sequence m idcourse and retro engines.
Initiate acquisition.
On inertial reference, perform maneuver; act as
autopilot reference source during burn, perform
acquisition sequence.
Retro and midcourse burn
Explosive valves
Condition power. Change to and from internal
batteries as required.
Gather data and automate
Maintain temperature
Data format and transmission.
Gather data and automate
Provide commands as required.
schedule
Calibration
Receive commands as Canopus sensor and high-
gain antenna angle update; activate high-gain
antenna, change battery charge rate or bit rate.
Condition power.
Telemetry Data
Categories
D
E
E
C,D, E
D, E
E
D, E
D, E
D
D, E
E
E
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Table 7-4. Operational Description Flight System Functions (Continued)
Subsystem Function
Telmetry Data
Categories
EC Maintain temperature D
G & C Maintain attitude, sensor pointing, etc. D, E
DH& S, R Data format and transmission, 100 bps normal,
200 flare.
Store flare data in buffers. Change bit rate
on command.
D, E
Midcourse Correction Phase
Corn Start maneuver sequence. Instruct C & S.
Remove engine inhibit.
E
C&S Store maneuver command. Change to inertial
reference and initiate maneuver. On attitude
verification, sequence engine, initiate acquisition.
Change to high-power xmtr when on omni antenna.
E
G & C On inertial reference, perform maneuver, act as D, C, E
autopilot reference source during burn; perform
acquisition sequence.
Prop Midcourse burn D, E
Pyro Explosive valves E
EP Condition power. Switch to and from internal D, E
batteries as required.
Sei Data gathering and automation D, E
DH& S, R Data format and transmission. Change to and C, D, E
from omni and high-gain antenna as required.
EC Maintain temperature D
Maneuver
Se que nc e:
Roll-to align pitch axis
Pitch-to align thrust axis (roll axis)
Roll-to align high-gain antenna and Reverse Sequence
to return -
Point high-gain antenna before starting maneuver and return
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Table 7-4. Operational Description Flight System Functions (Continued)
Subsystem
Cruise Phase
Function
Telemetry Data
Categories
Sci Gather data and automate D, E
C & S Provide commands as required E
Com Receive and relay commands E
EP Condition power, charge batteries D
EC Maintain temperature D
G & C Maintain attitude and change antenna/sensor D, E
positions as required
DH & S, R Data format and transmission. Store and play- D, E
back data or change bit rate as required.
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8.0 SPECIAL TEST PLANS
8.1 LIFE TESTING
The activities that will be accomplished to obtain the hardware life capability and
assurance for the 1969 flight vehicle will be a direct outgrowth of those performed
for the 1971 mission. The sequence and description of these activities are presented
in VB 110 VP 008, Volume A. The schedule requirement for finalizing the '69 hardware
configuration will, in some cases, be met without the full benefit of the final results of
the planned life achievement activities.
At the time the '69 configuration is released for procurement and fabrication, most of
the basic material and part capability information will be available and used in the
selection and testing of the hardware for the '69 Spacecraft. The early failure char-
acteristics will be available and will be used to develop the time to first failure
acceptance criteria. The Dynamic Mission Equivalent (DME) concept as described in
the Reliability Plan to be used for component and system acceptance will have been
identified and will be used.
There will be certain of the life considerations that will not be fully completed. For
instance, the possibility of consuming a significant portion of existing life capability in
performing the acceptance DME will not have been fully demonstrated, certain of the
internal environmental conditions may not have achieved the fully refined definition
that will be expected for the 1971 mission; and some of the degraded condition indicators
for the systems level extreme conditions may not have been determined.
However, during the fabrication, assembly and test cycle of the '69 Spacecraft, a
siguificant portion of the life achievement effort will have been accomplished in all of
the areas to be considered in the development of the total life capability m_d assurance.
This information will be factored into the hardware in this cycle, as applicable, to
assure adequate life for completion of the '69 mission.
8.2 1969 INTERFACE TESTING
Interface testing for the 1969 mission has a two fold requirement. First, it must pro-
vide assurance that the '69 Spacecraft interfaces with other Voyager program elements
are valid. Since the difference in the interfaces is in the configiration of particular
hardware, the program of tests required will be the same for 1969 as for 1971. The
second requirement is that the 1969 Spacecraft must validate the interface designs
for 1971.
Therefore, Interface testing for the 1969 Spacecraft will be integrated in the overall
Interface Test Program for 1971, rather than being a separate program. The schedule
presented in the 1971 Interface Test Plan incorporates all the tests for both 1969 and
1971.
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During the design andmodel testing phaseof the program, tests made on interfaces
are not specifically oriented toward onevehicle. Their purpose is to establish the
validity of the interface design rather than to prove that a particular configuration of
hardware is adequate. The separation between'69 and '71 interface testing does not
become a factor until the DevelopmentSpacecraft is assembled.
The primary difference in interface testing between1969and 1971is that no PTM is
built. Instead of a PTM, the back-up flight spacecraft will be subjected to the tests
identified in the 1971plan for the PTM, but the levels of testing for 1969S/C will be
held to Flight Acceptance instead of the more severe Type Acceptance levels. The
back-up spacecraft will be sent toKSC, instead of the PTM, for a dry runof launchprep-
__rationtests shortly before the flight vehicle cycle is started. The tests are similar.
For testing with the DSN, the RF model will beused in place of the PTM. Otherwise,
for 1969Interface testing, the same tests will be performed as for 1971.
9.0 RELIABILITY ASSURANCE
The Reliability Assurance plan, its key elements, approach and detailed activities,
responsibilities and relationships, will be fully implemented on the '69 flight hardware
in the same manner shown in the '71 plan in VB 110 VP 010, Volume A.
Reliability analyses and data generated by the '69 activity, from engineering develop-
ment through flight, will be processed and actions initiated on the '71 program to
assure maximum reliability benefit in '71.
The '69 flight program data is considered valuable in this respect. This subject is
discussed in more detail in Appendix I, "Reliability Considerations".
10.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The Quality Assurance plan presented in VB 110 VP 011, Volume A is applicable in all
respects to the '69 Spacecraft and OSE, and will be implemented accordingly.
ii.0 SAFETY
The Safety plan presented in VB 110 VP 012, Volume A is applicable in all respects
to the '69 Spacecraft and OSE, and will be implemented accordingly.
12.0 PROCUREMENT AND FABRICATION PLAN
The Procurement and Fabrication Plan VB 110 VP 014 in Volume A, Section V applies to
the '69 as well as the '71 Voyager equipment. The critical consideration for the '69
launch is the identification of long lead procurement items for the purpose of
initiating procurement activity at the start of Phase H.
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It seems necessary, for example, to initiate such activity for the Propulsion Sub-
system during PhaseIB. There are other items, such as:
a. Approach GuidanceScanners
b. Traveling WaveTubes (Communications)
c. Solar Arrays
d. Tape Recorders
which, if sufficiently different from existing hardware to require development, may
have to be initiated immediately at the start of Phase II. All items will be reviewed
during PhaseIB to determine long lead items.
Fabrication andassembly of the '69 Engineering Model will be under GE internal
changecontrol, andto the fullest possible extent certified operators and approved
parts, materials andprocesses will be employed. Manufacturing facilities, to the
extent required for the '69 configuration, will be in place.
13.0 MAGNETIC CLEANLINESS
The basic Magnetic Cleanliness Plan outlined in VB ii0 VP 015, Volume A will be
followed for the 1969 Test Spacecraft. The 1969 Test Spacecraft is an excellent
opportunity to prove out magnetic cleanliness controls and procedures in design,
manufacture, and test. Because of schedule limitations, the deperming and mapping
of the spacecraft at the launch facility will be deleted. Though failure to achieve
specified 1971 levels of magnetic cleanliness will not be grounds for rejection, the
experience gained on the 1969 spacecraft will be invaluable in determining corrective
action which might be required for the 1971 spacecraft.
14.0 EMI
The EMI implementation plan for the 1969 Spacecraft is identical to the 1971 plan
presented in VB 110 VP 016, Volume A, except for those paragraphs which discuss
the 1971 Capsule interfaces and the 1971 Science equipment groups. These paragraphs
would be deleted since they do not apply to the '69 mission. These differences are
delineated in the '_ntroduction and Scope" of the 1971 plan.
15.0 PASADENA ENGINEERING OFFICE
The Pasadena Engineering Office plan presented in VB Ii0 VP 017, Volume A is
applicable in all respects to the '69 Spacecraft and OSE and will be implemented
accordingly.
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16.0 FACILITIES
The Facilities implementation plan presented in VB 110 VP 018, Volume A is
applicable in all respects to the '69 program. No problems are anticipated with pro-
viding the necessary facilities within the schedule requirements.
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SCHEDULE AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
PROJECT CONTROL PLAN
The Project Control plan presented in VB120VP, Volume A is applicable in all re-
spects to the '69 Spacecraft and OSE and will be implemented accordingly.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
I.i PURPOSE
The process of selecting a 1969 mission must consider the trade-offs between the
mission value achievable in terms of satisfying engineering test objectives, mission
costs, and effects upon the 1971 Spacecraft Program. This appendix presents the
criteria for mission selection, the alternatives considered, the selection process, and
the recommended mission for 1969.
1.2 APPROACH
The 1969 mission selection will be developed in accordance with the following:
a. Establish overall mission objectives
b. Develop mission selection criteria
c. Select feasible candidate missions
d. Evaluate candidate missions versus mission selection criteria
e. Determine acceptable alternate missions
f. Determine implementation effects (cost and schedule) on alternate missions
g. Select mission.
2.0 SUMMARY
Several mission alternatives were evaluated early in the study for test value. Two con-
clusions were drawn from this study. First, a large share of the mission test value
is associated with use of the main retro propulsion system, indicating a test mission
that begins with an earth orbiting phase. Secondly, a flight to Mars does increase the
value of the engineering test, but only by a small amount.
The final mission selection process produced two prime alternatives: an earth orbit to
Mars fly-by mission, using the retropropulsion system to eject the spacecraft onto the
Mars transfer orbit, or the same mission flown after the Mars opportunity, as an earth
orbit to deep space flight. Due to the subjective ratings attached to the relative im-
portance of different test objectives, it was necessary to invoke three other considera-
tions in order to select the prime mission. These were mission difficulty, cost and
schedule.
Based on mission difficulty, the earth orbit to deep space mission is slightly preferable
for two reasons. First, the earth orbit to Mars mission imposes more trajectory con-
straints than the deep space shot. Secondly, the weight capability for Mars fly-by is
somewhat marginal.
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Based on cost, the differences between the two alternates was estimated to be 4 per-
cent less for the deep space mission, too small a difference to influence the decision
significantly.
Based on schedule, there is a distinct preference for the later launch date of the earth
orbit to deep space mission. The earlier launch requirements of the Mars mission
requires a release schedule for hardware procurement which compromises the con-
figuration of the 1969 design relative to the 1971 design. The September launch date
of the deep space mission has relatively little effect on the optimum 1971 program.
In summary, the later flight of earth orbit to deep space is preferred for these reasons:
a. The difference in engineering test value of a Mars fly-by versus a deep space
shot is too small and too subjective to be decisive.
b. The cost difference is too small and uncertain to exert much influence on the
answer.
c. Mission flexibility slightly favors a deep space shot.
d. Schedule considerations strongly favor a later flight.
This does not imply that the earlier flight date for a Mars mission cannot be satisfied;
it can, but it will require some acceleration of the program and result in less simi-
larity between the 1969 Test Spacecraft and the 1971 Flight Spacecraft.
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3.0 MISSION SELECTION AND ALTERNATIVES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of selecting a useful test mission for '69 is a very complex subject involv-
ing many considerations. First, the scope of objectives must be considered and se-
lected, then an approach determined. For example, should key hardware elements of
'71 spacecraft be flown in an existing spacecraft or on a new test spacecraft, or should
the goal be to fly most of the '71 Voyager spacecraft ? A destination must be selected
for the '69 test vehicle consistent with the objectives and the stated launch vehicle ca-
pability. The timing of the flight must consider the program start date and the impact
of a '69 test flight upon the '71 program, as well as launch period restrictions. Cost
and funding schedules must be considered in the mission selection. Finally, the rec-
ommended concept must be flexible enough to allow for inevitable future perturbations.
The purpose of this section is to describe how these often competing factors were
reconciled into the mission concept described in Volume D.
3.2 SCOPE AND SELECTED APPROACH
The basic objective of a '69 test flightmust be to contribute to the success of the '71
Voyager mission. Stated in thisway, the scope of objectives which could be considered
for the '69 test flightis extremely broad. The scope indicated could include flighttests
using the '71 scientificinstrumentation, to calibrate itand demonstrate its long life
operation in the deep space environment. Similarly, earth or Mars entry tests of '71
capsule heat shield materials or other components might be embraced in the basic ob-
jective as stated. Even after the scope of '69 test objectives has been narrowed by
ruling out all considerations for a scientificmission and confining the flightto essen-
tiallyengineering tests to improve the '71 probability of success, a very broad scope
remains. Itwas believed that the scope intended by JPL should be a narrow one in
which only test objectives that contribute specificallyto the success of the spacecraft
and supporting services should be considered. For example, no requirement was con-
strued to carry the '71 science even for purposes of calibration or in-flightdemon-
stration,since allscience will be GFE, and the spacecraft contractor is responsible
only for operation of equipment on the spacecraft side of the interface. Similarly, no
objectives were included for the specific benefit of the capsule. For example, itis
cruicial to the success of the spacecraft bus mission that the capsule separation device
operates successfully before the spacecraft is required to retro into Mars orbit.
Nevertheless, the separation mechanism hardware was not treated as a test item for
the '69 spacecraft test mission, because itis the responsibility of the capsule contractor.
Even though the narrow viewpoint was taken of the '69 spacecraft objectives, it was con-
sidered that "science" objectives would be included in the '69 objectives definition
where they can supply or confirm important spacecraft environmental data. However,
the value attached to these objectives would be in proportion to their contribution to
the success of the spacecraft mission in '71. For example, a better measurement of the
Mars upper atmosphere density would be only of minor importance to the spacecraft,
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since it would influence only the altitude of periapsis, and thus have only a minor in-
fluence on the design of the '71 mission. Hence, the weight attached to such an objec-
tive in this analysis is quite low, although the answer is obviously of great importance
to the design of the capsule.
The scope of objectives included in the mission selection did include the value to be
gained from testing the OSE with a "for real" spacecraft, the experience achieved in
testing of a flight article, and the subsequent experience gained with operational pro-
cedures during the flight. The experience obtained in working with interfaces is also
valuable but was not used as a mission selection criterion because each interface which
is added to gain experience also contributes to the cost and difficulty of achieving a '69
flight test mission. _'^1_,_ benefits and _,,,_,_1+_........v,,_,_ considered of such similar size
that no weight was attached to the number of interfaces involved in the '69 mission if
the same interfaces would exist in '71. However, any interfaces which would not be
required in '71 were considered as penalties because of the added complexity they im-
pose.
Obviously an evaluation of appropriate '69 flight test objectives made from an overall
program viewpoint would use a broader scope than indicated here, consequently includ-
ing more objectives. Such a broader look could well arrive at different conclusions.
This was recognized throughout the study, and missions possessing inherently greater
flexibility to accomodate a broader scope of objectives were sub-consciously favored.
Within the scope thus defined, four general '69 test mission objectives were formulated:
a. To demonstrate specific '71 Voyager spacecraft components, subsystems and
system interactions in a flighttest environment.
b. Obtain experience in test and operating procedures prior to the '71 operational
mission.
c. Test in support of a real flight program the OSE required to support a '71
Voyager mission.
d. Verify the environmental predictions significantto the success of the '71
spacecraft.
These objectives led to the adoption of the approach that the mission in '69 should fly
as much as possible of the '71 spacecraft with as little modification as reasonable in
order to accomplish essential '69 operations. This approach was selected in preference
to one which would take critical '71 components or subsystems and fly them in another
spacecraft, because no components or subsystems were judged to be sufficiently critical
in comparison with the others to justify a '69 test flight for them alone. To illustrate
the application of this approach, the additional quantity of diagnostic measurement to
be included in the '69 flight were confined to the amount which could be accommodated
by the capacity vacated by the absence of a '71 capsule and science subsystem, despite
the obvious importance of extra diagnostic measurements in the '69 flight. This
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approach was chosen so that the '71 diagnostic sensors and engineering commutator
could be employed without modification in the '69 test flight. Another example of this
approach is the emphasis which was placed upon using '71 gimbals and actuators even
though the use of '69 specific designs would have simplified the packaging and deploy-
ment of the '69 Test Spacecraft.
3.3 MISSION SELECTION FACTORS CONSIDERED
A number of mission dependent factors were considered in the process of selecting an
appropriate '69 spacecraft mission. Factors considered were:
a. The value of engineering test results available from a candidate mission. This
depends not only upon the '71 spacecraft design concepts, but also upon the kind
of tests which can be performed by each candidate mission. For example, a
direct flight to Mars using the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle could not carry a
retropropulsion system because of the weight limitation. Hence, test value
related to retropropulsion and autopilot testing would not appear in that mis-
sion concept.
be The timeliness of information about test results will vary from mission to
mission. For example, tests involving proximity to Mars will come much
later if a type 2 trajectory is selected, hence allowing less opportunity to in-
corporate knowledge from the test in the '71 spacecraft.
C. The probability of obtaining useful test results from each test is mission de-
pendent. For test which occur late in the mission profile, there is danger
that some spacecraft failure earlier in the flight will prevent the accomplish-
ment of that test.
d. Some mission concepts considered require a deviation from certain guidelines
and a penalty should be assessed against those missions on thataccount. For
example, the type I trajectory to Mars will require violationof either the
Centaur parking orbit coast time guideline or a deviation from range safety
guidelines.
e. The relative cost of each candidate mission must be considered in the
selection process.
f , The effect of various mission concepts upon the '71 program must be factored
into the mission selection. Missions which have early launch opportunities
require an earlier design freeze for the '71 spacecraft and/or greater program
emphasis to assure meeting of a launch opportunity.
The later two factors are discussed in section 4.0 of this Appendix
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3.4 MISSIONSELECTION PROCESS
3.4.1 CANDIDATEMISSIONSCONSIDERED
In the very early phaseof mission selection, a very large number of candidatemissions
were proposed. Many of these could be rejected with only limited consideration be-
causeof problems of feasibility, or becausethey were by inspection less attractive than
other available alternatives. A few exampleswill consider the range of possible mis-
sions initially considered, and the types of consideration used to rule manyof the early
candidatesout of further consideration.
Oneearly idea was to consider a mission to Venus becauseit openedup another flight
window, provided an earlier fly-by, required less solar array, and avoidedthe high
launch declination problem of Mars '69 type I orbits. However, the window made avail-
able was earlier than the Mars '69 window,andit was quickly shownthat schedule was
already a problem in achieving a '69 Mars launchperiod. Hence, an earlier window is
of little interest. Combinedwith the obviousdifficulty imposed by the grossly different
thermal environment on a Venus fly-by, detailed consideration of such a possibility was
not undertaken.
Another obvious mission candidatewould be a Mars orbiting mission. However, this
candidate was dropped from consideration almost immediately becauseit was not con-
sistent with the selected '69 mission approachof using a maximum of '71 hardware.
That is, although it might be possible to design a Mars orbiter within the capability of
the Atlas/Centaur (at least the uprated version) this would clearly be a quite different
spacecraft than one derived by making minimum modifications to a 2,000lb spacecraft
bus. Hence,little or no '71 Voyager hardware could be tested in such a mission, so it
was given no further consideration.
Another interesting suggestion was to place the spacecraft bus in earth orbit for a period
of time, and then fire a retro rocket to put thespacecraft on an entry trajectory. With
a heat shield in place of the bio-barrier and plastic foamed in place around the remain-
der of the bus, it might be feasible to recover the spacecraft for post-flight analysis.
However, this approach would require considerable development that would be of no
benefit to the '71 mission, and is also a rather risky approach. Consequently, this con-
cept was not pursued.
A number of other mission concepts were suggested early in the study, but as soon as
the specific objectives of the test flight were formulated, it became obvious that these
candidates did not satisfy objectives not available from more plausible missions. An
example of a mission in this class would be an earth orbit to lunar orbit flight. This
would provide an opportunity to demonstrate long space life and demonstrate the ac-
curacy of midcourse maneuvers, but these objectives can be satisfied more readily in
other missions, such as an earth orbiting test. As an example, a direct flight to deep
space could be considered. These missions have the advantage of permitting launch at
any point in the program schedule, thus assuring minimum disturbance to the '71 de-
velopment cycle. However, both flights satisfy fewer test objectives than an earth orbit
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to deepspace test flight, which can also be launchedat the most convenienttime. An-
other virtue of the direct flight to deepspace is that it saves the costs associatedwith
the retro propulsion system. These are such a small fraction of the cost of a test
flight that it canbe seenby inspection that the objective value/cost ratio is strongly in
favor of the two phasemission, so the direct ascent to deepspace mission was not
given serious consideration.
After the initial screening of suggestedmissions was completed, the following candi-
dates remain:
a. Earth orbit to Mars
1. Type I trajectory
2. TypeII trajectory
b. Direct flight to Mars
1. Type I trajectory
2. Type II trajectory
c. Earth orbit to _ 1.5 AU (noplanetary target)
3.4.2 VALUE SCORINGTECHNIQUE
It was decided to use a techniquefor combining the various factors to be considered in
mission selection which would yield a numerical judgement value for the various mis-
sions to be considered. By doing this, the reasoning process leading to the relative
ranking of mission alternatives is clearly exposed,so that the underlying assumptions
leading to the ranking can beplainly identified, and the effect of a changein these as-
sumptions readily explored. Morever, a technique leading to a comparative value
rating of mission alternatives can be easily combined with relative costing estimates
to produce cost/effectiveness indices for comparison purposes.
It must be well recognizedat the outset that the mission value scores thus produced
are just as subjective as an arbitrary ranking of various missions. The only value of
the technique is in clarity of understanding the basis for the final rating, plus the virtue
of breaking the subjective choices downinto small enoughparts to minimize the sensi-
tivity of the final judgement of any single subjective bias. The effect is one of combin-
ing small errors by an "RMS" technique to get a better estimate thanby guessing at the
total answer.
The first step in assigning a value score to alternative missions is to adopt a list of
specific flight test objectives for the '69 flight spacecraft. These are assigned without
regard to the type of mission required to achieve them, or whether any single mission
can accomplish all of them. Next, each of these objectives is assigned a score, rela-
tive to each other and to the value of ground testing. For example, if something is very
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important but can be tested on the ground to everyone's complete confidence, the value
of a flight test is nil and the objective is dropped from the list. If something is very
important and only a poor ground simulation is possible, its assigned score is high.
Intermediate values occur for either less critical tests or where the ground simulation
is reasonably good. The setting of thesescores must also account for the degree of
similitude betweenthe '69 test spacecraft and the '71 operational vehicle. For example,
a test of thermal control is degradedby the dissimilarity in geometry imposed by con-
figuration changesrequired to accomodatethe smaller launch vehicle shroud.
After these objective values are set, they may be addedup to see the score for a "per-
fect" test, as a standard of comparison for possible missions.
Next, eachmission to be evaluated must be defined in terms of the test objectives it
may satisfy, and a "selected" objective value chosen to reflect the fraction of perfect
score value judged reasonable for the mission under study. The date of key mission
events (launch, leave earth orbit, encounterMars) must be decided, and the time se-
quencetests within this sequencedescribed. Now with a date attached to the achieve-
ment of eachobjective, the "selected" score values may be adjusted to reflect the
timeliness and successprobability of the projected test. The method adoptedto make
this adjustment was to multiply the selected values by a value chosenfrom a "timeliness"
curve and a "success probability" curve. The timeliness curve reflects usefulness to
the '71 program, so the multiplier is plotted against calendar time; i.e., independent
of launch date. The "success probability" curve represents the decreasing probability
that the spacecraft will remain functioning until a given test is complete so it must be
plotted against time after launch. After the "selected" score hasbeenmultiplied by
these two factors, it is an "adjusted" score or test value for a particular mission.
To reflect the penalties to be applied for selecting missions that impose an interface
penalty to other parts of the Voyager project (i. e., launch vehicle, DSN,etc. ) or add
risk to the overall flight spacecraft, a set of guidelines were established, and a penalty
score attached to each. Since these represent non-recurring effort or penalties, they
w_re weighted to permit their subtraction directly from mission value score. (A mul-
tiplying factor would be inappropriate, since it would penalize better missions more
than poor onesfor the same disadvantage;e.g. a new Centaur shroud.) After these
penalty scores are deductedfrom the "adjusted" score, we have a numerical (although
still subjective) measure of "net" mission value. This canbe plotted against time for
comparison with scheduleeffects, or combinedwith estimated relative costs to provide
a cost effectiveness index.
3.4.3 SPECIFICOBJECTIVESADOPTED
The initial step in formulating a list of '69 mission test objectives was to solicit from
subsystem lead engineers and others a list of potential '71 spacecraft problems together
with suggestionsas to how a '69 test flight could improve the confidenceof success in
'71. These ideas were combinedinto a listing of proposed '69 mission objectives,
grouped by mission phaseand/or subsystem. Then, early in the study, a working
meeting was convenedof the key subsystemsengineers and project management. This
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group was asked to debate the score to be attached to each proposed objective. In most
cases, a concensus was reached about the relative rating of each proposed objective.
In a few cases, a range was set because the rating could not yet be made since the pre-
ferred system selection had not been determined, and the consequences to the objective
were major. For example, zero - g propellant acquisition for the main retro engine
would not be a valid objective for a solid engine, but might be a major concern if a liquid
engine using only surface tension effects (screens) to provide control of the liquid gas
interface during space storage and before firing. In other cases, the value of test ob-
jectives could not be set without much better definition of the '69 spacecraft design,
which, of course, was not possible until a '69 mission had been selected to permit
such definition. Again, a range was set for these cases.
The rating scale used is both arbitrary and comparative. After the first objective
weighting was set (at 10 points for a flight demonstration of the autopilot performance
and stability with the main retro engine thrusting against a non-rigid body) all subse-
quent ratings were comparative to that standard, so no significance can be attached to
the final weighting numbers.
Two additional guidelines were agreed upon for the rating process. Objectives which
could be simulated, although imperfectly, in ground tests would be included and the
value score attached would reflect the increased confidence obtained via a flight test.
For example, thermal-vacuum tests of the spacecraft would certainly be a part of the
ground test program, but it could still be a valid flight test objective to demonstrate
adequate thermal control in flight. Further, the value described to such tests would
reflect increasingly lower values as the key test parameters of the '69 spacecraft be-
come increasingly unlike the '71 flight vehicle.
Further, it was agreed to admit determination (or verification) of near Mars environ-
ment conditions as an engineering test important to '71 success, weighted by the signi-
ficance of the data to the '71 spacecraft only.
Listed below are brief statements of all of the proposed objectives, with the test value
score (or range) adopted. Comments following each item indicate factors considered
in setting that value, and/or design constraints which the '69 spacecraft must meet to
qualify for the full value allowed for that objective.
3.4.3.1 DEMONSTRATE ORBIT INSERTION
a. Demonstrate in flight the stability and performance of the S/C autopilot with
the main retro-engine firing, 10 points: This score assumes a good simulation
by the '69 vehicle of the key mass properties and structural resonances of the
'71 spacecraft.
b. Demonstrate zero - g propellant acquisition, 1 - 15: The range was left be-
cause the systems to be recommended for '71 had not been decided.
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C. Demonstrate firing of the propulsion systems after storage in space, 1 point:
There was general agreement that a ground storage test, in vacuum if neces-
sary, could provide very good simulation of the gpace storage problem, so
little value should be attached to the in-flight demonstration.
do Demonstrate the effect of rocket exhaust plumes on spacecraft temperature,
deposits on optical surfaces, etc., 5 points. This implies the same propul-
sion in '69 as in '71 and very similar geometry in any area near the plume.
e. Demonstrate the structural adequacy of the spacecraft and its appendages to
withstand the firing of the retro-propulsion system, zero points. It was de-
cided that structural adequacy could be adequately demonstrated on the ground,
so a flight test would add negligible confidence in this area. Further, the de-
ployment of the '69 S/C is necessarily different because of the change in
launch vehicle shroud size.
3.4.3.2 DEMONSTRATE LONG LIFE IN SPACE; 10 POINTS
This objective relates only to electronic systems; mechanical life is objective 3.4.3.7
d.
3.4.3.3 DEMONSTRATE NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE
a. Demonstrate execution accuracy of midcourse maneuvers, 2 - 6 points. The
range was left primarily because of uncertainty as the whether a single engine
would be recommended for both midcourse and main retro-propulsion, or if
a small separate system would be provided for midcourse.
b. Demonstrate the capability to perform multiple starts of the midcourse sys-
tem, 2 points. Ground testing was felt to give good confidence in this area.
c.
These two scores were combined, since d
cessful Mars encounter for success. The
Test Terminal o..._ ....... _
Define knowledge of the AU
depends upon c and both depend upon a suc-
terminal sensor portion of the objective is
simply a demonstration that the hardware will perform as specified in the real environ-
ment after a long space cruise. The d objective reflects the fact that the proposed test
would give a good opportunity to correlate optical and radio measurements of the rela-
tive position of a space vehicle and a planet. This should permit some further refine-
ment over the Mariner II and IV AU determinations, both of which remain subject to
the uncertainty of the speed of propagation of radio waves in the interplanetary medium.
An improvement in the certainty of knowledge of the AU could enhance success and/or
guidance accuracy in the '71 mission by reducing the reliance upon use of the terminal
sensors.
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3.4.3.4 DEMONSTRATETELECOMMUNICATIONS
System performance, long life adequacy,and useof new techniques, 15points. Demon-
stration of the capsule/bus relay is 5points of this value, and requires such a test to
assign full value to a particular mission.
3.4.3.5 DEMONSTRATEORBITAL OPERATIONS
a. Demonstrate performance of the spacecraft attitude control with Sun occulta-
tion and planetary disturbance torques, 1 point. Since any orbital operations
must involve earth orbiting, the value of testing with planetary disturbance
torques is mitigated.
b. Demonstrate performance of the spacecraft attitude control during Canopus
occultation, zero points. Since the orbit recommended for the '71 mission
does not produce any Canopus occultation during the first six months of orbiter
life, no increased '71 confidence is added by a '69 flight demonstration on this
point.
C. Demonstrate performance of the power system with day/night cycling, 3 points.
Since the array for '69 is different and has a different thermal environment,
this objective applies only to the internal electronics.
d. Demonstrate performance of the thermal control system in orbit, 3 points.
Because of the necesarry configuration and orbit differences, the value of this
test is seriously degraded. However, it will test shutter operations, etc., and
permit correlation with ground tests and analysis.
e. Demonstrate closed loop planet pointing, zero points. The value of this test
was considered to be included in either 2, long life, or 3.4.3.7 d, joints, etc.
3.4.3.6 VALIDATE TEST AND OPERATION PROCEDURES AND OSE
a. Pre-launch phase 10 - 25
b. Post launch phase 10 - 15
A range was left because no concensus on the value of a test flight to this objective
could be obtained. However, in the manner divided, these weights have no influence in
mission selection.
3.4.3.7 DEMONSTRATE MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
a. Demonstrate successful spacecraft Centaur separation, 4 points. This as-
sumes that the same separation mechanism can be flown in '69 as in '71, de-
spite the difference in shroud attachment.
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b. Demonstrate bus/capsule separation sequence and interfaces, 8 points. The
initial concept proposed was to carry a "capsule simulator" that would look to
the spacecraft like a capsule, to test in-flight separation, RF links, etc. The
score allocated to this objective does not include any value allocated to a
demonstration that the separation sequence does not biologically contaminate
the capsule. It was agreed that such a demonstration would substantially in-
crease the value of this objective, but no feasible way to accomplish such a
demonstration was apparent.
Subsequently, further study was made of the contribution that might be made
toward mission capability on the '71 flight by inclusion of a flight capsule
ejected in Earth orbit during the 'G9 test flight. Three experiments were pro-
posed; a test of the relay communications link, a test of capsule separation
sequence and dynamics, and a test of the hazard of biological contamination
of the capsule during the separation events. No ultimate justification could
be developed for inclusion of a capsule on the basis of these three experiments.
Each of them would be severely limited in simulation capability by small cap-
sule size. All of them could be better performed by other means described
below.
. Communications Link. A test was sought which would simulate or repro-
duce conditions at the '71 Mars encounter which could affect spacecraft
reception of the capsule relay communications. Many effects would be
present; range would affect signal strength, range rate would affect band-
width, and range acceleration would affect phase-lock on coherent re-
ceiver systems. Capsule motions would vary antenna radiation patterns
and perhaps polarity as seen at the spacecraft. Plasma effects could
distort and blackout the capsule antenna radiation. The ideal test would
reproduce these effects as they are anticipated in a Mars '71 encounter
and would demonstrate proper operation of the communication link.
It was proposed that a capsule be separated from the '69 spacecraft during
Earth orbit and given a AV to inject it into a different orbit. At some
later time, the capsule would be at a range (r) from the spacecraft com-
parable to the anticipated spacecraft-capsule separation distance at Mars
encounter in '71. By proper orbit selection, the range rate (i _) between
capsule and spacecraft could also be reproduced. By selecting a capsule
orbit resulting in Earth entry at an appropriate point, it was anticipated
that range acceleration (iz) could also be made to match the conditions at
Mars encounter in '71. An Earth entry flight path would also produce
plasma effects on the antenna and vehicle motions to change antenna ori-
entations.
The weight allowable for the entire capsule system was in the neighbor-
hood of 150 pounds, limiting the capsule of perhaps 20 - 40 inches diam-
eter. This is too small for a full scale capsule antenna system. The
plasma effects would be different from the Mars entry in '71 because of
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.
scale size, M/CDA, atmospheric chemistry and, unless a truly scaled ve-
hicle were used, by shape too. Blackout would last for minutes instead of
seconds as at Mars. The disparity in size, shape and inertia would re-
sult in entirely different vehicle dynamics. The experiment itself would
be limited to the single set of conditions determined by the capsule tra-
jectory and would not be repeatable.
On the other hand, the experiment could be conducted with a ground based
transmitter quite well. Full size antennas could be mounted in correct
spatial relationship on a single gimballed frame whereby capsule dynamic
motions could be duplicated. Range could be simulated by power level
and spacecraft orbital altitude, range rate by frequency shift and space-
craft orbital motions and range acceleration by rate of frequency shift.
Even blackout could be simulated by interruption of the transmitter signal
for a short time. Only plasma effects on antenna patterns would be
missed in this approach, and it was seen that they were not being truly
simulated in the capsule approach anyway. Adding to this fact that testing
with a ground based transmitter would allow repeating tests and testing
at varying conditions, it becomes clear that a capsule test is not justified
for this reason.
Separation Sequence and Dynamics. While the separation system itself is
a part of the capsule system, clearly a successful checkout of the separa-
tion events would have value in a '69 test flight. On the other hand, a
failure of the separation sequence could seriously hazard the '69 test
flight (a failure to separate or a collision between the capsule and space-
craft, for instance) so it certainly would not be attempted unless it was
so thoroughly ground-proven as to be virtually fault-free. Such ground
testing is quite readily possible. A single flight test, then, proves nothing
unless it fails, in which case the consequences are too costly.
Separation dynamics are another matter. In this case, the objective
would be to show that the spacecraft attitude control system could ade-
quately stabilize the vehicle despite the impulses and moments produced
by the separation events. These will be in the vicinity of 1-2 feet per
second and 1/2 degree per second. Such a test is best performed in space
under realistic conditions and a failure is not likely to be disastrous to
the '69 mission.
It is doubtful that this test should be performed by separating a capsule,
however. The single event would have small engineering value because
of the difficulty in knowing tip-off rates and velocities of the capsule.
Also, the small capsule weight would probably require that it be mounted
eccentric to the spacecraft axis to produce appreciable tip-off moments
at all. A preferable method would be to use a gas bottle and offset nozzle
on the spacecraft to provide a whole series of calibrated impulses for
more thorough evaluation of the attitude control system.
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. Biological Contamination. The final proposed test was an attempt to de-
termine the possibilities of contamination of the capsule by the spacecraft
during the separation events. It was felt that some danger might exist that
particles could be transported from the spacecraft to the lander during
these events, possibly by the cold gas of the spacecraft attitude stabiliza-
tion system. A suggested method for measuring this contamination was
to encapsulate a "clean" capsule in a cannister, something like a biological
barrier. By using a radioactive gas in the spacecraft attitude control sys-
tem and by measuring any amount that finally reaches the capsule, perhaps
some measure could be made of the danger that this gas could transport
living organisms to the capsule.
The flux levels for detection, it turns out, must be on the order of 103
molecules of gas per square centimeter to permit detection above the
background radiation. Other means of detection, such as mass spectro-
meter to determine density of the gas in the vicinity of the capsule, were
looked at. None, however, could provide adequate measure of contamina-
tion hazard for a vehicle of the size of the '71 lander by testing on the '69
capsule.
. Summary. As a consequence, no justification could be found for a capsule
test in Earth orbit on the '69 mission. Each proposed test could be better
performed by other means. Consequently, a "Capsule simulator" was not
included in the recommended mission.
With this conclusion, 3 points were transferred to a subsidary objective:
"Demonstrate the ability of the spacecraft control system to accept the dy-
namic transients resulting from separation of the capsule. " It is recommended
that this be accomplished by discharging a gas jet to simulate the rates that
would be imparted by lander separation. The remaining 5 points were dropped
from the objective value.
e. Demonstrate the in-flight deployment of the spacecraft, 3 points. The value
assigned here is dependent upon the extent to which '71 deployment devices
can be retained by the '69 configuration.
d, Demonstrate pyrotechnic operation in space, zero points. It was the concensus
that adequate ground simulation of both storage life and dynamic effects was
possible, so no value would be added by flight.
e. Demonstrate long space life for gimbal joints, motors, gyros, etc., 6 points.
3.4.3.8 DEMONSTRATE CRUISE PERFORMANCE
a. Demonstrate thermal control performance in deep space, 5 points. The com-
ments about spacecraft configuration of 3.4.3.5 d still apply, but the environ-
ment is better simulation of '71; i.e. lower solar constant and no earth albedo,
so a higher objective value is justified.
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b. Demonstrateattitude control performance and space life in the deepspace
environment, 3 points.
c. Demonstrate the ability of the spacecraft to perform accurate reorientation
maneuvers, and then return to Sun/Can.pus references, 5 points.
3.4.3.9 OBTAIN MARS ENVIRONMENT DATA
a. Measure the trapped radiation near Mars, 5 points if Mariner succeeds, 17
points if the data confidence does not permit a sharp reduction in the 104 esti-
mate of trapped radiation. The low value here was assigned on the basis that
even a successful single set of measurements would not satiate the appetite
for design data any more than the first measurements of the Van Allen Belt
answered all design questions.
Do Measure the upper atmosphere density of Mars, 1 point. The only value of
this measurement to the spacecraft is a better estimate of the lowest allowable
periapsts to satisfy the 50 year orbit restraint. Any periapsis change ex-
pected is small, and the influence on '71 mission value or success is even
smaller, so only a small weight was assigned to this objective.
C. Measure the meteorite environment near Mars, 1 point. The value of this test
is not considered crucial to '71 mission success'and the number of impacts
expected in a flyby measurement is much lower than that of an orbiter of sub-
stantial life so this objective was rated low.
d. Observe surface features on Mars, zero points. It was the concensus that this
experiment would benefit the landing site selection, but would be of no value to
the orbiter, hence no value was assigned under the guideline that objectives
were to be rated as to their value for the spacecraft bus only.
3.4.3.10 MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTIVES
a. Demonstrate '71 science, zero. No value was assigned to this objective since
the experiments and DAE are GFE, and not spacecraft contractor responsibility.
b. Demonstrate a magnetically clean spacecraft after launch, zero points. It was
agreed that the value associated with this test was included as a part of ob-
Jective 3.4.3.6, demonstration of procedures.
C. Demonstrate the resistance of the spacecraft to trapped radiation, zero points.
This could only be done in earth orbit, and it was agreed that the Van Allen
belt was now sufficiently known and the gross effects predictable enough to
warrent no weight to this test.
d. Test the capsule heat shield materials in an earth entry test, zero points. A
test launch might be saved if it were feasible to carry the capsule test vehicle
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on an earth orbiting spacecraft mission and thus combine an earth entry test
for the capsule with the spacecraft test flight. The dollar saving to the overall
program is obvious, but the test adds novalue from the standpoint of the
spacecraft, so it was rated zero.
e. Measure the IR scan platform sensor bias when looking at Mars, 2 points.
The systematic errors in the IR sensor caused by surface originated or re-
flected IR radiation will be a large fraction of the atmosphere horizon radia-
tion because of the thin Mars atmosphere. This will produce a significant and
unpredictable bias in the scan platform pointing sensor, causing reduced ac-
curacy planet tracking. Although the '71 system is prepared to measure this
bias in a few orbits and subsequently correct for it, previous knowledge of the
IR scanner performance would be a benefit to the '71 mission.
f o Measure the dynamic structural response of the spacecraft during the launch
environment and with retro-engine firing, 2 points. Assuming that vibration
accelerometers can record several channels of structural response, the data
would be of considerable value both to the analysis of autopilot dynamic per-
formance and in correlating flight (unsupported) structural response with
ground test results.
Table 3-1 contains a summary of the proposed '69 flight test objectives and the value
weights assigned.
Table 3-1. '69 Flight Specific Test Objectives
3.4.3.1
3.4.3.2
3.4.3.3
Demonstrate Orbit Insertion
a. Autopilot performance and stability
b. Zero-g propellant acquisition
c. Successfo.! firing _fter space storage
d. Interaction of plume with spacecraft
e. Structural adequacy with thrusting
Demonstrate Long Life Operation in Space
(Electronic only)
Demonstrate Navigation and Guidance
a. Execution accuracy of midcourse ma-
neuver
b. Demonstrate multiple starts
c. Test terminal sensors
d. Refinement of AU
Relative Weight
10
1 - 15
1
5
0
10
2-6
2
7
5
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Table 3-1. '69 Flight Specific Test Objectives (Continued)
3.4.3.6
3.4.3.7
3.4.3.8
3.4.3.9
3.4.3.10
Demonstrate NewTelecommunications Techniques
Demonstrate Orbital Operations
a. Demonstrate control during sun occultation
b. Demonstrate control during and after Cano-
pus occultation
c. Demonstrate power system with cycling
d. Demonstrate thermal control
e. Demonstrate closed loop planet pointing
Validate Test, Launchand Operational Procedures
a. Pre-launch test procedures and OSE
b. Post launchprocedures andOSE
Demonstrate Mechanical Systems
a. Demonstrate S/C - Centaur separation
b. Demonstrate S/C - lander interface
c. Deploymentmechanisms
d. Pyrotechnic devices
e. Life of rotating joints
Demonstrate Cruise Performance
a. Thermal control
b. Control systems performance
c. Demonstrate maneuvers and reacquisition
Obtain Mars Environment Data
a. Radiation Environment
b. Atmospheric measurement
c. Meteriod Environment (fly-by)
d. Observe surface features
Miscellaneous Objectives
a. Demonstrate '71 science
b. Demonstratemagnetically cleanspacecraft
after launch
c. Demonstrateresistance to VanAllen Belts
d. Test Lander heat shield materials in earth
entry test
e. Test Mars IR scan platform sensor
f. Measurepoweredflight structural dynamics
Relative Weight
15
10 - 25
10 - 15
5
3
5
5 - 17
1
1
0
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3.4.4 GUIDELINESADOPTED
To access the relative net value of alternate mission concepts,a series of mission
guidelines were adoptedandweighted in the same manner just described for the rating
of flight test objectives. The penalty weights associatedwith violating each constraint
was set on the samearbitrary scale as the objective, so that the penalty points may be
directly subtracted from the adjustedmission test value scores.
The guidelines adoptedandtheir associated penalty scores are:
3.4.4.1 CENTAUR 25 MINUTE PARKINGORBIT
The coast time in parking orbit of Centaurbefore secondburn should not exceed25
minutes, -2 points. It is necessary to violate either this constraint or range safety
limits at AFETR in order to achieve the negative launch declinations required to
permit a type I trajectory to Mars during the 1969 launch opportunity. It was con-
sidered that the modifications needed to increase the parking orbit coast time to an
hour could be rather easily accomplished, and that the cost would be a very modest
fraction of the cost of a '69 flight test program. Accordingly, it was decided to treat
the parking coast time as a guideline (violatable, with penalty) and the range safety
azimuth limitation as a constraint. (No violation permitted for the '69 mission.)
3.4.4.2 USE SURVEYOR SHROUD
The '69 spacecraft should fit within the existing Surveyor shroud, -1 point.
3.4.4.3 USE 30 DAY LAUNCH PERIOD
The launch period for firing two spacecraft should not be less than 30 days, -2 points/
day under 30.
_g /I /I /I Tt.gl_ 'T'_TN T-TC_TTI_ I?TRT1XT_ _dl"IXTI_O_J
The daily launch window should not be less than 2 hours; -5 points/hour. These
guidelines are important because of the great temptation to scrimp on the launch
period in '69 to avoid the launch declination problem.
3.4.4.5 BOTH SPACECRAFT THE SAME
Both test flights should use the same spacecraft design, -50 points. This guideline
was adopted in response to the suggestion that two missions of different types (i. e., a
direct flight to Mars, followed by an Earth orbit to deep space shot) might maximize
the value of the '69 flight test program.
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3.4.4.6 USE ONLY DSIF FORTRACKING AND TELEMETRY
Only DSIF stations are required for all vehicle tracking andtelemetry operations,
-10 to -20 points.
3.4.4.7 USE ONLY DSIF FOR TELEMETRY
Only DSIF stations are required for all spacecraft telemetry reception, -5 to -10
points. The two guidelines were adopted to reflect the added interface complexities
involved if an additional ground net, such as STADAN, were required for spacecraft
operation in earth orbit. It was assumed that the principle burden of communicating
with the spacecraft would be with the DSIF, since the exercise of the spacecraft DSN
interface is considered an important part of the test flight value. However, until the
earth orbit had been selected for a '69 mission and the station contact timing cal-
culated, it was not clear that the limited nimber of DSIF stations could provide suffi-
cient tracking and telemetry coverage for the earth orbiting phase of a mission.
These guidelines are summarized in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Summary of Mission Selection Guidelines
Guideline Penalty For Violation
3.4.4.1
3.4.4.2
3.4.4.3
3.4.4.4
3.4.4.5
3.4.4.6
3.4.4.7
Centaur 25 rain. parking orbit
Use Surveyor shroud
Use 30 day launch period
Use 2 hour firing window
Both spacecraft the same
Use only DSIF for tracking and telemetry
Use only DSIF for telemetry
-2
-1
-2/day
-5/hour
-50
-10 to -20
-5 to -10
3.4.5 CONSTRAINTS IMPOSED
In addition to the guidelines considered above, which could be traded off against mission
value, several constraints were imposed which all mission candidates must meet. These
constraints are:
3.4.5.1 LAUNCH PERIOD
The launch period shall not be less than 10 days for a single launch, nor less than 20
days for two launches.
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3.4.5.2 DAILY FIRINGWINDOW
The daily firing window shall not be less than 1 hour.
3.4.5.3 ATLAS/CENTAUR LAUNCHVEHICLE
Only missions possible with the Atlas/Centaur launchvehicle shall be considered.
3.4.5.4 TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS
The performance of the Atlas/Centaur launchvehicle used in trajectory calculations
shall be consistent witlh the performance data in "Voyager 1971Mission Guidelines",
JPL project documentNo. 46; V-MA-004-002-14-03. (i. e., The capability of the
uprated Atlas, SLV-3X, shall not be usedin the study).
3.4.5.5 TEST LAUNCHES
Test launches before January 1969shall not be considered.
3.4.6 TIMELINESS OF TEST RESULTS
In order to consider the effect uponmission selection of the time a test was conducted
it was necessary to devise a multiplier to apply to test objective selected values. This
was doneby preparing the curve shownin Figure 3-1. In this curve, it is assumed
that any test has full value if the results are knownby the end of 1969,and of no value
after October 1, 1970. In the absenceof a firm rationale for the shapeof the curve
connecting these two points, a linear relationship was assumed.
The scores of all spacecraft tests are multiplied by this timliness factor in assesing
the overall value of a '69 mission candidate. However, for the demonstration of test,
launch, and operating procedures and OSEequipmentit was considered that this
was about equally a test of men and of equipment. The tests of the equipment is of
most value if accomplishedearly, but the test of men is of greater value the closer
it is doneto the time of the actual '71 flight. Hencefor procedure tests these in-
fluences were considered to cancel; the timeliness value of these objectives was
taken as unity reguardless of launch date.
3.4.7 SUCCESSPROBABILITY MULTIPLIER
The secondmultiplying factor be appliedto objective scores is a success probability;
i. e., the chancethat the spacecraft will survive until a particular test is accomplished.
This requires that a curve be generated showingprobability of having an operative
spacecraft as a function of time after launch. Noattempt at providing a rigorous
treatment of this probability was attempted; anyattempt at rigor in calculating a
multiplier for a numerically expressed subjective value judgement is unwarranted.
Instead, a simple treatment, leading to easycalculation of a believable probability
comparison was chosen.
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Sample curves of success probability with time are shown as Figure 3-2 and 3-3. The
sample calculations used to develop Figure 3-2 are indicated in Table 3-3. The curve
is started from an initial probability of 0. 945, reflecting the possibility of failure to
separate from Centaur, deploy all appendages, etc. For "normal" or "steady state"
-kt
operation in orbit or deep space cruise, the probability of success is degraded by e
where )_ is . 107 spacecraft failures per month• This is plotted in Figure 3-4. This
represents a failure rate double that permitted the '71 spacecraft, reflecting both the
reliability growth expected between '69 and '71 and the fact that the program plan pro-
posed for the '69 flight test does not provide as thorough a ground test program before
launch.
To reflect the risk involved in propulsive maneuvers of the spacecr'_t, a step function
is introduced into the success probability curve at each such event. The size of the
step was calculated by multiplying the probability before the start of the maneuver by
a probability, taken from Figure 3-5, that the maneuver will be successfully completed•
A curve of success probability versus time was thus generated for each mission se-
quence that involved different time relationships between propulsive events•
Table 3-3. Sample Calculation For Figure 3-2 (Earth Orbit to Mars Flyby Mission)
Event
1• Inject into orbit, deploy, initial acquisition
2. Complete 1/4 month of flight (Fig. 3-4)
3• F_e mid-course engines 360 sec• (Fig• 3-5)
4. Complete another 1 1/4 months of flight
5. Fire main engines toleave earth orbit(Fig.3-5)
6. Complete another 1/4 months offlight
7. Fire mid-course engines 125 sec.
8. Complete another 5 months of flight
9. Fire mid-course engines 125 sec.
10. Complete another 1/2 month of flight-
encounter Mars
Probability
of Event
Success
• 945
• 975
• 957
• 880
• 959
• 975
• 973
• 60
• 973
• 95
Cumulative
Probability
of Success
• 945
• 921
• 881
.775
• 743
• 725
• 705
• 423
• 412
• 391
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LAUNCH DATE 3/31/69
MARS ARRIVAL 9/18/69
MONTHS AFTER LAUNCH
Figure 3-3. Probability of Success Multiplier - Direct Shot to Mars Flyby
T
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3.4.8 PREPARATIONOF MISSIONVALUE SCORES
The originally adoptedlist of '69 test objectives described in Faragraph 3.4.3 made
it difficult in somecases to distinguish the value to the test mission of various phases
of the flight. Hence,the list of objectives was reorganized to list objectives by sub-
system area. Within each subsystem area, the sequenceis chronological for mission
types involving anearth orbiting to escapetype flight.
In the initial objective listing, the value of long duration flight tests was rated as ten
points. In the reorganized list, this was subdivided into 3 points for equipment used
primarily in orbit, and 7 points for componentsused in cruise and/or orbit. The
three points for orbit use equipmentwere then assigned to gyros, 1 point, tape re-
corders, 1 point, articulation electronics, 1 point. The "steady state" 7 points were
assigned2 points to power system life, 3 points to attitude control life, and 2 points
to telecommunications, data handling, andC&S, which are treated as a group in the
revised list.
The six points allocated for demonstration of rotating joints in space flight were allo-
cated 3 points to the gimbals, motors, etc. of the articulation subsystem, 2 points to
gyros, and 1 point to tape recorders. The 3 points allocated to cruise operation of the
control system were divided between2 points for demonstrating design adequacyand
1 point for spaceflight life demonstration. The final results of this reallocation pro-
cess are summarized in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4. Specific Test Objectives '69 Mission
Test Objective Full Value
a. Procedures and OSE
1. General pre-launch operations
2. Pre-launch propulsion tests
3. General Post Launch operation
4. Orbit Mode operations
5. Cruise operation
6. Maneuver procedures
7. Encounter operations
b. Telecommunications, Data Handling, and C&S
1. Lander relay link test
2. Orbital operation life
3. Cruise operation life
4. System design adequacy
10
3
6
3
2
2
2
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Table 3-4. Specific Test Objectives '69 Mission (Continued)
Te st Objective Full Value
c. Control and Guidance
1. Autopilot performance with midcourse engines
2. Midcourse execution accuracy
3. Orbital attitude control (including gyro life)
4. Articulation control
5. Capsule separation dynamics
6. Maneuvers and reacquisition
7. Autopilot stability with retro-propulsion
8. Cruise attitude control
9. Terminal sensor performance and AU refinement
10. Bias of IR planet scanner
11. Control system life
d. Propulsion System
1. Effect of midcourse plume on S/C
2. Zero-g propellant acquisition - main retro
3. Firing main engine after space storage
4. Effect of retro plume on S/C
5. Repeated midcourse engine starts
6. Orbit adjust capability (firing after long storage with
near empty tanks)
e. Engineering Mechanics
f.
g.
1. Separation from Centaur
2. Deployment of appendages
3. Orbit thermal control
4. Structural dynamics during retro engine burn
5. Cruise thermal control
Power System
1. Operation in earth orbit
2. Power system life
Mars Environment
1. Radiation environment
2. Atmospheric density
3. Meteroid environment
3
3
4
4
3
5
7
2
5
2
4
1
1
1
4
2
3
4
3
3
2
5
10
1
1
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Another aspect that has to be structured is the manner of applying timeliness and
successprobability scores to objectives that are essentially life demonstrations.
For these objectives, the value increases with time (assuming successful operation),
while the timeliness score declines with time. On the other hand, a failure, even
early, is potentially quite valuable in terms of '71 success, if the cause is diagnosed.
Obviously, somerule is neededto assign scores for these life dependantitems. The
method adoptedwas to arbitrarily say that an 8 month flight demonstration would
amountto full value achievementof the objective; andsimilarly a fundamental design
flaw discovered on the first day would be of equal value. Hence, the timeliness score
is taken as of the average date betweenthese two extremes, which is equivalent to
saying the time value score is assessedon the date 4 months after launch. The prob-
ability of a successful test is arbitrarily set at 0.7, which is more of an estimate
of the chancesof recovering sufficient diagnostic telemetry to pinpoint a failure than
an averageof the successprobability on day 1 and 8 months later•
For flights to Mars, there is a latest launchdate on which the mission canbe accom-
plished. This meansthat for earth orbit to Mars missions, the duration in earth
orbit must vary with launchdate. Hence, the value of orbital tests which are time
dependantmust beadjusted to lower values for short orbiting times. This adjust-
ment was madeby arbitrarily saying than any test of two months or over was of full
value, a monthwouldbe two thirds value, and even two weeks would be a third of the
value of the test. From these assumptions, Figure 3-6 was plotted, andused for
scoring earth orbiting phasesof varying length.
11
.4
.2
0
0 1 2
TIME IN EARTH ORBIT
Figure 3-6• Value of Orbit Test
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With these guides established, a basis for scoring each objective canbe described:
a. Procedures and OSE
For all these objectives, the timeliness value is taken as 1 as explained above.
1. General Pre-launch operations. (10) Full score allocated for any launch.
Success probability is taken as unity.
2. Pre-launch propulsion tests (3). This extra value is assigned to all
launches using the retro-propulsion system. Success probability is 1.
. General past launch operations (6). This objective refers to the overall
benefit in checking operational procedures for any flight. Hence, full
value is scored for all missions. Success probability is 1.
. Orbit Mode operations. (3) - The value of this demonstration is time
dependent upon orbiting time, so value is set by Figure 3-6. Probability
is 1.
5. Cruise Mode operations. (2) - The added value of this is unity for any
flight in deep space. Probability is 0.7.
. Maneuver procedures (2) - Full value for this is assigned for two or
more complete mideourse maneuvers. Half value for only one maneuver.
Probability of success is taken from the curve for the time of the second
maneuver.
7. Encounter operations (2) - Full value assigned for any Mars shot. Date
for calculating success probability is Mars arrival date.
b. ,v^l ........ _,._,_,.,,,_ l_ntn lqnndllng and C&S
i. Lander Relay Link Test (5) - Full value is assigned for any earth orbiting
mission longer than two weeks. No value for direct shots to Mars is as-
signed, because the link path length becomes too long before the test could
be conducted. Timeliness and probability dates are two weeks after launch.
2. Orbital Operation Life (4) - Assigned value is taken from Figure 3-6. End
of orbit date sets time value and success probability.
3. Cruise Operation Life (5) - Full assigned value for any deep space mission.
Time value is taken four months from start of cruise. Probability is 0.7.
o System Design adequacy (5) - This test is construed to mean demonstration
of performance over long range and after long exposure to space environ-
ment. Full value is assigned for any deep space shot. Timeliness and
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probability dates are 5 months (near Mars range) after start of
Mars type transfer orbit.
c. Control and Guidance
. Autopilot stability with mid-course engines (3) - Assigned value is full
for any mission using midcourse maneuver engines. Success and time-
liness dates are time of first operation of these engines.
. Midcourse execution accuracy (3) - Full value for flight with midcourse
engines. Success and timeliness scores taken one week after first
operation of the midcourse system.
. Orbital Attitude Control (4) - This test is at least partially dependent
in value upon the time of the test. Hence, the value assigned to this ob-
jective is taken from Figure 3-6. Success and timeliness scores are
based upon the date for leaving earth orbit.
. Articulation control (4) - This is primarily a space life demonstration
that can be done either in orbit or deep space. Hence, full value is
assigned for all flights. Timeliness and success scores are based upon
time two months after launch.
. Capsule Separation Dynamics (3) - Calculation of this score is based upon
the assumption that an impulsive disturbance will be imparted to the
spacecraft by a test jet. This can be done on any mission, so full value
is assigned. The test can be done at any time, so it will be assumed
here that the date is two weeks after launch.
. Maneuvers and Reacquisition (5) - The value of this test to the control
system is only slightly dependent upon actual operation of the propulsion
system. Hence, it can be simulated during any mission, and full value
is assigned on this basis. For timeliness and success value a date one
month after launch is selected; this would include any early midcourse
maneuvers and allow adequate time to simulate other maneuvers.
. Autopilot performance with retro-propulsion (7) - Full value for any
mission using the retro-propulsion system. Time and success scores
based upon date of firing.
. Cruise attitude control (2) - This is substantially a life type test. Full
value assigned for any deep space mission. Timeliness score based
upon date 4 months after leaving earth orbit. Success probability is 0.7.
. Terminal Sensor performance and AU refinement (5) - Full value is
assigned for any mission that encounters Mars. Success and timeliness
scores are based upon date of encounter.
CII- VA211AA101
10. Bias of IR planet sensor (2) - Full value for Mars missions. Success
and time baseduponencounterdate.
11. Control system life (4) - Full value for all missions. Time value based
upon 4 months from launch. Probability is 0.7.
d. Propulsion System
. Effect of midcourse plume on S/C (1) - Full value for any mission using
midcourse engines. Success and timeliness based upon first use of mid-
course system.
. Zero-g propellant acquisition - main retro (1) - Full value for missions
with main retro. Success and probability based upon time of use of
retro engine.
. Firing main engine after space storing (1) - Value of this test is time
dependent, hence, selected from Figure 3-6. Timeliness and success
based upon firing date.
4. Effect of retro-plume on S/C (4) - Full value for any mission with retro
engine. Success and timeliness based upon date of retro firing.
. Repeated midcourse starts (2) - This test will be rated full value for any
mission involving 3 or more uses of the midcourse system. Timeliness
and success based upon time of third firing.
. Orbit adjust capability (3) - The value of this test depends upon a demon-
stration of firing the midcourse engines after long storage in space and
with nearly empty tanks. For earth orbit to Mars missions, this condi-
tion is satisfied at the time of the last midcourse maneuver, and scores
are based upon that date. For other missions, a thh_d midcourse fling
6 months after launch is assumed to satisfy this requirement.
e. Engineering Mechanics
1. S/C separation from Centaur (4) - Full value for all missions. Time-
liness based upon launch date. Success probability is 1.
2. Deployment of Appendages (3) - Full value for all missions. Timeliness
based upon launch date. Success probability is 1.
3. Orbit Thermal Control (3) - Value taken from Figure 3-6. Success and
timeliness based upon date of leaving earth orbit.
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. Structural Dynamics During Retro-Engine Burn (2) - Full value for any
mission with retro engine. Success and timeliness based upon time of
retro engine firing.
. Cruise Thermal Control (5) - Full value for all missions into deep space.
Since this is partly a life test, timeliness is calculated for date 4 months
after cruise begins, and success probability is 0.7.
f. Power System
. Operation in earth orbit (3) - Partially a life test, so value is taken from
Figure 3-6. Success and timeliness based upon time for leaving earth
orbit.
2. Power System life (2) - Full value for any mission. Timeliness based
upon date four months from launch, and success probability taken as 0.7.
g. Mars Environment
1. Radiation Environment (10)
2. Atmospheric Density (1)
3. Meteroid Environment (1)
For all of these objectives, full value is assigned for any Mars mission. The dates
for success and timeliness adjustments is Mars encounter date.
3.4.9 SAMPLE WORKSHEET
Using the objective scores described earlier and the guide lines for combining scores,
18 mission combinations were evaluated in detail. A sample of the worksheet used to
calculate the score applicable to a given combination of mission and launch date is
shown as Table 3-5. This worksheet illustrates the application of the guide lines
described in section 8.
A summary of the combinations for which detailed scores were calculated is shown
in Table 3-6, along with the raw and adjusted scores for each mission.
3.5 MISSION ANALYSIS CONC LUSIONS
From the results tabulated in section 3.4.9 it is possible to draw several qualitative
conclusions about the relative engineering test value of alternate missions. Table 3-7
lists generic mission types in relative ranking of the net score for each of these
mission types. It is interesting to note that the first 3 of these 6 generic mission
types all involve an earth orbiting phase, and that their score is significantly better
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Table 3-5. '69 Mission Selection
Mission No. 2 Description: Earth Orbit To Mars: Type I
Launch Date 2/15/69 Leave Earth Orbit 3/31/69 Mars Arrival 9/18/69
No°
1.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
2.
A.
B.
C.
D.
3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
4.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
5.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
6.
A.
B.
7.
A.
B.
C.
Weight Timeliness Success Probability
Test Objective Full Selected Date Factor Score Date Factor Score
Procedure and OSE
General Prc- Launch Operations
Pre-Launch Propulsion Tests
General Post Launch Operations
Orbit Mode Operations
Cruise Operations
Maneuver Procedure
Encounter Operations
Telecommunications, Data Handling and C & S
Lander Relay Link Test
Orbital Operation Life
Cruise Operation Life
System Design Adequacy
Control and Guidance
Autopilot Performance with Mid-Course
Engines
Mid-Course Execution Accuracy
Orbital Attitude Control (Including Gyro Life)
Articulation Control
Capsule Separation Dynamics
Maneuver and Reacquisitions
Autopilot Stability with Retro Propulsion
Cruise Attitude Control
Terminal Sensor Performance and AU
Refinement
Bias of IR Planet Scanner
Control System Life
Propulsion System
Effect of Mid-Course Plume on S/C
Zero-G Propellant Acquisition-Main Retro
Firing Main Engine After Space Storage
Effect of Retro Plume on S/C
Repeated Mid-Course Engine _tarts
Orbit Ajust Capability
Engineering Mechanics
Separation From Centaur
Deployment of Appendages
Orbital Thermal Control
Structural Dynamics During Retro Engine Burn
Cruise Thermal Control
Power System
O_eration in Earth Orbit
Power System Life
Mars Environment
Radiation Environment
Atmospheric Density
Material Environment
TO TA LS
10 10 1 1 10
3 3 1 1 3
6 6 1 1 6
3 2.7 1 1 2.7
2 2 1 0.7 1.4
2 2 4/7 1 1 3/4 .73 1.5
2 2 9/15 1 7 . 39 . 8
5 5 2/30 1 5 1/2 .86 4.3
4 3.6 3/31 1 3.6 1 1/2 .78 2.8
5 5 7/31 1 5 0.7 3.5
5 5 8/31 l 5 6 1/2 0.42 2.1
3 3 2/'22 l 3 1/4 0.92 2.8
3 3 2/30 1 1/2 0.86 2.6
4 3.6 3/31 1 1 1/2 0.78 2.8
4 4 4/15 1 2 0.69 2.8
3 3 2/30 1 1/2 .86 2.6
5 5 3/15 l 1 0.82 4.1
7 7 3/31 1 1 1/2 .78 5.5
2 2 7/31 1 0.7 1.4
5 5 9/15 1 7 .39 2.0
2 2 9/15 1 7 .39 .8
4 4 6/15 1 0.7 2.8
1 1
1 1
I 0.9
4 4
2 2
3 3
4 4
3 3
3 2.7
2 2
5 5
3 2.7
2 2
lO I0
I 1
1 1
135 133.2
2/22 1
3/31 1
3/31 1
3/31 1
8/31 I
8/31 1
2/15
2/15
3/31
3/31
7/31
3/31
6/15
9/15
9/15
9/15
1/4 0.92 .9
1 1/'2 .78 .8
1 1/2 .78 .7
1 1/2 .78 3.1
6 1/2 0.42 l. 3
1 4
1 3
1 1/2 .78 2.1
1 1/2 .78 1.6
0.7 3.5
1 1/'2 .78 2.1
O.7 1.4
7 .39 3.9
7 .39 .4
7 .39 .4
98.3
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Table 3-6. Summary of Mission Value Calculations
Mission
Launch Leave Arrive
From Earth at Raw Adjusted
AFETR Orbit Mars Score Score
1. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type I 1/15 3/31 9/18 135 95.7
2. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type I 2/15 3/31 9/18 133.2 98.3
3. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type I 3/15 3/31 9/18 122.4 92.6
4. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 1/15 3/15 114 90.3
5. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 3/15 5/15 114 90.3
6. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 5/15 7/15 114 90.3
7. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 7/15 9/15 114 89.6
8. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 9/15 11/15 1 14 86.5
9. Earth Orbit to Deep Space 11/15 * 1/15 114 82.1
10. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II 1/15 3/1 12/1 133.2 95.3
11. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II 2/15 3/1 12/1 122.4 88.8
12. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II 2/15 5/'1 "2/'15 135 92.7
13. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II 3/15 5/1 *2/]5 133.2 95.4
14. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II 4/15 5/1 "2/15 122.4 90.4
16. Direct Shot to Mars - Type I 3/31 3/31 9/18 95 69.5
17. Direct Shot to Mars - Type II 3/1 3/1 12/1 95 65.6
18. Direct Shot to Mars - Type II 5/1 5/1 "2/15 95 63.9
19. Direct Shot to Deep Space 5/1 5/1 - 7 6 60.5
* Indicates 1970 date; otherwise 1969.
Penalty
Deducted
-3
-3
-3
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-l
-1
-1
-16
-1
-1
-1
Net Mission
Valve Score
92.7
95.3
89.6
89.3
89.3
89.3
88.6
85.5
81.1
94.3
87.8
91.7
94.4
89.4
53.5
64.6
62.6
59.5
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Table 3-7. Relative Value of Mission Types
Mission Net Score
1. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type I
2. Earth Orbit to Mars - Type II
3. Earth Orbit to deep space
4. Direct flight to Mars - Type II
5. Direct flight to deep space
6. Direct flight to Mars - Type I
95.3
94.4
89.3
64.6
59.5
53.5
than the mission types which involved a direct flight from launch to Mars or deep
space. This is because so much of the engineering value of the '69 test flight is in-
volved in tests using the spacecraft propulsion system, and it is not possible to carry
this subsystem on a direct ascent trajectory using the Atlas/Centaur. Hence, the
first conclusion is that the preferred mission type will involve an Earth orbiting phase.
The second conclusion that may be drawn from Table 3-7 is that although there is
some increase in engineering value involved in missions which fly by Mars, the in-
crease in relative net value is less than 10%. This is considered to be well within
the range of accuracy of the selection process, since it is so heavily dependent upon
subjective judgments about the value of various test objectives. There are several
reasons for this conclusion. First, in terms of the raw score available to various
missions only 19 points are assigned to objectives involving Mars fly by; including
tests of the terminal guidance equipment, the IR Planet Sensor, and environmental
measurements in the vicinity of Mars. Moreover, because of the method used to
weight the initial test objectives, these tests are reduced in value in the final scores
by a significant amount because of the anticipated lower probability _hat the flight
test would be successful for a long enough duration to permit tests involving Mars
fly by to be actually accomplished. Hence, in the final scores only about 6 points
out of some 90 are associated with engineering value of a Mars fly by. In other
words, the value of a Mars flyby test has been discounted in this analysis by the use
of a success probability multiplier applied to all of the mission test objectives.
Another interesting use of the information presented in paragraph 3.4.9 is to plot the
engineering test value of the same mission as a function of launch date. This has been
done in Figure 3-7 for Earth orbit to Mars and Earth orbit to deep space mission t.Fpes.
This analysis indicates that if the launch is made in January or February of 1969 the
Earth orbit to Mars mission type is of greater engineering value than the Earth orbit
to deep space mission. After the Mars window closes, of course there is no Earth
orbit to Mars fly by mission possibility, so that flights after March are Earth orbit
to deep space, and are identical in all respects. However, the curve is shown for the
1-37 of 5i
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Earth orbit to Mars mission type after March. This was doneto reflect the fact that
if a mission to Mars had beenplannedfor launch early in the year, the Centaur launch
vehicle modifications to extendthe capability of coasting in parking orbit to greater
than 25 minutes would be required. The curve of Figure 3-7 indicates that the engi-
neering test value of the '69 test flight declines rather slowly through the year. By
Septemberthe mission value is still 95%of the value available in February.
Another conclusion may be apparent in the shapeof the Earth orbit to Mars flyby
mission type. This curve in the January to March time period exhibits a peak value
for launches occuring in February. This shapeof the curve indicates an optimum
mission value if the duration of the Earth orbiting phase is in the range of 1 to 2
months. This result is quite specific for the shapeof the curve described in sec-
tion 3.4.8 which indicates the declining value for mission durations involving an
Earth orbit duration less than 2 months. The reason for the peak in the curve is
that as the retropropulsion test is delayedto later dates the success likelihood de-
clines, while for very short Earth orbit phasesthe value assignedto Earth orbit tests
such as operation of the power system in orbit is assigned low values. Further care-
ful study would be required to consider whether the suggestion of optimum 1 to 2 month
Earth orbit mission duration is really valid.
The last conclusion which may be drawn from the data of paragraph 3.4.9 is that the
mission type selection is largely dominated by the test objectives which may be
accomplished early in the flight. This is becauseobjectives which are accomplished
late are soheavily discounted by the successprobability curve described in sec-
tion 3.4.7.
In summary conclusion, the mission selection analysis conductedleads to the con-
clusion thay only two mission types suggestthemselves as serious candidates for the
1969test flight. These are the Earth orbit to Mars flyby mission; and the Earth
orbit to deep spacetest. Further, the type of analysis conductedshowsclearly how
this conclusion was reached through the intermediate steps described earlier.
3.6 MISSIONFLEXIBILITY
Another aspect of the technical choice betweenan Earth orbit to Mars flyby verses
Earth orbit to deep space mission which should bediscussed is the difference in con-
straints betweenthe two missions, andthe consequencesof these in terms of mission
planning and in the effects uponthe spacecraft subsystems. An Earth orbit to Mars
flyby mission type imposes many serious constraints uponthe selection of earth
orbits in order to satisfy all of the orbital mechanics constraints within the energy
capabilities available. Theseeffects will bediscussed in turn.
Oneof the first consequencesof selecting anearth orbit to Mars mission is that the
energy available from the Centaur and spacecraft propulsion systems does not allow
much margin for achieving the total AV's required for satisfactory Mars transfer
orbits. The first consequenceof this is to require that any Earth orbit to Mars
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mission be constructed with a low perigee in order to conserve the _ V, and permit
sufficient injection energy to provide a selection of transfer trajectories. This im-
poses several penalties on the Earth orbiting phaseof the mission. First, the dis-
turbance torques imparted to the spacecraft in an orbit with low perigee is much
larger than would be the case for a higher perigee. Both aerodynamic torques, and
gravity gradient disturbance torques impose a much greater burden on the attitude
control system than would be the case in the orbits to be used at Mars. The effect
of this is discussed in Volume D. Second, the low perigee results in a much larger
contribution to the thermal balance problem by the Earth albedo than would be the
case in a Mars orbit. This is a severe test of the thermal control system, and may
result in compromises to the design similarity between the '69 and '71 spacecraft
when the problem is analysed in greater detail.
A major question to be considered in planning Earth orbit ejection maneuvers is the
degree of Earth based command and control which should be exercised prior to and
during the injection maneuver. For a test flight program, it appears intuitively to
be very desirable that the spacecraft be under the command and control of a ground
station prior to and during the injection phase. The nature of the station coverage
available in Earth orbit requires that the spacecraft be maneuvered to its propulsion
attitude in sight of one ground station while it is descending to perigee. It will then
be out of sight of ground stations for perhaps half an hour until it reaches perigee at
time to perform the orbit eject maneuver. It would appear highly desirable to be able
to receive telemetry from the spacecraft to assure that all systems are still in readi-
ness for the maneuver before commanding execution of the propulsion maneuver. If
this procedure were followed, it has a number of significant consequences, especially
for the Earth orbit to Mars mission types. First of all, there is the difficulty which
may be experienced in achieving 2-way communications lock with the spacecraft
during a short station pass, required in order to permit a command to execute a pro-
pulsion maneuver to be sent to the spacecraft. Second, the time available for analysis
of telemetry prior to the execution transmission of the execute command is very short,
and this may impose a severe operational problem. Next, the use of low perigee alti-
tudes results in high doppler shifts in the radio signals, and also high rates of change
of doppler. It appears that to overcome this problem and permit command of the
spacecraft by a DSIF station during a 200 mile perigee pass it may be necessary to
provide Mission Dependent Equipment (MDE) to modify the transmitted signal from
the DSIF to eliminate the doppler shift as seen by the spacecraft in order to permit
spacecraft receivers to track the transmitted signal. Alternately, the spacecraft
receivers might have to be modified; a possibility considered very unattractive in
view of the desire for similarity between the '69 and '71 equipment. Another alter-
native would be to install a separate command receiver aboard the spacecraft simply
to permit this command and control during low perigee passes. The final problem
involved in low perigee passes in the command and control area is that for some of
the station passes computed for ejection into Mars orbit over the Goldstone station,
the antenna tracking rates are well beyond the capability of the DSIF Goldstone station.
This would require that antennas with higher tracking rate be made available during
this mission phase. These problems of command and control during the injection
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maneuver are mitigated if the perigee altitude could be raised to a higher value for
this orbit injection maneuver. However, this alternative is not available if the mission
plan is to go to Mars, becauseof the energyrequirements of that mission.
The related aspectof the commandand control problem is that commensurate orbits
(i. e. an integral number of orbits per day)be provided if it is desired to retain the
capability of having more than a single day onwhich orbit ejection may be made. If
commensurate orbits are used, then 3 to 5 days of orbit insertion are available for a
particular earth orbit established by the initial launch conditions, since the precession
of the line of nodesis sufficiently slow to permit this option. The option is available
even ff commensurateorbits are not selected, but only one of the several injection
days would be in sight of a DSIF station at the time of injection. If it is assumedthat
commensurate orbits are desirable, several additional problems are introduced by
selecting an Earth orbit to Mars mission. First, the choice of earth orbit parameters
is still further restricted. Second,it is unlikely that the commensurate orbit, which
is basically established by the secondburn of the Centaur, will correspond to maximum
utilization of the Centaur capability for the weight of spacecraft inserted into orbit.
This represents a penalty in the total energyavailable for the heliocentric transfer
orbit. The consequenceof this penalty in the Earth orbit to Mars mission studied
was to require expenditure of a sizable fraction of the spacecraft midcourse propul-
sion system propellant in addition to the main engine propellant in order to achieve
adequateinsertion energies. Hence, the margin available for making adequatemid
course corrections was severely limited. The next penalty associatedwith commen-
surate orbits and Mars ejection missions involves the fact that perigee must bekept
rather low in order to permit the mission. To achieve commensurate orbits and re-
tain a satisfactory final orbit perigee (establishedby operation of the spacecraft mid
course propulsion system at earth orbit apogee)the injection velocity error of the
Centaur during its secondburn must beabout 25 feet per secondor less. It is not
clear that this is within the capability of the Centaur launchvehicle after it has been
in orbit for approximately anhour.
There is an additional Centaur penalty ....... in --'-_'-" ..... *_ _'_+ to _ars +,,,_
missions; that in order to remain within the specified 90 to 114° launch azimuth from
the Air Force Eastern Test Range the Centaur coast must be permitted to increase
from its present 25 minute capabilityto an hour or better in order to achieve the re-
quired orbital parameters.
For the Earth orbit to Mars mission type studied the orbital geometry was rather
favorable in that Canopus occultations did not occur in the period between January 15
and March 31, the nominal period of the earth orbit. However, the line of sight of
the Canopus sensor past Earth was found to be a minimum of 16 ° during this period.
This is a significant problem for the operation of the Canopus sensor. With an Earth
orbit to deep space mission there is sufficient flexibility in selecting orbit inclinations
and orientation of the line of apsides to permit orbits to be selected which do not in-
volve such small earth limb to Canopus angles. This would ease the problem of the
Canopus sensor. It is not clear without additional study how the shadow period in the
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earth orbit would be affected by redesigning the earth orbit to accomplish this, but it
is clear that the maximum sun occultation would be not more than an hour, which is
within the capability of the power system. Nevertheless, this might still represent a
concern for the attitude control system in terms of the amount of gyro operation re-
quired during the earth orbit phase. Further study may show it possible to achieve
orbits with neither sun nor Canopusoccultation for a significant period, although it
might be preferable to include occultation of one or both of these bodies for a portion
of the earth orbit duration in order to provide a better test of the attitude control
system.
From the discussion up to this point it is clear that althoughthe Earth orbit to Mars
fly by mission is feasibile within the capability of the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle and
the spacecraft propulsion system described in Volume A and D, weight is nevertheless
somewhatmarginal for this mission. Hopefully, this concern could be alleviated
through the use of the SLV-3X launch vehicle for a 1969flight, since it is expected
that this launch vehiclewill be available. However, if it were not, weight would be a
continuing concern in the design of the spacecraft for the Earth orbit to Mars flyby
mission. This would undoubtedlyresult in imposing design changesto the 1969space-
craft solely for the purpose of saving weight. For example, approximately 15pounds
can be savedby reducing the metal gaugein the spacecraft electronic torus since the
loads of a flight capsuleare not involved in the 1969flight. Further weight could be
savedby removing redundant tape recorders and power amplifiers, but all of these
things would compromise the value of the 1969test flight by making the spacecraft
to be flown less similar to the 1971operational flight spacecraft.
The injection accuracy available from the spacecraft autopilot and propulsion system
is significantly poorer than expectedfrom the Atlas/Centaur. This will lead to the
requirement for substantially larger first mid course maneuvers, and/or increase the
required aim point bias to satisfy the contamination requirement for the 1969flight.
This latter eventuality may result from the weight limitation of this proposed mission,
leading to the distinct possibility of not having sufficient midcourse propellant available
to executea secondmidcourse maneuver. Hencethe aim point for the first midcourse
maneuvermight needto be as large as 35,000kilometers from the planet in order to
satisfy the contamination constraint. Sucha flyby distance, if it were the best that
could be done, wouldnot result in a very satisfactory mission.
The conclusion to be drawn from these considerations are that from a mission flexi-
bility point of view, the earth orbit to deep space mission has many features which
make it somewhat more desirable than an earth orbit to Mars flyby shot. These ad-
vantages tend to offset the improvement in test value of the earth orbit to Mars flyby
as described in paragraph 3.5.
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION EFFECTS OF ALTERNATES
4.1 SCHEDULE
The alternative 1969 Test Missions are: (a) to launch from an Atlas Centaur in
September of 1969 on an Earth Orbit to Deep Space Mission; (b) launch from an Atlas
Centaur on January 15, 1969 or shortly thereafter into an Earth orbit - Mars fly-by
trajectory. From a scheduling standpoint, the difference lies in the late launch in
September versus the early launch in January. Table 4-1 compares the scheduling
effects of the alternate approaches. Figure 4-1 shows the alternate schedules for
comparison.
4.2 COST CONSIDERATIONS
Costs for the various missions were estimated and ranked by assigning a value of 100
to the most costly mission (two flights were considered). The results of this ranking
are as follows:
S/C only S/C & LV
Earth orbit - Mars fly-by, Type I 98 99
Earth orbit - Mars fly-by, Type II 100 100
Earth orbit - deep space 94 97
Direct shot to Mars fly-by, Type I 92 96
Direct shot to Mars fly-by, Type II 94 97
Since none of the alternate missions significantly influence the basic costs of the
flights, the difference i,_ the costs is nominal. The basic costs of the missions are:
(a) those associated with or resulting from the modification of the 1971 configuration
spacecraft to the configuration required for the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle (b) the
1969 flight spacecraft itself (c) the launch vehicle and (d) the cost of launch and space
flight operations.
5.0 MISSION SELECTION SUMMARY
5.1 TECHNICAL EVALUATION SUMMARY
A number of mission alternatives were evaluated for test value early in the study, in-
cluding Venus flights, direct ascent to Mars fly-by, lunar orbits and others. Two con-
clusions were drawn from this study: First, a large share of the mission test value
is associated with use of the main retro propulsion system. This would include dem-
onstration of engine operation per se, and system interaction effects such as autopilot
operation with engines firing and effect of plumes upon the spacecraft. This conclusion
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in turn indicates a strong desire to have the test mission begin with anearth orbiting
phase, since the Atlas/Centaur is unable to deliver both basic spacecraft bus and re-
tropropulsion to an escapetrajectory.
The secondconclusion is that a flight to Mars does increase the value of the engineer-
ing test, but only by a small amount. Specifically, engineering tests of the Mars
Vertical sensor, the Approach Guidancesensor, and additional measurementsof the
magnetically trapped radiation are considered of significant value in improving the
probability of spacecraft success in 1971. However, these tests were judged to add
less than 10percent to the engineering value of the flight test. Since this changeis
well within the range of uncertainty of the subjective ratings attached to the relative
importance of different test objectives, it was necessary to invoke other considerations
as dominant in selecting betweentwo principle mission types: an Earth orbit to Mars
fly-by mission, using the retropropulsion system to provide the energy to eject the
spacecraft onto the Mars transfer orbit; or the same mission flown after the Mars
opportunity, as anearth orbit to deepspace flight.
Three additional considerations must be invoked to select betweenthe prime alterna-
tives: mission difficulty, cost, and schedule considerations. From the point of view
of mission difficulty, the earth orbit to deepspace mission is slightly preferable for
two reasons: Theearth orbit to Mars mission imposes more trajectory constraints
than the deepspace shot. For example, energy constraints limit the altitude of perigee
to about 200 miles. This imposes several operational problems for tracking the space-
craft from the DSIF. Second,the weight capability for the Mars fly-by case is some-
what marginal. This will result in making changes to the spacecraft to save some
weight, (e.g. reduction of redundancy)which will both reduce the desired similarity
betweenthe 1969and 1971missions, and increase the program cost.
5.2 SCHEDULEEVALUATION SUMMARY
The overall effect of a Mars flight is to advance the date by which hardware detailed
designwill be completedby several months, compared with the schedule considered
optimum for a 1971operational flight. This will require either much more detail de-
sign during phaseIB, thus partially defeating the intended planning conceptof this
process, or it will require the spacecraft designand testing to be accomplished at such
a pace that the risk of serious error is greatly magnified. Further, because the 1969
Test Spacecraftmust be released for procurement so early in the developmentcycle
of the 1971Flight Spacecraft, many inevitable design improvements will not be fac-
tored into the 1969design. Not only does this increase the risk of a non-instructive
failure in the 1969vehicle, but it further dilutes the desired similarity between the two
flight articles.
On the other hand,a flight date of Septemberhas relatively little effect uponthe opti-
mum 1971program. The 1969flight spacecraft assembly and test preceeds assembly
and test of the PTM (Proof Test Model)by only two months. This not only avoids
early schedule acceleration but also paves the way for the 1971PTM in terms of train-
ing and experience. The net effect to the program is similar to building additional
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copies of the PTM, except for the differences imposed by the choice of launch vehicle,
and flying it instead of putting it into a ground thermal vacuum life test. In addition, a
flight date of September is early enough that flight test data is useful for any required
1971 Spacecraft modifications.
5.3 COST EVALUATION SUMMARY
The estimated difference in cost between the two alternate approaches of earth orbit-
deep space and earth orbit Mars fly-by shows the deep space mission to be approxi-
mately 4 percent less than the Mars fly-by mission.
5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED MISSION
Of the factors considered in selecting a mission for the Atlas/Centaur that best com-
bine an engineering test of the Spacecraft and Project considerations of cost and
schedule, the later flight of earth orbit to deep space is preferred for the following
reasons:
a. The difference in engineering test value of a Mars fly-by versus a deep space
shot is too small and too subjective to be decisive.
b. The cost difference is too small and uncertain to exert much influence on the
answer.
c. Mission flexibility slightly favors a deep space shot.
d. Schedule considerations strongly favor a later flight.
This does not mean to imply that the earlier flight date for a Mars mission cannot be
satisfied; it can, but it will require some acceleration of the program and result in less
similarity between the 1969 Test Spacecraft and the 1971 Flight Spacecraft.
6.0 RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
6.1 THE RELIABILITY GROWTH CONCEPT
Considerable evidence has accumulated in recent years to substantiate the fact that the
reliability growth of aerospace systems does occur as a function of flight experience.
This growth pattern appears both on individual programs and on the combination of
several such programs averaged together. The growth curve generally follows an ex-
ponential relationship, starting at some first flight reliability value, R 1, and asympto-
tically approaching an upper value of reliability, Ru, as the number of flights, N, in-
creases. This exponential relationship has been observed in several places; e.g. the
Phoenix Rocket Vehicle Study, and the NASA flight reliability growth curve extracted
from "Hearings of the Aeronautics and Space Sciences committee of the U.S. Senate -
NASA authorization for 1964".
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Growing in an exponential fashion as the curve does, the highest rate of growth is ex-
perienced with the initial flights - hence, a 1969 flight test program on Voyager has
considerable significance for reliability growth for the 1971 mission flights. This in-
creasing reliability trend is related to the maturity that a space system realizes as
experience is gained. This maturity comes in many forms, e.g., a better knowledge of
profile environments, correction of basic design deficiencies that are revealed only
under actual flight conditions, better fabrication and assembly workmanship as equip-
ment familiarity is obtained, better test procedures for fault isolation prior to launch,
etc. However, there is an upper bound on reliability achievement, normally referred to
as the "inherent reliability", where asymptotic values of R_ < 1.O are reached. This
results from various constraints which lead to built-in levels of risk in the system.
Typically, state-of-the-art limitations, weight considerations and/or budget constraints
represent the source of these accepted levels of risk which ultimately prevent "perfect"
performance.
6.2 SPACECRAFT FAILURE HISTORY
Detailed information from a typical Air Force space vehicle program has been investi-
gated to obtain a comparison of ground versus flight test failure occurrence. Two
categories of failure are identified in order to compare the relative occurrence of
those failures that most clearly signify the differences between ground and flight testing:
a. Design failures - defined as those requiring a vehicle drawing change in order
to effect corrective action.
bo Other failures - those occurring in the category of workmanship deficiency,
contamination, test equipment problems, test procedures errors, harnessing
errors and equipment mis-handling.
While ground testing is designed to eliminate both categories, it is generally recognized
that design type failures are more commonly induced by system and/or environment
interactions which are difficult to simulate under ground test conditions. The particu-
lax set of data employed in this analysis is representative of a program where fairly
extensive ground testing was accomplished, much of it in the full system configuration
at environments indicative of the more critical flight profile conditions expected. With-
in the practical limitations of ground test capability, this data does represent a com-
prehensive approach to space vehicle design verification and equipment fault isolation
via the ground test program.
Failure data from this program are presented in Table 6-1. On the basis of the data, a
definite trend can be seen in the comparison of ground versus flight failures. The
marked percentage increase in the flight discovered design failures is a clear indica-
tion that potential problems lie unnoticed within a system until it experiences the actual
flight profile, with all of its simultaneous complexities of equipment interaction and
environment. While the absolute number of failures experienced on the ground is larger
than those recorded in flight, the percentage shift in the type of failure disclosed on the
ground versus flight does indicate the occurrence of design/environment interactions
that could not be fully brought to light until the real flight conditions were imposed.
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Table 6-1. Flight versus Ground Test Failure History
Test Failures
Ground Flight
Design Failures 16% 50%
Other Failures 84% 50%
7.0 '69 FLIGHT TESTS VS. ADDITIONAL GROUND TESTING
During the course of the Phase IA study, an attempt was made to quantitatively assess
the value of the proposed '69 Flight Tests compared to the value of increased ground
testing performed in lieu of the flight tests. Specific '69 flight test objectives, evolved
during the mission selection process described above, were matched with possible
ground tests which, to at least some degree, could provide similar information. Test
costs were generated, and subjective opinions gathered as to the relative technical
validity and worth of the ground tests as compared to the Atlas-Centaur constrained
'69 flight. This led to a preliminary conclusion that approximately half the informa-
tion to be gained by flight test could be obtained on the ground for a relatively low test
cost. However, subsequent analysis of this work, particularly in light of the com-
bined '69 and '71 integrated test plan finally evolved, led to the conviction that data
generated by trade-offs of this type are not valid criteria to apply to the worth of the
'69 flights and should therefore, not be included in the results of this study. The major
points supporting this judgement are:
a. The criteria for '69 mission selection were specifically based on that portion
of a given set of data generally not amenable to ground testing.
b. Many of the tests traded off against the flights were eventually incorporated
into the ground cycle of ,_nu__._.._h+ _T_h_IA_._........ nr their development models.
This was done in order to minimize, at reasonable cost, the possibility of '69
spacecraft failure from easily ground simulated mechanisms, thereby pre-
venting the possible later detection of deficiencies less capable of isolation.
C. As discussed in the reliability considerations above, the historically low re-
liability of early spacecraft flights is frequently caused by unexpected hard-
ware reaction when EXPOSED to combined actual environments, or by design
ingredients inadvertently deemphasized during the development cycle. Since
human error or limitations of knowledge are the roots of these failures, the
same deficiencies might well apply to the design of test programs to be per-
formed in lieu of flight.
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Many of the problems discussed in Volume D associated with the 1969 Test Flight are
a direct result of the use of Atlas/Centaur as the Launch Vehicle. This appendix
briefly discusses these problems and how they would be affected if a Saturn 1B/Centaur
or Saturn 1B only were used as the Launch Vehicle.
2.0 DESIGN DIFFERENCES CAUSED BY ATLASfCENTAUR
The changes required in the 1971 Voyager Spacecraft to make it compatible with an
Atlas/Centaur launch were described in detail previously. Major differences can be
summarized as follows:
a. Configuration and Structure
1. Spacecraft Support Cone modified
2. Capsule Support Cone eliminated
3. Deployment of appendages modified
(a) High, Relay, Low Gain Antennas
(b) Scan Platform
(c) Magnetometer
4. Flight Loads reduced due to Capsule removal
b. Guidance and Control
1.
Co
.
lo
2.
do
Autopilot affected by different inertias and resonances
Attitude Control affected by different inertias and solar pressure
Power
Reduced Array Area, deployable panels
Reduced number of batteries, modified charging rates
Telecommunications
1. Additional Diagnostic Sensors and Commutator
2. Modified use of Tape Recorder
3. No Intermediate Gain Antenna
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e. Temperature Control
1. External view factors changedby solar array and lack of Capsule
2. Conductive heat leaks to appendagesis different
Other differences not now identifiable will occur as a result of the 1971system inter-
faces becoming better defined, and as a result of design changesdue to the continuing
ground test program on the 1971system.
3.0 IMPLICATIONS OF DESIGN DIFFERENCES
Design differences have major effects on the 1969 program in the areas of design and
development effort, project schedule, cost, and value of the flight results obtained. In
the design area, the system differences cause duplicate effort in areas such as struc-
tural analysis and design, thermal analysis, autopilot analysis, power and subsystem
analysis and design, attitude control analysis, and launch vehicle interface design.
Ideally, these design tasks should be carried out first for the 1971 system and then
modifications required for the 1969 test flight established. The Atlas/Centaur design
will lag several months behind the 1971 system if this approach is followed to yield
maximum identity between hardware used in both systems. Under these conditions,
producing the 1969 vehicle in time for a launch during the Mars opportunity would be
very difficult, as was discussed earlier.
Several major developmental test programs must be duplicated for the 1969 and 1971
vehicles. These include the structural test model, thermal control model, engineering
model system tests, antenna pattern models, and autopilot tests. This adds to the
schedule problem in addition to significantly increasing the costs of the spacecraft de-
velopment program. Finally, the validity of flight test results in many areas is ques-
tionable due to the major design differences listed previously.
4.0 SATURN 1B/CENTAUR LAUNCH VEIIICLE
Use of the Saturn 1B/Centaur for the 1969 Launch Vehicle essentially removes all
undesirable aspects of a 1969 test flight. The spacecraft design is essentially identi-
cal, a 2300 pound "capsule simulator" can be carried if desired, and all of the 1971
Science Payload can be carried if it is available in time for the test flight. The pre-
ferred test mission in this case would duplicate the 1971 mission profile as closely as
possible within the trajectory constraints. The following are major considerations
related to this approach compared to the use of Atlas/Centaur.
ao It was previously stated that little increase in engineering value results from
a mission which produces a Mars fly-by compared to a deep space mission.
This would not be true if a Martian orbit could be achieved. Testing of the
spacecraft, particularly the planet pointing capability, as well as the opera-
tional procedures for this mission phase would be very valuable. Several
trajectory difficulties exist for the launch in 1969, however. If the 2300 pound
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capsule is carried, anda C3 of 18 must be met, some launch azimuth re-
strictions must be violated to use Type 1 trajectories that have an approach
velocity at Mars within the capability of the retropropulsion system to es-
tablish a reasonable orbit. If the Capsule is not carried and considerably
higher C3 is available, a suitable launch period for Type 1 trajectories may
be available from early April to early May that provides low approach ve-
locity and does not violate launch azimuth constraints.
b. A schedule to provide a launch during the Mars opportunity in 1969 is much
more reasonable if the Saturn 1B/Centaur is used. This results from the
single system design and elimination of duplicate test programs mentioned
earlier. Additionally, the launch period may be later if Saturn 1B/Centaur is
used as mentioned.
C. While it is recognized that Launch Vehicle costs are substantially greater
using the Saturn 1B/Centaur, this is partially offset by the reduced develop-
ment costs for the spacecraft.
d. The total 1971 spacecraft is tested and no questions exist as to the validity of
the data.
e. The Saturn 1B/Centaur vehicle could be launched late in 1969 after the Mars
opportunity with some reduction in test value. This approach would yield
minimum perturbation to an "optimum" schedule for the 1971 vehicle. The
systems would be identical and the flight would be conducted at the optimum
time in the hardware schedule, essentially in parallel with PTM testing.
Although not investigated in detail, the Saturn 1B without the Centaur upper stage could
be used in 1969 to conduct a test flight. With the large shroud, modifications to the
spacecraft to meet the volume limitations of Atlas/Centaur would be avoided. Two
possible missions are:
a. Launch into earth orbit with a complete spacecraft and full scale Capsule.
The capsule could subsequently be separated for an earth entry test. The
spacecraft retro-propulsion system would be fired to achieve a heliocentric
orbit which could be a Mars fly-by or not depending on launch timing.
b. The same mission profile could be flown with no capsule, or with a very small
one which could be used as an atmospheric probe at Mars.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
It is strongly recommended that both the Saturn 1B/Centaur and the Saturn 1B alone be
considered for the 1969 test flight. The increased value of the flight and reduced cost
of spacecraft development may well offset the added cost of the larger launch vehicle.
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lines and insert "As reauired".
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bVOL_,_ D (cont 'd)
i
CIIVA236FDi0!
I. Page 9 of 15, Paragraph 5.2: Line 2 Change "Appendix A" to "Appendix Irro
?!!VAI IOVP
i. Insert new Figure I-i (attached) after page 2 of 79.
2. Page 3/4 of 79: Change Figure I-i to Figure 1-2.
3. Pa_e 5/6 of 79: Change Figure 1-2 to Table 1-2.
4. P_ge 11/12 of 79: Delete Table 1-2.
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LO:73 LEAD DEVELOP.
i DZV. MODELS
ITEM
ENGINEERING RELEASES
PROJECT REVIEWS
SYSTEM DEFINITION
SPECIFICATION PREPARATION
CIRCUIT & LOGIC DESIGN
P_READBOARD ACTIVITY
PACKAGING DESIGN
UPDATE & PREPARE IMPLEM. PLANS
MAJOR GE MGT/TECH TEAM AT JPL
GE MGT/TECH SUPPORT AT JPL
i RETRO PROPULSION
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i THERMAL MODEL ACTIVITY
f STRUCTURAL MODEL ACTIVITY
i ! R. F. MODEL ACT._VITY
_:_ :_ _ /i q _%__"*_. DEV_LOP.H._,,,,_
i ..... ; :_- _:C.O_ONENTDEVELOPM.ENT TEST .
__:_-___L__ ..... _ _ S*JB_YST.__ DEVELOPMENT TEST
i:,, - ....... : -: _-'N_'_G_E_ ASST. & TEST
PTM
71 FLIGHT
71 ETR
GE PRIME
RECOMMENDATION
69 FLIGHT
I PROCURE FAB. & F./A. T./A. HDWRE - GE
i PROCURE FAB. & F./A. T./A. HDWRE - JPLTYPE APPROVAL TESTING
PROCURE FAB. & F./A. '_PTM - GE
I PROCURE FAB. & F./A. PTM - JPL
PTM GE ASST. TEST
PTM JPL ASST. CHECKOUT
PROCURE FAB. & F./A. FLIGHT S/C #3 (BACKrUP)
i PROCURE FAB. &F./A. FLIGHTS/C #1
PROCURE FAB. a F./A. FLIGHT S/C # 2
UPDATE 69 FLT SPARES FOR 71
ASST. & TEST FLIGHT S/C #3 (BACKUP)
ASST. & TEST FLIGHT S/C #i
I ASSY. &TEST FLIGHT S/C# 2
PLANNED SLACK
ETR ACTIVITY S/C #i
ETR ACTIVITY S/C #2
ETR ACTIVITY S/C #3 (BACKUP)
PROCURE FAB. & F./A. 69 FLT S/C #i
PROCURE FAB. & F./A. 69 FLT S/C #2
PROCU, RE FAB. & F./A. 69 FLIGHT SPARES
ASSY. &TEST 69 FLT. S/C#2
ASST. & TEST 69 FLT. S/C #I
ETR. ACTIVITY 69 FLT S/C # 1
ETR. ACTIVITY 69FLT S/C #2
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Figure I-I. Voyager YIas%er Schedule
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